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of J;l,leaSl\res, of very' great importance,
whi«h it is. the intention of the Government to submit to the consideration of this
House; and I hope the GQvernment .will
be in a position: to. give this House the
opportunity of considering this and every
other measure of the session, in the way
which it is entitled to have afforded to it
-as an independent branch of the Legislature.· The practice hitherto, sir, with
regard to this House, has been that the
consideration of measures has been so
postponed in another place, that they have
been brought up very hurriedly to this
House, generally speaking at the end of
the session; so that this House has not
had afforded- it the opportu~ity, to which
it has been justly entitled, of giving the
necessary amount Qf attention to some
very important measures. Some two or·
three sessions ago, I expressed myself very
s.trongly on this question; and I may now
slity tbat I know the Government is most
desirous that, in the case oi' every measure
sent up tp.is session, it shall be so introduced that honorable members shall have
full opportunity of gi ving due consideration.
to it. Sir, in moving the second reading
of this Bill; I will very briefly explain to
the House the object of it, .which is to
extend the existing law, as it now applies
to the city of Melbourne and the town
of Geelong only, to all boroughs and shires
throughout the colony, to whom it is proposed to give the powers now exercise-d by
the corporations of Melbourne and Geelong,
namely, the appointment of inspectors of
slaughter-houses, the imposition of licence
fees, and th~ power to enforce the keeping
of a register of all cattle daily slaughtered.
The main object of the Government, in
the introduction of this measure, is the
prevention or suppression of the crime of
cattle stealing-which it is well known has
been alarmingly prevalent, and has been
increasing in this .colony for some time
past-and giving the means of detecting
the crime. Its detection has been so diffi~ult, heretofore, that it has been seldom
that cattle stealers have been caught and
punished as they deserve. The intention
of the Bill is that all boroughs and shire
councils shall have inspectors, and that a
register shall be kept of all cattle slaughtf.red in the abattoirs belonging to each
shire, so that, in ·the event of cattle being
stolen, immediate steps may be taken tocommunicate with the inspector; and, by
such means, it is anticipated that some of
the, offenders, at any rate, will be over2p2
'
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taken and punished. It is . felt that this
can only be. accomplished by ex.tending
the mac~inery that now exists~. I .begto
move that this Bill be now -read. a 'second
time.
. The Bill was read a secoij.d time; ~nd
committed.
.
On clause 33, providing that the.requirements of the Act shall not extend to the
slaughtering of cattle for farqiij. use,
Mr. McCRAE moved t.he insertion of
the following words : '.
" Nor to prevent any person from slaughtering
cattle for the use of his family, or from di~posing
of any portion in excess of his own requirements."

The Hon.J. F. STRACHAN pointed out
that giving the power of disposing of any
portion of the carcass, in.e~cess of the·1;'6.quirements of the p'erson slau.ghteri~g,
would open the door to large abuses of the
privilege.
After some discussion, the clause was
.postponed.
The other clauses of the' Bill were
agreed to, with the exception of the 42n~
clause, which was postponed.
Progress was then reported.··
The House adjourned at seyen minu'tes
to'five o'clock, until Wednesday May 5.
.
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The Flemington Bone Mill Ca.se-Mining Leases-Persona.l
Explanations-Alleged Bribery of Members of Pa.rlia.ment-Consideration of the Report of the Complaint
Committee-Sixth Night's Debate.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast"four o'clock p.m.
FLEMINGTON BONE MILL.
Mr. MACPHERSON called the attention of the Attorney-General to the fact
that the Supreme Court had granted a
rule nisi for an information against Mr.
Reid for allowing a nuisance, and asked
under what circumstances it became necessary to mov.e the court in order to bring
such matter to trial?
Ml'. G. P ATO~ ~MIT H.-Mr. Speakel',
I am very glad tha,t the honorable member has put thi.:3 question. As I gather
from the depositioll:3, this bone-mill is
situate on a piece of land called Flemington-bank, which belongs neither to the
borough of Esscndon and Flemington,
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nor to the city of Melbourne. In fact it
is within no municipal boundary. The
bone-mill has beeq, established there for a
considerable number of years. In fact, I
believe it was there before there was any
population in the district; or, at any rate,
when the population was very sparse. I
have no doubt whatever that the· bonemill is a nuisance, and that, if it be not
remedied, it will have to be removed;
and, if these proceedings had been commenced in a legal and proper manner, I
should not have interfered in any way.
Sir, it was within my knowledge that the
local board of health had proceeded
against the proprietors of the bone-mill
(Messrs. Macmeikan and Reid) under the
Public Health Act. The 32nd section of
that Act provides as follows :~
" If any candle-house, melting-house, meltingplace, or soap-house, or any fellmongery, slaughter-house, or any building or place for boiling
offal or blood, or for boiling, burning, or crushing bones, or any manufactory causing effluvia,
. . . be at any time certified to the local board
of health by any medical officer, or any two legally
qualified medical practitioners, to be a nuisance
or offensive to the inhabitants of the neighbourhood, the local board of health may cause to be
summoned, before any two justices in petty
sessions assembled, the person by or in whose
behalf the work so complained- of is carried on ;
and if it shall appear to such justices that the
trade or business carried on by the person complained against is a nuisance, or causes any
effluvia or fumes offensive to the inhabitants of
the neighbourhood, and that such person has
not used the best practical means for abating
such nuisance, or counteracting or destroying
such effluvia or fumes, the person so offending
. . . shall, upon a summary conviction for
such offence, forfeit and pay a sum of not more
than £5 nor less than 40s."
Now the proprietors of the bone-mill were
summoned under this Act before the
Flemington bench; but the evidence was so
confiicting',that the case was dismissed. In
point of fact the health officer of the local
board gave evidence in support of the de-fendants. It was proved, at that time,
that the proprietors of the bone-mill had
expended some £600 or £700 for the purpose of remedying the nuisance, and that
further alterations were in progress -by
which, it was expected, the nuisance
would be remedied, if it were not altogether removed. Immediately following
upon' the proceedings before the bench,
the Central Board of Health addressed to
the secretary of the .local board of health
a memorandum instructing him to inform
the local board that they must require the
proprietors of this bone-mill to do certain
things towards abating the nuisance.
Mr. G. Paton Smith,.
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Now the secretary of the local board of
health is Mr. Miller, who is the clerk to
the Essendon and Flemington Borough
Council ; and I don't think I am going
too far in saying that the bOl:ough council
is Mr. Hugh Glass. (" No.") The
Central Board sent these instructions, but
Mr. Miller thought proper to suppress
. them. They were never communicated
to Messrs. Macmeikan and Reid, who
were left totally in the dark as to the
requirements demanded of them under
a statutory provision; but Mr. ~iller
thought proper to proceed against those
gentlemen at common law, for a nuisance,
as he was pleased to call it. Accordingly
Messrs. Macmeikan and Reid had to appear before the local magistrates, and,
after a hearing of several days, they were
committed for trial. On that occasion,
Mr. Miller admitted that he had these instructions from the Central Board, that
they had not been communicated to th~
proper persons, that he was not the prosecutor, that the borough council was in fact
in that position, and that he had no other
interest in the proceedings except that of
being put up as a dummy to expend a
sum of money which had beeJ;l either
promised or voted in support of this prosecution. ' So the case stood when, on the
2nd March, Mr. Madden, solicitor, addressed to me the following letter : "The Queen at the Prosn. of Miller v. Reid.•
" SIR,-May I be permitted to ask whether it
is your intention to send forward an indictment
in this case for the next session of the Supreme
Court in its criminal jurisdiction, and if so,
whether you will allow the prosecutor, by
counsel, to assist the Crown in the prosecution?
"I have, &c.,
"JOHN MADDEN."

To this the following reply was sent :~
" SIR,-I am directed by the Attorney-General
to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
2nd instant, and to inform you that the case of
the Queen at the prosecution of Miller v. Reid,
will not be proceeded with at the ensuing sessions.-I have, &c.,
" A. W. CHO:MLEY."
A day or two afterwards I received the
following letter from Mr. Madden :~
"92 Chancery-lane, March 9, 1869.
"SIR,-I beg to acknowledge the receipt of
your letter of the 5th instant, in reference to
the case of the Queen at the prosecution of
Miller v. Reid, by which you inform me, by direction of the honorable the Attorney-General, that the case will not be proceeded with
during the ensuing sessions. As the nuisance
complained of is of a most disagreeable and
offensive character, and is still continued,
I am instructed by the local board of health
at Essendon and Flemington, acting on behalf
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of the public, to urge upon the AttorneyGeneral the necessity of bringing the case
to trial with as little delay as possible. If the
amount of public business at present pressing
upon the Attorney-General is such as to render
it impossible for him to give the matter his personal attention, the local board of health will
willingly bear the expense of submitting the
case to any other barrister whom he may name,
and of afterwards conducting the prosecutio·n.
If the Attorney-General will adopt my suggestion, and you will favour me with an immediate
reply, I will take the steps to have the case
brought to trial in due conrse.-I have, &c.,
. "JOHN MADDEN."

This Jetter was brought to me by Mr.
Madden's son, from whom I ascertained
that Mr. Miller was acting under a guarantee from the local board of health, and
that he was not the prosecutor. Consequent upon that, I directed the following
to be forwarded to Mr. Madden :-" Crown Law-offices, Melbourne,
"March 11, 1869.
"SIR,-In reply to your letter of the 9th instant, I am directed by. the Attorney-General to
inform you that the case to which that letter
refers will not be tried at the next criminal
sittings of the Supreme Court. The AttorneyGeneral is dissatisfied with the manner in which
the proceedings against Reid have been commenced. The prosecution was apparently at the
instance of Mr. Miller, whilst it now appears,
from your communication, that the local board
of health is prosecuting. .The Public Health
Act (No. 310) does not permit local boards of
health to commence criminal pro'ceedings, nor to
make any bargain such as the Attorney-General
is credibly informed has· been made in the case
under notice, with a nominal prosecutor, to
indemnify him against costs.
" Your letter further discloses the circumstance
that the local board proposes to retain counsel,
and conduct the prosecution at its own expense.
The Attorney-General is not aware of any
statutable provieion enabling local boards of
health either to 'incur or defray such expenses.
Under these circumstances, he does not think it
would be proper for him to proceed with an
irregularly commenced prosecution; and, unless
he sees reason to change that opinion, a nolle
prosequi will be entered, leaving Mr. Miller to
his personal remedy.-I have, &c.,
"A. W. CHOMLEY."

A newspaper has been pleased to insinuate
that I allowed an improper interference
with the performance of my public duty.
It is a scandalous insinuation, and reflects
discredit, not upon me, but upon the persons who, on imperfect information, thus
assail a public officer. The ground which
I took was that, if Mr. Miller persisted in
these proceedings, he should do so on his
own behalf, and not as the representative
of the local board of health. If he was
acting only as the nominee of the local
board, he WIlS doing that which the local
bo~rd h~(f. no power to
~ .b~~ if 4e pro-
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secuted "himself, he should do so on his
own behalf, and then he shou Id have the
Afterwardo
assistance of the Crown.
I received from Mr. Madden the following
letter, which I venture to say is inconsistent with his previous statement that
the local board was conducting the
prosecution : "92 Chancery-lane, March 31, 1869.
"SIR,-In reply to your letter of the 11 th
instant, referring to the case of The Queen v.
Reid, I beg leave to point out that the
Attorney-General must have mistaken the •
meaning of my letter of the 9th instant, whe{l he
stated that 'it now appears, from your com. munication, that the local board of health is "
prosecuting.' I did not state that such was
the case.
" My letter states that if the AttorneyGeneral could not give the matter his personal attention, the local board of health
would bear the expense of prosecuting the
case if he signs the information. This course
the board is willing to adopt solely on public
grounds, as the nuisance still continues, and
the more especially at a time when we arethreatened by the disease of small-pox, which
may be stimulated by a nuisance of the kind
complained of. Instead of naming the local
board of health, I should. have named the
council of the borough (which Js the same
body) as being willing to incur the expense;
and the Attorney-General will observe that
the 27th Viet., No. 184, sec. 373, gives that
corporation the power to direct such a prosecution, and to order the expense to be paid
out of the borough fund. At present the
prosecution is at the suit of Willian\ Marsh
Miller, and, with great respect for the AttorneyGeneral who seems to think otherwise, I
. believe the proceedings have not been irregularly commenced.
As it now, however,
appears doubtful what the Attorney-General
intends to do in the case, and as the nuisance
complained of still continues, ~ shal~ feel
obliged by' your once more callmg. hiS ~t
tention to the matter, and asking hlm
to decide, with as little delay as possible, whether he will send forward the
information or not, as, in the latter event, an
application will be made to the Supreme
Court for leave to file a criminal information.
Of course, I do not state this for the purpose
of influencing the Attorney-General one way
or another, but merely in order that he might
see the necessity of deciding as soon as possible,
that if, in his judgment, the case
should not be prosecuted, we would have an
opportunity of applying to the court during
the present term.-I have, &c.,

so

"JOHN MADDEN."

This was answered on the 5th April in
the following terms : " Sm - I am directed by the Attorney-General
to ackn~wledge the receipt of your letter of the
31st ult. and to inform you that there will be
no p'ros~cution by the Crown in the matter of
Miller v. Reid.-I have, &c.
"JOHN

W. FOSBERY."

Now I thi~lk the House will see that this
matter has ~lass.eq ~hrongh three stages.
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The prosecutor, .in the first place, was
Mr. Miller; then, when Mr. Miller no
longer served the purpose, his place was
taken by the local board of health ; and
afterwards, when it was shown that the
proceedings were irregular, the Boroughs
Statute 'was fallen 'back upon. Sir, this
letter of mine to the borough council was
the one which the honorable' and learned
member for St. iGlda, (Mr. Fellows)' pretended" the other night, to be so anxious
to read. This was the piece of criminality
which the honorable and learned member
h~ld up to the adro,iratioil'.of the galleries'
as ,against some, one on this side of the
House-as something which the Government dare'not have revealed. Now ,with
regard to thE) 373rd section' of the
Bqroughs Statute' ref~rred, ,to by Mr.
Madden, I would not allow any municipal
body to proceed under that section when
facts like those I have na~rated were
within my knowledge. I will here call
attention to the case in which th~ mayor
co:un~illors, an~, burgesses o~ Ballarat
East'p'roce~ded against the trustees of the
Ball ara.t Hospital. It is reported, in

Wyatt, Webb, and a' Beckett's Reports.
The marginal note to the decision in ,that
case ~s as follo'Y s : ,~ A municipal corporation, established under
the", Municipal' Corporations Act, 1863, does
not represent the' interests of the popUlation
of the municipality, so as to be entitled to
maintain a suit to abate a lluisance existing in
the municipality, but not shown to be upon soil
the property of the' corporation. Such a corporation has no right to institute, on behalf of a
publici or any prh'ate individual, proceedings
to restrain the continuance of such a nuisance."

I will ;no~ troublE) the House by reading
the judgment, but it was very full, and it
was to the effect that where one individual
is injured by a, nuisance that. individual
may take his remedy, civilly or criminally;
but that four or five persons cannot, combine for the purpose of doing that which
one can do for himseW., ' That is the pro-'
position laid down by: Mr. Justice Molesworth. How then, in the face of' these
faots, w~s I to allow the use of, the
nam,e of the Cr,own for the purpose of
commencing these proceedings - and
partic~larly afterMl" Miller had most
dishonestly suppressed the instructions
of ~he Central. Board, for: the purpose
of ,plunging the proprietors of the
bone-mill into such diiliculties as would
get rid 'of, the manufactory a}together?
That may be a very laudable purpose in
the eyes of the borough council; but, as
Hr. G. Paton Smith.
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long as I hold the office of Attorney.
General, they shall not have the assistance '
of the Crown.in the matter. I put it to
honorable members whether, when a case
comes before me, I am not bound to look
into all the circumstances, in order to protect the interests both of the subject and
the public? Why my fil'st act after taking
office was to append my name as Attorney ..
General to a proceeding which I after.
wards found out to ~e one of the most
scandalous cases of. 'oppression and hardship ever got up for the, purpose of se~
curing an attorney's c,Qsts. It took no
small amount of persona~ pains ftnd troubl~
to remedy that; ap.d s,ince theD;' I have
been very ,c~utious how I lend my name
to, any proceedings whatsoever. These
are the facts, and I think the House will
say I exercised a very wise discretion in
refusing t,o put, my name to an information
got up in such, a manner. I would add
what I told the deputation from the,
Central Board of Health, that I am as
much opposed to p~blic nuisances as any
one 'can possibly be, and that I would do
my best to suppress them; but that I
would not use the powers of the Crown
in the interests, of any Little Peddling ton
corporatioQ. ,The Cen,tr~l Board 'is ~ con:stitutedauth9rity, and there are meaD;s by
which the inhabitants themselves can
apply direct to the Attorney-Genera1. As
I told the Central Board,' whe,n ,proceedings are put in motion by pl'operiy cons~~.
tuted authority, then I will assist the
public as far as I can to abate the
Imisance. Bqt when people settle dowll
beside what is a useful manufactory, n,C?~:
withstanding it may be to some ext~nt
noxious, the least they can do is to' let
the proprietors of the establishmerithave
the fullest and fairest opportunity of
abating the nuisance before taking pro-'
ceedings against them. This is the explanation which I have to give, and I
trust it is satisfactory to the House.
Mr. HUMFFRA Y.-I beg to submit
that the Attorney-General has power to
take action for the suppression of nuisances,
it:respective of any local bodies or privat~
interests, simply upon public grounds;
and I would ask the honorable and
learned gentleman whether he does not
consider it his duty, as Attorney-General,
to take action accordingly?
Mr. G, PATON SMITH.-SiJ·, this
case has never bep,n brough t before me
except in the manner in which I have
stated. When it is brought before me
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in a, .proper ml;l.nner, and on public
grounds, then, and not till then, will I be
.prep~red to deal with it as the public interests demand.
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made the previous evening in reference
to the case of Mr. C. E. Jones, and
declaring them to be "nothing lessthau
an unblushing defence 'of bribery." He
explained that what he intended to say
MINING LEASES.
was that he should not consider it
Mr. HUMFFRAY asked the Minister improper to protect the seats on his
of Mines, if the sl1m of 10s. per acre was side of the . House, by affording assistdemanded, in addition to £15 for sur- ance to a neutral meniber-a member
veyors" fees, from each applicant for a not attached to 'either party in the House
goldm.ining . Jease, prior to the surveyor -who might. be subjected to a tem~
even the. issl,le .ofthe lease? The honor- porary pecuniary pressure, ill order to
able. member· stated that, under the pre~ keep him in the House, rather than allow
sent ,regulations, thirty· acres was the an election to take place which might relimit fi~ed for a mining lease. But ex- sult in the return of a violent· political
ceptions wel'!3' made in special . cases, opponent; that he would be justified in
owing to. the difficulties of conveying accepting the assistance of political friends
machinery, and other. circumstances. In out-of-doors towards such an object; and
those cases; however" every' ' applicant that, if an honorable member so assisted'
had .to make .81 deposit of· lOs. ·per acre. subsequently supported:. his party, he
Thus a man wHo applied. for 100 acres should not consider tluit he -had in any
had to pay.~65- before he knew whether way corrupted him. . He' made the
remarks with a view to show the
he' was going to have the lease or not.
Mr. SULLIVAN .said it was oQ.ly in position' which· had to. be occupie(l
special Cases that this <lemandwas made, by any person who sought to conduct an
and it was made with an object. People Opposition as' against the immense powers
were in. the' habit of applying for lapge· which the Government possessed-powers
blocks of land without any intention of held to a greater or less extent by all Godoing anything .more than mine on paper. vernments, and particularly by a colonial
Rep(:lated instances had ocourred .of ap- Government, who were the great landlords
plicants declining to take up the lease of the country, who had the whole works
'When offered them, simply' because their of the country under· their control, and
speculation liad failed. in the meantime. It whose 'patronage· was out of all proportion
was to ,test the bona jidesof parties that to the Dumber of the population. _ Now,
an amount equal to 10s. per acre was re~ supposing a Govermli.en t appointment given
quired to b~ deposited with every applica- to a near relative of a neutral mem bertion for a lease. The regulation was would that be considered corruption?
framed to meet the case, not· of. those Certainly' not. Then' how could such a
who followed mining as a business, with' . case as that which he' had put, in the
whom there was no inconvenience, but the ordinary' course of· political warfar~, be
case of p~ople who where running all over considered bribery? This was the subthe country, taking up the public land and stance of his remarks on the previous
For those remarks he was
monopolizing it. He was glad to say that evening.
the n'\lmber of this class of applicants had personally responsible. No responsibility
connect'ed with them attached to any honordimini~hed since the issue of the regulation.
.
able member who might be associated with
Mr. KERFERD observed that, when he him. He did not mean to say that it was
first saw the regulation referred to, he desirable such a state of affairs should
thought it would be injurious to the miner, exist. On the. contrary, he believed it
but inquiries in his own district satisfied would be much better if the patronage of
him that it had proved beneficial, and was the Government were separated altogether
looked upon with the greatest favour. If from legislation and politics. If it were,
applied to the colony generally, he be- he . had no doubt that party warfare
lieved it would be the means of putting an both in and out of the House would be
end to a great deal of mining swindling.
far less virulent. It was insinuated in
the Argus that the opinions which he had
PERSONAL EXPLANATION $.
expressed might some day f when he was
Captain MAC MAHON called atten- in a position to exercise such power, be
tion to an article in the Argus newpaper dangerous to the community; but he
commenting upon tlle remarks which he. could only say, so far as he was personally
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concerned, there was no danger to apprehend, because he had determined long
since, whether he remained in the House
or not, to take no active part in political
warfare in the future.
Mr. E. COPE called attentron to a
statement in a morning newspaper to the
effect that when the call for a division, on
the motion for Mr. Jones' expulsion, was
made the previous eV,ening, he was among
those who "settled themselves down as
noes."
This statement was incorrect.
Had the division been taken, he should
have voted for the motion.
Political
apostacy was one of the things which he
detested, and he hoped he should never
hesitate to express his abomination of it
wherever he might be placed.
ALLEGED BRIBERY OF MEMBERS·
OF PARLIAMENT.
SIXTH NIGHT's DEBATE.

The House proceeded to consider the 4th
and 5th paragraphs of the report ·of the
. Complaint Committee, pursuant to adjournment from the previous evening.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Sir, it becomes my duty to move a resolutiop., which
I do with very considerable pain. It is one
of the obligations cast upon men who take a
part in politics, and who hold political
office-more particularly such an office as
I hold-that old acquaintances should be
severed, and that, when a question of this
sort arises, it should be dealt with apart
from any personal feeling or consideration
whatsoever.
The honorable member
whose conduct is now under review has
been an acquaintance of my own for a
number of years; and I can assure him,
and I can assure this House, that no one
was more satisfied and pleased than myself at the position which he attained,
both as a member of the corporation of
this city, and as a member of this House.
Sir, I can say that he consulted with °me
before he became a candidate for a seat
in this House; I was glad when he became a candidate ; I was still more glad
when he became a member. But a. painful
duty is imposed upon me, as there"was in a
previous case, a.nd I shall not shrink from
it. Sir, I will state frankly to this House,
at the outset, that I regard this as a much
worse case than that which the House has
already dealt with; and, therefore, if the
House deals out a less measure of punishment than it impose~ in the last case, I
am here to say that it dealt out too much
pl.mishment in that case. .I <;~~ l1:D:~e:sta..nd
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a politician elected to this House, with a
full knowledge on the part of his constituents of his pecuniary position and 6ircumstances-a man possessing superabundant vanity coupled with high
ability-being drawn into a vortex, and
made the tool and prey of a designing
political party. I believe that is very
much the case of the gentleman whose
fate we must all commiserate. I believe
that, flattered as he was, and anxious to
maintain a respectable position as he was,
he made the first false step, and, having
made it, he found it impossible to retrieve
himself. I believe that those promissory
notes which were taken from him were
taken for the purpose of holding him in a
firm grip from which he should never
escape. This, however, is a different case.
In this case we find a gentleman who, for
all we know, is totally unconnected with
politics, who carries on the business of a
mining agent in this city, constantly
assuming the character of a parliamentary
agent, appearing in the galleries of this
House, and in the Refreshment-room,
night after night-in point of fact,
if I may use the phrase, doing the
"lobbying" with a large a1110unt of zeal,
and, one might almost think, with a considerable amount of experience. Now I
wish to· point out that this was done
purely for gain. There was no personal
ambition to gratify. There was nothing
to hope for in the future. It was for pure,
sordid, pecuniary gain that this was done.
Now, if it be the opinion of the House,
on the evidence, that the honorable member, in doing this, kept within the bounds
of the law, that he did not infringe the
privileges of this House, that he did nothing criminal, then he must be acquitted.
But if it be the opinion of the House that
he did commit the offence imputed to him,
that he did offer pecuniary advantages in
any shape or form for the purpose of preventing members voting as their consciences dictated on a measure then before
them, then, in the expressive language of
parliamentary precedents, he must be found
guilty of a high crime and misdemeanor,
not only against this House, but against
the Constitution under which we live; and
the fact that he is now a membe~ of the
House, and that, so far as his conduct has
been observable while in this House, he has
been a very exemplary member, ought not
-indeed no consideration of his political
position, or his alliance with a political
party ought - to weigh witq hoonorabl~
d
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members in dealing with this question.
Sir, I start with that as my stand-point,
because it may be urged that, having done
this when not a member of the House, it is
not toe business of the House now to take
cognizance of it.
But I would remind
t.he House that the only case of expulsion
from this House bears some similarity to
this. It was that of a person who conspired to procure the return of a member
to this House by fraudulent means. That
person took down to Mornington a number
of persons to personate voters; but he
was not a member of this House at the
time.
Mr. HARBISON.-Mr. Costello was
returned as one of the members for North
Melbourne a few days previous to the
Mornington election.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I apprehend that no one becomes a member of the
House until he appears here and,takes the
oath and his seat. Mr. Costello, I repeat,
was not at that time, in the sense in which
I am speaking, a member of the House.
He took a number of persons to Mornington for the purpose of procuring the
election of a particular candidate; and
the House dealt with him accordingly after
he took his seat in the House. Now, in
this particular, that is a parallel case to
the one we have now under consideration,
and we have to deal with Mr. Butters, not
in his capacity of member, .but in connexion with acts committed by him before
he was under the jurisdiction of this House.
Sir, the House has already adopted
one resolution of the committee which
affirms the existence of a corrupt association. We have yet to deal with a resolution
which affirms that certain individuals were
actively engaged in the administration and
distribution of the funds of that association. It is upon this point-it is in
reference to this-that the honorable
member for Portland comes before the
Hou§le. Here we have hip:l, as the agent,
receiving a sum of £200 for services rendered over only a very short period, and
it is for him to account for receiving this
money from an association which this
House has deliberately declared to have
adopted "as one of its modes of action
the bribing .and undue influencing of
members of the Legislature." It· is for
him to show that he did nothing for the
money which could, in any way, be either
corrupt or improper. N ow, sir, we have
this honorable member in connexion with
two cases; a~d upon these two cases the
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resolution I am about to read is founded.
I do not propose to deal, except in discussing the evidence, with the qu~stion of the
conflict of testimony between Mr. Butters
and Mr. Williams. The resolution which
I have to move is founded upon the 5th
paragraph of the commi ttee's report,
which affirms"That Mr. Butters, not being then a member of
this Rouse, was .,the agent of the association
before mentioned, and that he did offer money
or other advantage to Mr. McKean and Mr.
Bowman, then members of this House, for the
promoting of a matter then depending in Parliament, namely, the Land Certificates Titles
Bill."

Now, sir, I want the House to look closely
at the relation of the parties. It has
affirmed the existence of the association;
and it will have to deal with the persons
composing it. We have now to deal with
the person who, according to his own admission, was brought directly in contact
with the House, and was employed in no
other capacity than for the purpose of
influencing its members. This is by his
own admission. Therefore every act
which he did, every step which he took
in earning that reward, is most strictly to
be construed against him. If we make
out a prima. facie case-if we make out
such a case as goes to show the exercise
or attempted exercise of improper influences-then it becomes necessary for
the person whose conduct is impugned to
make his defence, and to show that he did
not do these acts. N ow, sir, I put it confidently that the explanations given by
Mr. Butters, on a previous Glccasion and
last evening, do not absolve him from the
offence with which he is charged. I don't
think it is a substantial defence. For all
the purposes of this inquiry, the allegations made by the two honorable members
referred to in the 5th paragraph of the
report remain in full, force and effect.
Now it is necessary that I should deal
with a matter somewhat painful, because
it goes to the personal veracity of the
honorable member himself. It will be
recollected that the honorable member
was reported to this House for prevarication; and there stands on the paper at
. this moment an order of the day calling
upon him to appear in his place to answer
that charge. It happens that we have a
graver ,charge against him, and, as the
lesser is merged in the gr~ater, I don't
think the House will enter upon that matter, partiqularly as we have now before
us the whole evidence-the whole of the
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(/ Did he deduct it from money due to you as
circumstanc,es which induced the committee
of fact ?-He diq not.
so to report him. Mr. Butters has stated a matter
"By Mr. Bates.-Inwhat way had he the
that he was not treated with the same power, if you owe'd him' '£50, and he owed you
amount of leniency and consideration that only £20 ?-Because we had a great many mining
other persons brollght before the committee transactions at the time together; he would
were. Any honorable member who has have deducted it on settlement; he insisted
upon its being paid, and then I admitted the
been accustomed to weigh evidence, or· to claim and paid him.
.
.
,
extract it, must know that it is only wit, "'By' the Chairman.-,-Why should you have
nesses who attempt" to palter with and refused to pay him or demurred to pay him, (tlld
evade the truth-.-who will give nQ straight- - required him to bother you for it, when you got
paid by Mr. Snodgrass £50 ?-:"lThe witness
forward answer, and from whom to ex- h~sitated.r Now,- Mr. Butters, giTe us your
tract a truthful answer is like drawing a answer readily; I do not think it is-necessa.ry-to
think about it.-Will you put the question
tooth~who are subjected to the anp.oyance
of which the honorable member complains. again? "
Now there were witnesses who came Now, sir, I think that was a plain, straightbefore that committee who, gave their evi- forward question, to which he should have
dence straightforwardly. It: '. was quite made a straightforward answer., But first
unnecessary to badger, those witnesses, there was hesitation, and then there was--.;.
however much the' committee ,m~gJlt~ con- "Will you put the question.-.again ?"
demn their .testimony, or be.: j:U~posed Well; sir, it was put again~
,
to deal with them hereafter, because,
e, Why should' you have refused to pay Mr.
their statements were, on the, face Bowman, 01' have demurred to pay him, when
of them, plain and straightforward., There, you had ~ot the £50 from Mr. Snodgrass ?-I
did not think he. WaS entitl~dto·it.
was a connecting, plain statement,_ I
,_ ".Then did you think youl'seU, jus,tified _in
may have my own opinion as to the
represent:ing to Mr. Snodgrass that he, was
conduct of the honorable memberror ,the entitled to it when you were of opinion that he
Ovens, but the honorable member satisfied was not ?-I felt ,throughout that he would,
the committee that he was telling .the insist upon its being paid; but I: stiU told, him
plain truth, and, \h~ving told it, ·the ,com- I did pot feel in.clined to pay it ; in. order n~t
to pay it ; but I subsequently admitted it.
mittee had no desire to detain him any
"Then you- got the money from Mr. Snodlonger. It is a'matter of complaint by Mr. grass,' and yet you told the Honse, and tell us,
Butters that for two hours I and 'other that you would -not have, paid Mr. Bowmaq,
members of the committee had kept up. a except that he bothered you for it ?--:No, I
would not have paid him.
fire of questions, but the reason was because
"How do you reconcile this 'statement that
he would, not give a plain straightforward you make to-day, that you got this £50 to pay
answer. I will refer to the ,concluding this bet, with your statement yesterday, that
passages of the honorable member's evi- you_got,the whole .of that sum of £250 for you"r
use ?-I got it for my own use.
dence, in order to show whether he did own
" And not to pay to anyone else?' That was'
receive the treatment from the co~jttee your statement y.esterday.-I got the £50 of Mr.
Snodgrass. - -. ."
,, .
of which he.complains:- i
" That is not an explanation. You said yes"By the Chairman.-You said in .:the, House
that you would not have paid the bet except in terday that you got £250 f0r YOllr own service~,
that, you gave no sum to anyone else, and'
consequence of some transactions between you and
in mining shares?-Yes, we were purchasing now to-day you allege that you got the £50 frommining shares. I purchased some mining shares, Mr. Snodgrass to giveJo Mr. Bowman ?-No. I
not. I said I had a bet with Mr. Bowman,
and :Mr. Bowman made some bet about the ·did
grounj, and that was how the transaction came and he insisted upon it, and he ought to allow
me £50 for it.
to be mixed up with mining shares. .
"And he did allow it ?-.And he did allow it.
" You led the House to understand that this
" How do you reconcile that statement yesterbet was deducted by Mr. Bowman out of a sum day, with the, statement to-day that you got
of money that he owed you in the settlement? it for your own use, and that you paid £50 ?-The £20 he Qwed me was deducted.
Because I did not then intend to pay it·
"But the £50 ?-The balance of this bet was
"It will be necessary for you, Mr. Butters, to
£30.
give more distinct answers, or we must report
" You led the House to understand when you the matter to the House. I want a distinct
made your statement that you would not have statement of how you reconcile these two
paid 1\11'. Bowman except that he was in a statements ?-I got- the £50 in consequence
position to deduct it himself from moneys to be of telling Mr. Snodgrass that I had made a bet.
paid to you ?-Yes, we had transactions in
"That is not an answer. How do you reminjng affairs, and he threatened to deduct it.
concile the two statements ?-I am reconciling
"Oh, he did not deduct it ?-No, it was settled them as far as I can, if you will allow me.
as Mr. Bowman states.
I told him I was responsible for a bet, and
" Then the statement to the House is not cor- expected to have to pay it, and got this money
rect ?-He had t11c power; it is quite correct.
to.pay it. I tried to get out of it, and if I had
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got out of it, I would have returned the £50 "to
Mr. Snodgrass.
"Did you ever make a bet with Mr. Watkins?
-Never.
.
"By Mr. Wilson.-You stated in evidence·
yesterday that you received £250 from Mr.
Snodgrass ?-Yes.
"In answer to the chairman, you said it was
for your own persoual service ?-Yes.
"By the Chairman.-Was it to pay anybody
else ?-Witness-No. You say to-day that you
got, in addition, £50 to pay Mr. 130wman ?-I
say that it was to pay that bet.
"You said yesterday, in answer to the chairman, that you got the money not to pay anyone
else, but for your own personal services?-I say
so still, because ,I never intended to pay Mr.
Bowman ; and, if Mr. Bowman h'ad not insisted
upon payme~t 'i would have-·- "
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The term' lobbying' is my own phrase; it conveys the impression upon my mind of the position that Mr. Jones occupied in reference to Mr.
Butters, but the precise words that convey that
to me I cannot tell you; but in the most explicit
'terms, I am quite clear as to the relations which
he (Mr. Butters) stated existed between him and
Mr. Jones.
" But Mr, Butters did not use that term ?-I
do not think he did-no-it is my own phrase."

After reading this, Mr. Butters said to
the House"Now, if I had stated the thing to the honorable member in explicit terms, such as he
makes use of in his speech to the House, and
also in the first part of the evidence, how is it
possible that within a few minutes before he had
answered question 79 he should have altered his
mind as to the phrase I used? "

Sir, upon what pretence does a mem~erof
this House, who is bound on the obligation That· 'was the phrase "lobbying." . Now
of his perspnal honour to tell the Hou·se, Mr.-Butters took a·most unfair advantage
or a committee of the House" the trut~1 of the evidence given by Mr.' William~,
. come here to say that he was har~hly because, if honorable members will turn to
dealt with, and that he was badgered by the eyidehce, they will see that Mr.
this committee? I venture to submit that Williams at· once' . said that the term
this extract itself will show that the wit- "lobbying" was his own, and there was no
nese prevaricated, and endeavoured to change of opinion ~s to the use of the
evade the truth, tp an extent which not term,· within a few minutes, as Mr.
only tried the patience of the commiite'e Butters suggests. I asked Mr. Williamsseverely, but which, if it had been ,i~ a
" Do you recollect the language used? Could
court of justice, would have exposed ~im you give us the gist of the conversation ?-I
to very severe,p~rialties: I think I have think I did on a former occasion. 1 cannot state
what conversation occurred between me and
!lOW disposed of the question of Mr.
Mr. Butters, to lead up to this conversation
Butters' treatment before the committee. about the Quieting of Titles Bill, but I distinctly
I sh~ll ne~t deal very briefly with his recollect that it was the subject of conversation
,own. criticism of the evidence, which he between us, and he stated in explicit terms that
he was the agent of !tn association for the
produced here last night. Sir, the honor- carrying through of the Bill-need 1 repeat
able member attempted to throw doubt what I stated?
"If you please ?-And that Mr, Jones, the
upon the evidence of Mr. Williams as to
the two terms "lob hying" and" tipped." late member and MJnister of Railways, was his
agent inside the House for lobbying the Bill.
He ventured to say that it was only be." What did you understand by the phrase
cause I put the witness right that he used 'lobbying,the Bill' ?-I touk it to be that Mr.
the word" tipped." Now there is some Jones was his agent in inducing honorable memcolour for that statement; ~ec~use, as far bers of the House to vote for the Bill, not that,
as has been stated, a sum was paid to Mr. Jones
as I I;ecollect, th~, honorable member was for
his vote, That was never stated to me; but
not present, and there is no doubt that, as that he had the general management, inside the
House, of all matters that would lead to the
o~cia~ly reported, the word" given" was
used, and n'ot "tipped." I was surprised passing of the B i l l . ,
" Now, do you draw the conclusion from the
last night when I heard the extract read, term'
lobbying:the Bill,' or did he state that in
and I proceeded to verify it to-day by the explicit t~rms ?-Perhaps I could not state that
newspaper reports. Sir, it ·was not as positively; it is my mode of conveying his
Mr. Butters has stated; arid I shall show meaning. At any rate 1 distinctly understood
that Mr. Jones, as far as the House was conthe HOllse very distinctly how the word cerned,
had the management 0.£ the Bill, that is,
" tipped" arose. The honorable member, as far as inducing members of the House to vote
very conveniently for himself, began with for it, so far as he' could."
the following portion of Mr. Williams' Sir, Mr. Williams, at the very outset of
evidence : his evidence, stated that the phrase
"By Mr, Wrixon.-In your account cf the
"lobbying," was not used by Mr. Butters.
conversations, you mentioned the expression N ow in regard to the use of the word
C lobbying the Bill' on one occasion, and' 1 have
"tipped," I was perfectly, convinced in
tipped him the money' on another ?-Yes.
"Hav-e those expressions fixed themselves in my own mind that I did not lead the'
your memory-those pal'ticular expressions ?- witness to use the wOl~d, as suggested
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by the minutes of evideI;lce attached to
the report of the committee, and I am
horne out in this by the Argl1,S report of
the evidence. I have compared the two
reports of the eviilence of Mr. William:;,
and substantially they are the same, with
this exception. This is the Argus report
of the evidence"The Cbairman.- I want to know if the
money was to be given for personal use, or for
the purpose of agency ?-I understood that it
was to be paid, in gene~al terms, as recompense
for his ageney-whether for distribution or
otherwise I could not say at this distance of
time It is two years ago. I saw Mr. Butters
at his office on the following morning: I do not
think there was anyone else present, but cannot
recollect. You must know that the outer office
is a place where clients call, and half-a-dozen
people or so may be found there often. On this
occasion I called and waite~, when Mr. Jones
passed out from the inner office and Mr. Butters
followed him; Mr. Butters immediately ret.urned to me, and reminded me saying, 'You
recollect our conversation last evening.' I
said, 'Yes.' He said, 'I have just tipped him
the money.'''

In the official report of the evidence the
last answer is "given" him the money,
but according to the Argus the phrase
used was" tipped." So far from leading
the witness, I ,did not use the word
" tipped."
" The Chairman.-He said he had paid the
money to him ?-I think so.
"The Chairman.-I should like the exact
phrase ?-I beleive, as near as I can recollect,
that the expression used was what I have said."

Now if honorable members-and they
know Mr. Williams spe~ks indistinctlywill substitute the word~ " tipped" for the
word" given" in the minutes of evidence,
they will have a complete correspondence
between the two reports. I did not lead
Mr. Williams in the lIlanner suggested.
The expression used by him was" tipped"
and not " given." Now the honorable
member has said, what reason is there
that Mr. Williams should be believed, and
that he (Mr. Butters) should not P Well,
that is a plain and proper question. The
committee is bound to give some explanation of the reasons which induced it to
find that Mr. Williams had told the truth
and that Mr. Butters had not. Now, sir,
we start from this point-that Mr. Butters
in the beginning, was a paid agent, that
he had a distinct object in concealing any
corrupt transaction with any member of
the House. Mr. Williams had no object
in view. Mr. Williams was drawn into
this matter in consequence of a statement
confidentially made to him by Mr. Francis.
Mr. G. Paton Smith.
'

of Members.

Mr. Butters had a distinct motive in concealing that he hHd been implicated with
Mr. Jones in any corrupt transaction.
Dealing with the evidence on its intrinsic
merits, we were driven to the concln~iQn,
first, that the statement made to this
House by Mr. Butters is perfectly irreconcilable with his statements to the committee, and, next, that his statements to
the committee are untrue. He is selfconvicted, first, by the discrepancy between his statements made in this House
and his statements to the committee, and,
secondly, by the contradictory character of
his evidence before the committee. I take
it that that was the fundamental principle
on which the committee based its opinion;
and where we ha.ve ·to deal with such a
conflict of testimony,. and where it is
necessary to make a finding, I think that
is very good ground to go upon. Honorable members will recollect one celebrated
case in which. a jury believed the testimony of ,a sick woman (th~ plaintiff)
against a horde of witnesses, and gave
her a verdict. Any committee, or any
judge or jury, is justified in drawing
inferences from the 'mode in which evidence is given, from the whole character
and conduct of the witnesses, and from
the motives which they have in concealing
or telling the truth, in order to found conclusions. Now Mr. Butters complains
that he was harshly dealt with by the
committee, and that I assisted Mr. Williams out of a scrape. Sir, I got into a
scrape for llelping Mr. Butters out of
one. He commenced to make imputations
against Mr. Williams, which upon the
face of them were untrue, and I was
anxious that he should not so far commit
hims'elf as to make the rest of his evidence
unreliable. In one part of his evidence
Mr. Butters made this statement, to .which
I ask the particular attention of honorable
members : "Do you remember any conversation occurring at the time referred to under the circumstances ?-The only recollection I have of a
conversation with Mr. Williams was in the
lobby of the House, coming in on the night of
the second reading, and I said to Mr. Williams
that I would take it as a personal favour if he
would give his 8upport to the Bill, if he could
see his way to do 80 ; he said to l1le ina peculiar
kind of wa.y 'Where is all this money that is
floating about, I could do with a hundred or two
myself.' "

Now what is the meaning of that imputation? Is it not that Mr. Williams, then
being a member of this House, inquired
if ~ corrupt agency 'Vas o~ foot~ ill order
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that he might profit thereby? That is
the plain, palpable meaning of the suggestion. Mr •. Butters continued:" I said to him that he knew it was all nonsense as far as I was concerned; that, whatever
may have been reported, I was not distributing
any money in connexion with it.
"You say that occurred, on the night of the
second reading of this Bill, in the lobby ?-I
think it was on the night of the second reading;
" It was at the time that Bill was before the
House ?~Yes.
"Did you make· any reference to Mr. Jones
upon that occasion ?-Not to my knowledge.
" Did you make any reference to Mr. Jones to
anyone-you say, not to your knowledge. Could
you have made a reference to him without your
knowledge ?-I never had any. conversation
about Mr. Jones that I am aware of-not
specific or in reference to the passing of that
Bill.
"You are quite sure that that is the purport,
at any rate, of your statement of the conversation between you and Mr. Williams that night?
-Something to that effect. I have taxed my
memory as to the conversation I had with Mr.
Williams, but I have no distinct recollection of
anything but casual conversation.
"Was that the purpose of the casual conversation ?-Something to that effect."
Now, sir, in order that the witness
should not further ·invol ve himself in
difficulties (in order that he should not,
in fact, evade the purpose of the inquiry
and be charged upon the face of his
evidence with a direct and distinct falsehood) I put it to him-" You know that
Mr. Williams was not a member of the
House?" Mr. Williams was not a mem,ber of the House until some three or foul'
months afterwards. The statements in
this portion of· the evidence were made
in the same manner as he made other
statements-for the purpose, not of clearing himself, but of implicating, if he
could, other individuals, and throwing
discredit upon their testimony. In the
face of a statement like the one I have
read, which is palpably untrue,· I am
driven to the conclusion that (excepting
so far as, from a legal point of
view, it criminates himself) the evidence
of Mr. Butters is not to be believed.
It is a principle of law that the
statement of a person, however untrue
in other respects, may be taken so
far as it criminates himself, and I
accept Mr. Butters' evidence to the full
extent, so far as it criminates himself, but
I refuse to believe the statements which
he made to the discredit of other individuals. Now, sir, I think I have giv·en
the House reason enough why the committee should believe Mr. Williams and
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discredit Mr. Butters. That, however, is
a matter of opinion. There is no resolution founded upon it. I presume that the
House will not quarrel with the decision
arrived at by the committee, and that they
will deal with Mr. Butters upon a very
much graver charge than giving unreliable
evidence. I will now come to the matter
more immediately in hand-the transaction between Mr. McKean and Mr. Butters.
On the II th of March, Mr. Butters, in his
place in the House, made the following
statement : "Mr. Speaker.-In reply to the statement
which has just been made, I will simply observe
that the conversation which was carried on between the honorable member for Maryborough
and myself was not of a serious or business-like
character. The honorable member was then
well aware, as were other honorable members,
that I-not being a member of the House at
that time-was endeavouring, in the interest of
friends, to secure the passage of the Bill which
has been referred to. The conversation which
took place was of a character which might
occur any day in the House or in the street. It
did not refer to business," (honorable members
will mark this), "and could not be taken in any
serious way unless for the purpose of injuring
the person who initiated the conversation.
Very often, in the streets and elsewhere, statements are made which really mean nothing,
and which ought not to be treated as if they
meant anything. I recollect very well that, on
Mr. McKean intimating that he intended to
remain and vote against the Bill, I said, in a
jocular way, 'I shall have to send you up the
country.' With regard to the bet, I recollect
Mr. Bowman coming to me, and saying, 'You
are going to lose your Bill.' I said, 'No, I don't
think so; I think we are going to carry it.' It
very often happens that, when men have a.
strong opinion on a subject, they are for supporting their opinions by a bet, which they
never expect they will be called upon to pay, or
they would not venture on such odds. I
expressed a strong opinion that the Bill would
be carried, and I said I would bet £50 to half-acro,vn or to a shilling that that would be the
case. I never expected to be called upon to pay
the bet, and I declined to pay it, but Mr. Bowman insisted on payment. If· anything could
show that the money was not expected by Mr.
Bowman as payment for his vote, it would be the
fact that he voted against the Bill. Mr. Bowman
could not, from the manner in which he voted,
be supposed to be acting in such a way as to
secure the money for his vote. I never attempted to use money influence with any member of this House for the purpose of carrying a
Bill. At the same time, I admit that, acting
for my friends, I used every legitimate and honorable effort to secnre the passage of the Bill
which has been named. As to money influences,
I say distinctly and straightforwardly that T
never attempted to employ anything of the
kind. With regard to the allusion which Mr.
McKean has made to my desire t.o send him np
the country, that was never put forward ina
serious light, and ought not to have been so understood by him."
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Now, sir, thi~ was the statement made' by
Mr. Butters to the House, and I'w-ill ask
honorable members to refer te 'his:ev:idence,
to ascert~in. how far it is: borne out by ·his
own admissIOn:- ", ": I '
.
" Have you read Mr. McKMn's'e'videil:Ce' given
yesterday ?-I have.
,
"And I think you said yesterday that your
statement as contained in. Hansard of what occUl'red with Mr. McKean is correct ?-1 think it
is correct as near as may be. .
" Now, you did not tell the House, Mr. Butters, '
of any conversation between you, 'such as Mr.
McKean details as having taken place between
you and him in the County Court, and in the
precints of this House. If you recollect Mr.
McKean's statement in the House; it· was very
precise, detailing those int~rviews, and you ori1:r
reply to that generally bY,saying-' I recolle<;,t
very well saying, that on Mr. McKean's ,int~
mating that he intended to remain and vote
against the Bill, I sa;id, in a j~cular 'Yay~" I shall
have to send you up the con:t;ltry.'" Now, in ;
the speech you' d,o not refer to either of, those
interviews whichMr. McKean spe,a;ks ,Of-did they
take place or. not ?-1 spoke to. Mr. McKean
about going up the country a~ the County Cou~t. '
"At the County:Court ?-~ did.
,
.
" On wha-t day was that ?-1 do not know . .-.
"Was it the day on which the Quieting of
Titles Bill was read a.. second, time ?-I could not
.,' . ' .
state the day.
"If Mr. McKean states that it was, is it true'
or not ?-I do not recollect. I would not contradict Mr. McKean on that. , ' ,
"What cause did you wish Mr. McKean to go
to' Sandhurst in ?-To Maryborough, not to
Sandhurst.
.
"Are you sure it W3:S Maryborough ,?-To the'
Alma United Company, Maryborough.
"Mr. McKean states that ,lipon this occasion, I
at the County Court, it was .to go to a case at
Sandhurst. Is that correct or not ?-Sandhurst I did not mention. I asked him if he
would go up the country on another matter
'
for us.
~'Is it' ~orrect or not? Did you ask. him to '
go and attend a case at Sand hurst the following
m.orning ?-He would have to go by the Sandhurst train to Maryborough.
,
" Is it true that you asked hiin to go to Sandhurst ?-Not to Sandhurst. I asked hilll to go
up the country, as I intended him to gO to Ma.ryborough.
"Did you tell him that anyone would meet
him at the Sandhurst station ?-No.
" Did you say that anyone would meet him at
any station ?-No. '
"Did you give him any particulars ?-He did
,
not say he would go.
"Did you say when the case was coming on
for hearing ?-We had some £1,000 or £1,200
interested in the matter. We had a great deal
of dissatisfaction with the lawyer, who was
getting the winding-up order. Mr. Baillie went
himself about it once, and we sent a special
messenger ab9ut it once, and we were getting
uneasy about it; and, as Mr. McKean had been
to Buninyong and other places for us, I thought
him the best man to go up about this, as we
had a large iuterest in it.
" Was there any hearing to take place in any
court on the following day ?-No, it was in order
0

Mr. G. Paton Smith.

of Members.

to get the information as to how: the windin~-up
order w.as going; for we had reason to beheve
we were not being fairly treated. ,It was an
action by, the' miners ,against the- company for
.wages; ~nd an action by the Bank of Victoria
for a loan to the company; and a.o action by rthe
.lessees to 'keep hold of' the property. , ' It, w~s a
triangular suit going on',and we had an impression that we were being badly treated by both
solici tors.
'!You wanted Mr. McKean to go up to ,act for
you generally ?~Yes . . ' . , . .
.
.
, I' Did you ask him to go that night ?-1 said ~f
he would go that night I would be very glad."· '
If there was not a corrupt' intention on
the' part of Mr. ,Butters. to get Mr.
McKean away from the Hpuse that night,
and prevent him voting on the Quieting of
Titles Bill, why should Mr. McKean have
been, pressed to go by the, night train to
Maryborough? I was under the impression that ,Mr. Butters" justification might
,have been that there was some case to be
heard the following ·day. 'B'utsuch was
,not the case. Mr. '4\icKea'n was to go
.away' that night to Maryborough; and the
House will recollect· that "he was not
'asked' to go' afterwards: "H'ewns asked
to go away that night, and to ad generally
'on 11 windiIig-u'p order.' If any inference
'is to
drawn from the evidence, ~ thipk
,we may fairly draw this: irifereIice~that
Mr. Bupters, whether for a real or a pretended purpose, wanted to make use of
Mr. McKean,. to get him away fi'o~ the
House that' night: In point· 6f fact, he
'afterward's admits it;
,,
"Did YOll ask him to go that night ?-1 said,
if he would go that night I would be veryglad.·
"Was that in the' County Court, 01' in the
1I0use ?-1 think it was in the',House. '.
'. "I~ Y011,r sp~ech you.do not refer,to this interVIew m the House at all ?-1 do not."
.. ,
I will call honorable members' atteD,ti~~
to the fact that, accox:ding to Mr. Butters'
statement in the House, there was nothing serious in this conversation-it was
all said iJ..1 a jocular ,,~ay, and was not to
be taken as referring to any s~rious
business. Mr. Butters was then asked'~Have you read Mr. McKean'~ evidence?Yes.
" Is he correct in what he stated in reference
to that interview ?-There are one or two points
in it in which 1--"
The witness was here interrupted, after
which the examination proceeded as follows"Is what Mr. McKean stated, either in the
House or yesterday, correct ?:.-It is quite corcect that if Mr. McKean had gone away that
evening to Maryborough I -would have been
very glad.
"Is that correct. that he was in the House
on the night of the second reading of the Bill,

oe
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~nd that you sent in your card to him and requested him to come out, is it true or not ,?-I
believe it is true.
. "Did' you then' propose that he should go up
the country that night ?-I think so..
"Had you given him any previous instruction.
as to what he was to do for you when he got
up the country'?--I had frequently spoken to
him at the County Court, also· at the corner
near his office, about going up upon this matter.
"Previous to this ?~Previous to this .
.. " Why Was it necessary that' he "sno~ld go
up- that, night ?-....It WitS not absolutely necessary, but I would have bee~ very glad if ~e had
.'.'
,
:,
gone. .
, " Why aid' you 'send iq your card to him that.
night, ~and 'as1,{ him: to', go by the last 'train
tllat night' ?-I asked bim whether he would
go." ,
•.
" Why did you do it ?

Instead' of getti~g a~ answer to the last
ql1estion, I· gQ~ ,my, own, question repeated. I
I again asked the question. The answer
then was--

"Because ,he ,told me he was going determinedly against the Bill, and was using all the
influence be could to oppose it."

Sir; what does. the House want clearer
than this? If we are not blind to the
meaning of bribery~ifwords have· any
'meaning,- or if there is any'inference to be
drawn from corrupt attempts-what can,
be mdrepalpable and plain than that }.Ir.
Butters wanted to get Mr. McKean away
from the House to prevent him voting on
this Bill. He admits in fact that he wanted
to' get him away-that night, because, Mr.
McKean· told him "he was going deterniinedly against the Bill, and was using
all the' influence he conld to oppose it."
To what position is the House bronght if'
pet'sonsare to be allowed to come here, into,
the lobbies, and on the pretence of paying
fees 0'1' holding out other emolument, to
induce members to go away-on winding
up orders or any other orders--and to be
absent 1'1'0111 the House at a critical
moment, in order that they may not vote
against a certain ·Bill ? It was not 'a
mere chance tliat' Mr. McKean· was to
be' sent' away; it was because :he had
told Mr. Butters that he'" was going
determinedly to vote against, the Bill,
arid was using all the, influence he
could to oppose it." That is the reason.
I want to impr.essupon honorable members -that -these words cannot be regarded
too strongly. Evidence of this sort lies'
in a nutshell. You find out ina single
answer to a question the full purpose for
which- you have been probing a witness
for hours. If I dealt with Mr. Butters
~everely, and 'kept him for hours'under
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examination, I think there is ample justification for it in the fact that we got from
him such an answer' as this. He was then
asked : -

" That was the reason you told him to go by
,the train that night ?-I did not tell him, I
asked hitn." That is the reason you asked him to go by
the last· train at night, because he told you he
was going to do all he could against the Bill ?"

In the last' question I put the previous
words of-the witness into' his own mouth,
and honorable meinbers will see that there
is no answer to the question. If silence
ever implied consent, it was in this case;
because. if there had been any answer to
m.ake he wonld' have made it. Here we
have reached the ~ulmi1iating point, charging him/with bribery, and with being an
'agent for the purposes of 'bdberY',and he
has no answer to make. I don t know
that it is necessary that I should go very
much further. There is evidence, on his.
own admission, that Mr. Butters was
goina' to get ~fr. McKean out of the way
'beca~se he had annonnced his intention of
determinedly opposing tlw Bill.
The
matter was further pressed, and I asked
Mr. Butters some questions in reference to a .
subs~quent interview, which Mr. McKean
said took place when the Bill was in committee:...:....
"When did 'you ask him agaiu ?-I think a.
week or ten days afterwards.
~, Do you recollect how long it was pefore the
Bill was considered again in committee that you
asked him togo up the country ?-No, I do not
recollect.
"Will you say it was not within a day or two?
-It might have been."
,

Honorable members will recollect that the
Bill was read a second time on the 13th of
March, and was considered 'in committee
on the 26th. The next question was"Was your object the same in both cases ?"
He was thus asked specifically as to the
second conversation, but, instead of giving
an answer, Mr. Butters threw down the
gauntlet. He found that concealment was
no longer possible. Having had the truth
extracted fl'om him on one point, he
thought he might jnst as well admit it on
the other. He therefore put on a bold
front, and said : " I at once admit, that if Mr. McKean had
gone away I should have been very glad, for I
knew he was opposed to the Bill, and I would
have sent him on our legitimate business."

What might be considered legitimate business by Mr. Bntters in pursuit ofareward of
£200, might be considered not very legitima~e business by this House, applying to it
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those tests which are suggested by personal
honour and the integrity of the representatives of the people. Then, sir, he was
asked as ,to this evidence, and although
the point is perhaps of less moment, I just
want the House to gather from it what
importance is to' be placed on the statement made to the House by Mr. Butters
In,st evening. The questions are : " I ask you now distinctly which statement is
true-the one you made in the House, or the ,one
you make now ?-I think the two can be reconciled.
"Now, please give a straightforward answer,
for the two statements are directly opposite?The conversations which Mr. McKean and I
had were not of a very serious character."
~
Instead of ;eferring in his reply to this
business, which was .the object of the
question, he glanced ofI-" The conversations which Mr. McKean and I had frequently were not of a very serious
charaater." No doubt; but that was not
what he was asked about. He was then
asked"I speak of the business; was the business
serious business? - It was introduced to Mr.
McKean as serious business.
" It was bona fide ?-Yes, but subsequently the
conversation which turned upon it-"By Mr. Blair.-Ha I but the proposition, Mr.
Butters, was it serious or jocular ?-The first
proposition to Mr. McKean was serious; that I
wished him to go up the country."
Now I will ask honorable members to
compare this statement with the statement
made by Mr. Butters in this House, when
he told the House, without any hesitation,
that these conversations with Mr. McKean
about the business were not serious. The
statement was"I will simply observe that the conversation
which was carried on between <the honorable
member for Maryborough (Mr. McKean) and
myself was not. of a. serious or business-like
character. With regard to the allusion'which
Mr. McKean has made to my desire to send him
up the country, that was never put forward in a
serious light, and ought not to have been so
understood by him."
I will ask the House to contrast and compare the extracts which I have read from
the evidence with the stat~ment made by
Mr. Butters in the House. I don't care
upon which leg the honorable member
stands. I put it either way. Either he
imposed an untruthful statement upon
this House, or he made an untruthful
statement to the committee. Either he
gave a true account of the transaction
before the committee, or he told the
House that which was deliberately untrue
Again, I will iCan the attention of the
.Mr. G. Paton Smitlt.

of Memhers.

House to a question put by Mr. Wrixon,
in reference to this matter : "You were anxious to get him away from the
second reading ?-I wanted to send him on
business.
"Merely for the business, or to get his vote
off ?-It would have suited me either way.
"You think it a legitimate thing to get a vote
off? -I do not think it is 'anything wrong."
Now, sir, I will leave this part of the case in
the hands of the House; because if we
have not evidence sufficient in the evidence
given by Mr. Butters himself to deal with
it, then I think it is quite uselees for us
ever afterwards to inquire as to the existence of corrupt influences. When you
have the agent of a corrupt association
making his way into these boxes, pursuing
his vocation in the lobbies and galleries
of the House; when you have him sending in his card to take a member of the
House out, with the avowed object of pI'eventing him voting at a critical period in
the history of the country-when you
have a man doing all this-either he is
guilty of a crime and misdemeanour
against the privileges of this House, or, if
not, recognise it as a legitimate transaction, and for ever let us hear no more of
the existence of bribery or a corrupt association. Sir, I will now turn to the evidence in regard to Mr. Bowman. I have
already read a large portion of it, and I
don't think that the transaction requires
that I should allude to it at any great
length. There is a discrepancy between
the statement of Mr. Butters and the
statement of Mr. Bowman, on a very important particular. Mr. Butters stated to
the House, and also to the committee, that
the bet was upon the passage of the Bill
-that the bet was £50 to lOs., or whatever the amollnt WflS, that the Bill would
be carried. The statement made by the
honorable member for Maryborough (Mr.
Bowman) was that the bet was that it
would not be carried. In the one case
Mr. Butters had an excuse for making an
extravagant and illusory bet-he might
say that he was backing his own opinion
at extravagant odds. But the honorable
member for Maryborough puts it the
other way, and states that the bet was
maue against the interest of the parties
carrying this Bil~ through the House;
that is, that if the Bill passed the bet
would be lost,..that if the Bill was carried
Mr. Bowman would get the £50. That
was a direct inducement for him to vote
with the "ayes" instead of with the
"noes." I want just to apply one simple
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test to this statement, in order to ascertain
its accuracy; and I will ask the particular
attention of honorable members to it, be·
cause I think that it is the turning point
of the whole thing. If we establish that,
I don't think that it is necessary to go
very much further. Now, sir, Mr. Butters admits himself that he got the first
instalment of this money-£150-from
Mr. Snodgrass, prior to the Bill being
finally disposed of, and he told us that the
odd £50 was got from Mr. Snodgrass for
the purpose of paying Mr. Bowman. But
how is that reconcilable with the statement that the bet was not to be settled
till the Bill was finally disposed of? If
Mr. Butters' evidence means anything, it
means that the £50 was got to ,pay Mr.
Bowman before the Bill was finally disposed
of; and yet if we accept his statement Mr.
Bowman was not to be paid until the Bill
was finally carried or lost. Now, sir, I
think this goes very far towards showing that Mr. Bowman's version of the
transaction is correct; and when we
couple that with the evidence given by
Mr. Butters, that he got the money from
Snodgrass and did not intend to pay
Bowman unless Bowman enforced it, I
think we may arrive at the conclusion'
that this £50 was got from Mr. Snodgrass
for a corrupt and improper purpose,
namely, to influence Mr. Bowman's vote.
Sir, it is not for the House to consider whether it did or not-whether
Mr. Bowman was influenced or not. The
question is-Did Mr. Butters intend doing
it? Did' he intend, when he made this
bet of £50 in the lobbies of the House, to
corrupt or influence Mr. Bowman or not?
Mr. Butters has said that he would not
have paid thc bet if Mr. BowmHn had
1Iot forced him; but the simple answer
to that is, why did he get the money from
Mr. Snodgrass? Why did he represent
to Mr. Snodgrass that he had incurred
this liability, and that the bet was to be
paid? On his own confession, if he did
not make the bet he was guilty of
obtaining money under false pretences.
He wanted to say before the committee
that Bowman was in a position to force
this bet from him, but according to, his
own evidence he was only in a position to
force payment to the extent of about £20.
An attempt was afterwards made; if I
recollect right, to show that there was
some connexion between a bill of Mr.
Bowman's falling due to Mr. Baillie
(Mr. Butters' partner) and the payment
VOL. VII.-2 Q
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of this money-that this money Was a.
set-off against the bill. Sir, Mr. Baillie
was called, and gave that a flat denial.
I don't think it will be supposed that
Mr. Baillie, unless impelled by a sense
of duty to tell the truth, would have
said anything to the prejudice of his
own partner. He distinctly informed the
committee that there was no connexion
between any transaction existing between
Mr. Bowman and himself and the payment of this money; that he drew the
cheque at the instance of Mr. Butters,
and not in reference to Mr. Bowman's
bill at all. I put it to the House, how
is Mr. Butters to get out of this dilemma?
Either he made use of this fund for the
purpose of bribing Mr. Bowman, or he
made a false representation to Mr. Snodgrass, and got £50 more than he was
entitled to. He admits that he got the
money, but he says the bet was not a
valid one, and he would not pay it ; yet
he eventually did pay it because, according to his statement, Mr. Bowman was in
a position to force payment. In what
position does Mr. Butters stand? We
have already found that a corrupt association did exist, that it employed agents
in the distribution of money, and that
money did find its way into this House.
If we are not satisfied of that, the whole
of" this inquiry is a farce, and injustice
has been done to individuals. Here you
have Mr. Butters endeavouring to seduce
away one member by a promise of reward,
and you have him then obtaining money
from this corrupt fund-from the corrupt
disburser of the fund, who was himself a
member of this "House. You have no
other explanation than substantially thisthat if money was not got for the purpose
of bribery there was a fraudulent attempt
on Mr. Butters' part to get money for his
own use. I shall not detain the House
further. I have felt it my duty to put the
case strongly, and I hope clearly; and I
have only to repeat what I have already
said, that [am convinced in my own mind,
distinctly, that this is a very much worse
case than the one the House has last dealt
with. (" No.") I repeat the statement, in
spite of the "Noes" I hear behind me.
You have here the corrupt agent of a
corrupt association finding his way, for
sordid gain, into the lobbies of this House,
and bribing Members of Parliament. I say
that is worse than the last case. I say
that in all cases the bribers are worse than
the bribed; that men who lend themselves
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to schemes of this sort are in:6.nite,ly worse
than those who ,become their victims. I
am not to be deterred from expressing my
conviction that of the' two this is the
worse case; and I trust that tb'e House
will agree with me. Sir, I beg to move
the following resolution:"That, in the opinion of this House, the e\"idence taken before the con;llnittee proves that
Mr. Butters, not then but now a member of the
House, was the agent of the association mentioned in the first paragraph of the report of
the committee, and that he offered money or
other advantage to Mr. McKean and Mr. Bowman, for the promoting of a matter then before
Parliament, namely, the Land Certificate Titles
Bill."

Mr. HUMFFRAY.-Sir, in referenc~
to the case" of Costello, I just desire to
state that he was elected on the 10th ofAugust, 1861, and th~ :Mornington "election took place on the 19th of August.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH;-Sir, I desire
to read to the House a communication
which I have received from Mr. Henderson, a person whose name has been frequently mentioned in connexion wi th tlie
subject under the consideration of the
House. I feel that I ought not to omit
an opportunity of doing so. The letter is
addressed to me, as chairman of the com-.
mittee, and bears this day's date. It is as
follows : "To the Hon. the Chairman Inquiry Committee.
" SIR,-Permit me the honour to ask, through
you, to answer Mr. Butters' wholesale allegations against me, and I think I have some claim
for indulgence, as I can only answer from gleanings of gentlemen's' speeches from the newspapers. As to a Mr. Fitzgerald's expulsion from
the Government, you can lay your hands upon
the papers of the inquiry into that gentleman's
dismissal, and if my name appears in the
inquiry it is unknown to me. I never knew this
person till two days before his suspension-it
was himself who told me of it. I never appeared
at the inquiry, neither did I ever make any
charge a.gainst him. As to the French Consul,
I never ciem:llldeu one penny from him, and the
only referertce I ever maue to him as to cash is
in the copy letter marked No.2. Then as to
Ki1more, I send you the judge's written judgment, and merely add that Mr. Laing returning
me the property, considering me as ill-used.
Campbell went into the Insolvent Court, and has
never appeared for his certificate (No.4). My
journey to Tasmania was of very short duration.
I went with .Mr. John Campbell to see about "t
contract. When there I was invited to look
over a projeetetl railway (see enclosed, No.3)
line, amI I was sorry to give an unfavorable
opinion of its pnying qualities. 'Sir Morton
Peto's agent sent for me, in passing to Europe,
nt Ucrrzies' Hote.!. and thanked me for my
c:-:,nllitl report. I was most kindly and hospita.hly trcn.ted tluring my short stay in Tasmania.
In Hoba.rt Town I was only two days, and you
will sec, by the d~>t'l}, that this journey was long

after the' Kyneton deviation.' A~ to the ~yne-,
ton deviation, I fought the battle very hard, and
never heard a word to my dishonour for it. All
the gentlemen most against me at the time have
been ,ever since, my ·great frieI?-~s. As to
Sydney, it is untrue that I was brou~ht up'
twice for embezzlement, as stated. I cannot
remember what the one charge was, but there
is a gentleman, here (l\~r,.; Cox) •. who was
managing clerk to the solIcItor agamst me at
the time in this case, and I am certain he
would, without prejudice, explain the whole
matter to' you or any other gentleman. All.I
can say is, that 1- am not the least ashamed of It
-neither are my' friends. I left the colony of
New South Wales in about a month after the
case was heard. Previous. to coming to the
colonies, I believe no one could ever say a word
truthfully against me. I send you copy of my
testimonials, attached ,an appointment of great
honour and emolument, that I am sorry I did
not accept rather than proceed here. You will
see my appointment registered and approved,
20th December, 1854 (No.1). As to the action
I commenced against the gentleman at Kilmore,
Mr.. Gillow' W!l.S my ,solicitor in that case, and
I'm certain he will tell you that the action failed
for. want of funds at the time, and I'm certain
he .would be the last man in the colony to
threaten me, as we, ~ave ~ever had an unkind
word. There are many of these statements
you can' easily proye yourself, and if you can
find me telling you one falsehood, you can condemn me in the whole.
'
" There is much that I could say more, but I
have not time nor health neither.
"Can I gratify anyone by bringing counter'
charges? I feel much injustice !:tas been done
me, and I defy anyone to prove that I have the
least interest or feeling in this matter.
"I was very sorry to be brOl~ght into this
matter, hence I have a right to ask the protection of the committee, so long as I remain in the
colony.
"My position here of late has been a very
painful one, being chiefly engaged in making
inquiries into mercantile transactions, and re-,
porting home for action; but I defy anyone to
say that I have not always leant to the weakest
side.
"I have to apologize for this hasty letter, not
having indeed time to revise it.
"I have the honour to remain, your obedient
servant,
"P. E. HENDERSON.
" Hotham-street, East Melbourne,
"April 22, 1869."

I have looked through some of these testimonials, and I find--(" Oh !" and
" Read.") I was about to say, that I think
'it only fair that a witness who was
brought before t.he committee, and had
his character impugned, should receive
justice at the hands of the House; and
that I have looked through some of these
testimonials and finti that they are substantial. I now place them before the
House, for honorable members tu read for
themselves.
Mr. BOWMAN.-Sir, in duty to myself I consider that I am bound to give
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an explanation of the speech delivered by
Mr. ~utters last night, so far as it' affects
myself. I take the Argus report. Mr.
~utters has ~ccused me of having stated
my determination of having him turned
out of the House. He . said that I had
publicly stated that he was not fit to be a
mem berof the House. With regard to
Mr. Butters' version of the ·bet that was
made, I have to refer honorable members
to the' evidence that I gave before the
committee, an~ I can give no further
explanation on that point than is given
there. There is one particular point of
his spee~h to which I wish to draw the
attention of the House; it is where he said
that he objected to pay me for three months,
and that when he did pay me it was in
consequence of matters between us connected with the office. l\fr. Butters says"Let us see what Mr. Bowman's evidence
is," and he reads this from my evidence : " Had you any other money transactions with
Mr. Butters at the time to a.ccount for the receipt of this £30 cheque ?-I had no other money
transactions with him at the time, except a
transaction which Mr. Butters tried to-I do
not care to mention that matter, because it might
be thougl~t vindictive in me."

N ow, sir, I did not like before' the committee to mention this matter, because it
)Vas It private m~tter between Mr., Butters
and myself, and if I had given an explaAation of it to the committee, it wOl,lld
have shown up very unfavorably to Mr.
Butters. Mr. Butters says that he had
transactions with me, and bills of mine to
the extent of £600, which he sold for
£150, and that I would not give more
than £lOO for them. Now I will call the
attention of the House to this evidence:"You had· better let that remn,in till the examination ?-Very good. I was about merely
to say that, with regard to Mr. Bowman, thrlt it
is well known th:1t be and I have hn,J eonsiderable ill-feeling over soine dishonored bills of
his that I purehased."

Sir, I am happy to say that MI'. Butters
never had any dishonoured bills of mine iri
his life. I hold the bills in my hands, and
so far from their being dishonored, one of
them has five months to run, and the other
has two months. But this statement wae
made in order that it might go forth to the
public-he thoughtto injure me commercially. Over these bills.there was a very
serious law suit. When I discovered that
Mr. Butters, who was acting for me, gave
only £ 150 for the bills, and he told me he
had given £230 for them, I went to my
solicitor, and I have a copy of his letter
2Q2
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out of his book, dated the 29th September, 1868, which he wrote 'to Mr. Butters
on the. subject. This is the letter : " J. S. Butters, Esq., Melbourne.
.
"My DEAR SIR,-Mr. Robert Bowman has this
morning called and given me instructions to institute proceedings against you for obtaining £45
from him, by falsely pretending that you had to
pay £195 to Mr. Aa.rons on behalf of. Mr. Bowman, whereas you had only to pay £150; and
as I am averse to institute proceedings of such a
character against a gentleman occupying the
high position which you hold as a Member of
Parliament and chief magistrate of this city,
without affording you an opportunity for explanation if you desire it, I have to request that you
will, in company with your solicitor .or a friend,
see me, or communicate with me, this evening,
before four O'clock, or intimate. to me that you
decline doing so (if such be the case), otherwise
I will be under the necessity of immediately
acting under my instructions.
"Melbourne, 29t~ Septemb~r, 1868."

This is signed by my solicitor, at the commencement of the lawsuit which was
started in the. bounty Court. On the suggestion of the late Minister of Justice
(Mr. Bindon), however, I was induced to
leave the case to arbitration, and it was
so l~eferred. The award was that Mr.
Butters did, not recover the £40 he
claimed from me, and he had to pay all
the costs of the arbitrators' award, and the
County Court costs. as )Ve~l, awou.nting to
something like .£lOO. ,And this is the
case that Mr. Butters has thought 'it right
tQ drag into the. question referred to the
committee, for the purpose of injuring me
corqmercially., .It has nothing whatever
to do with. the case before the House.
Now the evidence at question 457 is
this ;-:" What was yOUy reason for wishing that ?My reason was that I ,understoqd Ml'. Jones to
have received £200 from Mr. Butters, and I
wanted it to be brought out, because I feared that
Mr. Jones wonld deny it; and I had Mr. Willia,!llS there'to throw doubt upon ::'IIr. Butters' evidence-that i\lr. Butters had sworn that he gave
the £200. He told Mr. WIlliams that he did
give Mr. Jones it, and I thought Mr. Jones
would swear he did not get it. It was to throw'
doubt upon Mr. Butters' evidence, becanse, from
conversation that took, place with Mr. Butters,
I was quite satisfied 1\11' Butters would swear
anything."

And so I am quite satisfied . that Mr.
Butters wouldsweal' anything; and
the arbitrators who made the award were
equally satisfied that he swore what was
contrary to the facts. I am sorry to have
to say so, but it is the fact. Mr. ButteL's
unfortunately dragged another matter into
t.his question. I refer to a large mining
speculation which a friend of mine and I
went into. It will be within the memory
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of honorable members that, at the time the
subject of mining on the Cricket-re::wrve
at Ballarat was under discussion in this
House, I was a member of the House; but
no member of the House had anyadvantage over another person. I was largely
interested in an adjoining company, and
fearing that the Privateer Company would
not get any of the ground-for I was a
large shareholder' in that· company - I
made arrangements with a friend to telegraph to him the first information I could
obtain of the proceedings of the commission; but the information which I so received, I must state, was just the same as
any private individual would receive. My·
position as a member of this House gave
me no advantage over anyone erse. The
only advantage I had was that I got on the
wires first. Mr. Butters was there-at
the Telegraph-office-at the time, and I
arranged with him to take an interest with
me in the profit and loss of the transaction.
The result, I regret to say, was a very
heavy loss, and Mr. Butters has never,
from that day to this, paid up his share of
it; and yet, by his speech last night,
he wants to make it believed that I was
the defaulter. I think it will only be
needlessly occupying the time of honorable
members if I go further over either Mr.
Butters' evidence or my own. Mr. Butters' partner is present in this House, and
he can satisfy the House that I asked Mr.
Butters for the £30 he was indebted to
me. I said-" Butters, you owe me £30 ;"
and he said-" All right, I will give it
you." He told Mr. Baillie to give me a
cheque, for he said I kept bothering him
for it. I assure this House that I never
asked him for it on any occasion but the
last, for I never thought it was necessary.
I do not think there is any other part of
the evidence that I need deal with. My
simple object was to contradict the evidence which Mr. Butters has given.
Mr. McKEAN.-Sir, I desire to avail
myself of the present opportunity of setting
myself right with regard to a matter
which was brought under the notice of
the House by Mr. Butters in the speech
which he delivered last night. He referred to a question put by the chairman
of the committee to me, to which I replied
that I was instructing Mr. Bindon, in the
County Court, in a case that I was then
engaged in. My reason for saying that I
was instructing Mr. Bindon was that
that gentleman, who was my standing
counsel in the County Court, was then
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practising there, but I find, on examination of the judge's .book to-day, that it
was Mr. F. L. Smyth who was instructed
by me for the defence, and that Mr.
Wrixon appeared for the plaintiff. It was
an action brought by the English, Scottish, and Australian Chartered Bank
against the Mayor of Footscray, for interest
on some debentures that had been improperly issued by the council of that
borough, during the time that there
was a good deal of dissension about
the mayoralty. Mr. Bindon always sat
at the extreme right of the barristers'
table, and, after he left off practising,
Mr. F. L. Smyth occupied the same seat,
and received a large portion of the business which used· to go to Mr. Bindon.
I thought, until last night, that it was
Mr. Bindon that I was instructing, and I
think it only right to explain the mistake
I made, in order to afford the House every
opportunity of dealing strictly and fairly
with the matter before it. There is only
one other portion of the subject that I
desire to touch upon. Mr. Butters reflected on me last night for not having'
taken the very earliest opportunity of
making known this matter, by rushing to
you, sir, and laying all the circumstances
before you. It was not until after I had
heard from Mr. Bowman that he had
made a bet on the subject, and had heard
remarks about it from· other honorable
members, that I began to feel that Mr.
Butters was attempting to influence me
improperly in voting on the measure; but
directly I did feel that, I took the earliest
opportunity-immediately, on that very
night-of informing several of the members of the Ministry, in the Ministerialroom, and of stating to other members of
the House, the particulars of the affair so
far as I was concerned. There was no
disposition on my part to conceal, and I
never did conceal, anything. But Mr.
Butters said" Why did he not come instantly and report
me to the Speaker, as I know he would have
been very glad to do had he been afforded an
opportunity? "

I may state, sir, that such is not the fact.
I never entertained any ill-feeling against
Mr. Butters; but when I saw that I had
been drawn by him-by the evidence he
gave before the committee-on to the brink
of a precipice, and that he might have
ruined me by it, I will confess to having
experienced and expressed very considerable annoyance. I do not wish to make
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any further observations whatever on this
branch of the case, beyond saying that I
never until that time either had or exhibited any ill-feeling towards Mr. Buttel's; and when I saw that the evidence
literally supported everything that I had
said, I ceased to have any feeling whatever
on the matter, because I knew that the
public would form a right estimate of the
case, and I was satisfied to leave myself
in the hands of the public and of this
House. I regret that I have been under
the necessity of making any observations
at all on this matter, and it is only the two
topics, to which I have confined myself,
that induced me to do so by way of personal explanation. With the other portions of the evidence the Attorney-General
has dealt, and I do not wish further to
enlarge upon them.
Mr. WILLIAMS.-Sir, my connexion
with these transactions is somewhat peculiar, and I can hardly realize what the
House expects of me in the way of .explanation. So much has been already told
to the House by the Attorney-Genera],
that he has left very little for me to say
in following the honorable member for
Portland through the address which he
made to the House last evening; yet
there are one or two points to which I
must invite the attention of honorable
members, and I trust, in the observations
which it has become my duty to make,
that I shall altogether steer clear of those
accusations and imputations which were
then so liberally indulged in by the
honorable member. The statement, sir,
which I made in this House on a former
occasion, I am quite prepared to repeat.
Nothing whatever has occurred in the
course of this inquiry which, so far as I
can judge, in any way impairs or touches
the integrity of' that statement. The
statement made to me was mnde in the precise terms in which I gave it to the House
and repeated it to the committee; and it
would not be difficult to show, by the
light of the evidence recently taken, that
in one or two most important points that
statement has been substantiated and its
reliability established. But, sir, I ask
every honorable member to attempt to
banish from his mind the fact that any
such statement was made, and, relying
alone upon the evidence taken before the
committee, I think he must arrive at the
same conclusion, and say that the committee must have framed the same report
if that statement had n~ver been made.
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But having been made, it provoked inquiry .. It was an accidental occurrenco,
and one which was certainly most unexpected by me. I am sure no person
could possibly accuse me of giving currency to a statement, damaging in its
nature to the honorable member for Portland, in order to gratify the feeling of
malignity which he so deliberately attributes to me. I defy that honorable
member, or any other honorable member,
to trace a single thing in the history of
this transaction which will show that I
have, in any way, been actuated by such a
The question is whether or not
feeling.
the statement was either made to me by
the honorable member for Portland or was
fabricated by me? There can be no
other issue. It has been attempted by
the honorable member for Portland to
show that I acted from this spirit of malevolence, and that under its influence I did
in fact fabricate the statement. Sir, the
statements of the honorable member are
somewhat contradictory on this point, because in some portions of his speech to
tbis House he appears to acquit me of any
intention of the kind, and says that my views
of the matter were merely attributable to
a misunderstanding or a misapprehension
of the facts. I dismiss the whole of that
from my mind. I refuse to accept that
explanation, and I am prepared to meet
the case on the two issues-Was the statement made? - was it fabricated? If
fabricated, for what purpose or object?
Was it to injure Mr. Butters? In what
way? Could I do that unless I gave
currency to it? Sir, what was my action
in the matter? In July I communicated
the statement to the honorable member for
Richmond, and'he has told you that he regarded it and treated it as a privileged
communication. There was no desire to
injure Mr. Butters disclosed; and surely
a person desirous of injuring another
would not, under the seal of secrecy, impart to a third party statements that were
calculated to injure him. It was not until
quite recently that this statement obtained
any currency at all ; for Mr. Butters says
that, only four months ago, he himself
heard it for the first time, and he tells the
House that the communication was made
to him by Mr. Bowman. I ask, sir,
what would be the action of anybody possessing a nice s':3nse of honour, and having
an implication of this kind hanging over
him, knowing that it was not true? Would
he not have challen~ed me a,s to this
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statement-would he not have sought-nay,
have insisted upon an explanation? And
why did he not do so ? I was prepared to
give him that explanation. I can only
repeat the statement that I have already
made to the House. No explanation was
sought by him-he allowed the time to go
on, and it is not for me to say what his
motives were for doing so. It is the fact
that no reference to the subject was made
by him to me either directly or indirectly.
It is true, sir, that the statement has been
made that when the rumours first reached
.the late member for Ballarat West (and I
really have a great objection to alluding to
him now) it was stated by, Mr. Jones that
the Minister of Justice went to Mr. :auttel'S and nsked him all about it.
Mr. CASEY.-1 did not go. ,
Mr. W1LL1AMS.-Well, Mr. Jones
stated so in the Alexander v. Jones case.
Mr. CASEY.-He did not say so in his
evidence before the committee.
Mr. WILLIAMS.-1 was not aware of
that. I thought that that was perhaps
the first time at which the statement obtained even a modified sort of pUblicity.
And now I wish to draw the attention of
the House to this part of the question, in
order to show that this theory of Mr.
Butters', of my entertaining a malevolent
sentiment towards him, is altogether fallacious. What can be his object, unless it
is to show that such a sentiment influenced
me in fabricating this statement? I can
come to no other conclusion, and I cannot
but accept that conclusion, notwithstanding the evidence of Mr. Butters. I never
hnd a feeling of friendship for him; but
Mr. Butters has been most extravagant, I
might almost say. affectionate, in the language which he employed to describe the
amount of intimacy which he' said existed
between us then and afterwards. He has
told honorable members that I was his
bosom friend, that 'he advised me on all
puhlic occasions of importance, and in fact
'that I let off my speeches to him, a thing
which I think honorable members will not
believe, considering how seldom I address
the House, any more than they will
believe that I took him into my confidence,
and consulted him on all pnblic questions.
How to deal with statements of this kind
perplexes me. It is difficult to go through
. them one by one, and meet them as they
come, in the speech of' the honorable member, by the em barrassing monotony of
denial. The honorable member has only
twice bein a guest of mine; but he makes
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this statement as to the amount of inti';'
macy which subsisted between us, and
bolsters it up with a lot of extra circumstances which would naturally tend, if'
believed, to aggravate the position which I
occupy towards him, with the additionally
aggravating circumstance that, with these
friendly relations existing, I sho~ld have
, fabricated a statement.of this sort in order
, to prevent the honorable member' from
being elected to the office of mayor of this
city. That is one of the reasons which he
puts forth,and yet, from 1867 until within
the last three or four months, this statement has never received currency. I -defy
anybody to come forward and say that
he ever heard me allude to it, except
the honorable member for' Richmond
and the honorable member for Maryborough (Mr. Bowman). To the latter
I did so four months ago, and he said that
there were others who were aware of
it. How he became aware of it I knoW'
not; but as he appeared to know so much
~bout it, I filled in the other parts of the
narrative that he was not acquainted
with, which I have since stated to the
House, and which have now come to
be so publicly discussed. I am afraid
if I were to go through the whole of the
evidence it would be wearisome to the
House, and I have therefore no intention
of doing so; but I will as shortly as
possible refer to some portions of it,
to which I think I ought to call
the attention of honorable members.
Sufficient evidence exists, I think, as
I have put the case before the House,
to satisfy the mind of any impartial
person that covertly there is an intention
to impute to me fabrication. Sir, I
give to that imputation a flat contradiction, and I can do no more. My state:..
ment is before the country, and if it were
necessary-if any r,epetition or asseveration of my contradiction were required,
- I should he prepared to make it on oath.
Mr. Butters occupied a very long time
in contrasting Mr.' Henderson's statement with mine.' Now what on earth
have I to do with Mr. Henderson? If
, he chooses to pile up lie upon lie-I do
not accuse him of having done so-iJ;l
what way can it affect my statement?
Mr. Butters says" Now it is a mysterious thing in this mass
of contradiction in regard to this evidence,
that Mr. Henderson gets to know the amount
at all."

Now really there is no great mystery
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abDut that, seeing that a fDrtnight befDre
I made my statement in reference to'
that £200, I had made it Dutside, and
therefDre there cDuld be nO' justification in
any man making a mystery Dut Qf it.
But I really think the remark is intended
to' cQnvey this if anything, that I was
instrumental in. furnishing Mr. HendersQn
with the infQrmatiQn; and perhaps the
hQnQrable member fQr PDrtland may be
inclined to' gO' further, and say that I was
the· means· Qf induci!lg him to' give the
evidence. N DW, sir, all I knQw. about
Mr. HendersQn is that, Qn Qne QccasiQn,
Mr. BDwman tQld' me that he had heard
a Mr. HendersQn: say that he was prepared
to' substantiate my ·statement. I said to'
Mr. Bowman-" I knQw nQthing abQut
Mr. HendersQn, and I would nDt move a
finger to Qbtain cQrrQbQrative. testimQny."
I think the hDnQrable member for Mary.
bDrQugh will bear me Qut in what I 'have
said. Sir, . the :hQnQrable member fDr
PQrtland has repeatedly "made use Qf the
terms. "misunderstanding": aml "misapprehension," and, in the earlier part Df his
evidence, he appeared to' manifest· an intense .desire to' shQW .that I was hard Qf
hearing, and that it was very difficult to'
make me understand! anything unless he
was speaking Dn a particular side of me.
NQw;.sir, there could be nO' misapprebensiQn...-there has been nO' misapprehensiQn.
No 'person could possibly be more clear
than I have been thrQughQut as to' this
matter. I have never painted my state·
ment in any. degree that I am aware Qf,
nQr have I varied it even with regard to' the very unimportant PQint
that Mr. Butters dwelt sO' much uPQn
as to' the use Qf the wQrd ." taking"
instead of" tipping," which will nQt:bea1'
investigatiQn ; and it is. not worth while
fQr me to' gO' further into that part Qf the
questiQn, because the. AttDrney-General
has entirely disposed Qf it. Then I am
tQld that it was nQthing but a vague
Sir, it was never a vague
rumour.
rumQui'. The vagueness Qf the rumQur
at least tQQk a very substantial form. The
honQrable member fQr RichmQnd, I will
venture .tQ say, never regarded it as a
vague rumour, and if he had, with his
strong CQmmon 'sense, he WQuid have
dismissed it frQm his mind immediately.
Sir, if it was a vague rumour, it was
certainly quite PQssible to fix me with the
resp'onsibility Qf· having brQught it into
existence; and tha~ charge, as I have
said befQre, I have always been pr~pared
I
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to answer. Sir, Mr. Butters has dwelt at
very cQnsiderable length on the matter Qf
his electiQn to' the mayQralty Qf this city.
I am very sQrry that he trQubled the
HQuse with that questiQn, but he has put
it in such a way as to call upon me to
explain the circumstances to the HQuse
in the same way as I explained them to'
the cQmmittee. And here it is in this
repDrt. Mr. Butters had my pledge to
support him in his electiQn as mayQr of
this city.. When the day Qf electiQn
came,_ he had my vote as a member of the
council, and when the VQtes were declared
and the poll taken they-were found to' be
equal, and I had to give the casting vote.
It was in my individual PQwer, as maYQr, to'
invest him with that hQnQur, 0'1' to' award
it to' the Qthe1' candidate. Sir, hQnDrable
members knQW what CQurse I tQok. I
gave my casting VQte in his favQur. NQW
I dO' not knQw, -that I can give a mQre
'Clear explanatiQn -than that. But as to
that pDrtiQn Qf Mr. Butters' l'emarks, in
which he alleges that I schemed and
intrigued in Qrder that I might become
elected myself, and thus . prevent his
election, I say that such a theQry will nQt
hQld water fQr a mQment, especially when
there were Qnly twO' candidates fQr the
mayoralty-himself and Mr. Harbisonand it was utterly impQssible fQr me
to have 'Stepped in . and been elected.
The thing will nQt bear examination.
l\~r. Butters gDes· Qn to' say that he
cQnsiders it was my duty to' report the
statement tQ.the Chief Secretary, and that,
in nQt dQing it, I neglected what was a
very QbviQUS duty. And in anQther part
Qf his speech he says that, under the circumstances, I Qught to' have denounced
both Mr. JQnes ·and himself when I first
became aware Qf the circumstance. N QW
I dO' appeal to' the commQn sense Qf men
Qf the WQrld and as.k-CQuld I place myself in a mQre ridiculous positiQn had I
dQne such a thing? I could not substantiate it; and neither Mr. Butters nQr Mr.
JQnes WQuid have been likely to admit the
truth of a statement which involves so
damning a state Qf circumstances. At
any rate the statement never passed frQm
me except under the circumstances that I
.have detailed, so that, as to Mr. Butters
having suffered frQm my actiQn, I say that
the theQry will nQt bear examinatiDn. I
never did him any injury. I never
felt any enmity tQwards him, and I
have nQW nothing but a sentiment Qf
cQmmiseratiDn fDr him because of the
I
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" It is a matter for yourself ?-It referred to
sympathy which existed between us with
land on the Swamp-sold on the Swamp.
regard to corporate matters in which we the"What
connexion has it with this-has it any
were both equally interested. I always connexion with this ?-Merely that a conversaacted with that gentleman in those mat- . tion occurred about the time of the £200, in reters with satisfaction, and I could not have gard to that.
you think he may have been mistaken
entertained a feeling of the kind that is in "But
this ?-It is quite possible..
attributed to me, because, sir, if I fabri" When was it ?-Somewhere about the same
cated the statement in 1867, without allY time. Mr. Williams was in an hotel in the city,
foreknowledge-for, of course, Icould have and was a little bit elevated I think, and I
no foreknowledge of the evidence about to walked up as far as St. Peter's Church with
him; and he was detailing a long conversation
be given, for the movements and the work- of his grievances against Mr. Grant for taking
ings of this association were kept very the lease of his land away from him and not
secret until the evidence was given-is it selling it, as he promised to do, and that he
to be imagined that, by any gift of would be glad if he could get anyone to assist
him to get the matter done, and ,that he would
prescience, I could have done so? This be
very willing to pay for it j and he said, ' I am
statement is, firstly, that the assoqia- quite willing to give a couple of hundred pounds
tion did exist, and it is more than a coin- to get it done, it is a matter of life and death to
cidence that it is proved to have existed; me.'''
and, secondly, that Mr. Butters was its ON ow, on referring to the Gazette about
agent. He has admitted in almost direct this time-March, 1867-I find that this
terms that he did act for those who were land'was gazetted for sale. I never had
at any rate the agents of the association any difficulty with regard to the matter
one of the objects of which was the pass- beyond the long delay; nnd as to my
ing of this Bill. There can be no doubt grievance against the Minister of Lands,
upon these two points, and this is a strong that did not arise until sometime after-.
argument, I think, in proof of the state- until he withdrew the land after it had
ment as it was made to me. There been advertised. Up to this time there
is another thing-perhaps it may be was no human probability that any diffithought not fair, perhaps ungenerous, to culty at all would arise with regard to the
allude to it-but there is a statement made matter; and therefore the statement about
by Mr. Butters which occurs to my mind as my being willing to pay £200 to have acbeing very remarkable. Mr. Macpherson complished a thing which was absolutely
puts this question-" What did the cool- in course of accomplishment is so absurd
ness between you and Mr. Williams arise and .contradictory that it does not refrom ?" and Mr. Butters' reply is : quire to be dwelt upon. In closing
" In consequence of the manner in which he his address last night, Mr. Butters aptreated me at my election as mayor, I assisted pealed to the House if there was any
him at his election as mayor in his election for
East Melbourne; I was chairman of his com- doubt on the question, to give him the
mittee at his election for Maldon, I gave him all benefit of that doubt. Sir, I have had
the assistance I could and served him as a very serious imputations cast upon my
brother would."
character. I have been almost arraigned
I shall dwell only upon one statement in with Mr. Butters in this transaction. If,
this answer,' which I don't think the unfortunately for me, I had been a member
honorable member intended to make. of the House at the time of the Quieting
Certainly he was never chairman of my of Titles Bill, in what position should I
election committee at Maldon. I think have stood? I should have had laid to
the honorable member for North Mel- my charge the serious, imputation of corbourne (Mr. Burtt) will substantiate that. ruptly inviting from that gentleman the
Then I find in the evidence of Mr. Butters proceeds of this nefarious association. I
this passage, on which I think I am en- could only have denied it ; and, upon the
theory that one man's 'word is
good as
titled to make one reinark : another, in what position should I have
" There is one matter I should like to refer to;
Unfortunately for Mr. Butters,
the conversation between Mr. Williams and my- stood?
self-that where £200 was mentioned. It was a he seems to have placed himself in such
conversation which took place while walking a difficult position as really to make it
from an hotel in the city towards his own almost a matter of charity to abstain from
house.
any further allusion to him. I have ad" When ?-Somewhere about the same time.
dressed the House under very painful feel"What was the conversation ?-I do not know
that I ought to refer to it-it is 11101'e a private ings. When I heard the statement of Mr.
matter of Mr. William8.
.
Butters last night, I' felt hurt that I
Mr. Williams.

as
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should have to sit in my seat, suffering
under his imputations ; I think that, if
there are doubts, I have as much right to
the benefit of them as Mr. Butters; and
I claim from the House that consideration
which I think anyone of us is entitled to
when his' conduct is under review.
Mr. KIN G.-I wish to offer one or two
observations in reference to matters which
certainly go to impugn the statement made
to the House last night by the honorable
member for Portland. I think it only
justice that those who deserve censure
should receive it, instead of being assisted
to throw odium on other persons. On the
night of the second reading of the Quieting of Titles Bill I was passing through
the lobby, and noticed a great many per- .
sons about. I met Mr. Bowman, who
said-" There is a great deal of excitement about the second reading of the
Quieting of Titles Bill." I said-" Is it
so ? " "Yes," .he replied, "and Mr.
Butters has made me a wager of £50 to
half-a-crown that the Bill will not pass."
I said-Ie That is a most extraordinary
statement to make, and a most extraordinary thing to do, and, if Mr. Butters
or anyone else were to say the same to
me, I should make it known, and claim
the protection of-the Speaker." Now
Mr. Butters says he did not know much
about this, or he would have explained it
away. Why the bet was matter of common notoriety in the city for two or three
days afterward. I consider the conduct
of Mr. Butters much more blameable and
much more deserving the censure of the
House than the conduct of Mr. Jones. I
believe the necessities of Mr. Jones may
have been such as compelled him to accept
the wages of corruption, in order that he
might be enabled thereby to keep up his
position in the House, and ultimately
secure the object of his ambition-a seat
on the Treasury benches. But while we
condemn him for this, what ought we
to say for a man in the position of the
honorable member for Portland, who, at
the time, was looking forward to fill the
highest municipal office in the colonythat of Mayor of Melbourne-during
the year of the visit of His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh, a visit
which held out the prospect of the
occupant of the civic chair being knighted.
Sir, the proceedings of Mr. Butters
were dictated not by ambition but by
greed.
Had that gentleman exercised
only common prudence, the Complaint
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Committee and the excitement which
has attended its proceedings would not _
have arisen. Certainly Mr. Jones has
to thank Me. Butters and his loose
tongue, to a great extent, for being
expelled this House. Mr. Butters charges
the honorable member for Maldon with
having intrigued against him for the office
of mayor. Why on the day of the election
I looked in at the Town Hall. I saw my
honorable colleague, the member for West
Bourke (Mr. J. T. Smith), and I said" Who is going to be mayor?" He
said-" Very likely I am."
I exclaimed
"Nonsense." He said-" It is the toss
up of a shilling; btit a number of us
have come to an arrangement, and we
only want Mr. Williams; if he comes
into the arrangement, Mr. Butters has
not a chance." And I believe t4at was
the fact.
If Mr. Williams had been
inclined to act against Mr. Butters, that
gentleman would not have had a chance.
Probably Mr. Williams would have been
re-elected mayor. I mention this' to show
that the statement whiclt Mr. Butters
made with regard to Mr. Williams is
unjust and ungenerous.
Mr. LANGTON.-It appears to me
that the charge set forth in the resolution
is fully proved in evidence; but there is
one part of the statement of the honorable member for Maldon to which I desire
to call attention. The honorable member
has stated that the £200 mentioned in
conversation between him and Mr. Butters
could not have referred to the Swamp,
because the land was advertised for
sale, and he had no anxiety about it at
all. But it is the fact that, on the 7th
March -one week before the second
reading of the Quieting of Titles BillMr. David Moore called the attention
of the Minister of Lands to the advertisement, and the Minister of Lands
there and then agreed to withdraw the
land from sale. The Minister of Lands
stated on the occasion" Before the honorable member for Sandridge
gave notice of his question, he had reconsidered
the whole- matter, and he had decided that, for
the present at all events, the sale should be
postponed."

I think it right to mention this to show that,
whatever may be Mr. Butters' statement,
the explanation of the honorable member for
Maldon cannot be one consistent with the
facts, as shown by the records of this House.
Mr. WILLIAMS.-I was unaware of
the date when Mr. David Moore put
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his question. I recollect the circumstance
perfectly well, but I investigat.ed the
matter only in connexion with the statement made by Mr. Butters.
Finding
the statement I have quoted in the
evidence of Mr. Butters, I referred to
tIJe Gazette, and found that the .land
was advertised on the 29th, February
to be sold - at the end of March. The
fact mentioned by the-honorable member
for West Melbourne (Mr. Langton) does
not affect in the slightest degree what
occurred on the J3th March. I never
did offer Mr. Butters or ·any member of
this House any sum whatever to interfere
on my behalf, or in any way mediate
in my interests with the Minister of
Lands.
CaptainMAC MAHON.-Mr. Speaker,
I think it must be apparent that there is
not an honorable l;Jlember who does not
feel the very· painful position in which
the House is placed. I feel in a peculiarly painful position. The gentleman
now referred to is a constituent of my
own-though whether a supporter or not
I cannot say; -1 have frequently sat at his
table and partaken of his hospitality;
and he has had the honour of holding the
high office of mayor of the chief city of
the southern hemisphere. Under these
circumstances, I cannot allow the motion
to pass wit40ut offering some remarks.
From the commencement of thjs matter I
have not once refer:red to the evidence,
with the exception of that given by myself. I was content from the first to leave
the matter to the jury which the House
appointed; but I declined most positively,
and I now decline, to act in a judicial
capacity with .regard to members of this
House who have been actively concerned
with me, in 'friendship or in hostility, in
political warfare. I am inclined to think
that there is one point in connexion with
this matter which has not yet been considered. Weare about to put in force a/
law of Parliament-not a law printed,
recognised, and known to the communitybut a law by which, under the guise of
the privileges of Parliament, we can
punish individuals for a breach of those
privileges. Sir, on the occasion which
has boon referred to, the honorable member for Portland was not a member of this
House. It· is well known that he was
pursuing a business in which he was prepared to undertake, for brokerage or
commission, anything which might come
to him, probably without considering
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whethel1, in all these matters; he was acting strictly in accordance with law or
with right. It appears that the honorable
member was employed to assist in passing
a certain measlire through Parliament;
that in this employment he perhaps exceeded the duties which would properly
belong to a parliamentary agent.· Probably
he .did use his utmost exertions to get the
Bill passed, by inducing .members· either
to vote for it or to remain away. This,
however, is the first occasion on whioh so
serious a view has been taken of the conduct of a. person outside this House in
endeavouring to affect the votes of those
within it ; and -although I see that JlOnorable members have arriVed at a foregone
conclusion" although I do not put myself
forward, -in biny degree, as Mr. Butters'
advocate-although I deprecate the- l'esort
of those .who -have been accused to the tu
quoque argument","""""I .thirik the House
should pause before dealing ina summary
and severe manner with the outside public,
unless the outside public' are aware of the
rules and laws -that they are transgressing.
I believe that but comparatively few of
the outside public are awar.e of·.:the enor..
mous powers which this House"possesses
in the protection of its privileges; and I
am inclined to. think that, before proceed..
ing to· adopt these extremely harsh proceedings, it would have: been much better
for a Bill to have been brought in, setting
forth that ;any attempt -in any shape whatever-whether by pecunianydonation, by
ad misericordiam appeals, orin any other
way-to influence the vote of any hooor. .
able membeI:, would be·a inisdemeano:c,
and be rigorously punished.. Such a measure might be regarded as a disgrace to
the Statute.;book, but it would render
useless the plea of ignorance as an excuse
for the infringement of the law. I regret
that eo few honorable members have risen
to say one word in defence of a gentleman
whose conduct, so far as his career in this
House is concerned, we have had no reason
to object to; and I submit that some little
allowance should he made for the fact that
he was not awar.e at the time of the dire
offence that he waS committing.
Mr. DYTE. - When the AttorneyGeneral moved the resolution, he quoted
the case of Costello, as being somewhat
similar to the ·case now before the House.
Since then I have ascertained that Costello
was expelled, on the motion of l\fr. Bervice, after the record of his conviction- by
the Supreme Court had been produced.
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Therefore I submit that Costello's case is
not similar to the present. I desire to ask
the Attorney-General whether there is
any precedent for dealing in the manner
now proposed with a gentleman who, at
the time the offence laid to his charge was
committed, was not a member of the
House? If the honorable and learned
gentleman can lay' his hand on such a
precedent, .I would suggest that be should
communicate it to the House.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I apprehend that it makes no difference as to the
charge whether the person charged is a
member of the House or not. It would be
an absurd doctrine to say that, because an
indi vidual who committed an offence subsequently became a Member of Parliament,
he was thereby absolved from the consequences of his offence; Should the House
affirm the present motion, the question of
punishment will have to be dealt with, and
then will be the time for the honorable
member for Ballarat East (Mr. Dyte) to
interpose.
-The motion,' as follows, was then
carried without a dj.vision:--" That, in the opinion of this House, the evidence taken before the- committee proves that
Mr. Butters, nQt then but now a member of th~
House, was the agent of the association mentioned in the ] st paragraph of the report of the
committee; and that he offered money or other
advantage to Mr. McKean and Mr. Bowman for
the promoting of a matter then before Parliament,namely, the La.n<J Certi:fi~ates Titles Bill.~'

Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, the
decision- which the House' has just arrived
at leaves m'e no alternative, in the position
which I hold, but to move a resolution
similar to that which I was compelled to
move, last night, with regard to 'another
member of this House. Sir, I need not
here again express the pain ·which I have
felt in connexion with these matters,
because I am well aware that' every member of this House shares that pain. I
know that honorable members generally
regret being compelled to deal with these
cases in any manner whatever; but they'
feel forced to do it from a strict sense of
duty, in order to maintain the qharacter
and purity of this House.
Now, the
charges which have been brought against
the honorable member for Portland date
from a time when he was not a member of
this House. I agree. with some of the
remarks which have been made with
regard to that gentleman. I admit that
we have had nothing to complain of in his
conduct since be, has sat in Parliament.
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It 'has been stated that the conduct of t.he
honorable member for Portland is worse
than that of the gentleman whose case
was disposed of last night; but'my own
conviction is, that the case of Mr. Jones
is one of a very much worse character than
that which has been under the consideration of the House this evening. It is my
strong conviction that the charges proved
against Mr. Jones are of a much more
serious character than that which has
been proved against the honorable member for Portland. Sir, the honorable
member for Portland has no't been con·
victed of anything while holding the
position of a parliamen'tl1ry representative;
and I say that any person coming into
this House, and betraying,.for any monetary consideration, the trust reposed in
him by a constituency, occupies the lowest
position that any person mi.n possibly hold.
That we have power to deal with the
honorable membei: for Portland for acts
committed by him . whilst he was ~not a
member of this House is clear from the
resolution of' the House of Commons,
adopted in the year 1695.
An HONORABLE MEMBER. - A long
time since.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-It is a long time
since; but that resolution was the means
of putting an end to bribery in the House
of Commons. It is to the following
effect : "That the offer of any money, or other
advantage, to any Member of Parliament for the
promoting of any matter whatsoever, depending
or to be transacted in Parliament, is a high
crime and misdemeanor, and tends to the subversion of the English Constitution."

A little' examination only is required to
show that we haye complete and entire
authority to. deal with a member of this
House for the commission of any act
contrary to the law of Parliament while
he was not a member of the House. It
has. been stated that we have no '):lower to
deal with offences of the kind committed
during a previous Parliament. But it is
clearly laid down in Mayas follows :"Either House will punish in one session
offences that have been committed in another.
On the 4th and 14th April, 1707, it ,vas resolved
by the Commons, nern. con., that when a.ny person
ordered to be taken into the custody of the
Serjeant-at-ArIris shall either abscond from justice, or, having been in custody, shall refuse to
pay the just fees, that in either of those cases
the order for commitment shall be renewed at
the beginning of the next session of Parliameut,
and that this be declared to be a standing order
of the House."
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"It also appears that a breach of privilege

sufficient evidence. And it has been customary
to order the member to attend in his place,
before an order is made for his expulsion."

I think it is evident that, if we desire to
maintain the privileges we possess-if we
. desire to put this Parliament into the
position which it ought to occupy-we
must carry out the resolution which I am
now about to submit to the House, however painful it may be to us to do so. Sir,
I am aware it was stated, last night, that,
if we expel a member now, be lllay be
sent back by his constituency at the very
first opportunity. I have more confidence
in the honour and the deliberate judgment
of the constituencies of this country. I
believe, now that the whole of the circumstances connected with these charges have
been fully brought under the consideration
of the people, we will find that they will
act with that judgment which the con. stituencies of this country generally have
manifested. But,sir, we have nothing to
do with that at the present time. It rests
with us now to do our duty, and to leave
the constituencies to take the course
which they may think fit under the
circumstances.
Therefore I desire to
move-

Sir, last night, this House carrif'd a resolutioll for the expulsion of Mr. J onrA,
without allowing him to appear in his
place and state some reason why the
sentence of expulsion should not be
passed upon him; and I say that was not
fair play. I would ask the House now to
pause. I don't say that the honorable
gentleman whose case is now under consideration will be able to say anything to
move honorable members; bpt I submit
that, as a matter of simple justice, we
ought, before passing sentence, to allow
him to come before the House, and show
cause why. he should not be expelled.
This privilege of stating why sentence
should not be passed is given to the
greatest criminals in the British dominions
-even to murderel:s-after they are condemned. I should like the House to deal
with the question in a proper judicial
spirit; and not to commit ourselves to a
course which we may regret hereafter.
I don't mean to state that the honorable
member for Portland has not done all
that has been charged against him. But
it should be remembered that, at the
time these things occurred, he was
not the representative of any constituency.
Had he been proceeded
against at that time, and been brought
to the bar of this House, most likely he
would have been imprisoned for a short
period. But the sentence now about to be
I
passed is one of far wider import.
should be glad if the legal gentlemen on
the Treasury benches would state clearly
for our guidance whether we are doing
justice in visiting this gentleman with so
heavy a punishment for a thing which he
did when he was not a Member of Parliament ? I don't say that the honorable
member should not be expelled. I agree
to a great extent with the AttorneyGeneral-for a wonder-that the crime
committed is one of immense magnitude,
one that it is the duty of this House to put
down by every possible means. I agree
with him that the tempter who, to make a
paltry commission, tries, by money payments or otherwise, to interfere with
members of this House, ought to be
punished most severely. Yet, I say,
before we punish him, we should give
him' every opportunity of stating reasons
why sentence should not be passed upon
him. I would impress upon this .aous~

committed against one Parliament may be punished by another; and libels against former
Parliaments have often been punished."

"That Mr. Butters is guilty of a breach of
the p ri vileges of this House, and that he· be
therefore expelled this House."

Mr. G. PATON SMITH seconded the
motion.
Mr. LONGMORE. - There is one
thing which I should like to draw the
attention of the House to, and which
I should have drawn the attention of the
House to last night, before the honorable
member for Ballarat West was expelled,
had the opportunity been afforded to me.
Sir, we are continually referring to May
for precedents. According to that authority
the offences, on the part of a Member of
Parliament, punishable by expulsion are
open rebellion, forgery, perjury, frauds
and breaches of trust, misappropriation of
public money, conspiracy to defraud;
corruption in the administration of justice,
or in public offices, or in the execution of
their duties as members of the House ;
conduct unbecoming the character of an
officer and a gentleman; libels, and various
other offences committed against the
House itself. May says : " Where members have been legally convicted
of any such offences, it has been customary to
require the record of conviction to be laid
before the House. In other cases the proceedings have been founded upon reports of commissions, or committees of the House, or other
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that, in all these judicial proceedings,
every opportunity should be given the
accused to make his case as good as possible, and then honorable members should
.
do their duty.
Mr. CASEY.-Mr. Speaker, the honorable member for Ripon and Hampden
seems to desire to draw a comparison between the practice of this House, with
regard to matters that come before it in
its judicial capacity, and the practice of
the courts .of law. But the practice .of
the courts of law cannot be applied to
the practice of Parliament, any more than
the courts of law can be bound by any
reference to our practice. We have our
own practice, handed down to us by text
writers on the constitution and law of Parliament; and this must be our guide in
all proceedings such as the present. I
think I shall be able to show the honorable member that the course now being
pursued is in accordance with the practice
of Parliament; and, unless some honorable
member more diligent than I am can discover a case of an offender against the pri yileges of Parliament being heard in his place
between his condemnati9n and punishment
for the offence, the objection of the honorable member cannot be entertained. Now,
in the case of William Smith O'Brien,
referred to by -the Attorney-General last
evening, the point was raised that he
should be heard in his place, and it was
held by the Speaker, after argument, that,
being in contempt, he coulfl not be heard
in his place. Sir, persons have been pronounced guilty of an offence which, _according to the resolution of the House of
Commons - which is binding upon us
-is deemed to be a high crime and misdemeanor ngainst Parliament, and calculated to destroy the .constitution. Sir,
I presume that is quite sufficient to
constitute a contempt against the privileges of this House. Under these
circumstances the question now bef.ore the
House comes clearly within the decision
already referred to. But I would point
out to honorable members Borne two or
three cases where the practice now proposed to be followed has been followed by
the House of Commons. Indeed, in every
case of a similar character that I have
been able to discover, the practice which
I am about to mention has been invariably
followed by the House of Commons. I
find, in vol. 7 of Cobbett's Parliamentary
IIisto'rY, reference made to the action by
the House of Commons in the caRe of Mr.

22.]
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John Aislabie. It appears that the report
of the committee was taken into consideration, and, after reciting what was contained
in the report, and the offences Mr. Aislabie
was deemed guilty of, comes this paragraph:" The reading of the papers, and the examination of the persons above mentioned, lasted till
about nine in the evening; after which Mr.
Aislabie made a long, submissive, and pathetic
speech in his own defence."

Then, sir, he retired; and, in his absence,
certain resolutions were passed. Those
resolutions were followed by another, declaring-" That the said John Aislabie,
for .his said offence, be expelled this
House," without Mr. Aislabie being heard
in his place. I have another case.
Another portion of the same report refers
to Sir George Caswall, also a member of
the House. It was alleged aKainst him
that he had made an unlawful bargain for
South Sea stock, in consideration for services rendered in connexion with the Bill
to enlarge the capital of the South Sea
Company. He was heard in his place,
and this, according to the history, followed : " Sir George Caswall expressed his great sorrow that he had the misfortune to fall under the
displeasure of the House, which lay the more
heavy upon him, because he was not confOcious
of any crime, unless it were the extraordinary
zeal and affection he had shown for the support
of the present happy settlement, having assist~d
the Government with vast suftls of money, at
three per cent., when they could get it nowhere
else: for the truth of which he appealed to the
members of the House who were then Commissioners of the Treasury.
"Hereupon Mr. Clayton stood up, and witnessed to the truth of his allegation."

Sir George Caswall then retired, and,
after he had retired, certain resolutions
were passed, and, without Sir George
Cas wall being again heard in his place,
the House resolved : "That the said Sir George Cas wall be, for
his said offence, expelled this House."

And this resolution, notwithstanding the
pathetic appeal made by Sir George Caswall, seems to have been followed by
another resolution, which certainly appears unduly severe, if not extraordinary.
It was : " That the said Sir George Caswall be committed prisoner to His Majesty's Tower of
London; and that Mr. Speaker do issue his warrants accordingly." .

Both resolutions were passed without Sir
George Cas wall being heard a second timo
in his place. There are other cases of
the same kind. In fact the books abound
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with them., And they all go to show that,
w hen the House affirms that a member is
guilty of any offence .against ~ the law,
privileges, and usages of Parliament: then
he is incont~mpt, and cann9t be heard
again in his place.
.'
Mr. COHEN.,-Sir; I rise with a great
deal of reluctance to adQ.ress a few remarks to the House. I am not going to
appeal against the decision of the House,
or to say that it is unjust for the House to
deal with the conduct of its members
when it is of such' a character as
that which has, been brought under
our notice. But; sir, I will ask the House
to be cautio~s iJ? wielding the awfully
responsible power which it possesses. I
will ask it to temper justice with mercy.
In moving the resolution· now before, the
House, the Chief Secretary said that the
conduct 'of Mr. Butters was not,of such a
penal character as that. of the late honorable member for Ballarat West. ' I perfectly agree with the honorable gentleman,
and I trust that the House will not infiict
such a heavy punishment upon Mr. Butters
as they ha~e done upon Mr. Jones. I
have had the honour of knowing Mr.
Butters for many years. I have sat with
him in" the City Council, and I have
watched his career in this House. While
he has been a member of this House he
has discharged his :dutie'S, in a consistent
and straightforward manner. I ask honorable meID:bers .1,0 pause before, for one unfortunate act which he committed as a
broker, :they blacken the character of' Mr.
Butters, who for sixteen years, as a citizen
of Melbourne, has 'conducted himself as an
honorable man, and occupied a useful
position amongst his fellow citizens." In
asking honorable members to vote for a
certain Bill (for the promotion of which
he was paid), Mr. Butters evidently did
not know the awful consequences to
which he was liable. Is it not a common
practice to take Members of Parliament
by the button-hole, in the streets, and ask
them to vote for certain persons? The
persons who do this are not aware of the
risk they run, and Mr. Butters, who was
not a member of the House at the time
that he committed the acts of which he
has been found guilty, did not know the
terrible powers which the House possesses.
I do not ask the House to forego punishment~ because I consider that some example should be made of Mr. Butters; but
I ask the House to use its power with
mercy. I think if Mr. Butters was sus-

pended for the remainder of the ,session,
aud reproved by the Speaker,' that would
be a sufficient punishment for his conduct.
'. Mr. D,YTE.-'fhereare reasons why I
have not taken any part in the deb~te on the
charges against the late honorable member for' 'Ballarat West, nor should I have
spoken on the present occasion except for
some remarks which have fa.l1en from the
Chief Secretary. Th~ h()norable gentle~
man admitted that the offence of 'which
Mr. Butters has been' found guilty i,s not
of the same serious nature as the offencl}
of which Mi. Jones has been <,!onvicted.
I think that the Chief Secretary might
have gone,alittre fUI:tl~erthanhe did, and
copied the precedeI;lts of' the House of
qommons, by p'roposing that a like punish.
m~nt should, be infij<;ted on Mr. Butters to
that inflicted, in similar cases, in, the
mother country. T1;le resolutions which
the Chief Secretary read were ,both passed
under very different' .circums,tanc~s from
thos~ of the case DOW under consideration.
I t is not necessary for me to revert to the
circumstances u~der which "those resolu:tions were arrived at; put I find that, in the
same session, Mr. Bird, the· gentlemaq,
whose conduct was the special calise of
the resolutions being passed, was reprimanded for offering a bribe to Mr. Mu~,:
grave, a member. It cann~ be denie.d--=in fact it is 'stated in,.th~ repo:r;t"'7th.at
the offence which the Complaint Com~
mittee charged against Mr. Butters, was
committed by. him when be was, not a
member of the Hous~. Theresolu'tion of
the committee was as. follows : " That your committee is of opinion that Mr~
Butters, not being then a mem.ber of this House,
was .the 'agent of the associatloI! ·before mentioned,and that he did offer money or other advantage to Mr: McKean and Mr. Bowman, then
'members of this House, for the promoting of a.
matter then depending in Parliament, namely,
the Land Certificate Titles Bill."
I will just. draw the. attention of. th0
House to the natur.e of the charge of
which Mr. Butters has been foup.d guilty,
for the purpose of showing what may be
urged in extenuation of punishment. I
dismiss from my mind all matters in connexion with the bet with Mr. Bowman!
I believe that that mayor may not' h~v(:}
been one of those braggadocio bets which
are never intended to be taken as bets;
but, as regards the other matter, Mr.
Butters has been found guilty of endeavouring, by direct or indirect means,
to prevent Mr. McKean from voting on a
certain Bill. These things are done, and
I
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have (been ,done almost every' day. Do
not both sides endeavour to 'prevent mem.
bel'S . from.' voting, in order to obtain a
v.ictory -on certain measures?
I have
taken- some .little trouble· to ascertain the
offences for whi~h members of the House
of Commons have. been expelled, and I
have -not been able to find that any member was ever expelled for an offence simi.
lar to that'" charged' against Mr. Butters.
I will read a list of expulsions : "In '1677, Mr. John Ashburnham was expelled
for receiving £500 from the French merchants
for business done in the House. In 1694, Sir
John Trevor was declared, guilty of
high
crime kind misdemeanor, in having, while Speaker
of the Ht>use, receiVed, a'gratuity of a thousand
guineas from the City of London, after passing
the Orphans Bill, and was expelled. In 1695,
Mr. Guy, Secretary to the Treasury, was committed to the Tower for taking a bribe of two
hundred guineas; and in the same year Mr.
Hungerford was expelled, as guilty of a high
crime aDd misdemeanQr, in. rece~".ing twe,nty
guineas for his. pains and services as chairman
:
of the committee on the Orphans' Bill."

a
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I wHldirect the attention of the· House to
the fact that all -these ,gentlemen, at the
time their offences were committed".were
Members of Parliament. This is not the case
with regard to Mr. Butters; and I put it to
the :aouse whether, in dealing with· that
gentleman, they should not temper justice
with a little mercy? I may say that I
did not know Mr. Butters' until he was a
member of this House, and therefore I
ca.nnot be said to be actuated in this
matter by. feelings arising from long personal friendship. . I have no desire to
make an .ad misericordiam appeal, but I
submit that there are circumstances in
his case why he should not be visited
with expulsion. No doubt the offence
with which he has been charged-that of
attempting to bribe Members of Parliament
-is a highly dangerous one in a community such. as this; but I ask the House
to take into consideration the circumstances under· which he ,acted. If he
were, tl,le agent of. this corrupt association,
at all events he was employed, as their
servant, for the p-arpose of transacting the
business of his employers. I would also
ask the House to take into consideration
the position which Mr. Butters has occu·
pied in the city of Melbourne. I ask
honorable members to bear in mind the
fact that Mr. Butters has filled the important office of Mayor of Melbourne,.. that
he is a. man w~ possessee the personal
respect of honorable members; and to say
wbether to pass this severe sentence upon
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him, for an offence committed prior to his
being a Member of Parliament, would not
attach a stigma to his name which, under
the circumstances of, the case, ought
not to be attached?· W QuId not a repri.
mand from the Speaker or a pecuniary
penalty be a sufficient punishment for his
offence?
I am satisfied that a lighter
punishment than the Chief Secretary
proposes would be sufficient to deter
others from ever committing a ~similar
offence; and I submit that the Honse, acting in a Judicial capacity, ought not to
iriflict the same punishment on a map.
charged with a lesser offence as it inflicted
upon the gentleman who was sentenced
last night.. I beg to move, as an amendment" That Mr. Butters is guilty of a breach of
the pdvilege~ of this House, and that he be suspended duri,ng the remainder of the session."

Mr. CASEY.-The amendment is not
in order.
, Mr. DYTE.-I have yet to learn that
I cannot move any amendment I think fit.
I submit, Mr.- Speaker, that I am perfectly
in order. ,
The SPEAKER.-With regard to the
power of suspension from duties in the
House, I,think it has been exercised by
the House of Commons in former times,
but I am not aware that it has been of
late years. I apprehend, however, that
the House has the power of suspending a
member from his duties.
Mr. DYTE.-With the permission of
the House, I will substitute the words
"and that he be committed to the custody
. of the Seljeant-at-Arms;" for the words
" and that he be suspended during the re·
mainder of the session."
Mr. WILSON seconded the amendment.
:l'.1r. KITTO.-IIad not the honorable
member for Ballarat East (Mr. Dyte)
moved an amendment, I was prepared to
submit one to the House. I recognise a
distinction between the case of Mr. Jones
and the case of Mr. Butters. When Mr.
.Tones committed the offence of which he
has been found guilty he had been for a
considerable time a member of this House,
and he must have been cognizant of the
standing orders and rules of the House.
He could not plead ignorance. But the
honorable member for Portland was not a
member of tile House at the time he' committed the acts of which he has been
accused, and -it cannot be supposed that
he was aware of the severe penalties to
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which he was liable for acting as the parliamentary agent of persons whose endeavours, no doubt, were to corrupt members of this House. My own impression
is that Mr. Butters acted entirely in ignorance of the powers which the House
possesses, and I think that it is the duty
of the House to deal with him as leniently
as possible. I have no wish that he
should escape punishment, but I believe
that the justice of the case would be met
by adopting the amendment. I do not
think that the House should mete out to
Mr. Butters the same punishment as it
has inflicted on Mr. Jones.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-The honorable
member for East Melbourne (Mr. Cohen)
intimated that he has watched the career
of the honorable member for Portland,
both as a member of the City Council and
as a member of this House, with pleasure.
N ow I will at once say that I have not
watched the career of the honorable member for Portland with any degree of
pleasure; that'I have no personal acquaintance with the honorable member; and I
know of nothing specially fitting him for
a seat in this House more than many other
candidates who were brought forward at
the last general election. Indeed, I was
astonished that the Loyal Liberal Associa. tion, in the interests of the present Government, should have accepted so many
of the persons who were brought forward
as candidates at the last election, thereby
guaranteeing, to a certain extent" their
fitness for seats in this House. I conceive
that it is not possible for a party who put
forward a man as a candidate for the rel)resentation of a constituency to divest
themselves of all responsibility for his
good conduct thereafter. At the same
time, I do hope, now that Mr. Butt'ol's is
a member of this House, that we shall
proceed to consider his conduct calmly and
judiciously, that we shall deal with him
entirely on the evidence, and that we shall
mete out punishment to him in accordance
with his deserts. I think that the conduct of the honorable member was disgraceful in the extreme, but I don't
disguise from myself the fact that at the
time he was guilty of it he was not a
member of this House-that he was
merely a private .individual. We must
deal with him now as we would have dealt
with him if the matter had become known
to us at the time. He has been guilty of
a high crime and misdemeanour, and if we
had dealt with him at the time, he would
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probably have been brought to the bar or
the House and censured. Certainly nothing more would have been done than to commit him to the custody of the Serjeant-atArms. I am very glad that the honorable
member for Ballarat East has proposed
this amendment. I think it is infinitely
better to allow nine guilty men to escape,
than to deal in the slightest degree unfairly
with any man. I believe that the conduct
of Mr. Butters, since he became a member of the House, has been such as to
entitle him to credit-that he has done
nothing in any way unbecoming a member
of the House. I trust that the Government will see their way to accept the
amendment.
Mr. MACGREGOR. - Sir, I have
abstained hitherto from speaking on any
of the resolutions submitted to the House.
I certainly had great objections-for
reasons which are satisfactory to myself,
and entirely free from any party or personal character - to address the House
on resolutions· which were submitted
simply for the purpose of carrying out
the findings of the committee; but I do
not wish to abstain from speaking on any
resolutions for the infliction of penalties.
Although the course taken towards the
late honorable member for Ballarat West
was certainly a very severe one, I think
it was justified. There is, however, a
distinction between the case of Mr. Jones
and the case of Mr. Butters. Mr. Jones,
at the time his offence was committed,
was a member of the House, and supposed
to be acquainted with all its rules; but Mr.
Butters. when he committed the acts of
which he has been found guilty was not
a member of the House, and could not be
supposed to be Rcqnainted with its rulf's
and with the powers of punishment which
it possesses-. I hav:e no desire to attempt
to palliate the offence of Mr. Butters, but
setting aside all considerations as to
whether his conduct was such as w'ould
have .been pursued by a man of gentlemanly or moral feeling-I think we may
fairly ask ourselves whether he was aware
of the legal ~onsequences attaching to his
proceedings. For the future it will be
well known that the privileges of the
House are sufficient to protect members
from any interference in the discharge of
their duties ; and I think that, under the
circumstances of the case, all necessary
purposes will be served'by the adoption of
the amendment of the honorable' member
for Ballarat East. If Mr. Butters is
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committed to the custody ofo.the Seljeantat-Arms, it will give honorable omembers
an opportunity of considering whether
any further punishment should be inflicted
on him or not.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Sir, I am
glad that the honorable member for Rodney has at last spoken; but I am surprised
that he-a lawyer of considerable experience-should plead ignorance as an
excuse for oan individual who has committed an offence which, in the language
of the records of the House of Commons,
is described as a high crime and misdemeanor. The honorable member for
Rodney himself, in committee, framed the
resolution of the report in reference to
Mr. Butters.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I did not frame
the resolution before the House.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Thehonorable member must have been perfectly
aware at the time of the consequences
which would necessarily follow from the
adoption of the resolution in the report ;
and the honorable member, knowing that,
stands up in his place as a member of the
House to say that it is a palliation, or an
excuse, .for the offence that the person
committing it did not know that it was
against the rules of Parliament to attempt
to bribe a member. That is the most extraordinary proposition I ever heard proceed from a gentleman of legal attainments. Ignorance of the law is no ex. cuse for any offence. The honorable
member for Rodney says that he ·has abstained from taking any part in this
debate, and the honorable member for
Dundas has followed the same course. I
think it was their duty, and the duty of
other members of the committee, to have
taken part in the debate, and not to have
left to me, singly and alone, the odious
task of sustaining the findings of the committee. I understood the honorable member for Rodney to say he supported the
amendment to commit Mr. Butters to the
custody of the Seljeant-at-Arms, in order
that the House might have time to consider what should be done with him;
~mt I apprehend it was the intention of
the honorable member for Ballarat East
that Mr. Butters should not be further
punished. If the lIouse was not prepared for the full consequences following
the acceptance of the resolution already
adopted in reference to Mr. Butters, it.
was inconsiderate and thoughtless in the
extreme to agree to it. It is proposed to
0
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commit Mr. Butters to the custody of the
Serjeant-at-Arms because he was not a·
member of the House at the time he committed the offence of which he has been
found guilty. Why?
Mr. DYTE.-If he had been dealt
with at the time he could not have been
expelled, because he was not then a member of the House.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-That is
a self-evident proposition. I presume
that the honorable member means that the
committal of Mr. Butters to the custody
of the Serjeant-at-Arms is a sufficient
punishment. Is that what the honorable
member does mean?
Mr. DYTE.-I shall be happy, with
the leave of the House, to make some observations after the Attorney-General has
concluded, as I am appealed to by the
honorable and learned gentleman.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I want to
know distinctly from those honorable members who are in favour of the amendment
what punishment they mean to inflict on
Mr. Butters?
Mr. COHEN.-A lighter punishment
than expulsion.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Honorable
members have not defined that punishment. For anything we know, it might
be the pleasure of the House to-night that
Mr. Butters should be committed to the
custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms, and the
pleasure of the House to-morrow that he
should be released.
Mr. DYTE.-Hear, pear.
.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH ....:.-.No doubt,
if honorable members are strong enough
to carry the amendment, they will be
strong enough to carry a resolution tomorrow that Mr. Butters be released from
the custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms.
(" Hear, hear.") If that be so, then the
House will have been engaged in a solemn
farce, because it will have declared that
Mr. Butters has been. guilty of an offence
which amounts to a high crime and misdemeanor, and it will virtually have inflicted no punishment upon him. Expulsion from the House is a punishment, but
committal to the custody of the Serjeantat-Arms may be the most lenient of
punishments. I put it to the House
whether it is ready to follow this matter
to its full and legitimate conclusion? If
Mr. Butters is simply to be committed to
the custody ~f the Serjeant-at-Arms, and
afterwards released, all I can say is that
we have stultified ourselves, and that the

0
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whole of these proceedings are an act of
folly.
'.
_.:
., .,
,
Mr. LANGTON. - Mr: ·Speaker, I
think that we have noW arrived, at 'the
very crisis of this matter.', The ,H~·us~;· ~s
. it seems to me, is now, really· on its trial.
The estimation' in which this 'House ,holds
persons who attempt to bribe Membe.rsof
Parliament will, be judged 'of by the decision we arrive at on tlie resolution now
before us. 'We have arrived 'at ana -resolution. We have already de9ided; 'as' theAttorney-General has said, that Mr. But,;,',
tel'S has been guilty of ~'. high crime and
misdemeanor. Now-what' does this amend::.
ment propose to do? Does it propose to
punish 'the offence as: if -it were ·ahigh
crime and misdemeanor? Can any 'hon- '
orable member contend that the 'mere
committal of Mr. Butters to the custody
of the Serjeant-at-Arms·-:- w~ic~ may'
last only for' a few days or a week, or even
less~is all 'adequate puriishtnenFfor' an
offence which we have deClared to be a higp.
crime and misdemeanor ? For my part~
I think we had better throw the whole'
matter up at once rather tha~" adopt' the
amendment.
Honorable members have·
said that Mr. Butters does not stand in
the sanie' position as did Mr. J ones- that his offence is not of 'Boserious a cha~
racter-and 'that therefore tl,le punishment
inflicted upon him ought not to be so
severe. I admit that it is exceedingly
difficult to weight accurately the relative,
enormity of differeJ?t offences; but it' does
appear to me that' there' is a peculiar
enormity about an offence of this character, '
because, if we believe the evidence 'at all,
we believe" that;'as a' niatter of bll,siness
and for the purpose of gain, MI;. Butters
was engaged in attempting to influence,
by bribes and other advantages, members
of this House. That appears to me to be
an offence if not as heinous as the offence
of which we have declared Mr. Jones
to have been guilty, at least so heinous
an ,offence that we are' bound to inflict
the utmost pemalty which the House can
inflict on the person who has been declared
to be guilty of it. And, sir, there is
another consideration in connexion with
the in3titution of a comparison between
the' offence committed by Mr. Butters
and the offence committed by'Mr. Jones.
It is quite possible that the ,punishment
which has been inflicted on Mr. Jones
was not as severe as the offence deserved.
A person in the position of 'a Minister of
the Crown in England who was believed

to ;,have bee~:' guiltY. of 'rec~iving, while a.
Minister, a's,*-m, of m6ney for',flome'adv'antage given, t~: Bcontractor ' w~.t,h _ tlie
Ctown, would probably'Itave'beeri.ilii:'

peached

,~t

the

par of _theHQl1s'eof

to being'eipelle.;l
t!:te House of COril1?ons, ,would very lik-ely
have, been' imprisoned for, '-y~al's in NeW':'
:gate, or ·in some other gaol. ',Taking tha~
view of the matter, I ~ay, th~t the i'n,equality
:between )he pUni,shment, inflicted ~Or
Ithe offence of which Mr::"Jones"'was
i guilty and that which - -is pioposedto'be
I inflicted upon M'i'. -Butters for his 'offence'
; may arise from' ~he ,fact :that w~ do '!lo~
,possess the powe~f impeacl?:fuent. "~hen'
:the -resolution for the' expulsion of. Mr~,
:Jones was ':l:n~~r consideration, I felt ,'~o
:strongly on this subject that,I was ,very
nearly, moving a~ "an.. ainen~jiient ,that, 'jh
addition to 'expelli~ghim, t~e Hous~
should direct'that lie'shou~d be prosecuted
by 'the Attorney-'General for perjury;: ~6
mark the': intense :repugi:utn~e of, -the
House forthe offence which hehad committed,. " rthiilk that most h9D.Orable.members,·
,on reflection, will acquiesce in the propriety
of expelling Mr'. Butters. 'I, think thatthe horiorable member for' Rodney, .when
he comes to reflect that we have 'already
adjudged Mr. Butters to be guilty of.' ~
high crime and misdemeanor, will, see
that ,his mere committal to the cristo,dy, of
the Serjeant-at-Arms would be :no ade-'
quate- penalty ,for his offence. . Wp.ile· I
sympathize with the kind .fe~lings wp,ich'
actuate honorable members'~ to: ,try' 'and'
mitigate, if possible,.' the 'indignity; the
'shame, and the disgrace which:will be
'brought ripon the horiorabl(~ men'lh~r fqx:
Po'rdand, with whom' Ii1~hy of them have
been on terms of intimate . friendship, I
feel that my duty to my constituents, my
duty to this Hous~, ~nd'my d,uty to' inyself,
requires that I should ,vote: that the honorable member'should be 'punisp.ed t~ the.
ful~ extent of the, penalty which the
House, according 'to the law ~n~ pr~ctice
of Parliament; has. the power to ~nflict.
,
Mr. FRANCIS.-The duty which the
House has ,to perform on ~ the present.
occasion is one of exceeding and exceptional importance ;, and I feel ,that ,th~re
must be no shirking of our res,pon~ibiIity .. _
I fully sympathize 'with the kindly hi~tive8' ,"
which have ~nfluenced brother c~rin:cilldrs.:
and person-al' friends' of ,tne geIitl~fuai;i
whose case i~ now urider' consideration;.but'
this is not a question in wh:ich personal' feel- '
ing should be considered.. Consideration'
L~rds, and; in 'addit,ion
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for "the ',character and purity of the
House should "be the real test and
guide' of bur conduct. However unpleasant may' be the, course which we are
comp'elled to' adopt, our first duty must- be :
~o' try :and ;n,ake this Hous'e pure 'and
beyond repro~ch.' The honorable member
for Ballarat East (Mr~ Dyte) has 'endeavoUred to show that' a parallel case in the
Hpuse of Commons was much more leni~nt1y' dealt ~ith' than ~e now propose to
deal wi* tllis case. I find, on referring to
'May, ,that in the case to which the honorable member referred, a Mr. Bird" was
re:primanded for offering a bribe to a Mr.
Musgrave; a member, and a gentleman of
the long'robe, ill the form of a guinea fee,
is preparing a petition to this House." That
is' the case which is represented to, b~ on
all-fours with 'the presen't ca,se. But I will
ask honQrable' members whether the two
c~~~s 'a1;e in any degree similar? I say
tliat' "the case of Mr. Butters is totally
different from' the' other. Mr. Bird's case
<>ccurr~d' in' March, 1795. He was repri~iihd~d; only; 'but, in order to make his case
a 'War"ning" the, HO'Qse of Common!? passed
tnis
two months afterwards:.... r,e$olution
.
'

" '''That the offer of any 'money or other advantage to any Member of Parliament, for ,the
promoting ~f any matter pending or to be tran~
acted in' Parliament, is a high crime and misdemeanor, and 'tending to subvert the EngliSh
q)D~titlltion.!'

T~e Hou'se of Commop.s thougHt'it neces8£1.1'1, in consequence o( this comparatively
tfi vi!!!' 'case, t9 eJeclare the offer of any
money or other advantage to a 'Member of
PtiHiamerit, 'for promotingTany matter,-in
Parliament,' a high crime and misde:meanor. !lowey-er painful'it may be to
vote f~r the expulsion of Mr. Bntters, 'it is
the, duty of h~norable members to support
th~ . findings' of the committee, and carry
them' out to their legitimat~ is!,ue, whenever 'their consciences de,ml.tpd that they
Should do so. 'It appears to me that expulsion is ~ particularly suitable punishment for the offence' of which ]t'Ir. Butters
nas been'found guilty. He has be'ElD' convicted -of being the agent of a corrupt
association, and I put it to honorable members whether Mr. Butters would, ever
have' been a nie'mber of this House if bis
constituents lisd been aware of the existence of this association and of his 'c~nnexion
'Yith ~t? '(" Y:es.") He never would.
" Mr. COHEN.-Anyone' whom the GoverI,lmeut sent to Portland would have
been elected.
2R2
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Mr. FRANCIS.-I am prepared to tell
the honorable member that, so far as, my
recoHeetion goes, the Government did not
send Mr. Butters to Portland. The matter,
ho~ever, is irrelevant to the question at
issue. ,I do not believe that l\1ro'Butters
would have obtained a seat in· :this House
if his constituents had been aware that he
was the agent of this association; and I
think that expulsion from the House is a
very proper punishment for his offence.
Mr. DYTE. - The House would,"
P!'3rnaps, 'allow me j~st to say that, in
quoting from May, I did not conclude
the sentence. Of course, whether the fee
be one guinea or a thousand guineas
signifies nothing. A copy of 'May was
in the Chief Secretary's hand at the time
I read from page 93. I had no intention
of misleading the House or the honorable
"
member.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Perhaps I may be
permitted to read an extr~ct from the
records of the House of Commons : , "Mr. Bird attending accordiIlg to order.
"He was' called in and being at the bar was
told by Mr. Speaker that there had been a
complaint made against him to this House for
offering of money to Mr. Musgrave"a member
of this HQuse, to present a petition ,to this
House.
'
"
'
"Whereunto he said ,that some persons did
apprehend that a Bill depending in this House
for, settling anest~te lat~ of Mr. Howlapd, did
affect their jnterest in part of that estate ; and
therefore desired him to prepare a pe,tWon to be
presented, to this House, ,for the providing for
their interest;wh.ich accordingly he :did; ll.nd
that ,he being a stranger to the proceeding,s of
this House, and there being a title in the case,
and knowing Mr'- Musgrave to',be a gentleman
of the long robe, did intend to' give' l1im a
guinea. for his ad vice in the matter; but understanding by Mr. Musgrave he ,had' committed ~
error in so doing, he had begged pardon of Mr.
Musg~ave, as he now did of this House,'
"And then withdrew.
"Resolved that the said Mr. Bird be called in;
and that Mr. Speaker do reprimand him, upon
his knees, at the ,bar.
',
"And he was called in; and, upon his knees,
reprimanded accordingly, and then discharged."

- M;r. FRAZER.-I know, exactly the
case that happened, but I thank God that
those days of tyranny are' over, and that
now no man'is bound to go down on his
knees arid to say that he is utterly penitent
for having committed such an' offence. I
do not think that' this House ought, to
come to a resolution, by which they would,
visit on Mr. Butters the same ,punishment
that, they have visited on Mr. Jones. I
am now drawing the' line between the
pnnishments that should be meted to the
two offences; and I fearlessly' express the
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opinion that the resolution which is now
before the House is as much out of order
as any resolution can possibly be .. The
resolution says this, in effect, that any
person offering money or other advantage
to a member of the House, with the object
of influencing his vote, is guilty of a high
-crime and misdemeanor; and, if that be so,
according to the custom of the House of
Commons, we should instruct the AttorneyGeneral to prosecute the honorable member for Portland for the offence.
We
have no power, I say, under our rules
to punish an honorable member for
a high crime and misdemeanor. I do not
hesitate to say that, on !1 question of this
kind-the expulsion of a member of this
House - the utmost latitude should be
allowed to those who take part in the
debate in the expression of their views.
If there be a doubtful point of law in the
case, I cannot see why the honorable
member for Portland should not take advantage of it; and I say that, if he did
not know, when he was asking the honOJ'able member for Maryborough (Mr.
McKean) to go to Sandhurst, that he was
committing a breach of the privileges of
this House, he is excused and exculpated from the commission of a high crime
and misdemeanor. It cannot be denied
that the law does recognise on the part of
its subjects an ignorance of the law; but
the Attorney-General says in effect that if
he was guilty he ought to have known it, and
that if he was ignorant it was no palliation of his crime. I trust the House will
weigh very seriously the importance of
the decision they are about to commit
themselves to, and that they will not
hastily establish a precedent which may
be fraught with very serious consequences
in the future. I submit that, if the House
expels Mr. Butters, the expulsion of Mr.
Bowman must follow. I am strongly of
opinion that the evidence does not justify
the resolution we are now discussing;
and I believe that, in our cooler moments,
we shall regret the extremities to which
we are now going.
Mr. WILSON.-J quite agree with the
resolution which the committee arrived at.
I consider that the House ought to signify its disapproval of the corrupt practices which appears from the evidence to
have been carried- on, and which have
been sheeted home to the honorable member
for Portland. But I am in this difficultyand I trust the law officers of the Crown
will endeavour to remove it before -the
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division is taken-that I cannot conceive
how we can expel the honorable member
for Portland for anything that he did before he became a member of this House.
I have no desire to shield the honorable
member from punishment. On the contrary, I desire that he should be punished;
but I want to know from the Crown law
officers what punishment would have been
inflicted on that honorable member, if he
had been summoned here, not as a member
of the House, but as a private- citizen, to
answer the charge of which he has been
found guilty-of bribing and attempting to
bribe Members of Parliament? It appears
to me that if we punish a member, by
expulsion, for crimes committed before he
becomes a member of this House, we
adopt the principle that such a man is disqualified for ever being a member of the
Assembly. I am most anxious that my
mind should be cleared up on this question. If it is not, I shall feel called upon
to record my vote for the amendment.
Mr. CASEY.-Mr. Speaker, the expulsion by this House of a member of it does
not carry with it the disqualification that
he shall never be re-elected. That is distinctly settled in the case of Mr. Wilkes.
The House of Commons expelled Mr.
Wilkes several times, and eventually declared that he was incompetent to be reelected. In order to carry out this proceeding, they declared Mr. Luttrell, who
was next on the poll, to be duly elected;
but subsequently it was seen that the
House had gone beyond its powers, and
the resolution was erased from the journals. The House of Commons saw that
it had no means to disqualify a man from
being elected again, if a constituency
thought proper to elect him, until he was
proved guilty of a crime which by the
law would prevent him being elected a
Member of Parliament. The honorable
member who has last spoken endeavours
to draw a distinction between a person
who commits an offence before he becomes
a member, and is not punished until after
he becomes a member. But the honorable
member must see that it makes not the
slightest difference whether an individual
who commits a breach of the privileges of
this House is a member or not. It is in
that aspect that, in the terms of the resolution which has been adopted, we have
found that Mr. Butters has done that
which, by the practice of Parliament, and
by a distinct resolution of the House of
Commons, is declared to be a high crime
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and misdemeanor.
The House havin'g
come to that conclusion, the next matter
to consider is what course the House of
Commons would pursue in dealing with
persons whom it has declared guilty of a
,..high crime and misdemeanor.
Now, sir,
I find that. in the case of Sir John Trevor,.
a former Speaker of the House of Commons, the House, as appears by the Commons Journals (vol. 2), resolved-

boldly. I don't think the honorable member would find many supporters. It seems
to me that, although the punishment of
expulsion is exceedingly severe, the course
which the honorable member proposes
would be infinitely more severe to Mr.
Butters.
Mr. Dyte's ~mendment was negatived,
and the original motion, as follows, was
carried without a division : -

"That Sir John Trevor, Speaker of this
House, by receiving a gratuity of a thousand
guineas from the City of London, after passing
of the Orphans Bill, is guilty of a high crime
and misdemeanor."

"That Mr. Butters is guilty of a breach of
the privileges of this House, and that he be
therefore expelled this House.'.'

The subject was duly debated, and, some
two days afterwards, this resolution followed" That Sir John Trevor, late Speaker of the
House, being guilty of a high erimc and misdemeanor, by receiving a gratuity of a thousand
guineas; from the city of London, after passing
the Orphans Bill, be expelled this House."

Mr. WILSON.-I am perfectly well
aware of the power of the House to expel a member for a high crime and misdemeanor. What I desire to know is
whether the same punishment is to be
awarded to a person whose crime was
committed before he became a member,
but was not proved until afterwards?
Mr. CASEY.-The honorable member
has already admitted that a person, whether
a member or not, when he commits a
breach of the privileges of the House, can
be punished by the House. We are now
proceeding to punish Mr. Butters; and
the question is what particular punishment shall we mete out to him. I presume
that, if Mr. Butters were not a member of
the House, the punishment imposed would
be some sort of imprisonment. Does the
honorable member for Ararat desire that
the punishment we now propose should be
changed to that of imprisonment?
Mr. WILSON.-Hear, hear.
Mr. CASEY.-But if that is to be the
course, and if expulsion is not to take
place, you fly in the face of a distinct proposition laid down in May's Parliamentary Practice, that "expulsion is generally reserved for offences which render
members unfit for a seat in Parliament."
Am I to understand the honorable member to say that the punishment which
should be inflicted on Mr. Butters is imprisonment in Melbourne Gaol, and that,
after his term of imprisonment is over, he
should be permitted to. enter this House
again? If that is the proposition of the
honorable member, let him advance it

On the motion of Mr. G. PATON
SMITH,
The CLERK read the 11 th paragraph of
the committee's report, as follows : " That your committee would draw the attention of your honorable House to the fact that
Mr. Bowman accepted a bet from Mr. Butters,
payment of which he subsequently claimed, on
the probability of a mea!'lure then before Parliament-passing its second reading."

On the motion of Mr. G. PATON
SMITH, Mr. Bowman was ordered to attend in his place on the following Tuesday, and the further consideration of the
report was postponed until that dny.
The House adjourned, at a quarter past
twelve o'clock, until Tuesday, April 27.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, April 27, 1869.
Personal ExpI~nation-l\fr. Francis and Mr. Jones-Alleged
Bribery of Members of Parliament-Consideration of
the Report of the Complaint Committee-Seventh
Night's Debate-Woorndoo Post Office-Transfer of
Land Statute-The Volunteer Force-Count Out.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half.
past four o'clock p.m.
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS.
Mr. McCULLOCH, in compliance with
an order of the House (dated February
23), laid on the table a return relative to
the grants to charitable institutions.
.PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
Mr. FRANCIS directed attention to a
letter published in the Ballarat Star of
April 24, written by him to the late
Minister of Railways, on the 2nd of
October, 1868, in reference to a man
named Reed, who had been employed in
the Railway department, as a gatekeeper,
but had been dismissed in consequence of
the report of a board of inquiry. This
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letter was read by Mr. Jones,at a public payment of whicQ. he subsequently claimed, on
meeting at Balla.rat, on the 23rd of April, the probability of a measure then before Patand, as he considered that Mr. Jones' liament passing its second reading."
The SPEAKER.-Does the honorable
version of his (Mr. Francis~) conduct, in
member
desire to offer .any explamttlonto
support of which the letter was read, was
.
:.untrue, he felt it his· duty to read to the the House ?
Mr.
BOWMAN.
~
Mr.
Speaker,
in
House further correspondence which took
place on the matter between October 2, rising to offer an explanation in refer1868, and .F~bl'uary. 3, 1'869. Having ence to the clause of the report just read,
read the corre~pondence, the honorable I u:ust, before dealin~ 'Yith .it,.. pt~~e~~
membe~' submit.teu that it' disproved a ~galDst the false ~nd malicious libels p~o
statement made by Mr. Jones to the effect l~shed about me In several .ot the newsthat, because he would not reinstate Reed papers, and more particu'larly against one
(who was described as a worthless, in the Daily Telegraph of the 23rd inst.~
I think, the House .will arrree
with
drunken fellow), he (Mr. Francis) had an which,
•
0
me,
I~
a
most
cowardly
and
dastardly
act;
ill-feeling towards him; and that, on the
contrary, it established the fact that Reed espeCIally when. a question like· this is bewas reinstated by Mr. Jones himself, fore t~e House sub judice. The par-agraph
'
after an official communication dated to whlCh I refer is as follows :--.
"Mr. Butters was simply ~olIowing his trade";
December, 4, 186S, in, which ·he admitted
that he (Mr. Jones) found that he was but Mr. Bowman, a Member of Parliament, ab. solutely acts as paid agent for'some mining commistaken in attributing drunkenness to pany, and not ·only uses his parliamentary inReed.
..
fluence to assist his patrons, and resorts'tQ p.etty
Mr. EVERARD remarked that the schemes and trickeries to put money into his
visitors' book at the ofJice of the. Minister pocket, but absolutely threatened that, had he
that another man was engaged on the
of Railways had .been. referred to.in the known
same errand as himself, he would have used his
course of. some speeches on .this subject
position as a member of the Legislature to clear
.
and asked if,.therewas any objection t~ the strangers' gallery."
lay the book on the table of the House ?
I deny that I ever was the paid agent
Mr. SULLIVAN intimated that there or the agent of any mining company. I
waS no objection to lay the book on the further deny that I ever used' my pa:rIiatable.
,'.
mentary infiu~nce to assist my patrons, for
PETITION.
the very good reason that I never had any
A petition ~as presented by Mr. such patrons; and I can safely say' that
CASEY, from the president of the Hamp- I never resorted to petty schemes and
den Shire Council, against the clause in tric~eries, either.in the House or through
the Local Government Act Ame'ndment parlIamentary mfiuence .or otherwise~
Bill authorizing payment to presidents of With regard to the last sentence, that I
threatened that, if I had known that anshires. '.
other man was engaged on: the. same
ALLEGED BRIBERY OF MEMBERS bus~~ess as myself, I would have use4 my
, OF PARLIAMENT.
pOSItIon as a member of the Legislature
to clear the strangers' gallery,I give it a.
SEVENTH NIGHT'S DEBATE.
The House proceeded to .consider the :fiat denial, as it bears a lie on the' face .of
11 th paragraph of the report of the it. What benefit would it have.been .to
Complaint Comn;tittee, relating to the hon- me to order strangers out of 'the galleries,
orable member for Maryborough' .(Mr. at a time when there were no less than'
four or five professed shareb.rokers.
Bowman).
.'
The CLERK having read the order of members of the House? For instance,
the day requiring ¥r. Bowman to attend there was the honorable member for
Castlemaine (Mr. Baillie), partner of' Mr.
in his place,
The SPEAKER inquired if the honor- Butters, the gentleman refel~ed to 'in this
paragraph ; and there was the ,honorable
'able member was in his place?
.'
Mr. BOWMAN having ·risen in" his meinber for Ballarat East (Mr. Dyte).
Mr. DYTE.-No, I am not a shareplace,.'.
.
.
~
The CLERK read the 11 th paragraph of broker.
Mr.
BOWMAN
......;o.There was also Mr.
the report, as follows : Gordon Evans, then member. for 'Belfast,
"That your committee would draw the at tention of your honorable House to the fact that w:ho sent a telegram from ParliamentMr. Bowman j:l.ccepted a l?et f~oni ~f. l3qtters, h011se? not'\Yithstanding all ~r. B.qtter$
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has' said. I may say that I would hav~ There is no published evidence that I
contradicted more of Mr. Butters' speech ever acted as an agent for a mining com~
in the ·House, but I did not wish to pany. I call upon the .chairman of the
occupy the time of the House on Thursday comJ;l1ittee to explain, when. he addresses
etening, when there was Qther and· more the House on this matter, if there is any
important business before it. While re- evidence that I ever acted as agent for
ferring to this matter, ho:wever, I wish, any mining company,' or any broker at
for the benefit of the public outside, to Ballarat. I now come to the 11 th paramention the facts' of the' case. It will be graph of the report, which has just been
in the recollection of those honorable gen- read. My reply .to that is n.ot going
tlemen who were members of the Honse to be a contradiction, but,instead of
in 1~67,. that a commission sat for the giving it a contradiction, I give it a
purpose' of taking evidence at Balla- positive confirmation. I made the bet,
,rat about some disputed .. ground called and I got the money., .Being of rather
the. 'Cricket-reserve, and this' telegraph- a sporting tendency a"t that time, l
ing took place when~ the report of the com- took the bet on account of the long
mission- was laid on the table of the House. odds,IOQ to 1 or £50 to lOs., a bet which
There was' no measure before the' House. at that tiine I would almost have taken
The 'report of.the commission' was simply about. an improbability. I think it is
laid on the table, 'but no 'question was then hardly necessary for me to go into· an
decided! by' Parlia~ent. . Afterwards the explanation about the Quieting of Titles
repol't'was agreed to by the House; but at Bill, which' I strongly opposed,' and voted
against at all its stages; at the same
~he time :-the telegrams 'were sen;t there
was not it word said in the House' about time voting against my own interest in
the·matter., It. was when the report was the bet. . As the Bill was carried on the
laid on. the .table and re~d by the Clerk second reading, on which my. bet was, I
that I telegraphed to my broker, at Balla- won the bet, and as a matter of' course
rat; to'protectmy,'interests'in the·'matter. got .the money. An the bets T'could h.ave
I"d!d--the same as'anYl'other person would made would not ·have altered my opinion
have·done.·, This was' after it. was public about- the' Bill, ,which my votes show..
news ,to"every member -of the 'Hous~; and Honorable m'embers are nearly all aware
to ~he.· publ~c in the: galleries. Ev~ry that I came' into the House, and reported
other .member of the House' had the same the circumstance of the bet, and made it
opportunity. that I had ;: and I think t~at as public as postlible; to all members who
I ;wasjust as much justified in ;getting to were sitting· around me-indeed; not only
the wir.es. first,: and ke.eping' them going, to members, but to some of the Ministry
as the Argus and Greville" and Bird are, sitting on the Treasury bench-::-and not
on .the arrival 'of the English mail.", -I one of them. said J. had done, wrong in
have ,not yet done. with the Tele.grap'h taking the bet .. ' I cannot complain' that
newspaper. My solicitor having advise<l my Dame has been dragged. into the -reDie to. go to the office and purchase' a copy port of the com~ittee,. as I, gave f~ll pub~
of. the paper in which the libel waS .pub-:- ~icity .to the matter at the time; but I
lished, .T did .so, :and, while there, .1 saw think I can safely say that no member of
.one, of. the.'pr:oprietors of ,the. paper, and the committee,. no,r any, member of .the
Rsked.him' how he. justified the paragrapll? Hous,e, believes th.at I have been guilty of
His reply was ·tliat he kilew nothing·.about . any corrupt pracpices. If I erred, I did
it; as.it was not in' his 'department:' The so ~n ignorance of the laws of. the House.
next da.y'this par.agraph. appeared in the I may remind honorable members of the
; .,.,
,
, .' ..
paper ::..,-~
well known.,legal ,maxim~" Actus .non
".~r~.- Bow-man has, called upon us to, stat,e
facit reu,m" 'J1,isi mens sit req,;" or, i~
tha~. ~e did not' act as a. paid agent for a mining
other words, the act itself does not concompa!lY,'·~~. ~tated 'in yesterd~y's Daily Telegraph.,' We can have' no hesitation in giVing stitut.e guilt unless done with a guilty
pUblicity. to Mr. Bo\vmau's ,emphatic denial.of intent~ r will further draw the attention
th~ asse~~i$>n, in question, mor~ especially afi th'e
of the House to the fact that this took
impres!3ion C(;>Dv~yed to our mind is, we believe, place upwards of two years ago, when I·
entertained by many out of doors; and.' it is
clearly nO' inorethan fair that Mr.-13owman;s was but a young member.. Had I, then
contradiction should be,placed side by.side with po~sessed' the experience I do . 'now, I
the published .ev;ide~ce.'" _ ." ,. ..
_.;
.
:
frankly admit I would not have taken a
Now I deny, that, there is any'-published . bet on any question before the House. I
evidence of. the _ character, insinuated. think,ever! hopor~ble m~mber will admit
,I
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that . I have violated" the rules of the
House unwittingly; and I can assure the
House that no one more deeply regrets it
than I do. In conclusion, I may say that,
irrespective of any resolution that may be
proposed on the 11 th paragraph of the
report, I have done nothing morally
wrong. I hold my conscience clear. I
consider my honour and political character
unsullied. I therefore confidently leave
the matter in the hands of the House.
Mr. Bowman then withdrew from the
Chamber.
Mr. G. Paton Smith and Mr. McKean
both rose.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH submitted
that he was in possession ,of the chair, and
that the honorable member for Maryborough (Mr. McKean) had no right to
take the report of the committee out of
his hands.
Mr. McKEAN said he rose to ma,ve a
resolution, and he was not aware that the
Attorney-General was entitled to any preference over him. He submitted that he
had as good a locus standi as any other
honorable member.
The SPEAKER.-The rule of Parliament is that, when an honorable member
has an order of the day standing in his
name, no other member can interfere with
it, unless the honprable member declines
to proceed or is abs~nt when the order is
called on. In my opinion the AttorneyGeneral is the proper person to move a
. resolution at this stage.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Mr. Speaker, I am quite sure that the advocacy of
the honorable member for Maryborough
(Mr. McKean), is not always so destructive
of his client's interests as his advocacy on
this oCijlasion. However desirous he may
be of saving Mr. Bowman from the consequences of his ill-advised act, I am quite
sure that the House will look with considerable disfavour on an attempt to supersede my action in this matter. I beg to
move.CC That, in the opinion of this House, Mr.
Bowman, in accepting a bet from Mr. Butters,
payment of which he subsequently claimed, on
the probability of a measure then before Parliament passing its second reading, committed a
grave irregularity."

Mr. McKEAN.-Hear, hear.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.- I am glad
that the honorable member agrees with
that. I think that the House will have
heard with satisfaction the statement
made bl Mr. :aowman, to the effect that

of 1Jfcmbers.

if he .had had more experience, and if this
matter had happened recently, with all
the know ledge which he has since gained
of the transaction, he would not have made
the bet nor accepted payment of it. It
occurred to me that the best condonation
he could make, under the circumstances,
would be to hand over the sum of £50
to one of the public charities. But I think
that the House, in dealing with the matter,
will have regard to this fact-that the
honorable member made no attempt at
concealment ; that, in point of fact, he at
at once stated to members sitting near
him that he had made the bet. I think
there is a great deal in the maxim which
he has quoted; and his whole conduct
shows that he was not conscious of having
committed any offence. But the House
cannot lose sight of the fact that it was a
very grave irregularity, because, whether
it be a criminal act for a person to enter
into a bet of this sort or not, it is a very
improper proceeding to enter into any
contract which is fraudulent and dishonest
on the face of it, in reference to a matter
pending in Parliament.
Mr. McKEAN.-I desire to say a few
words on the motion, which involves, to
some .extent, the conduct of an honorable
colleague of mine, whose friendship I have
enjoyed since childhood. My anxiety is
that, in the remarks I make, I may not be
injudicious in advocating his cause. Sir,
it will be in the recollection of many honorable members that on the night in question Mr. Bowman stated publicly, in the
lobbies of the House, that he had made
this bet-that he had accepted a bet of
£50 to half-a-sovereign. At that time he
did not think that it was a breach of the
privileges of the House to make a bet on a
matter before Parliament, and he was not
told that it was a breach of privilege.
The matter was not thought of sufficient
importance to bring before the House at
the time by any member to whom he
mentioned it, and it would have been entirely ovet-Iooked if it had not recently
been dragged to light in connexion with
the other and graver Bubjects with which
the Complaint Committee have dealt. I
knew that, long before the bet was made,
Mr. Bowman intended voting against the
Bill. He stated to me, and to other honorable members, that he was thoroughly
opposed to the measure, that he regarded
it as highly objectionable, and that he
would do all he could to oppose it at every
stag~.· And the honorable member did
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do so. I think that he is to some extent
to be excused for having made the bet,
especially as honorable members who have
occupied prominent positions in the House
for many years, and to whom he mentioned
at the time that he had made the bet, did not
say tha~ they considered it a breach of the
privileges of the House. I have searched
through various works on parliamentary
practice, and I cannot find a case analogous
to this. There is no doubt a great deal
in what the honorable member has stated,
that it is the intention with which a man
does an act which makes the act criminal
or otherwise. The maxim which he
cited is one well known to every lawyer,
and is acted upon in our law courts almost
daily. If an individual, in passing along
a street, treads upon a piece of orangepeel, and is thrown against a valuable
pane of glass and breaks it, he is not considered criminally liable for the consequences, simply because it is an accidentbecause· there is no intention to damage
the glass. This case is somewhat analogous to that of my honorable colleague,
Mr. Bowman. There are other cases in
which the maxim would apply-cases in
which the absence of criminality would be
drawn from the act itself. In this case
the honorable member was ignorant of the
rules of the House, and he was not influenced by any corrupt motive, because he
consistently voted against the measure,
thereby voting against his own interests,
so far as the bet was concerned. I am
glad to see that the Attorney-General has
put the matter before the House in a fair
and generous spirit. I was very much
pained to see that, owing to the matter
being brought before the House at a late
hour on Thursday last, the press h~d
taken the opportunity of commenting upon
it, and improperly commenting upon it, to
the disadvantage of my honorable colleague, before he, made his explanation.
Those comments, being published in the
summary for England, will be sown broadcast over Europe for a month before there
is the slightest opportunity of sending an
explanation favorable to my honorable
colleague. Having heard Mr. Bowman's
explanation, I am sure that the House
will acquit him of any corrupt design;
and I think it will also acquit him
of any desire to set at nought the rules of
the House. I am convinced that no one
regrets more than the honorable member
the consequences which have accrued from
his act; and I trust that the explanation
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which he has given will be accepted as
satisfactory.
Mr. WHITEMAN.-I rise to endorse
the statement made by the last speaker as
to the publicity which was given to the bet
by the honorable member for Maryborough
(Mr. Bowman). In fact almost every
honorable member can corroborate the
statement. Mr. Bowman had no desire
to conceal the bet; on the contrary, the
bet was a matter of public notoriety. I
do not think that the honorable member
was actuated by any corrupt motive, and
I regard the resolution proposed by the
Attorney-General as almost too stringent.
Mr. BURROWES.-I also can endorse
the remarks of the honorable member. I
am perfectly satisfied that Mr. Bowman
had no idea that he was committing a
breach of the privileges of the House, or
doing anything wrong in making the bet.
I believe that the honorable member had
no intention" to break any of the rules of
the House.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Before the
question'is put, there is one matter to
which I desire to refer. I was appealed
to by the honorable member for Maryborough (Mr. Bowman), in reference to
some statement which appeared in a newspaper. Sir, there was no evidence of the
kind alluded to taken before the committee; and what I understood the honorable member to say, in his speech the
other night, was that he had availed himself of no more than was open to any
person sitting in the strangers' gallerynot that he wished to avail himself of his
position to clear the strangers' gallery.
Mr. J. T. SMITH.-I think that the
explanation of the honorable member for
Maryborough is satisfactory, and that the
House will approve of it. At the same
time, I cannot agree with the honorable
member that ignorance is an excuse. The
honorable member has quoted one maxim,
and I may remind him of another. "Where
ignorance is bliss" - I need not say the rest.
The motion was adopted.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, it
appears upon a resolution of this House
that the honorable member for Maryborough (Mr. Bowman) committed a grave
irregularity, in that he made a bet with
another member upon a subject which
was then, or about to come, under discussion - that he did take a bet and
actually did vote upon the particular
measure. Now, sir, it is a distinct rule
of Parliament~a distinct rule of the
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House of Commons - that no honorable
member shall take a part'i~ any measure
in which he :has a direct'mterest. The
honorable member'did ,take a part in this
particular measure, but" he did' so without
consideration. Honorable members, how:ever, must agree that accepting bets upon
subjects under the consideratiQn 'of the
House is a cQp.rse that'ought to be stopped
and put an end to.. I acquit the honortl ble member. 'of ,all' intention to, act
c.orruptly. He showed that stich was
not his: interition by the course he took
immediately. after he' aQcepted .the bet.
But 'cons.idering all the circumstances df
the' case, and the circumstances arising
out of it, the House cannot pass. th'e
matter over withdut clearly expressing its
opinion in regard to it•. I'therefore move
the following resoluqon:...:.....,
'

a

" That Mr. Bowman, having belm' guilty' of
grave irregularity, be reptimallded. in .his place
.
by Mr:. Speaker."

Mr. LONGMORE. - Mr. Speaker,
there ar'e times 'wHen.it.is 'po'Ssihle'to carry
purity even a little,' too far. There. are
times when. we become spasm6dical1y
purists, and perhaps it; is as well to look
this fact fair1y: in ,the. face.. Whe~ the
honorable member for Maryborough made
this bet he, spoke of it openly' ;, he spoke of
it at the time 'to members of the Ministry,
and he spoke of it to, members all over the
House. He also took the opportunity to
vote against his bef,and to act as a teller,
in order that he might occupy a prominent
part in the: division which took place OI!tha BilL. 'Now, sir, I am .not standing
here, for ,one moment, as. the apologist of a
betting man, nor' as the apologist' of a man
who bets upon any. measure coming "befpre
Parliament, an~ takes an ',active, . part in
the. measure when it is. de~1t'with by the
House; 'but.I do say that, althoug~ the
honorable 'member for Ma1.'yborough has
been guilty of a grave offence"against the
privileges of Parliament, and ha~ done a
thing which 'he ought not to· have done,
the proper time to have. taken notice of
the matter was .when the bet. was made.
Under the circumstances, I .think that,. a
reprimand' would be too severe" a punishment to inflict on~ t,he honorable' member,
because it 'would be- equivalent . to, or
almost equivalent to, .expulsion :from the
House. (" No.") lcan hardly conceive
any honorable member coming to -the bar
of· the House--" ... '
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Not :to .the
bar; to his place in the House. .

of Memhers.

Mr. LO~GMORE.--Well, I:min hardly
conceive of an ~onorabIe member ,coming
into his place in the' House and· bein'g . re;.
primanded by:the Sp~aker_ without ..'going
back to his, conetituents. ,I, think thit
the proper" course for him to take, under
such circumstances, would be to go :back
to hjs constituents. Seeing 1;~at' the
matter has been known to the' House, ana
to ,the Government, during. the last two
years, and, that no'a,ction was taken upon
~t at the time, I think 'we may .well leave
it to the 'good sense' 'of the' honorable
member himself to .hand over'the.£50to.
a ,charitable institution if he.. likes; ,\. Bat
:I·wilt say thi s, ,that Tthirtk the serious ex~
pressions of. regret· made ~se.'of by ·the
honorable '.membElt at the' table of, the
House: .'shonld, at ,this ·period;be considereci
sufficient.! f;think; his' expressions sJio"r
, reaL contritioh.· 'He does.not.attempt: by':
any means to, say that he 'feels himself
justified in having done·wh~t.,he. p.id.·'·J
think that, under the circum,stances, '.,his
expression of:. regret ought to be accepted.
fe~l .cQmpelLed.. to~m~ve,a.s an amend.;
ment-· ,;,' .;',
.' ... ~ . . ~;:
I

+

'" That the'e~pressionB 'of regret made by'tbe
fo:r.:Maryborou'gh (Mr/Bow....
man) be accepted by-this lI~u~e aB;sum-ci~nt.~'.~:
ho'jlorabl~.'membef

. Mr. WHIT~MAN se'conded the amen4...
mente
". . .,
Mr.. G. P A,TON SMITH.~Sir,;.I·think
the.House:will give me ·cre.dit for 'not def$iring to push this matter., tpo. -far ;" but .I
feel' that' I .am' bound to adhere to.'the
l~esolution 'pro.posed.:by,my'honolTable col,!
league, the Chief .Secretary. ' : 1. have' no
desire ,:whatever io place. any proh~pition
on. the 'honorable memb~r for Mary:boroug~
and I. should ,be excee,dingly.!f;!orry·it.aoy
such ..disgrace" attached '.~to.him, .. by .,'th.e
adopt~on of the moti~m, ,as \spould. 'indrlce
him to: appe~l to his cons.titllents;.,~ :But,.l
think the course. propoBe~: by. the':Chief
Secretary is :tne ~ mildest., possible ,~ourse
which the House can agree to under the
circnmstances.; It. i~ quite tlue' pha.t, the
honorable member has" ina~e ,an ,explana,. •
tion, and,expressed his regret for·wb..:'lrt he
did; ,but there is no,apology~which, will
appear on the journals of the Housel;' The
Honse, having'passed a resolution' declar~
ing Mr. BC?wman guilty ota grave irregularity; ought to 'consider ;what is. adequate
punishment u~der the circumstances, an.d
express its, opinion accordingly. ,': I have
no desire to "press .:the .'matter . hars~ly
against Mr. Bowrium, but, 0.8' chairman of
,the Co~plaint' ,Committee~ . I-whatever
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s~m~o:other members of the committee may
do--ask the, House to affirm. the finding
of the committee, and support it by adopting the motion submitted ,by the Chief
Secretary. '
'
'"
Mr. WHITEMAN.-If the House
pas'ses the. ~es.olutipn' , 'proposed ,by the
Chief Secretary, I sgarcely thin~ that the
honorabl~ ',member.CMr., Bowman) can
adop~ ,any ,~oth~r course, ~hnn resign. ' If
the' honorable ..member is formally reprimanded by the Speaker, ~ thi*, he will
be bound to ','go, to his co~stituents; to
purge himself. Considering that the 'fact
of, the :~et ,havi~g,', been 'made was knoWn
to almost every member of the House for
two years" and tha~, DO llO~ice was taken
of it until recently, I -think the honorable
member ought: n~t t~ be placed in the
ignominious positioD; of being reprimanded
by the, Speaker for all.. act _for which he
haa 'amply apologized.,
,
", Mr•.DUFFY.--I. confess it seems to
ail sides
me, from ~hat I have'heard
-for I was not a member of the House
when this trans'action occ'urred~that the
1?-onorable member for Maryborough b'~
c~me'. a party to the affai~ in question
without any corr,upt I!1otive; but I trust
the House will nO,t l~se ~ight oK the fact
that we are making a prece4ent. The
committee ,having found it nece~sary, to
introduce a paragraph abo:ut ~hismatj;~r.
in the 'middl~, of a' report dealing wit~
offe.nces of the ,~ost, se!:ious ,ch~!f!>(},~er,
and the House'h~~ing C,OIp,e Jo a resoh~
tjQn, that tlie honorabl~ memb~r: for ¥ary:borough' has been guilty. of .~ ,grave
irregularity;, I. think the ~,v~ry lightest
COl}.fSe -we cap: take is to resolve that. ,the
honorable niemb~(, be ,ceJlsured by the
Speltker. I cQnfess also th,at, for:the sake
of justice, and for· the, sa~e of, a precedent,
the House. ought to take care. that the
honorable lllember shall ~ot. ma~e any
money' by the: transactjo,n. J;think ~t is
absolutely necessary that the House sho,!!ld
take care that. the, money which, the
honor'abJe me,ql,ber., obtainedi~ . 'refunded,
either, by a vpluntary donation or by a
fipe. If it were 'exa~ted frpm him by a
fine, I think that would be the best'course,
and 'would' makl3, a cl,earer '.precedent, for.
dealing wi~h any ~ini~lar cases in future.
I shall he disposed to support an addition
to the original motioD;' to this effect, unless
the honorable member's fri~nd ,and coh
league (Mr. McKeap) is authotized to say
that the £50 shall :hl'l haD;ded over t,o some
charitable ins~itution.

on
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Mr. M9KEAN.-I can only say that I
am not authorized to make any statement
of the sort, but, from what I know of my
honorable coile ague, I' am satisfie~ that
the expression of the opinion of the
House will receive from him that due
respect to which it is entitled. I am
satisfied that he would 'not 'pocket' 'one
shilling of the £50aft~r the expression of
the opi~ion of the House. , As to the
question now before us, I think that the
rules of the House and the honour of the
House will be sufficiently vindicated by
,the a40ption ~f th~ amendment proposed
by the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden. Several members of the House,
~cl}l.di~g' members of. the Ministry, were
~ware of the bet at the time it was made;
but':""':tH,ough the bet occurred two years
ago":"""no action was taken in the matter
d~ring, all that' time" and it would not
li~ve been bro;ught before the House now,
if the subjec,t ~~d not incidentally:arise~
ip. connexion with an inquiry into another
s~bject. I say ,that, under the circumstan'ees of the case, the honorable member
ought. nop to, be reprimanded' by the
~pea:k:er~ I
have. n~ desire, si~, to
g~ .. aI?Y .further into ,this matter th~n
to _:say, that Mr. B,owman's name having
b~en intrC!duced by the, committee into
this report, and, h~ having by this House
be~n ,fplinc;t guilty of, an irreg~larity,
a~th~)Ugh ',he, did,' no~ intend it-that
a~ ,he h3:~ apo~~giz!3d to the House for that
irregula~ity,and"expres~ed his regret for
having <?on;tmitted, it, the House shoul<J.
take, these circumstances into considerat~on, c~~plea :with the fact, which is within
the knowledge of ~(;morable members, tha,t
what he did has been for the last two
year's)nown to. the Ministry, and to very
many ,other honorable members of the
~ouse, not a single one of whom expressed
disapprobation of it, until the question
assumed the shape that it has more recently,arrived ~t. Sir, had any honorabl~
member asked it, ,I feel assured, fro~ what
I know of iny colleagt;te, the honorable
membe,r for Maryborough, that he would
readily have consented tp hand ov:er £50
to the charities of the colony, directly he
p~rsuad~q him~elf th,at the money had come
to him improperly." and in a way that was
not permitted by the rules of this House~
I feel satisfied, sir, that, the honour of the
lfouse would be amply ~dicated by the
adoption of the amendment, and ,I hop~
the HO}lse will adopt- it, and not proceed
to pass a resoluti,on that, in my opini9n,
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of Members.

would be equal to the expulsion of the

he received the money, but that he per-

honorable member.
Mr. DYTE.-Sir, to my mind this

sistently applied for it until he got it.
("No.") I think if honorable members,

lIth clause - which was unanimously who are his tl'Ue friends, had acted wisely,
agreed to by the committee, of which the they would have accepted the resolution
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden of the 'Attorney-General. Sir, it is not
was a member-was framed in order that the first time that honorable members,
the House should take some action upon it; even during the discussions that are now
and it does appear to me to be somewhat going on in this House, have been injured
strange that, after the resolution has been by the action-well meant, perhaps, but
passed, an attempt should be Il\,.ade to injudicious-of their friends. A few
make excuses which would more properly nights ago an honorable member, whose
have been made before. But the House conduct was under consideration here,
has now taken action on that resolution, would, in my opinion, have been much
and there is onl:}" now to determine the better off if his friends had left him
way in which the House. will mark its alone; and now, I say Mr. Bowman's
sense of the conduct of the honorable friends are doing him no good. We
"member. The mildest "form of punish- must not lose sight of the fact that
ment, consistent with the importance of the character of this House is at stake
the question, should, in my opinion, be in- before the world. We have already senflicted on him; and that form I understand tenced more than one gentleman to expulto be a reprimand or censure, conveyed sion from the House for violation of its
from the Speaker to the honorable mem- rules and privileges, and it is just in accorber in his place. I cannot agree that such dance with the way in which we carry
a punishment will necessitate an appeal out the remainder of our most unpleasant
by the' honorable member to his con- duty in reference to this inquiry that the
stituents; but even if it did necessitate country will, both now and in the future,
that step, he would have an opportunity of accept our "opinions and respect our judgexplaining to them that part of his con- ment. Now, I ask, can there be a
duct which seems most to trouble him, punishment awarded to Mr. Bowman
namely, his having obtained early posses- more. corresponding and consistent with
sion of the telegraph wires. I agree with that which has been awarded to the other
the honorable and learned member for offenders than that' of the reprimand
Dalhousie in what he said as to the House which is proposed? It is, therefore, that
showing the mode in which it was pre- I think the House ought to take some
pared to deal with this offence; for it may action in the matter, and I repeat that it
be cited as a precedent at some future cannot do so ina milder, and at the same
time, and on reference to the proceedings time more dignified, manner than by
on this debate it will be found in the re- resolving that he be censured in his
cords of the session of 1869 what was place by the Speaker. By the Elecregarded by this Parliament as sufficient toral Act it is provided, as honorable
to satisfy the demands of the case. I members' are aware, that, if a voter
shall, however, support the amendment, on makes a wager in reference to his
the supposition that the sense of honour vote, he is not only excluded from the
of the honorable member is such that he privilege of voting, but is liable to a
will accept the suggestion which has been penalty ; and if that flpplies even to elecoffered by the honorable member for tions for councillors of municipalities, as
Maryborough (Mr. McKean), and refund it does, the rule ought surely to be rigorthe money which this House has ex- ously applied where bets are made in repressed its opinion he has had illegal ference to matters connected with the
possession of for the last two years.
proceedings of the Legislature. If the
Mr. WATKINS.-I think, sir, that principle was allowed to be relaxed we
this House will act wisely if it accepts, as should be introducing a syst~m that might
it stands, the proposition submitted to it ultimately influence members in their
by the Attorney-General. The position votes. For these reasons, sir, I shall
of the honorable member for Maryborough "cordially support the resolution of the
'
(Mr. Bowman) cannot be improved by the Chief Secretary.
discussion of it which is now taking place.
Mr. HUMFFRAY.-Sir, I have not
First of all he admits that he made the had the l1d vantage of hearing all the
bet, and he further admits, not only that earlier parts of the debate on this question,
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but undoubtedly it occurs to my mind as
being somewhat inconsistent, if the House
expels two of its members for having taken
part in an alleged corruption of the House,
that the honorable member whose case
is now more immediately under consideration should be dealt with in the way
suggested. It is perfectly true that his
culpability may be far less in degree than
that which has been sheeted home to the
two others; but, at the same time, I cannot see the propriety or consistency of the
conduct of the House in expelling those
two members for having done certain
things, and leaving comparatively unpunished one who has admittedly taken
part in these corrupt transactions. (" No.")
And I say you should restore the other
members to the House if you are going to
compromise this charge in so cowardly a
way as is proposed. The action of the
honorable member (Mr. ,Bowman) has
been either right or wrong, and I, for my
part, can see no extenuating circumstances
connected with it. I would like to ask
the honorable member for Maryborough
(Mr. McKean), who has asserted that
these facts were known to the Ministry,
whether they were known also to this
House? For what right has the honorable member to rebuke either the Ministry
or the House if he himself was cognizant
of those facts and concealed them? Sir, I
can see no other escape from the difficulty
in which the House has now been placed
in reference to this matter, than by either
restoring to their position the two gentlemen who have been expelle~ or dealing in
a similar manner with the honorable member (Mr. Bowman).
Mr. COHEN.-I hope, sir, the House
will take into consideration the fact that
Mr. Bowman, at the time he made this
unfortunate bet, made no secret of it.
It was known all through Collins-street~
and all through this House. He told me
the very same evening that he had made
such a bet; and, if he is to be admonished
for his conduct, I think the Mini'stry who
were aware of it at the time, and took no
notice of it; should be admonished also.
I consider it a very severe punishment
to be censured or reprimanded by the
Speaker; and having received that punishment, I think every honorable man ought
to return to his constituents and ask them
whether they have the same confidence in
him that they had before he committed
the offence for which he was reprimanded.
I believe Mr. Bowman committed the
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offence in ignorance of its nature, and that
there was no covertness in it; and the
expression of regret which he has made
to the House ought, I think, to be
deemed sufficient. There is no reason
why he should suffer the indignity that it
is proposed to offer him. If the House
expressed a wish that Mr. Bowman
should pay the amount he received from
the wager to the charitable institutions of
the country, I have no doubt he would do
so. On these grounds I trust the explanation of the honorable member for Mary, borough (Mr. McKean) will be accepted
by the House, and that the amendment
will be carried.
The motion, as follows, was carried
without a division:"That Mr. Bowman, having been guilty of a
grave irregularity, be reprimanded in his place
by Mr. Speaker."

On the motion of Mr. McCULLOCH,
Mr. Bowman was directed to attend in his
place forthwith.
Mr. Bowman, having appeared in his
place, was directed to stand up.
The SPEAKER.-Mr. Bowman, it is
my unpleasant duty to inform you that
the House has agreed, to the following
resolution : "That, in the opinion of this House, Mr.
Bowman, in accepting a bet from Mr. Butters,
payment of which he subsequently claimed, on
the probability of a measure then before Parliament passing its second reading, committed a
,grave irregularity."

The House acquits you of any gross impropriety of intention in the transaction
which is now condemned, but considers it
one which is fraught with great danger to
the public interests, and worthy of being
ma;rked by an expression of its displeasure. To indicate its opinion of this
transaction and of your indiscretion, the
House has directed me to reprimand you
in your place, and you are reprimanded
accordingly.
On the motion of Mr. G. PATON
SMITH,
The CLERK read the 10th paragraph
of the report, as follows : " That your committee find that the late Mr.
Foott, when a member of this House, received
£200 from the funds of the above association ;
that Mr. F. L. Smyth, a member of this House,
received, as a loan through his solicitor, £102
lOs. from such fund; and that Mr. G. C. Levey,
when a member of this House, received a sum
of £60 from the same source."

Mr. G. PATON SMITH. - Mr.
Rpeaker, the only portion of this resolution which I intend addressing myself to
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is that which refers ,to Mr; F. L. Smytrr,
a member of this lIouse; and Clia,irman of
Committees. That honorable inember~'is
now in his place, and,' if he 'd'~sires; will
addl'essthe House on the 's-q,bject." ,,~ "
. Mr. F: L. SMYTFf.-':Si:r; so far:as.the
resolution which has 'just' belen' read' coii~
cerns'me, t 'may stat~ 'that,! found my
llame had been mentioned before' the corir~
mittee, havln& b~en' told so by ari li6rior~
able member who was in'the committeeroom at the time. He said" that: Mr:
Hugh Glass was under examinat:i~ii~ and
had mentioned my name in connexlon with
a certain bill which he held, and' which was
then in the hands of the association; 'I
was n6t in the House at the time, but so
soon a!3 I heard that my name had'been
mentioned-fo, the committee under these
circuinstanc~s, t iostn~'tim~, l?u~ dr~:v~,lip
to this IJo.use anq at onc,e sent in a ~,etter
to the Attorney-General, )l}.e! chBt~:n;n:an of
the committee,arid requested,thftt,I mightl
without, a ,~ingle moment's deI:ay~ ~e ex':'
amined' on this' 'matter. T . tooK this
course: in qrder, ,that I.migiit 'sl:t~w; the
comm\ttee that I had no connexioD:.)Ylia~~
ever with :;tW of,'ih~se individuBtls, and,
was utterly unconscious of ~he ~~jstepGe
<?f such a fund, at the t.i~e the' ,bill of
• e~change,wfl.s ~1:1 circulatiqn., I:re~e:r: ~on
orable mem.bers, ..to my.:~videp.oe, ",;l:ier~ I
gave the coinm~ttee an:explan,ati.on'of the
circumst:inces, which ,it ,is, I think,un-'
necessary for ~e to trouble the I House,
with now. I wHr' merely repeat ~ that
every word I uttered, ill thafexplltnation
i~ fully and perfectly'true: ',As sQon' as I
~'ade that explanation to th~ c'o~tbittee,
the chai:t:man expressed his opinion, ,that
my explanation was full and clear.' I 'do'
not find it mentioned ~n this report of the
evide'nce~ as I thought it woul~ have b~en;
as a foo,t-note ,; and ,I ,asked the ~eporter
tothe cause oftlie' omission. That officer
informed me that he was not' bound to
report anything that' was not in the shape
of question and answer. But in, the Age
it was reported. There were' only two
wi~nesses ex~ined besi~es myself in, conn~xion with this part of th~ ipquiry-they
were ,Mr. Nolan ,and Mr:Edwar:ds~ and~
they were not exami~ed with ~ "view to
contradicting or c;orroborating my testi·'
mony, but in .order to procure--.fro~ .them
some particulars w~th respect to this fund.
Mr. Nolan was the solicitor ,with whom I
negoti,aied, the loan, and,' his, evidence
bears out mine in all partic~lar~; and" to
show that, I have only 'to' refer 'honorabJe

'

members:tQ the evidence:he' gave in answer
t6'qu-estion' 2929.' , The-w~ole transilCtion is
stated: in 'the explanation-! ga~e before the
cOlmriittee', ind'it is this.:.' I unfortumitely
'had' occasion' to"odrr9w;'£lOO, and' the
nece$sity'fof' aoirig ~d ~ros~' in' tliis Way•
I, had 'gone securitrfor'l1t' rueniberof't;1ie
bar, a youiig'genderiia,n iy'hoihas'sinc'eah':'
s'c,arided 'from- the colony.' T 'did' ~'o t<it'4:e
amount: of" £500 ot: therea~outsf~tld.orie
Of ~is creditors, finding :t4at" the youn'g
g'entle~an~ had ~Qs~o~d~d;na.tux:a~~;:pe~~
haps, apphed to me, for, payment' 'of tlie
money fo'r which',,!, -had: become 'security.
r~~d' ~ot en~i1g~by',sO'§e',:~~OO ~? satisfy
the demand, ap.,a I apphed to Mr. ~olan,
a "gentleman' whom I4"ad'1inowat,'home
a~ldhereboih pri'vately-and -professionally.
The, only' other 'h:iinarkl:: ljave"td make is
that, ''-so~ 'rar", as: regards :my ex:plariation
fiefore' the COiilIhitt~~ ,having been '~pproved
by' th~' chairman~ andric~epted :unam.
mOllsly by the ri:i~i:irbers' of' the committee;
that' circum'stance' thre'w 'ijie;off' 'my' guard~
~nd, ·cop.sidedng:tha position,' I, stood 'ili
wiili'
to 1;lie"committees~tis~actorf,
1 did not~do,thafwhfcli 1 might 'otherWls,~
h~ye' done;' hamelj; caU:other Wii~esses
to' 'support: ri).'Y" stfl,temEmt;· -beca\Ise' 'ill'~
lionorable-~emb'er for Marybotough (Mr.
Mc~ean) 'kne~ , all' 'abo~t, ~he 'affair, and
~nother gen1Jemall/ a so)jCitor~' also was
acquainted',with 'it: :'.'However, I got the'
money first "fro'Iii 'Mr.'NoraIT, and dfd' not
ther~foie . 'iequrre ft froin;-: Mr. :McKean'- tQ

of

I

regara.

who~,

r fia~ aI~?~, 'ltJ>pl!!~~:."

~~:r:. :~<?l~ti

brought' me 'the bIll; - ana' the ',motley in
a 'c'heClll.e. In his evi~~nce ne-saiCl-t)iafne
did, not 'know' wh~the~ '1,t 5Y~.~ '.~: ~:~lie~lie :'()~
not, but it turns out ~o ha:ve;'p,ee~ a cheque
of' this Mr~ Ette~shank, iq)8ts,on~h:Q;'up. ,to
that time, I ,had neve~ heard of'; and 1
may say~ ~ls~, t~at'- looking "ov~r'the 'li~t
of names of the_ 'persons who contributed.
, to' thls fund,' I' havf) n~v(:)J;: 'hear4~ either
, in' merpan,tlle
professionar:lite~ 'of
existence, of," cine .¥: .t~,em; -,e;x:~ep~, -Mr~
Hugh ~las.s~ Sir, this, biU_ be.came d~e,
'and circumstances' did not' allow me to
me~t it; but I have since discharged it, arid
discharged it with Interest'and the costs'of
executipn~for e;x:'ecutioii
taken out.:
This IS the, receipt for "the money. I ca~
only say further' tha~,. "M~;~:Edw:ards, who
was examiped by the commIttee; says that
, "th~ bill'is draWn by ~1iomas 9: N oian, on
a.ndacc,epted by F. L. S_myth.'~ Now
'Mr. Nolan' said that;he saw ,Mr. Glas~"
i name up'<)ll,the bill; but his m~niory must
'have been astray, for' Mr. Glass' name

or

ilie:

was
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-#a8"nev~r '~n 'it. lIt was produced to the : member, who is in aposition to do so, will
co~mitooe, ,~nd honorarble:ineIilbers of that
do, justice ,to thatgen.tleman's memory,
colnmittee~are aware-that it was not oll:it. : and put him right with, the House itself,
'.J;his·',transacti.ou' ,was merelY'an.ordinary. , for there was no evidence before the com-nri:i.nsaction "betlween,a, soliCitor: and ,:his niittee on which they could form an
clieb.t~ a~d, nothing, else~' A.s to this asso-' ~ opinion 6f the matter, ,which is therefore
ciation arid the'jtpplicatioll'l'of i~s 'funds, 'remitted .'to the House. With regard to
I' can:"only:repea~: theassii~ance I have Mr. 'F. L. 'Smyth, the resolution wliich I
already 'given; and I declare as a mail of propose to move is_ this :truth :JafIid ':honoUr, whose ·character has'
~'That, in the opinion of this House, the
nevet to this moment been mixed up with evidence taken by the, committee shows that
anything' . derogator.Y." to his, position as' : Mr. F. L. 'Smyth received a loan of £102 lOs. as
sucb, tha~ 1 was totally ignorant': of-the : an"ordinary business transaction, through his
existence 'of! any: sticli assdciation' '8:s: that: I solicitor."
sP9ken oftthat"I was ignorari~ of.the exist.:. ; ~ow; sir, I p~t, the case to the House in
elice 'of such a fund;and"therefore of the ! this aspect~ which I think, increases the
purposes to 'Which it was 'itpplied, 'and that, i guilt of the parties to associations of
I irea,ted' thEHtansa,ction-ib. corinexion :with, : this character"':""-it increases the guilt of
that' bill just'as" ~n ordinary" I'm.atter of patties who ,associate so as to endeavour
bu~i!l~ss1' rdeeply regret' that I liad riot an
to get .. gentlemen who are needy and
opportunity ~f o:ffer~ng' this explanation to require, pecuniary assistance to' commit
tl1e; HOUBlf before the ·mail went 'out"Just offeti~e~' of a 'grave character. I' think
w-eek, ~ a~ One: of 'the I p~pel's has 'thought my e~pression of opinion in the committee
pri>per to ?p'e~tio:h my name JIi. connexiori went to th!s extent, that I had personal
,!,fth the"'Dla'tter'in~uch: a way as,is'Jiable~ knowledge' 'of Mr. 'Smyth's statement,
utH~xplaineq, to ,l~ve ali' impression ,that' . th:at he ,had bec'oIJ?e security for a brother
I ought to 'be. dealt with 'in tpe same way 'barrister, being, correct. I, do not think
as;ot~er mem:ber~of this ,Hous!3 have been i it, went· 'beyond that, ahd I think ihis
deal~ : with. Once. more 'repea~ing my 'H<?use will express such an opinion on
aSBnrB:hce that T' knew' nothing of the th~ matteI' ,!-S 'will, do Mr. S~yth justice.
fund, its o,bject, ~r its, ~ontri~u,tOI:S, and' ~ need 'not ,proceed further ,than to express
that'I regarded the ):>~ll transaction ~s,' an my abJ;iotrence of this tl~ansaction, because
oroin~ry 'business mat~er, l'le,av.e my,ex~
Mt.., Nolan, a solicitor,appears as~the
planatibI~: in the handsof the House.'
qrawer 'of' the ~m which is taken to
, ,The 'hon'orable 'member t.hen left the Mr. Glass; and is afterwards referred to
House., '
'
,.
:I ,
by hi~ as o~e, the 'bPi!!! 'that were' held
'Mr.,G. PATON SMITH.--::Si'r" per.:.' assec}lrity for the funds 'of the 'as8ociahaps, the resolution which has just been tiona Th~y hav~ n~t ,the c.ourage to' sue
rea4~1)y'the'Clerk, la:ild in'~ol,lllexion'with' Mi'~ Smyth upon it' themselves, but hand'it
which" the ',name" of iriy 'honorable and o,ver to' soine mercantile firm, who sue him
le~rned ~~iendis mentlo:Qed; is the least
up,on it ; and there is no explanation of
satisfactory portion of the report, from the way they became possessed of the
the fact that it'deals with a gentleman bill. It is in my opinion a most dison'cean honorabJe member of this House, graceful proceeding, and' I" think the
wh,o'i,s now:deceased. It ha~been pain- honorable and learned meml?el' is entitled
fulli'il:ppar~nt, 'thl:0JIgh9ut t1;le,evidence, to an entire acquittal.
"
given "befor,e thifrcoi:rimittee~ that there has l
,Mr. McKEAN.-Sir~ I feel that I sh~ll
bee"ii a.'C;l~cidedtendei!.cy to tlitow'imputa- be wanting in the ,performance of OR
t{on 'on;a:nd to 4ea1 har4ly with~ the reputa- duty if I. did not rise to address a, few
tion of' those' w}:lo ar~.'de;td.' :Now, sir, I observations to the House on this point,
do 'not' propose to;found aI1y resolution on because I was engaged by Mr. Foott in
tha.t porti~ri orthe.pa~dgl'aph.. which r~fers "this mat~er, and I trust the. House wili
to the -late ~~. Foott l,iavmg receIved not consIder that I am gUIlty of ~ny
£~OO 'fro'm. tpe funds of ·the association;
breach of professional confidence in reI atbut his Hght forin'e to state that ~ have ing ~he circumstances. Mr. Foott called
b~en inr9rnie~ 'th~'f Mr. Foott was quite
upon ~e about the time that this fund' apas.ignorant the 'source from whence the, p~ars to have been establidhed, and said
money Ic~~e '~as.- was,' ;the h~n9~able' and that he was desirous of borrowing £200
le~~4~~riloer who ha~ ju~t address~d, on· property that was then in the hands of
the ~House~ 1 trust" ~hat 'some honorable a firm in Adelaide for disposal. He told
0
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me that he was pressed for that amount,
and asked me whether, amongst my clients,
I could borrow it for him, he offering
ample security for it. He suggested to
me the names of several gentlemen who,
he thought, would be likely to do it, and
he afterwards mentioned to me that he had
called upon a gentleman, and, having given
him the security, he got the money. The
money has been since paid, and the security released. With reference t6 what
has been said by the honorable and learned
member for North Gippsland, I corroborate his statement. The circumstances
are these. -He called upon me and stated
that he was pressed for about £100. I
think this was on the same day that he
negotiated the loan with Mr. Nolan. He
asked -me whether I could get it for him,
as he wanted it on the next day particularly. He told me that he had been to
Mr. Nolan, and that he (Mr. Nolan) could
not let him have the amount. I said that
I could get it for him, and that he should .
have it on the following morning. However, he (Mr. Smyth) called upon me again
later in the day, and, thanking me, said
that he would not require the money
from me, as he had got it from another
party. Now there was no occasion for
him to get it from Mr. Nolan, because he
could have got it from me. I have felt it
my duty to make the few remarks I have
offered to the House in reference to Mr.
Foott, not only because he was a personal
friend of mine, but because I believe that
his m~mory would be blotted by having
his name mixed up in such transactions.
Mr. RICHARDSON.-I have not
much to add to what has been said by the
honorable member who has just resumed
his seat, except that the transaction to
which the bill in question referred remained as a debt on the estate of the
widow of Mr. Foott. I rise as an old col- .
league of that late honorable member, to
say that this House should be very careful not to slander the memory of the
-dead, or cast a slur on his memory,
which would inflict pain and injustice on
his family. I have no doubt whatsoever
that Mr. Smyth borrowed money as an
ordinary loan, and I have as little doubt
that the late Mr. Foott did so also; so
that, whether in this resolution or in a
separate one, I am firmly of opinion that
the feeling of the House, that such is the
case, ought to be expressed and recorded.
The addition of the word~, "as a loan,"
would, I think, meet the difficulty.

oj JJ1~mbers.

Mr. WRIXON.-Sir, I corroborate
what has been said by the Chairman of
the Committee, as to that portion of the
resolution which has reference to the
honorable and learned member for North
Gippsland. There was no evidence whatever to connect the receipt of this money
by that honorable and learned member,
with any guilty knowledge of the source
from whence it came. Such was the conviction on the minds of the committee. I
am right in saying that there was not a
single particle of evidence to show that
such guilty knowledge existed. I was one
of a pretty numerous minority who voted
against the introduction of it into the
report at all; because it was, to my
mind, a matter of regret that the name
of the Chairman of Committees of this
House should be, as it appeared to me,unnecessarily used in the resolution. The
committee was never in a position, on the
evidence, to impute guilt; ~nd, as all
publicity has now been given to it, I am
very glad to have the opportunity of saying that the whole of the committee-and
I think the whole of this House toowere and will be unanimous in exonerating
the honorable and learned member of the
charge, however indirectly imputed to
him.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-I think I may
confidently assure this House that the
committee had no desire unnecessarily to
drag the name of the honorable and
learned member for 'North Gippsland into
this report. But at the same time it was
considered-for my own part, at any ratenecessary -to preserve this paragraph for
the purpose of showing the way in which,
in the opinion of the committee, the
parties interested in the association dealt
with the funds. If it had not been that
the committee had this object strongly in
view, the paragraph would not have appeared at all. It was by no means for the
purpose of imputing blame either to Mr.
Smyth or the late Mr. Foott. I am sorry
for the position of the honorable and learned
Chairman of Committees; but if the report is read by the light of common sense,
I think it will be found that it does not
cast the slightest reflection on him.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I desire in a few
words to express the same opinion on this
subject as has been already expressed by
the honorable member for Maryborough
(Mr. McKean), and I take this opportunity
of remarking that the gentleman who lent
the .money to Mr. Smyth allowed him to
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be brought into the toils of the association unwittingly so far as he (Mr. Smyth)
was concerned, but I fear knowingly on the
lender's part. I very much fear that the
money was lent with the object of gaining
the vote of the honorable member for
North Gippsland; because Mr. Nolan
asked him to refrain from voting-he
asked him not to go into the House if he
would not vote as he was wanted; and when
the honorable member for North Gippsland said that he would not do either, and
stated that he was prepared to do his duty
and would do it, he was sued at once on
the bill. Honorable members will remember the course that was pursued in relation
to Mr. Nixon when a member of this
House. He 'was offered his mortgage
deeds, by the same party who got hold of
Mr. Smyth, if he would vote right on the
Land Bill in 1862. He l'efused to do so,
and he was sold out of house and home,
and that was the course which it was
intended to pursue with the honorable
member for North Gippsland-that was
the course which the parties connected
with the association tried to follow out,
namely, to get hold of Members of Parliament who were known not to. have any
great quantity of money at their bank
account. That, then, was the reason why
this clause was inserted by the committee
-in order to trace out those who took
these means and used them unscrupulously
on members of the House. I was astonished-struck with alarm-at an answer
given by Mr. Ettershank to a question
which I put to him. I asked him who
had authorized him to fill in the name of
Mr. Jones in the cheques, and he said that
he had been directed by Mr. Glass or Mr.
Quarterman; and that if they had told
him to fill in my own name he would
have done it. Now with such an imputation as that, I look upon it as a very
serious matter, for the reputation of any
honorab1e member is at stake before such
ruffianism as this. It is worse, a thousand
times, in my opinion, than bushranging.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. D YTE.-Sir, I will ask whether
the Attorney-General does not intend to
take any action in reference to the snpposed connexion of Mr. Foott, a deceased
brother member, with this association or its
funds, now that it is seen that the imputation was entirely unfounded? I feel that
it was the duty of the Attorney-Genpral
to move some resolution in reference
to Mr. Foott. That gent1eman, having
YOLo YII.-2 S
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been a member of this House for some
years, and having left his widow and
family not in the most prosperous circumstances, his character is of more importance to the children of a deceased parent
than all ,the money that could be left to
them. Either Mr. Foott deserved that
this stigma should remain as a lasting
disgrace to his family, or it is the duty of
this House, out of respect to the cha.racter
and memory of the deceased gentleman, to
remove it. If the Attorney-Generalwhose province I do 'no' desire to invade
-does not intend to do so, I shall move a
resolution to that effect; but I would
prefer leaving it in the hands of the
Ministry.
.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I assure
the honorable member that I have been
under 'a misapprehension-the matter was
omitted by accident. The honorable member for Geelong East (Mr. Hichardson)
said that he would add some words to the
resolution which would meet the object in
view, and I thought it was done; there
is no objection at all to it. I desire to
move" That, in the opinion of this House, from the
evidence taken before the committee, the late
Mr. Foott, a member of this House, innocently
received the sum of £200 from the association."

:\1r. DYTE.-That will not do, because
it does not show that the conclusion was
arrived at from the evidence.
Mr. DCFFY.-Sir, I am aware that
there is at present no question before the
House, but, as other honorable members
h.i,ve done so, I will just offer one observation. If the Attorney-General does not
want to render utterly worthless the resolution arrived at with reference to the
honorable and learned member for North
Gippsland, he will not proceed w,ith this
resolution, because the ground of the resolution with respect to Mr. F. L. Smyth
was arrived at in committee, and the committee submitted to this House evidence
on which it has been enabled to arrive at
a res21ution that he was quite innocent;
but w'ith respect to Mr. Foott, no evidence
was offered to show anything more than
that he got the money. The evidence shows
no such thing as that he took it wi th
any guilty knowledge or intention, nor
does it give us the least foundation for
arriving at the contrary conclusion that he
took it innoeently. If it had been stated
in the evidence that he received it innocently, I shOl~ld have been the fil'"t to
approye of this step ; but that honorable
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members should be asked to, declare, on
the vague statement of some of his
friends, in a spirit of praise\Vort~y penevolence, no doubt, that ihe"was innocent,
when we know nothing about it, is in my
opinion a gross injustice"; "and, if this
resolution is passed, that which has been
already arrived at with reference to the
hOD:orable member for North Gippsland
will lose all. its force.' The character of
the late Mr. Foott has been vindicated and
protected by those honorable members who
knew him personaUy, and as the report of
th~s debate will appear in the newspapers
of the country, and permanently in the
pages of Hansard, I think it would be
a pity to push the matter any further.
Mr. RlCHARDSON.-l think, if the
words "as a loan" were inserted before
the words" £200," it would meet the case.
I believe that it was a loan, but as it reads
here, it appears that he received it as a
gift.
'
Mr. McKEAN moved" That, in the opinion of this House, the late
Mr. Foott, when a member of this House, recei ved £200 from the funds of the above association, but there is no evidence to show that
Mr. Foott received such sum with a knowledge
of its coming from the funds of any association
formed for a political purpose."
,

The motion was agreed to. "
On the motion of Mr. G. "PATON
SMITH,
#
The CLERK read the 1st and 2nd
paragraphs of the . committee's report,
as follows:"That; in the opinion of your committee,
the association spoken .to in the evidence Il-S '
formed for the purpose of promoting the
interests of the holders of land under certificates, adopted as one of its modes "of action
(of which some of its members were cognizant)
the bribing and undue influencing' of members
of the Legislature.
"
(, "That Mr. Hugh Glass and Mr. John Quarterman, being so cognizant, actively aided in the
administration of the said fund."

Mr. MACGREGOR.-I wQ\lld ask
the Attorney-General, before he proceeds
to found any motion on these clauses,
whether he intenlis to propose that the
persons referred' to should be ordered to
attend the House, so that they may have
the opportunity of stating anything they
can in explanation of the circumstances
alleged against them? Whatever punishment the House may feel disposed to
inflict upon the persons named, I think
they should first have 'the opportunity of
defending themselves.
The honorable
members who have lately been dealt
with not· only had the opportunity of
"

.

of Members.

being examined as witnesses before the
committee, but they also had the privilege
of" addressing the House, _at .considerable
length, on the subje~t of the charges
made against them. " Now I "think . i~
will be' considered .invidious if. persons
not members of the House have not the
same right as members of the House,
of addressing the, House with regard ,to
the charges made against them.
In the
case of Washington Wilks, no decision
was come to by the House of Commons
until" Wilks had the opportunity of ap-"
pearing at the bar, and making his explanation ; and, according to May"It is the present practice, when a' com';
plaint is made, to order the party complained
of to attend the, House; and, on his s,tppearance at the bar, he is examined and de~lt
with according "as" the explanations of his
conduct are satisfactory or otherwise; or as
the .contrition expressed by him for. his
offence conciliates the. displeasure of the
House."

I trust. the Attorn"ey-General will not
do anything which is calculated to bring
discredit on the House, and, under the
circumstances, I "would suggest to the
honorable and learned gentleman, simply
as a matter of common justice, that the
consideration of the resolutions. which
have been read, should be adjourned until
to-morrow:
1\1:r. G. PATON SMITH.-I take it
that, if the "course suggested by the
honorable member for Rodney were
adopted, there would be a clear departure
from the ordinary practice of Parliawent.
A committee was appointed of which the"
honorable member was a member. The
committee sat as a jury, and found certain
iacts, which. the House is asked to affirm.
I am about to move a resolution which, in
effect, affirms the two clauses of the
report that have been read by the Clerk.
N ow I want to know why the honorable
member for Rodney desir~s the attendahce
of the persons herein named? Is it th~t they
may explain away these two paragraphs?
Is it that" they may induce this House, by
their representations, to disagree with
these two clauses of the report? When a
committee appointed by the House brings
up a report based upon evidence, it is
for the House either to affirm or disaffirm
that report upon the evidence. Now either
the report is justified by the evidence, or it
is not. If it is not justified by the evidence,
the House does not want the persons
referred to at the bar to assist it in
arriving at that conclusion. I presume
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that every honorable member h.as come
h~re sufficiently versed in the evidence
to deal with the report; and I trust that
the 'members Qf the committee are here
in their places, to. justify the repQrt as
base~ upon evidence. . The hQnorable
member- for Ro.dney has quoted May,
but if he will IQQk at the fQUQwing
passage, he will see~
." If there be any special circumstances
arising out of a complaint of a breach .of
privilege, it is. usual to appoint a select committee to, ipquire into. them, and the House
suspends its judgment until their report· has
been presented."
N~w:

I ask the House to affirm two of
the resQlutions cQntained in that reportto. affir:m them uPQn the evidence ta~en,
quite irrespective of any statements
which may ~e made by the persQns
cQn~erncc:I. . At the same time I may say
that I have no desire that thQse persons
should be in any way unfairly dealt with;
but the ·time has nQt come fOol' them to.
be .heard by the HQuse. In fo.rmer cases,
the House has voted certain paragraphs
contained In a newspaper, 0.1' certain
statements made .elsewhere, a libel and
a: breach Qf privilege; and then the
perso.n resPo.nsible has been called to
the bar to give so.me reaSQn why the
judgment o.f the HQuse shQuld nQt be
passed uPQn him.
, Mr. MACGREGOR.-He is called to.
the 'bar befQre he is adjudged. guilty' Qf' a
breach Qf privilege.
"
Mr. G. PATON. SMITH.-The hoU:orable member has' referred to. Wilks' c3;se,
but he knQws perfectly well that, in tha.t
case, there was no. cQmmittee. I ask the
hQnQrable member what he wants to. do. ?
Has 'he co.me dQwn here tOo-night fQr the
purpQse Qf upsetting the repQrt o.f the
cQmmittee? Let us understand the hQnQrable member's attitude. We are nQW
b~ginniJ;lg to. tread uPQn dangerQus grQund.
This being so., dQn't let us have any masked
batteries. DQn't let us have .hQnQrable
gentlemen firing from a very safe PQint; but
let us understand in what capacity they
are gQing to. deal with this repQrt. ' I
have no. QbjectiQn, and I trust the' HQuse
will have no. o.bjectiQn, within the' prQper
SCQP~ of the practice Qf Parliament, to
allQw these persQns to. be heard ; but I
trust the HQuse will nQt cast Qdium uPQn
the cQmmittee, by allQwing 'those persQns
to assign reasons why the House should
disaffij·m. the repQrt brought up by the
co.mmittee.

<-
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Mr. DUFFY.-I think my.ho.norable
friend, the member fOol,' RQdt;tey, sQme~hat
misapprehends the ~t{ect .of t4e",citation
which he has made. The paragraph .frQm
May declares that the pr:esent pr~ctice Qf
Parliament is to. hear a person charged
with an Qffence, and then to. deal with him
acco.rding to. the explanatio.n which he may
give Qf his cQnduct.. It is evident that. the
hearing takes place befQre sentence; and
I trust the HQuse will hear the gentlemen
named, befQre. determining the punishment to. be awatded them. But at this
stage o.f the business we have nQt declared
them guilty Qf any Qffence. We are cOon ..
sidering the repQrt Qf the cQmmittee;
which charges them with a certain
o.ffence. If the HQuse affirms that, as I
trust it will,' then will be the time to
hear these gentlemen'; and, baving heard
what they have to. say, it will be fOot:. the
HQuse to. determine the punishment, as
the paragraph frQm May puts it, "acco.rd..
ing as the explanatiQns are satisfactQry or
Qtberwise."
.
Mr. LANGTON.-I am inclined to
think that the strict, technical, rigid rule of
parliamentary practice is as the hQnQrable
and learned member fQr DalhQusie has laid
it dQwn-that a resQlutiQn is arrived at Qn
the subject, befQre the persQns accused are
called to. attend at the bar; but I cannQt
help being struck with the. fact that
this is nQt the way in which -members
Qf this. HQuse, .w hQ were repQrted by
the· cQmmittee as guilty, have been
dealt with., NQW I put it to.· the H.Quse,
whether, in 'dealing with a general report
Qf this charaoter, we· shQuld· .make
such a marked distinctiQn betweenmembel'S Qf the HQuse and persQns· Qutside.
Members Qf. this HQuse' affected by the
report Qf the committee, attended ,in their
places, and addressed theHQuse, befQreany
resQlutiQn was passed with regard to. them?
ThQse gentlemen were in the same PQsitiQn
befQre the cQmmitte~ as' the gentlemen
Qutside-they all attended and gave evidence. This being so., I put it to'· the'
HQuse whether it is desirable that .we
should set up Qne practice fQr members
Qf the HQuse. ana anQther practice for
persQns Qutside ?
Mr. DUFFY.-The HQuse o.fCQmmo.ns
has dOone that.
Mr. LANGTON.--AlthQugh I admit
the hQnQrable member to be technically·
right, it appears to me that the contrast,
will strike persons outside the House, and;
. must strike hQnQrable members themselves.
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If there was any advantage to the gentlemen, members of the House, who were
reported by the committee, to address the
House before the House arrived at any
resolution with regard to them, I think
we ought to accord the same au vantage
to gentlemen outside the House. On that
broad principle of fairness, I consider
that we might adopt the suggestion of the
honorable member for Rodney.
Mr. CASEY.-The honorable member
who has just sat down has pointed out
the distinction made, in parliamentary
practice, between Members of Parliament
and persons not Members of Parliament.
The Imperial Parliament having made
that distinction, it is for us not to review
it, but to follow it. Now the honorable
member for Rodney has not favoured the
House ~ith one case that can in any way
apply to the circumstances of the present
case. When a question arose affecting
the privileges of this House, a select
committee was appointed to inquire into
the matter. The committee took evidence;
and the parties referred to in the two
clauses now before the House had ample
opportunity of being heard before that
committee. They gave evidence, and that
evidence is now "in the hands of honorable
members. I should like the honorable
member for Rodney to produce any case
of a person, not a member of the House of
Commons, being heard before a select
committee appointed expressly to inquire
into the case, and being subsequently
hearJ by the House before the House had
the opportunity of a.ffirming or disagreeing
with the finding of the committee. The
honorable member has not favoured the
House with one precedent. I have by
me some few precedents which refer to
the practice of' the House of Commons,
with regard both to members and to persons who are not members. In each case
where a member has been charged, he has
been heard in his place before any resolution has been put to the House, but he
has not been heard afterwards. In thEr
case of persons not members of the
House, the practice has been that the
House has first arrived at a resolution
tha,t what the individu,al is charged with
is a breach of the privileges of the House,
and that, when this resolution is agreed to,
the individual concerned is, if the House
so will, summoned to appear at the bar
and say what he may have to say in miti., gation of the punishment which the House
may think proper to inflict. It is only

oj Members.

after the resolution of the House declating
that what the individual may be accused
of is a breach of' privilege, that the individual is summoned to the bar. There are
a few cases in the books of the House of
Commons passing resolutions declaring the
proceedings of individuals outside to be
breaches of privilege, and of subsequently
committing those persons to the Tower or
the common gaol, without e",en hearing
them at the bar. But the instances are
few. A case corresponding to the one
now before the House, I find in the Commons' Journals for 1827 (vol. 82) : "Ordered-That the select committee to whom
the petition of James Hannan and others (complaining that their names were forged as signatures to a petition which was delivered in upon
the 1st day of December last, purporting to be
an election petition against the return of Richard
Handcock, Esq., member for the borough of
Athlone) was referred. to examine the matter
thereof, and report their opinion thereupon to
the House, have power to report the minutes of
evidence taken before them.
"Mr. Alexander Dawson accordingly reported
from the said select committee, that they had
examined the matter referred to them, and had
come to several resolutions, which they had directed him to report to the House, together wit.h
the minutes of evidence taken before them. And
the report was brought up and read; and the
resolutions of the committee are as followeth :" , 1. That it appears to this -committee that
certain I:!ignatures to a petition, purporting to be
an election petition against the return of Richard
Handcock, Esq., member for the borough of Athlone, and delivered in at the table of the House
upon the 1st day of December last, are not the
signatures of the persons whose names are subscribed thereunto.
" '2. That it appears to this committee that
Thomas Flanagan was privy to and cognizant of
the forgery of such names.'
"Ordered-That the report do lie upon the
table; and be printed."
Subsequently (namely, on the 14th June,
1827) there appears the following entry:"The House was moved that the report which,
upon the 25th day of May last, was made from
the select committee on the petition of James
Hannan and others, complaining that their
names were forged as signatures to a petition
which was delivered in upon the 1st day of
December la~t, purporting to be an election petition against the return of Richard Handcock,
Esq., member for the borough of Athlone, might
be read; and the same being read,
"Resolved-That Thomas Flanagan, having
been privy to and cognizant of the forgery of
certain signatures affixed to a petition purporting to be an election petition from the borough
of Athlone, delivered in on the 1st day of December last, has been guilty of a high breach of
the privileges of this House."
Honorable members will thus perceive
that the House of Commons resolved that
a breach of the privileges of the House had
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been committed by Flanagan without directing him to attend at the bar. Having
done this, the House ordered" That Thomas Flanagan be taken into the custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms attending this House,
in order to his being brought to the bar; and
that Mr. Speaker do issue his warrant accordingly."

On the 19th June, appears the following
entry"Mr. Speaker acquainted the House that
Thomas Flanagan was now in custody of the
Serjeant-at-Arms attending this House.
,. Ordered-That Thomas Flanagan be brought
to the bar this day."

'Thomas Flanagan was in due course
brought to the bar, and, when there, he
addre8sed himself to the House, respecting
his being privy to and cognizant of the
forgery of certain of the signatures to the
Athlone petition. He was then directed
to withdraw, and, the entry in the journals relating to the breach of privilege
having been read, the House adopted the
following resolution"That Thomas Flanagan be for his said
offence committed to His Majesty's gaol of Newgate; and that Mr. Speaker do issue his warrants
accordingly."

Sir, this is the only cnse I have been able
to obtain from the journals of th~ House
of Commons which in any way approaches
the' circumstances of the present case.
With regard to the course which we have
pursued in the case of members of this
House, that is supported by the practice
of the House of Commons, in the cases of
Mr. Aislabie arid Sir George Caswall, to
which I called attention last week. There
is also the case of Mr. Thomas Vernon,
who was charged with making a corrupt
application in favour of Mr. Aislabie to
General Rosse. In that case, Mr. Veroon
was hea.rd in his place, before any reso• lution was proposed, and, after he withdrew, resolutions were passed affirming
the impropriety of what he had done, and
expelling him the House. I could cite, if
it were necessary, other instances which
go to show that the distinction in the
treatment between members of the House,
and those who are not members, is clearly
defined; but I know of no case which would
warrant any departure from the course
now proposed bj the Attorney-General.
MI'. WILSON.-Mr. Speaker, I think
that if you were to give your ruling with
rega.rd to the course which should "Qe pursued, before we proceed any further in
this matter, business WQ'llq b~ lUuch
facilitated.
. ., "
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The SPEAKER. - The Minister of
Justice has stated pretty nearly the practice of the House of Commons, as far as I
understand it-namely, that members are
always heard in their places prior to the
House coming to any resolution with respect to them; while, as to persons outside, it is a matter entirely within the
discretion of the House, whether they
shall be heard at the bar or not; and it is
the usual practice, after investigation and
the verdict of a committee as at present,
before they are heard, to pass a resolution
to the effect that they have been guilty of
a breach of privilege, or some other dealing
with the case.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Sir, it is
my duty now to move" That, in the opinion of this House, Mr. Hugh
Glass and Mr. John Quarterman actively aided
in the administration of the funds of an association employed in the bribing and undue inlluenr.:ing of Members of Parliament."

It is not my intention to detain the House
at any great length in reference to this
motion, particularly as it is understood
that the persons charged will have an
"opportunity, after the resolution is adopted,
of appearing at the bar. But it is necessary that I should call the attention of
the House to one or two points, in order
that a primtt facie case may be made out.
i think if honorable members will tum
to a piece of evidence which has been
frequently dealt with, in the COUl'se of
this inquiry-a piece of evidence which
shows the initiation of these proceedings
-they will agree that the complicity of
Mr. Hugh Glass in the transaction admits
of no doubt. This is one of the first
statements made by Mr. Glass to the committee : "Mr. Kyte met me in the street-I think in
Queen-street-some time after the decision in
full court about the certificates. He said-' There
are some of my friends in town, as well as in
the" country, very anxious to get these certificates and the ·land connected with them
negotiable, to get them made transferable.'
He said-' I think the Government would not
ObJect to my bringing in a Bill to make them
so ;' and he said-' If you will come up to my
office to-lDorrow at two o'clock, I will see Mr.
McCulloch this afternoon; I think he would
not object to bring in a Bill to settle the matter;
it is a very great hardship to many parties who
cannot raise money upon these things and
transfer them; they ate totally useless at
present.' He asked me if I thought I could
assist him in any way in getting it done. I said
I should be very glad if such a thing was
brought forward to get the thing settled; that I
was largely interested. I saw him, I think, the
next day, when he said he would move the Bi~l
in the House, and that he did not th~H; the
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Government would be opposed to it, and that
they would not make a Ministerial question of
it ; and then some week or so afterwards he
changed his mind, and said he WQuld get Mr.
Tucker to do it."

of Members.

me, as I explained before, that there was some
friend 'Of his in the HQuse that he would have to
lend money to, and he wanted this bill discQunted right slap 'Off to give him money,· and
I CQuid nQt see that that would suit me."

Now immediately following upon that we Now I think these few extracts establish
have the acceptance given by Mr. Kyte to the fa,ct that the proceedings which we
Mr. Glass for £2,000. Mr. Glass drew have traced through a long and. devio~s
the bili, which, significantly enough, bears course, had their origin within a day or
datethe 12th March, 1867, the day before two of the second reading of the Quieting
the Quieting of Titles' Bill came on for" of Titles Bill. They also show that
second reading.' Then the following evi- Kyte was in the habit of assisting Memdence was given : bers of Parliament; and that he wanted
, "'What relationship had Mr. Snodgrass and his promissory note discounted for this
Mr. Kytc with the gentlemen who subscribed purpose. Now, sir, the promissory note
this amount of money. Were theY,in the was dated the 12th March, so that· there
capacity of paid servants ?-Not at all. They
were to have the whQle management of the Bill, could be no doubt about the time when
the money was obtained, or the circum-.
and were to get money as 'they required it.
"As they required it ?-As they required it, on stances under which it was obtained. The
this promissory nQte 'Of Mr. Kyte's;
.promissory note was given, as I have said,
: "Were they then intrusted by t\lese gentlemen the day before the· Quieting of Titles Bill
to carry out aCQmmQn 'Object ?-Yes;they were.
:" As representatives 'Of these gentlemen ?-Of came on for second reading, and, according
to the statements of other witnesses, the
this body-yes. '
,.
"How was it that this bill of Mr. Kyte's was amount had by Mr. Kyte was about
given' -for mQney received fQr the p'UrpQfies' 'Of
carrying 'Out thecommQn' 'Object ?-He gave it, £ 1,600. An attempt has been made ,to
you know. He said""':"'" I wantsome 'mQney, I will. show that the common object of the assogive yQU thi~ bi~l as cqllateral security.for any ciation was to assist in the election of
moneys I may reeeiye; and I may tell Mr.
Members of Parliament, to, support· the
SnQdgrass, what yQU recei ve.' And I tQok a bill
from him' at· the time and endorsed it, 'withQut interests of the squatters generally. But
recourse,' and handed it tQ Mr. Eitershank, tQ be honorable members will see that that
statement does not account for the expen.
held 'On behalf 'Of the subscribers.
'." But I do not understand the mQtive in carry- diture of this fund, because the greater
ing this matter out. You say that these gentle- portion of the money was expended at a
men acted 'On behalf 'Of so many subscribers tQ a
fund whQ had a common object in view?- time when there was no election whatThey were working with them; they were ever. The first we hear of an election
not-.'
was that of Maldon, at which,Mr.
"What I understood you' to say was thi's- Williams was returned, but that took
that these two gontlemen were carrying 'Out a
common' object, backed up by so many other place some time afte'rwards. Therefore
the theory that the money was. exgentlemen ?-Yes.
. " If they received money frQm the treasurer pended on elections is not· sustainable •
appointed by these gentlemen fQr carrying However, there is one amount which
out'this CQmmQn 'Object, why should Mr. Kyte
give his promissory note in return for it ?-He came from the funds of this association,
represented that there were some members in to which I desire particularly to call the
the House that he ~as on, friendly terms with • attention of the House. I 'think it ,is
that WQuld have tQ leave the House unless helent : a somewhat suspicious. circumstance 'that
them money, and wanted to lend them money at
Mr. G. C. Levey, then a member of the
the time. He WQuld not tell me who they were.
House, should receive about that time
lIe !laid~' Some friends of mine will have to
leave the House if I do not assist them; I have (namely, on the 11th March) ·the sum :of
been. in the habit of assisting Members of Par- £60, enclosed in an envelope from Mr.
liam~nt fQr the last four years, and I have nQ
Hugh Glass, "with Mr. Glass' complimoney to lend them -unless you give me this
ments." I suppose these JVere "the
bill."
ThenI asked him this question-" If Mr. compliments of the season." Mr. Levey,
Kyte could show that all the money he according to his own statement, was in
spent along with Mr. Snodgrass was spent difficulties about that time, and had to
for the common ol:tiect you had in view, apply to Mr. 'Glass for a loan of money.
you would not . make him pay the Mr. Levey voluntarily made his appearance
promissory notes?" 'To which Mr. Glass before the committee, but he objected to our
examining his bank books or bank slipsrepliedin fact, to our tracing this money. And here
" That wQuldbe for the subscribers tQ decide.
the House will perhaps permit me to make
I shQuld think they WQuld, do what was reasonable and fair, any expenses h~~;·Mr.Kyte told lln observation i~ reply to a charge whicb
Mr. G, ,fato11t Smith,

Mr.
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has been made against the committee in
that respect. I am here to say that' that
business was done as delicately and with
as proper a regard to private affairs as was
possible for it to be done. No tranlSaction
was revealed which did not concern public
matters; and the scrutiny did not go so
fat' as would have ,been justifiable in. a
court of law. I saw the other day a state~
ment in a newspaper that some one was
asked whether his bauk·book might be
produced to show if any connexion existed
between the moneys represented in the
book and these transactions. This was
not done. Before a bank-book was asked
for, the connexion was traced. The connexion between the account and the vou·
chers was traced before any'attempt was
made to ascertain' the expenditure of the
money. And, the connexion being traced,
it would be absurd to say that we were not
entitled to follow those cheques wherever
they 'might be found. WeH, Mr. Levey
came before the committee, but, naturally,
objected to an exposure of his connexion
with this fund. He stated in evidence..:.."With ,regard to that £60, I will tell the committee this, that I was constantly in the habit of
having money transa~tio!1s with Mr. Glass. On
the day in question I received .from Mr. Glass,
amongst other moneys, a cheque for £52 of his
own, .and a cheque of Ettershank and Egglestone's; that cheque is.marked:1ipon the pay-slip
for £60, which was paid to my credit. This
cheque came to me in an envelope' With Mr.
Gla~s"compliments,' or words to that effect.
I
imagined at the time that it came from Mr.
Glass, .and it was returned subsequently by l!1e
to Mr. Glass. I have endeavoured to· go over
my bank-book and trace the payments, but have
not Qeen successful; but I am convinced that I
returned ,the money."

Mr. Levey accounted for the receipt of
£100 for election purposes. No importance was attached to that; but it is a
c~rjous ~ircumstap.c~ that a bill was given
for th~ £ 100, and ~hat 'the bill was in exist~
e:t;lce, but that ther~ was no account what..:
ever of the!£60 which had come "with
Mr. ,Glass' compliments." ,Mr. Levey
w-as quite clear he had paid the £52; but,
as 'to the £60, this is what took place:" C~n you show tha.t you repaid that £60 ?No.
am quite certain that I did, but I cannot
find it ,in my book.
" Can Mr. Glass show that he received it ?-I
went' over his books with him. He can trace
the £52, and, so far as his books are concerned,
they do not show the £60, nor do mine; but I
am perfectly certain the money was repaid." -

r

Further on, Mr. Levey admitted that ',he
did know of the existence of this political
association at the time the Quieting' of
Titles Bill was befor.e the House. ,'Now
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I don't desire to go through' this matter
very fully, because I think the House has
had pretty nearly enough of evidence.
However; according to that evidence, we
find Mr. Glass initiating the whole scheme.
He was the drawer of the bill which was
accepted by Mr. Kyte, a member of this
House; and no doubt he contemplated
that these moneys had by Mr. Kyte
should 'be used for conu pt purposes,
whether they were so used or not. We have
undoubted evidence~evidence given by
Mr. Glass, Mr. Ettershank, and Mr.
Quarterman-that this fund was distributed
under the ~ontrol of Mr. Glass. In point of
fact we have a large amount traced into
the possess,ion of Mr. Glass for which he
will give no reasonable account. I think
the amount was some £600 or £700.
Honorable members will recollect the
expenditure of £350 for fencing wiFe.
Mr. Glass' account of that is that he
must have expended money for the
purp'0ses of ,the association, and recouped
himself by'a cheque from Mr. Ettershan~.
We will now pass to the case of Mr.
Quarterman; Honorable members, if they
have been at the pains to read that gentle~
man's evidence, will be convinced,that he
gave his' testimony in a most unfair,
improper, and, I am sorry to add, insolent
manner. Evidently he was bent on con.
cealing as much of the truth as it was possi~
ble for him to conceal. However, this came
out--that he represented Holmes, White,
and Company in the council of the associa~
tion; that he assist.ed in the disbursement of -the moneys; that he was present
when the accounts were audited; and
that he was also present on that, cel~brated
occasion when ~he lac simile of Mr.
Jones' bill was destroyed.
Having then
established the existence of the fund,
the existence of that document which
Mr~ Ettershank ol?tained for the pur.
pose of. securing himself, and,' the
complicity of' Mr. Quarterman, as dis. closed by his own "evidence throughout
the whole transaction, I think the
House will have, no difficulty, having
already ,affirmed the first paragraph of
the report, in coming to the conclusion
that Mr. Glass and Mr. Quarterman
actively ',aided in the administration of
this fund. Therefore I ask the House
to affirIn this motion. I may add that, if
there be a desire to give the persons charged
an opportunity of defending themselves,
i I
have no 'uoubt the House will permit
any reasonable amount of latitude.
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Mr. McCULLOCH seconded the
motion.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-When I rose
before, I endeavoured to show that, when
private individuals were charged with a
brench of the privileges of the House, the
practice was to cite them to appear at the
llar, in order that they might have the
opportunity of stating what they had to
advance in their defence. The Minister
of Justice has. quoted a case, which occUrJ'ed in 1827, in opposition to my view.
But I may reminu him that the practice
now is more in fiwour of the liberty of the
subject than it was then. I will refer to
the Commons' Journals for 1858 (vol.
113), in which I find the following entry,
in reference to Washington Wilks : " The order of the day being read for the attendance of Hudson Scott and Washington
Wilks,
"The said Hudson Scott and Washington
Wilks were called in, and, at the bar, examined
in relation to the article complained of in the
Carlisle Examiner and North- Western Advertiser
newspaper, of Saturday, 15th May, 1858. And
then they were directed to withdraw.
"Resolved-That the said article is a false
and scandalous libel upon the chairman and
other members of the committee on group 13 of
Railway Bills. .
.
" Resolved - That Washington Wilks, the
proprietor and publisher of the said newspaper,
in publishing the said article, has been guilty of
a breach of the privileges of this House.
"Ordered-That Washington Wilks, having
been guilty of a breach of the privileges of this
House, be for his said offence committed to the
custody of the Serjeant-at-Ay;ms attending this
House; and that Mr. Speaker do issue his warrant accordingly."

Mr. CASEY.-I think that what I
stated was that there was no precedent for
the House hearing a person who had been
heard before a committee.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH then moved" That, in, the opinion of this House, Hugh
Glass and John Quarterman are guilty of a contempt and breach of the privileges of this
House; that the said Hugh Glass and John
Quarterman be taken into the custody of the
Serjeant-at-Arms, in order that they may be
brought to the bar of this House, to-morrow;
and that Mr. Speaker do issue his warrant
accordingly. "

Mr. CASEY seconded the motion.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Sir, I consider
that there is no necessity to proceed to
the extreme measure of ordering Mr.
Glass and Mr. Quarterman to be taken
into custody until the House passes sentence upon them. There does not appear
to be any disposition on their part to
evade attending the aouse, and, therefore,

of .fl'femhers.

the proper course to adopt is simply to
order them to attend here. With the
view of testing the opinion of the House
on this question, I beg to move, as an
amendment"That, in the opinion of this House, Hugh
Glass and John Qua.rterman are guilty of a
contempt and breach of the privileges of this
House; and that the said Hugh Glass and John
Quarterman be ordered to attend this House
to-morrow."

I do not think it is right that we should
inflict any pun.ishment upon them until
they have had an opportupity of making
any statement or explanation of their conduct which they may desire to submit to
the House.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It is not
proposed to do so.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Does the honOI'able member think there is no punishment in being taken into custody? Does·
he think that there is no disgrace or
degradation attending it? To order them
to be taken into custody before they are
permitted to address the House in mitigation of their conduct, is really to imprison
them before the House passes sentence
upon them.
Mr. Mc"LELLAN.-I beg to second
the amendment. I do so for the purpose
of allowing the gentlemen whose conduct
is involved in this matter to appear at the
bar of the House, and make any statement they think fit in justification or
explanation of their proceedings. I think
that that opportunity should be accorded
to them before the Speaker'S warrant is
issued, or the Serjeant-at-Arms is sent
forth to take them into custody. The
same advantage should be extended to
these individuals as was accorded to
the members of the House whose conduct
was mixed, up in this matter. If the
original motion is· adopted, we shall initiate a system of' punishing persons before
they are allowed to be heard in their
defence.
Mr. McDONNELL.-I think that the
amendment ought to receive the careful
attention of every honorable member. It
is very well known that both Mr. Hugh
Glass and Mr. Quarterman are within
convenient reach, and I cannot conceive
what object is to be gained by adopting
the original motion in preference to the
amendment. There is no unseemly haste
in the procedure of courts of law, and
this House, occupying as it does the position of the highest court of justice in the
colony, and· being the guardian of the
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public liberty, ought to be particularly . dance; and I want to know what reason
careful that it does not do anything incon- t.here is why, in the face of the 'resolution
sistent with its ~igh and exalted position. which the House has already adopted, the
Our object is to do justice, and we ought not usual proceeding in cases of this sort
to condescend to be vindictive. Why, should not be followed? Why should the
therefore, should we direct· the Speaker to Seljeant-at-Arms not be instructed by the
issue his warrant for the apprehension of Speaker to take these persons into custody
these gentlemen before they have an op- -of course with as little harshness as
portunity of being heard in their defence? possible? .
Why add to the stigma already fastened
Mr. DUFFY.-Mr. Speaker, when the
upon them this additional disgrace ? We time arrives to deal out punishment for
shall best maintain our high character as the crime which the House has detected,
an impartial tribunal by adopting the 1 shall be found prepared to vjsit the
amendment, and thus dealing the same offence with a severe and signal punishmeasure of justice to these individuals as ment; but, sir, I desire that we should
we have meted out to the other persons take such procedure as will tend to raise
whoIJl we have dealt with.
the character of this House, not such as
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I trust that will tend to lower its character. The
the House will adhere to the original motive which weighs on m.y mind, to
motion, which follows strictly the parlia- induce me to ask the Government to acmentary precedent established in the case cept the amendment, is thi§. . When we
of Flanagan. From the journals of the were asked a little while ago, by the
House of Commons it will be found that honorable member for Rodney, to hear
these gentlemen before we proceeded to
in that case it was ordered"That Thomas Flanagan be taken into the find them guilty, some members of the
custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms attending this House, and I amongst others, assented to .
House, in order to his being brought to the bar; the proposal of the Government, to first
and that Mr. Speaker do issue his warrant ac- find them guilty and then hear them, but
cordingly."
with the desire and intention, 1 trust-I
Mr. LANGTON.-What was the of-· am sure 1 desired and intended it-that
fence?
tp.~y should be heard wi th the same freeMr. G. PATON SMITH.-Forgery~ dom as if they had been asked to attend
forging names to a petition. That case, 1 the House, and not that they should be
believe, is the only precedent for the brought up in custody, as criminals, before
course which the House is now asked to we came to consider the amount of punishadopt. 1 put it to the House whether ment to be awarded. The motive for that
there is any necessity for being so par- course is obvious. The public, who do
ticularly squeamish with reference to this not easily understand the very legitimate
matter? We have dealt severely with distinction which Parliament has drawn
our own members, and 1 don't see why between the method of dealing with one
we should be so very squeamish when we of its own members, and the method of
come to deal with the persons who have dealing with strangers, will think that
been the principal offenders. 1 trust (as we have not given Mr. Glass and Mr.
that the House will be satisfied to leave Quarterman an opportunity of being heard
the matter in the hands of the Speaker at the particular period of time when we
and the Serjeant-at-Arms, and allow the hear members), if we only consent to hear
ordinary course to be pursued. Why should them after we have taken them into
we simply order these persons to attend? custody, we shall have done them a gross
Suppose they disobeyed the order?
injustice. I want to avoid that position.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Issue a The advantage of adopting the amendment
warrant.
would be that the public would understand
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-We are that these gentlemen were treated fairly,then to do the very thing which it is now that, up to the time we came to visit their
proposed to do to compel their attendance. offence with adequate punishment, they
The House has the power to bring them were left at liberty to make the most
up at once, and it ought to exercise that satisfactory defence they could. That is
power. It is not desired to exercise the the advantage of taking that course, and I
power harshly, or to put these persons to ask anybody to show me the disadvantage
any inconvenience; but there must be a of it? I think the Attorney-General
warrant before we can compel their atten- suggested that they might not appear if
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simply ordered to attend--:that they might
not be found to-morrow.
An HONORABLE MEl\ffiER.-That is
very likely.
Mr. DUFFY.-I will show honorable
members that such a thing is not to be
feared under the circumstances. . These
gentlemen cannot take their property
away with them, and this House can fine
them £20,000 if it thinks proper. (" No.")
This House can inflict any fine that it
thinks proper; and, having that punishment in its hands, these parties, who. have
undertaken all this despicable work for
their own personal interests, are not likely,
I submit, to put themselves in such a position. That they will be amenable to
the House is therefore absolutely,certain.
From whatever point of view' other hODorable members may address themselves to
the amendment,' I address myself to tit
fl'om this point-that I desire to see these
offenders signally punished, and therefore
I do not want the effect in th.e, public mind
of the infliction of an adequate sentence to
be intercepted or damaged by any misapprehension that we'· have dealt· rudely or
unfairly with them.. '
"
Mr. V ALE:-Sir, I am strongly inclined
to abide by. the original motion, for- the
simple reason that I think the Ho~se
would be exposed to public contempt if by
our procedure in, reference to the persons
whom we have declared to be guilty of an
offence against the privi1eg~s of the House
we should give them effective and distinct.
warning to make themselves scarce. If
these two gentlemen, from the· notice
wh.ich they receive to-night-the result of
which they can gather from the tone .of
the, speeches-should make themselves
scarce, and evade the Serjeant-at-Arms, in
the eveQt of:.:>our postponing, the adoption
of a resolution authorizing their appre::
hension; the colintl:y would laugh at this
House, and say that we'· dealt with our'
own members but gave persons outside
notice to quit. ,I am somewhat.· surprised
that the honorable and learned IP.ember
for Dalhousie did not point out the means,
if they exist, by which. the, House can
recovel' a fine-., It must be: apparent that
if these two gentlemen escape into a neighbOUl'ing colony, and remain there until the
House has risen, they can evade the ·action
and the warrant of the House, and the House
has no means of putting in force any pecuniary fine,. by placing the persons against
whom the fine is inflicted in a common
gaol. until it is paid.
'

,$
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Mr.' DUFFY.-I believe the persons
are· both Crown tenants;· .and .could not
their property be seized by the .State if
they evaded the action of this· House. ?
Mr. YALE.-I am; very . glad. the
honorable and learned member has put
that aspect qf the question, but it will
not have escaped the astuteness of the
honorable and learned member that their
property would probably be found to be
under the control of other persons. I s~e
no use in the House evading the resp-onsibility of the resolution which it has
already adopted. If the· House accepts
the amendment, it, will be responsible jf
these gentlemen escape -the just: punishment which they deserve. ..
' . Mr. LANGTON.--I think the Attorney-General has furnished one· of th~
best reasons why the House should. adopt
the amendment. The only precedent
,which he has ,quoted is the case ,of a man
,named Flanagan, who was dealt with--:-rfor what offence? Jfor forgery. I think
,that is a very strong reason why this
House' should not imitate the course
adopted by the House:, of., Commons" on
that occasion; because I suppose, whatever aversion honorable members may
have to the offence which:is cbai'ged
against these two gentlemen, no one: will
'pretend~to say·it is an offence:of the sable
: character. as forgery, or. that i~ is an
,offence eq~~llI as heinous, and ought to'be dealt with in the same·way.
.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-lfis worse.
Mr. LANGTON.-Honorable· mem:'
bel'S, of course, may entertain that opinion,
but I am stating· the way in, which it
presents itself to my mind.' Forgery is '8,
,felony in' the eye of tlle law arid in" the
estimation of the public generally; the
offence charged against these men is not,&
felony, but a misdemearior. Another rea;"
son occurs to my mind why the House
should not on this occasion exercise the
large powers ve.sted in it. If any persons
in this city occupying the position which
these gentlemen occupy were·. charg,ed
before a magistrate at the City Court
with having committed even forgery,what
would that magistrate ,do? ' Would he
at once ·issue· a warrant for their appre:"
hension? (" Yes.") No, not. in all cal;!es.
I believe that in many cases, where felon:(
is afterwards proved, the prosecution commen~es with the issue of a mere summons;
that in cases where the persons charged
are person of good repute, of good standing in the co~rpunity, and likely to': ,be·
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forthcoming when required, a warrant is would, deal to others in their position. The
not issued at ,the very outset of the pro- honorable member for West Melbourne
ceedings. Before the evidence ~s gone (Mr. Langton) has endeavoured to make
iuto a warrant is not issued, but merely it appear that Flanagan was a greater
a summons. r believe that, where an offender than the persons whose case is
offence is charged against any person now before us. r say that Flanagan's
of the' position which these gentlemen' offence, in comparison with theirs, was
occupy, nota single magistrate in M<;ll- , utterly trifling. Wh~t was hi~ offence?
bourne would issue a- warrant for his , Forging. a name or two to a petition. I
apprehension, but would content him- should like to know how many names
self with issuing a su.mmons in the first have been forged to petitions received by
instance. I think that the same' con- this House? How many names were
sideration which would guide the conduct forged to petitions presented by the
of any member as a magistrate should association with which the: honorable
guide our rule in the employment of the mem ber was connected?
larger powers which this House possesses.
Mr. LANGTON.-Mr. Speaker, r rise
Wby should w.e...,,
to·a point of order. The honorable gen" Dra. w a bag of guineas forth,
tleman hal' distinctly imputed to me a,
To buy an apple npthing worth ?" ,
knowledge of· ,petitions with forged sigI don't' believe any member supposes natures having been presented to this
that, these gentlemen will not appear at House. r submit that he must withdraw
the bar of the House. to-morrow even- . the impu tation. "
ing.
Tbe conviction of most' memThe SPEAKER.-The honorable membel's, at all events, must be that they , ber has no right' to make a personal imwill be forthcoming when required. In : putation.
making these remarks I do not desire in the
Mr. G. V. SMITH.-I had no intenleast degree to extenuate the offenca with ; tion' of im.puting anything personal to the
which they are charged, or to screen them honorable member, and he knovv'S'it. He
from the punishment which, if the offence knows also,that petitions are received in
is proved against them in the estimation , this House constantly to which there are
of the House, they unquestionably deserve. ,any nu:mberof signatures which r will
r sha.ll be. prepared to give my vote on 'only 'say are not verified. I want the
this question just as if r were on a jury 'House to bear in mind that the persons'
in the Supreme Court; but, for the with whom we have to deal are far more
reasons which have been urged, especially serious offenders than Flanagan was. "I
by the honorable and learned m~mber for will read the resolution which the House
Dalhousie, the House ought to pause has already adopted : before it commits itself, at the outset
,~ That, in the opinion of this House, Mr.
o(this undertaking, to a proceeding which Hugh Glass and Mr. John Quarterman actively
certainly will give a vindictive aspect to aided in the administration of the funds of an
the conduct of the Houser from which assoctation employed in the bribing and undue
I think it should he the aim of every influencing of Members of Parliament."
honorable member to protect it. Let us I say that this is the highest crime and
take a co'urse which we shall be prepared misdemeanor known to Parliament~ Here
to justify iu the eyes of the community. was a confederacy for the avowed purpose
Let us not assume, at the outset, that we of bribing Members of Parliament. The
are dealing with persons who will disohey House has passed this resolution, and are
the order of the House, but let us deal we now to deal with these men as guilty
with them as any member who is a magis- of so trivial an offence that they are not
trate woUld deal with any person who was even to be taken into the custody of the
charged, with committing a far more Seljeant-at-Arms ? If they have comserious offence in the eye of the law- mitted an' offence how are they to be
let us merely require their attendance, in brought here, except in the custody of the
Seljeant-at-Arms? The whole of our
the first instance.
Mr. G. V. SMITH.-I trust that the proceedings will be worthless, if we do
House will deal with this matter according not take such'measures as the pJ'ecedents
to the parliamentary: practice, carefully of Parliament justify. I do not say these
following precedent, and that we shall gentlemen would, not appear; and if' any
not mete out to these men a different other course of procedure analogous to
measure of punishment from what we the circumstances of this case can be
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pointed to, I should be perfectly willing to
ndopt it. But I don't believe that there
is any such precedent. I can find none.
We must go back to the early days of
r~sponsible government, to find w~en
crimes of this kind were committed
against the Parliament of England. When
responsible government in its integrity,.
was in its infancy, it was seen necessary
to proceed vigorously and severely in such
cases as we are about to deal with now.
The case which bears the most analogy to
the one we are now considering is the
case of Quinn, and Quinn was' ordered to
be brought up in the custody of the
SeIjeant-at-Arms, before any fu;rther remark was made than that he had bribed
a Member of Parliament. Why should
a different course be pursued now from
what was adopted then? As to the
remark that the House can fine these
persons if they do not appear, the honorable and learned member for Dalhousie
will see that we really cannot inflict
any such punishment as a fine of £20,000.
The House has no other means of doing
strict justice than the cour~e proposed, and
if we act differently we shall expose ou.rselves to the suspicion of favouring persons who are in a high position. The last
case of a fine inflicted by the House of
Commons occurred in 1666, when a fine
of £100 was imposed upon Thomas White,
who had absconded after he had been
ordered into the custody of the Serjeantat-Arms.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-I agree with
the Postmaster-General, that we have to
go back to the dark ages before we can
find any similar case to the one now before
us. I do not say that such cases do not
exist up to the present moment in England, but perhaps the House of Commons
does not think it worth its while to inquire
into them. The precedents of Parliament,
as laid down by May, certainly favour
the course proposed by the honorable
member for Rodney. I find that- .
"It is the present practice, when a complaint
is made, to order the person complained of to
attend the House; and, on his appearance at the
bar, he is examined and dealt with," &c.

The only ground put forward for the
course which the Attorney-General proposes should be taken, is that the persons
in question may not be found. I think it
is beneath us to consider that.
We
should take it for granted that they will
be found; but I am afraid that if it were
not from fear that they may not be found

the House would not take the step which
the Government propose. I do not, however, agree with the honorable and learned
member for Dalhousie, that the House
could inflict a fine if those persons
escaped. The last fine inflicted by the
I
House of . Commons was in 1666.
think that unless Mr. Glass and Mr.
Quarterman could be got at personally, no
fine could be levied ~n their property.
It is not the duty of the House to go
in for anything like revenge, but simply
to show that any attempt to lower the
character of Parliament, or to interfere
with the rights and privileges of members
of this House, will be dealt with
rigorously. I certainly think we should
be careful that we don't inflict any portion
of the punishment before judgment isgiven.
The House divided on the question
that the words of the original motion
proposed to be omitted stand part of the
questionAyes
Noes·

37
19

Majority against the}
amendment ...

18

AYES.

Mr. Bates,
" Berry,
" Blair,
" Burrowes.
" Burtt,
" Byrne,
" Casey,
" Connor,
" E.Cope,
" T. Cope,
" Crews,
" Cunningham,
" Everard,
" Farrell,
" Francis,
" Grant,
" Harbison,
" Higinbotham,
" King,

Mr. Lobb,
" Longmore.
" McCulloch,
" McKean,
" McKenna,
" Plummer,
" Reeves,
" Richardson,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Stutt,
" Sullivan,
" Watkins,
" Williams,
" Wrixon;
Tellers.
Mr. Dyte,
" Vale.
NOES.

Mr. Baillie,
" Cohen,
" Duffy,
" Frazer,
" Hanna,
" Harcourt,
" Langton,
" Macartney,
" MacBain,
" McDonnell,

Mr. Macgregor,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Macpherson,
" McLellan,
" J. T. Smith,
" Walsh,
" Wilson.
Tellers.
Mr. Bowman,
" Whiteman.

The original motion, as follows, was
agreed to:" That, in the opinion of this House, Hugh
Glass and John Quarterman are guilty of l\
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contempt and breach of the privileges of this
House; that the said Hugh Glass and John
Quarterman be taken into the custody of the
Serjeant-at-Arms, in order that they may be
brought to the bar of this House to-morrow;
and that Mr. Speaker do issue his warrant
accordingly. "

Mr. G. PATON SMITH moved that
the further consideration of the report
be adjourned until next day.
After some discussion, the motion was
adopted.
WOORNDOO.
Mr. LONGMORE moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House all papers and documents relating to the
removal of the post-office from Woo'rndoo to the
locality where it is at present placed, together
wit,h a return of all letters received into and
despatched from the post.office at Woorndoo for
six months prior to its removal, as well as
those received into and despatched from the
present post-office since it was opened."

The motion was agreed to.
TRANSFER OF LAND STATUTE.
Mr. BYRNE mo;red"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the number of transactions under the Transfer of Land Statute and
Real Property Acts, from the time of the passing
of such Acts to the present, particularizing,
year by year-The value of fdIe land brought
under the operation of the Acts; applications;
transfers; mortgages, amount lent on ditto;
leases; transfer of mortgages; discharges of
mortgages; powers-of-attorney; registration
abstracts; caveats; nomination of trustees;
encumbrances; transfer of leases; surrender of
leases; schedule of trusts; licences; trans·
missions, &c.; withdrawal caveat; assignments,
&c., deposited; recovery by lessor; orders of
court; writs; foreclosures; the amount of the
assurance fund; the claims against said fund,
and the number (if any) satisfied; together
with the receipts and expenditure for each
year."

The motion was agreed to.
VOLUNTEER FORCE.
Mr. BURROWES moved"That the thanks of this House are due to
the Volunteers of this colony for their efficiency
and general conduct since enrolment."

The honorable member said it was with
the object of obtaining an expression of
opinion from the House, as to whether
the services of the volunteers in this
colony would be retained or not, that he
had placed this motion on the paper. It
WftS only due to the force that such an
acknowledgment of ~heil' value should
be made, for wherever the volunteers had
been brought into requisition they had
given general satisfaction. He held in
his hand a statement, from which he found
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that the force had amongst its members
subscribed more than one-half of the expenses of the corps. He hoped that some
expression of opinion would be given
of the estimation in which they were
held.
Mr. REEVES seconded the motion, and
said that he considered the volunteers, as
a foice, deserved well of the country.
They had not received the considerat.ion
they ought to, have received.
They
had devoted a large amount of time to
their drill, and had become absolutely good
and effective soldiers. He thought that
the resolution ought to be passed, as it
would have a beneficial effect on the
volunteer force of the country.
Mr. WALSH called attention to the
state of the House.
In the absence of a quorum, the House
was counted out, at thirteen minutes to
ten o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, April 28, 1869.
Personal Explanation-Alleged Bribery of Members of Pal'liament-Consideration of the Report of the Complaint
Committee-Eighth Night's Debate-Mr. Hugh GlasB and
Mr. John Quarterman at the Bar.
The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
PETITION.
A petition was presented by Mr. HANNA,
from John Quarterman, of Boundary-road,
Toorak, stock and station owner (who
was adjudged, t.he previous evening, to be
guilty of a contempt and breach of the
privileges of the House), prayin'g that
counsel might have permission to be heard
at the bar in his defence.
INTESTATE ESTATES.
Mr. CASEY laid on the table, pursuant
to order of the House (dated April 8),
papers relating to the reductions in tho
office of the Curator of Intestate Estates.
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
Mr. SULLIVAN referred to a question
put the previous evening by the honorable
member for Collingwood (Mr. Everard),
in reference to the visitors' book of the
Railway department; and read memoranda to show that the book was in the
possession of the l~te Minister of Railways
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(Mr. Jones). ,That gentleman, said Mr.
Sullivan, had been written to for the
return of the book, and, when the book
was received, it would be laid,on the table
of the H o u s e . '
'

o

ALLEGED BRIBERY OF MEMBERS
OF PARLIAMENT.
EIGHTH NIGHT'S :PEBATE. ",
The SERJEANT-AT-ARMS (standing at
the bar) said-Mr. Speaker" I have, to'
infQrm yQU that, in Qbedience t9 the Qrders
of this House; I have arrested Mr. Hugh
Glass and Mr. John QU~l'terman.; and
that they are nQW in my custQdy. ,
On the Qrder Qf the day for resuming
the cQnsider~tiQn Qf the report Qf the
CQmplaint CQmmittee,
",. ,
Mr. G. PATON SMITH moved"That Mr,Hugh Glass be 'now "brought by
the Serjeant-at-Armsto the bar of this House."

The motiQn was agreed to', and Mr.
Glass was accQrdingly brQught to' the bar
by the Serjeant-at-Arms.
The SPEAKER.-Are you Mr. Fugh
Glass?
Mr., Gr,Ass.-Yes.
The SPEAKER.-I have to' acquaint
you that this HQuse, after a strict and
solemn investigatio.n, has fQund that you,
with others, have actively aided in the administratiQn Qf the fundsQf anassQciatiQn
employed in the bribing and undue influenciug of Members Qf Parliament, and in so
doing that you have been guilty of a
contempt and breach of the privileges Qf
this House. This' House is unwilling to'
pronounce punishment for yQur ,Qffence
without affording an 'Qpportunity to' yQU
Qf making such Qbservations as you may
have to Qffer in mitigatiQn of that p1,lnishment; and you are nQW at liberty to do SO',
if you think proper.
Mr. GLASS ,-Mr. Speaker, I have
written down a few sentences, if yQU will
allow me to' read them. During the
course Qf this investigation I have CQme to'
the conclusiQn that I have been guilty Qf a
serious breach of parliamentary privilege
in subscribing and paying money to enable Members Qf the Assembly to' retain
tl;leir seats. I knew it was the practice Qf
all PQlitical parties to pay QccasiQnally the
electiQn expenses Qf candidates favQrable
to their Qwn. views, and, although no PQlitician myself,I have Qften contributed,
with Qthers, to' secure the, electiQn Qf
members whom I had reaSQn, to' supPQse
would assist in the passing Qf just laws
fQr the protection Qf the large pastQral

, of Members.

and landed interests. which I have in the
colony. Having thus been instrumentd
in securing the election of many" good
and worthy men to seats in the House;
it did nQt seem to' me wrong to aid such as
I knew to' be in straitened circumstances
with small sums C!f money re~ain their
places; but I emphatically declare that
I never subscribed Qne shilling-tO' corrupt
Qr bribe any member, Qr to' influence his
vote cO'ntrary to his honest conviction'.
AcknQwledging, therefore, as I nQW do,
that I have' done that which was wrQng,
and making humble apology to' the House
for the breach Qf its privileges which I
have commItted, I must Qnly leave the case
in your hands, and trust that, under the
circumstances, my unintentional. wrQngdoing will be leniently dealt ~ith.
Mr. Glass was then directed to retire,
and he retired accordingly, in the custQdy
Qf the Serjeant-at-Arms. '
'
Mr. G. PATON SMITH mQved-

to

" That Mr. John Quarterman be n.ow brought
by the Serjeant-at-Arms to-the bar of this
House."

The mQtion' was agree'~ t~1 ~nd ~r~
Quarterman was accordingly brQughtto
the bar by the Serjeant-at-Arms.
' ,:
, The SPEAKER.-Is yQur name J Qhn
Quarterman ?
'
Mr. QUArtTERMAN.:"'-Yes.
' .'
The HPE~~R.~Mt:.· ,Quarterman, l
have to acquaint you that thIS House,
after a strict and solemn investigation, ha~
fQund thaf YQU, with Qth~rs; 'have actively
aided in the administratiQn .Qf the fund's'
Qf an association :employed in the bribing
and undue'i~iluencing 6f.Menibers ofPar:i,
liament, and in so doing that yQU 'haye been
guilty Qf a cQntempt and breach Qfthe
privHeges Qf this House. This House is
unwilling to' prQnounce a punishment for
yQur Qffence withQut affQrding an QPport~nity to' you to' make such Qbservations
mitigation, Qf
as you may wish to:' Qffer
that punishment; 'and yQU areriQw at
liberty to' dO' so, .if yQU think proper. .
Mr. QUARTERMAN.-Mr.' Speaker,·.I
dO' nQt feel myself cQmpetent to' deal
with, the matters, affecting, my position
here befQre YQU, and I respectfully ~sk to'
be allQw.ed to be heard by counsel at this
bar.
The SPEAKER.-Have yQll anything
,
further to' say? '
Mr. QUARTERMAN.-I have nothing
further tQsay.
Mr. Quarterman was then directed to
withdraw, and,4e withdrew accordingly.

in
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.,ll\{r!·HANN,4..-Mr. Speaker, I beg to has been instituted by 1:1S. After solemn
:.' .
and· serious consideration, the House has
. .~c ,That Mr, J:ohn, Quarterman' be heard,' by'
affirmed certain resolutions; aud I cannot,
co.unsel at the bat of this House, and that leave for the life of me, see what object can be
begi.vento} him.t~ preparE) h,is defence."
attained by the assistance of counsel
,:Mr. MACGREGOR.':"'-I .rise to secpnd mel'ely to speak in mitigation. If any
the motion. I think it is not co:n.tr~ry ,to , arguments can be urged in mitigation of
parliamentary .practice :that :'any person , punishment, surely they will have 'more
charged with' all offenc:e against the priVi- weight with the ~ous'e if they come from
leges C?f this .Houseshould be heard by the gentleman' himself than if they come
co~nsel.
I will call attention to the case through counsel. I know of no precedent
of ~ir Edwyn, Sandys; in which counsel to justify this House in hearing counsel
was. allowed to be heard in the .~oUf3e of oil . behalf of a person who has. been
Commons . under similar circumstances. adjudged guilty of a. contempt of the
It .. is . thy.s reported ,in' Hatsell's 'Prece- pl'irileges of the House,. and who, on that
dents:- .
.,
'. , . '
. judgment, has been taken into custody by
.'{ On the 18th of February, 1605, complaint is the S.erjeant-at.. Arms. The only question
made of Sa Edwyn Sandys' servants being committed to Newgate, bya justice of the peace, for now for consideration is as to what the
being engaged in a riot, and that he refused to punishment shall be.
Mr. DUFFY.-I confess I have conbail tlrell. A habeas cbrpus is ordered for the
servants, and the complaint is .referred to the siderable difficulty in understanding the
'Committee of Privileges. On the 19th they re- Minister of Justice. Yesterday, when it
port, and the justice is committed to the custody
of the Serjeant. On the 21st and 22nd he is was proposed to h~ar these gentlemen
hell.rd:by his counsel, and. Oil his submission and befor.e we proceeded: to adjudge them, the
ac~nowledging .his fault, is discharged."
Government stated that the. period had
Now;' sir, as, t!?e;re is a case in point, 1 not come to hear them; and now, when it
trltst the House will not refJIse. the rea- is urged that one of them ought to be
sonable request whic4 is now made. The heard in the only way in which it is posHQuse has had the advantage of being sible he can make himself intelligible to
represented during these investiga~ions by the House, we are. told that the period
the law officer!;! of the Crown; ·and I ask, has passed. I should like to know, as
seeing that. the prosecution has been con- a guidance for the future, when is the
ducted with those. advantages, will it be period-----whether it is before or after
right to' refuse the small indulgence re- sentence? The Minister of Justice says
quested by one of the gentlemen now in that the precedent cited by the honorable
custody, of being heard by cO:llnsel at the member for Rodney is not applicable,
bar, before, t.h,e penalty which.. the House because the. person out of whose case the
contemplates is jmposed?
.
breach of privilege arose was a servant.
.Mx:•.CASEY.-Sir, It1p.nk there would But at that time not merely were'Membe no opjectipn whatever to the granting bers of Parliament privileged, but their
of the application which has been made, servants· were privileged also. To touch
if there were any.precedent for such a the servant of a member was to touch
course; but it ·is most desirable that, in the member. But the Minister of Justice
every step we take in this very grave and seems to overlook the fact that it was in
important matter, we should be fortified relation, not to the servant, but to the
by. distinctly adhering to parliamentary justice of the peace who offended against
precedents at. each particular stage. The the privileges of Parliament that the
case of privilege cited by the honorable question arose. What was done in that
member for, Rod:o.ey refers to a matter case? The justice, having been brought
affecting the. s~rvants of .a Member of to the bar of the House, was permitted to
be heard by counsel. I cannot conceive a
P~rli~tnent-:-a' privilege long since abandop.ed by the House of Commons. More- case much more in point. No doubt the
over, in. that ~ase, the justice who was justice was heard by connsel before the
guilty of the breach of privilege, was not House arrived at any decision with respect
hel],rd, at all before the committee to whom to him. But the Government refused to
the.,matter wa~ referred. Nor was the hear these gentlemen at all at that period,
decision of the. House in that case pre- and therefore it does not lie upon them
ceded by the "strict and solemn inves- now to plead in bar that the time has gone
tigation," which, as the Speaker has just by. They fixed the time for it.
Mr. G. V. SMITH.-And have heard.
stated to the persons brou~ht to the bar,

m~v~.
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Mr. DUFFY.-N0 doubt we have.
No doubt the House has complied with
tJ:re letter; but I insist that it has not
complied with the spirit of such an
arrangement. If Mr. Quarterman, who
was long a member of this House; had
been a member accustomed to address the
House, and take part in debate, I should
have considered his application to be
heard by counsel one that ought not to be
listp.ned to. But those who were members
of the House at the time are aware that
Mr. Quarterman, while a member of this
House, did not take part in debate; and,
therefore, I say, if we are to hear him at
all, we must hear him by the mouth of
some other person. When I came to the·
House I did not know of the precedent
which has been quoted by the honorable
member for Rodney. I concluded that
the rule of Parliament was to hear counsel
only where some public interest was concerned; as, for example, where some corporation was about to be deprived of its
rights, or where there was an impeachment before the Upper House, when, the
Lower House being represented by its
ablest men selected for the purpose, as
" managers for the Commons," it was
thought desirable to place the accused on
a footing with them by giving him competent counsel. As the honorable member for
Rodney has verY'fairly urged, in this cal)e
the House has been heard by counsel. The
learned gentleman who fills the office of
Attorney-General has represented the
House in this matter; and no one can believe that injustice will be done by a
gentleman unaccustomed to public speaking, placed at the bar, being heard by
counsel. Although I came to the conclusion that there was no preceden t for the
course now proposed, I considered that the
House can, within its discretion, exercise
such a power, and that the application
to be heard by counsel should be entertained. My special reason for arriving
at that conclusion is the same which induced me, last night, to urge upon this
House not, in the first instance, to bring
up these gentlemen in custody, but to
suffer them to come; and that is because
I consider the offence which they have
committed so grave that it ought to'Le
visited by signal punishment, because I
am prepared to vote for such a punishment, and because I don't wish to lessen
its force with the country by taking a
step that may seem unfair. I trust the
Chief Secretary will, on behalf of the

of Memhers •

Government and the majority of the
House, see fit to assent to the hearing of
Mr. Quarterman by counsel. The second
clause of the m·otion I don't concur with
at all. I don'.t think it right that time
should be asked for. I consider that the
report of the committee has been sufficiently long before the public to enable
any gentleman who might expect to be
called up for judgment to prepare for
that judgment. I dare say the learned
counsel who will argue the case is already prepared to argue it. Therefore,
while I am disposed heartily to assent to
the first part of the resolution-to hear
Mr. Quarterman by counsel-I don't think
any sufficient ground has been put forward for delaying the hearing.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
it has been argued by honorable members
who support the present motion that it is
the parliamentary practice that personswhether Members of Parliament or notare not convicted of an offence against
Parliament without being given an opportunity of being heard, either by counselor
in person. No doubt, in certain instances,
that course has been taken. But in this
case the House has arrived at a decision
upon the conduct of the persons who have
been brought to the bar, without having
given them formally the opportunity of
being heard, . either in person or by
counsel.
However, substantially, these
persons have been heard in their own defence. I am not now speaking of their
formal appearance at the bar; but I say
that substantially these two persons have
been heard to explain their own conduct;
and it is, I apprehend, mainly on their
own statements that the House has arrived at its decision. Now what is the
House asked to do at the present time?
It is proposed that one of these gentlemen
should be heard by counsel at the bar.
For ·what purpose? I gather from the
petition on which the motion of the honorable member for the Murray Boroughs
is founded that Mr. Quarterman says he
is not guilty of the charges of which the
House has found him guilty, and that he
asks that he may be allowed to instruct
counsel to sift the evidence. And we are
invited by this motion to allow counsel to
come to the bar and tell the House that its
decision is wrong, and that it ought to be
reversed. N ow I think that substantially
is the effect, or would be the effect,
of complying with this motion. If Mr.
Quartel'mau, or those who have interested
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themselves in his behalf, had stated. that he
was unable, from any cause, to set before
the House the grounds upon which he
might ask for a mitigation of punishment,
counsel might perhaps have, been allowed.
to plead on his behalf any grounds for
mitigation which he could not plead for
himself. But Mr. Quarterman does not
ask that. He asks for a totally different
thing-that counsel may come to the bar,
and argue that the House has arrived at a
wrong decision. How can the Home consent to that? If Mr. Quarterman has any
grounds to urge why the House should
pass a less severe sentence than he may
imagine it is disposed to pass, let him
state so, or, if he is incapable of stating
this, let him express to the House his desire that it should be stated by other lips.
But let us not, by assenting to It resolution
couched in these vague terms, practically
allow our decision to be re-opened-to be
called in question-and the evidence we
have already considered and determined
upon canvassed by counsel at our own
bar; and that at the instigation of a
person, who, according to his own petition,
was well aware of the proceedings going
on in committee, and which haye gone on
in this House for the last three weeks;
and yet has not taken any step to procure
a hearing, by counsel, on his behalf, until
after sentence has been passed.
Captain MAC MARON.-It appears
from the remarks of the honorable and
leul'Iled member for Brighton that the
course most likely to excite the sympathy
of the House is to move an amendment to
the effect that Mr. Quarterman be heard
by counsel in mitigation of such penalty as
may be awarded by the House. "C nder
these circumstances, I beg to move, as an
amendment"That Mr. John Quarterman be heard by
counsel, at the bar of the House, in mitigation of
punishment."
.

Mr. McLELLAN seconded the amendment.
Mr. HANNA withdrew his motion in
favour of the amendment.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I would just ask
whether it is the desire of those who support the amendment that the matter should
he proceeded with, or that it should be
postponed? . My feeling, and I think the
feeling of the majority of honorable members, is that it should be dealt with at
once.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I have had.
no communication with Mr. Quarterman
VOL. VII.-2 T
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on the point, and I should not like to make
any statement which he might consider
prejudicial to his interest. Speaking under the supposition that the legal adviser
whom Mr. Quarterman may select has
probably not been fully instructed, I would
submit that the case should be adjourned
undl to-morrow.
I regret extremely
that any further delay should take place,
because it is not only injurious to the
public interest, but painful to the feelings
of honorable members themselves; but I
don't think I ask too much when I suggest
that the matter should. stand over until
to-morrow.
Mr. REEVES.-Would it not be better
that Mr. Quarterman should be called to
the bar, and asked whether he is prepared
with counsel?
Mr. DyTE ....:.-I should like the honorable member for Rodney to give a reason
why a difference in treatment should be
made between Mr. Quarterman and a
gentleman in a much more humble position
who had to be dealt with by the House,
three years ago. I find, by the Votes and
Proceedings, that on the 20th March,
1866, Mr. George, the printer and publisher of the Argus newspaper, having
appeared at the bar, applied to be heard
by counsel; that Mr. Aspinall moved that
he be heard by counsel; and that, after a
long debate, the motion was negatived, the
honorable member for Rodney-who now
pleads that Mr. Quarterman should be
heard by counsel-voting against the
motion. Now if, in the case of Mr.
George, the House did not think it ought
to go out of its way, and create a precedent not established in the old country, I
don't Stle why it should do so in the case
of Mr. Quarterman. It appears to me
t.hat no one is so well qualified to plead
for a mitigation of punishment as the culprit himself.
Mr. McLELLAN.-A gentleman who
has hitherto borne an unsullied charactpl'
has appeared at the bar of the Parliament
of Victoria.
He has pleaded that he
is incapable of making a defence on his
own behalf, and yet it appears that the
leading members of this House are prepared to pass sentence upon him-perhaps
to disgrace him and his family for everwithout granting him thereasonablerequest
that counsel may he heard in his defence,
and in mitigation of punishment. However, I trust that honorable memhers
are going to exert their judgm,mt as
men; and that they will condemn no
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individual, whether of high or low
degree, without allowing hi~ to say
what he has to say in his owl). defence,
or, if he is incapable of speaking for hiio.self, without. allowing counsel to speak
for him. Why, when' the proprietor of
th.e Age was' brought to the bar of this
;House for an off~nce ·of· a very paltry
character in comparison with this-:-an
offence so trivial that the reprimand of
the Speaker, or committal to the custody
of the Serjeant-at-Arms, would have left
little, if any, stain .on the person's character;
and would have inflicted no disgrace on
his family-he was allowed by the
Government of the day to appear by
counsel. (" No.") The honorable and
learned member for Brighton, on the
floor of this Assembly, undertook that
gentleman's defence, and he was allowed
to do so by the' Government.
(" No.")
Well, honorable members are contradicting
a fact which can be borne out. by the
records of this House. But I trust that
the tyranny which has been exercised
for years past over members of this
House has come to an 'end, and that
they will now deal with every question
which may come before them according
to its merits. I have no wish in the
world to shield either of thA gentlemen
who have been brought to the bar ; but
I have no hesitation in saying that,
unless they are allowed the privilege of
defending themselves when they ask
for it, the fact will be a disgrace to
this Parliament. If the same conduct is
exercised towards honorable members that
has been exercised, I believe that I shall
live to see the day when an aboriginal
will occupy the Speaker's chair, with his
blanket around him.
If our institutions
are to be degraded as they have been of
late years, I ,believe the time will come
when aborigines will be ranged on the
Treasury benches, with their waddies
We
and boomerangs around them.
are going backwards instead of following
the paths by which the people of the·
mother country arrived at their greatness.
Honorable members may laugh at this,
but I am arguing only from the :filCts before me. A gentleman has appeared here
this evening at the bar. He .says he is
utterly incapable of defending himself,
that he is not able to say anything in
mitigation of the punishment the House
is about to award, and yet be is to be
condemned unheard, with the concurrence
of the Ministry of the' day, ana with the
Mr. McLellan.

of Members.

concurrence, I am ashamed to say, of the
Speaker of ~his Assembly. (".Chair.")
Honorable :n;tembers on the Treasury
benches are accustomed to cry" Chair,". in.
. ord~r to putdown independent members;
but I, for one, will not submit to it. I
would sooner be kicked from the.floor of
this Assembly, with the knowledge that 1
should never tread it again, than do so.
We are establishing free parliamentary
governmen t ill this country, and I say we
ought to do it on a firm basis, and not
allow individual feeling to sway us, in the
least degree, either on one side or the
other.
Mr. McCULLOCH. - I must express
my regret at the language which has been
. employed by the honorable member for
Ararat (Mr. McLellan). I am ,Sure that
every member of this House, no matter on
what side of the House he sits, must condemn the conduct of that honorable member in addressing you, Mr. Speaker, as
he has done on the present occasion. Not
only has .the honorable member charged
other honorable members individually with
having acted improperly in connexion
with the matter now under consideration,
but, sir, much to his discredit, he has
charged you with conduct which he had
no grounds whatever for imputing to you.
Sir, you are merely carrying out the orders
of this House; and I may tell the honorable member for Ararat that, if we do not
show respect to the chair, much of the
character and position of .the House will
be lost. Therefore, I trust that, for the
future, the honorable member will really
endeavour to learn to have some respect .
for the House, if not for himself, when
he addresses this Chamber. With reg~rd
to the question immediately under consideration, we all admit the gravity of it.
The consequences that must inevitably
accrue to the persons who have appeared
at the bar this evening cannot be other
than ofa very serious. kind. I believe
that there is no precedent for the hearing
of counsel on behalf of persons who have
been found guilty by this House. That,
I think, is admitted. I don't consider the
case cited by the honorable member for
Rodney to be a case in· point; and I think
that honorable member ought to be exceedingly quiet in reference to this subject
of hearing counsel when the course which.
the honorable member took in reference to
a former case is recollected. At the 'same
time, I am for giving every possible latitude to the persons who have been found
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guilty· by the House. I would strain
every point in my power in order to take
from .them and their friends every
possible excuse for saying that they did
not receive justice from the House.
Therefore, while I do not admit that they
have any possiblo claim to be heard by
counsel at the bar, I say that, looking at
the very serious consequences which must
flow to these persons-that the sentence
which the House pronounces may affect
all their after-lifc-I think we should
yield so far to the request which has been
made, as to allow them to be heard by
counsel now. I cannot see how we can
consent to any postponement of the matter
to a future day in order that counsel may
be instructed, with a view, perhaps, to upset the decision come to by the House. I
state unhesitatingly that there is no precedent for such a course; and my desire
has been, all along, to be guided by prece• dents. But I think we shall remove all
possible excuse for objection hereafter
that these persons have not been treated
fairly by the House, by consenting to the
application that they may be heard by
counsel, to the extent that the hearing
shall tuke place now, and that it shall be
confined to what may be said in mitigation
of punishment.
Mr. HANNA.-I have just consulted
Mr. Quarterman, and he informs me that
the learned gentleman whose services he
desires to retain has left town, and that
his presence here cannot be secured before
eight o'clock. If the House will consent
to adjourn to that hour, and the learned
counsel does not then appear, it can proceed to pass sentence.
Mr. MACG REGOR.-I desire to offer
a personal explanation. The honorable
member for Ballarat East (Mr. Dyte) has
stated that, on a former occasion, when a
motion was made for a person to be heard
at the bar by counsel, I voted against it.
I can only say that, in doing so,.1 followed
the advice of the then Crown law officers,
who asserted that there was no precedent
whatever for such a course. 1 have since
investigated for myself, and found that the
opinion then expressed was not correct.
Mr. G. PATON SM1TH.-The honorable gentleman.fwas not a member of the
Government at the time, and therefore I
don't think it at all creditable to his professional acumen that he should have followed
the dictum of the Crown law officers
blindly, and without making any inquiry.
Had the honorable gentleman been a
2T2
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member of the Government at the time,· I
could have understood his silent·acquies-·
cence. On that particular occasion I voted
with the minority in favour or· Mr. Hugh·
George being heard by counsel.· I am not
going, to-night, to gainsay what I did then.
I have always felt that, if it could reasonably be done, consistently with due respect
to the privileges of the House, a person
brought to the bar should be heard by
counsel, as now proposed, in mitigation· 'of
punishment. And if counsel is prepared
now to speak for Mr. Quarterman, I have·
no objection to the motion. But accord·,
jng to the honorable member for the-Mur.
ray Boroughs, he cannot be here until
eight o'clock, and it is said that, if he is·
not then in· attendance, we should go ·on
and pass sentence if we please. That is
not a fair position.
Mr. HANNA.-After that hour, I
mean.
Mr.G. PATON SM1TH.-I beg the
honorable member's pardon for having
misnnderstood him. I think a -reasonable·
compromise will be to say half-past seven
o'clock. There will be no objection -to
that, on this understanding-and I· hope
that the House will assent to it-that
counsel is not to be heard on the basis of
this petition or on the plea of" not
guilty," but only in mitigation of punishment. Upon that understanding, I have
no desire to frustrate the object which the
honorable member has in view.
Mr. G: V. SMITH. - Before this
question is put, I should like to say one'
word. , I am quite certain that we are
taking a course entirely unprecedented in
this colony; and it ought to be well
understood by this House that the action
which we are now proposing to take shall
not-if taken-be hereafter drawn into a.
precedent, because I am very sure it will
in that case be attended with great inconvenience. If we consent to hear one
counsel, I should like to know how many
counsel may be heard afterwards. It
should, I think, be distinctly understood
that we do it on this particular occasion,
and on thifl occasion only, on account of
its peculiar circumstances, and in order to
prevent the accusation of unfairness on
the part of this House being made against
it by those outside.
Mr. LANGTON.-I think it will be
utterly impossible to prevent the accusation being made outside that these
gentlemen have not received fair play;
because they have been brought before a
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tribunal which is judge, jury, and prosecutor, and in respect of which they are
not to be awarded the ordinat·y privilege
of Englishmen, of challenging their jurythey have no one here to represent their
case to their judges, and no one to
. examine and cross-examine a single one
of their witnesses. It was declared,
without hearing them in self-defence, on
the evidence which they themselves gave
as ordinal'y witnesses before the committee,
that they have been guilty of a certain
offence. But before tlte House arrived at
that conclusion, we were told last night
that they would be heard, not only in mitigation of puniihment, but on thfl whole
case. Every member of t.his House went
away, I am satii;iied, in the full belief that
these ordinary privileges of Englishmen
would be accorded them. ("No.") Yes,
I say, that they would be heard not only
in mitigation of punishment, but on the
whole case; :md now it is proposed to
limit their defence to t.he question of
mitigation of punishment,
Mr. G. PATON S ~nTH.-It only
limits their defence by counsel to that.
Mr. LANGTON.-If they are allowed
to be heard on the whole case by themsel ves, why should they not. be heard on
the whole case by counsel? I say that,
othel'wise, they will be convicted unhearll.
An HONORABLE MEl\IBER.-Out of their
own mouths.
Mr. LANGTON. - Supposing that
honorable member was charged with the
commission of some great crime, would he
think himself fairly treated if he had to
defend himself out of his own mouth, and
were refused the assistance of counsel, an
advantage which is allowed to the lowest
criminal? Can this House possibly maintain its reputation for justice if it sanctions
this sort of thing? The House of Commons-I refer to the precedent brought
forward by the honorable member for
Rodney-it is quite clear, has heard persons by counsel in defence of their conduct. Would honorable members like to
be. in. such a position as these gentlemen
are in, when the House refuses to hear
them by counsel-would they like to be
tried by any tribunal in the way they are
proposed to be tried? Because, the
tribunal might, under such circumstances,
consist of violent political partisans, or it
might consist of persons who had personal
enmity towards the accused, or again of
persons connected with a political party,
under great obligation to the parties
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concerned; and certainly in either of these
cases such a tribuna.l could not be called
impartial. The proceedings commenced
by the appointment of the committee,
and they are consummating by these
two persons, mere witnesses before
the committee, being declared to be
guilty of certain offences, and being refused the ordinary privilege, in the
ordinary form, of being heard as to what
they have to say in defence. For they
have not been heard-we cannot conceal
that fact; and I say t.hat., were a proceedi ng of this kind carried on under any
ot.her circumstances, we, as Englishmen,
should join in denouncing it as an Qutrage
on justice, and a scandal on the name of
freedom. I cannot help expressing my
regret at t.he position in which this House
now finds itself placed, Last'night it was
generally understood that these persons
would be heard on the whole question, -and
not a word was said about their being heard
only in mitigation of punishment - the
question was never raised. I do not think
honorable members thought that these gentlemen would not be allowed to say
anytlling in favour of a matter upon
which an unfavorable construction had
been placed; and it is for that reason
that I cannot help repeating my expression of regret that the House now finds
itself placed in this awkward position.
The House has been betrayed into a
course which involves an injustice, and
I think we cannot do better than to retrace our steps. I do not. believe that
anything that I or any other honorable
mem bel' can say on this view of the
question, will induce the House to adopt
any other course. SUbject to such influences as it is at the hands of those who
move these proceedings, I do not believe
that any observations that can be urged
will induce this House to alter its course;
but, notwithstanding this belief, I cannot
help expressing my opinion that we are
departing from the broad principles of
justice that are ever meted out in the
old country from which we.came ; and that,
if we cannot exercise OUl' functions in any
other way than by declaring people guilty
without giving them an opportunity of
speaking in defence of theil' conduct, we
ought to try and devi::;e some other means
of proceeding with the investigation
which will at any rate secure to these gentlemen the ordinary advantages which are
enjoyed by every Englishman similarly
situated.
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Mr. BLAIR.- Sir, although my convictions are decidedly against it, I am not
sorry to find that there is ~ disposition to
make this slight concession in favour of
the gentlemen whose conduct is now
being discussed by the House. I go in this
instance with the statement of the Chief
Secretary, that, in dea.ling with this case,
we are representing, not the views of a
particular party in the House, bu t of the
whole House.
Sir, it is a matter in
which there is no personal, or party, or
fact.ious principle bound up. Adopting,
therefore, what I understand as the generally expressed feeling of the House, and
the statement which the Chief Secretary
has just now made, I am willing to forego
my convictions, and join in the general
desire to gl'r~nt this concession. My convic-tions are against it, because precedent
and parliamentary us!tge are clearly
against it; my convictions, are against it,
because in the conduct of this matter,
unpleasant and arduous business as it has
been, it is the duty of members on all
sides of the House to preserve, as best
they can, a dignified abstinence from nnything like ad vocacy on the one side or on
the other. But 1 thillk that, as the case
has been remitt.ed to the representative
law otJicer of the Crown to conduct. that
oHicer f::honld be allowed-wit.h the' laws
and usages of Parliament in his handsto c'onduct it precisely as all su(~h cases
are conducted in the Bl'itb:h House of
Commons. :vI y convictions are against
this concession for a third and stronger
reason than either of the others which
I have stated, and it is this: the concession, when asked for, is grounded
,an assumption that I cannot allow to
be advanced, at all events, without standing up in my place and entering an
emphatic protest against it. That assumption is, that there is a general disposition
on the part of the whole House to act as a·
prejudiced and packed jury in the case.
N oty, so strongly has that assumption
been cried, even by members within the
precincts of this Assembly-so openly
has it been put forth without these walls
-that I think it ought once and for ever
to be met and extinguished. Now, sir, I
think I may say that I have been as
watchful, anxious, and attentive an observer of these proceedings as any honorable member in the Honse. I am not
unmindful that one of the two gentlemen
w~om we have sn mmoned to appear at
the bar of the House to answer for a
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high crime and misdemeanor, and upon
whom we are about to pass a severe
punishment, was, in bygone days, a fellowmember of this Assembly, and a very
respected friend of my own. As a man,
I cannot feel vindictiveness in a case of
this kind; but whilst, on the one side, I
have no motive but a strong sense of
public duty impelling me forward, on the
other there are all the claims of personal
friendship tugging at my heart-strings.
I am perfectly certain, sir, that I speak
the feelings of the majority of honol'able
members in this House, when I say that,
if it be unpleasant to me, it is equally
unpleasant to all other members to feel
that, under such circumstances, they are
compelled to assume judicial functions,
and to sit as judges on men who but
yesterday-even to-day-were respected
friends and valued companions. That
statement alone should exonerate this
House from a charge which is the offspring
of the vilest slander, the offspring of an
intent in which criminality is Ilative-born
-a charge which says that we are in this
case inclined to act as a prej udiced and
packed jury. No, it is not so. The
honorable member for West Melboume
(Mr. Langton), who has just spoken in
that earnest st.yle which does him infinite
credit, said that, in thi .., instance, we are
violating those broad principles of justice,
and departing from the precedents of
that body which it is our bOllst to
make our pattern. Sir, I give that
honorable member credit· for his statement.
I think he has acted with
perfect honour and integrity throughout
this most painfnl inquiry. But I, too, have
studied, in my humble way, the usages
of Parliament, and, if I may say it without pedantry, the philosophical principles
by which they are governed. I will just
state them, and endeavour to do so without
being tedious. Why are counsel not allowed to appear at the bar of the House
on behalf of these gentlemen, and to
answer for their breaches of the privileges
of this House? For this reason-Because
the Parliament of England have ab initio
repelled . the assumption that it could
by possibility sink into degradation. It
meets that assumption in its very inception. and extinguishes it. Secondly,
the philosophical principle goes thus
far-not only shall the assumption never
be raised that the Honse of Commons
can be in that position, but it shall
never be allowed to be said that it is
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even a. close tribunal. There has been
no statement made in the course of this investigation which in the slightest degree
borrowed the colour of'our ~eing~we, the
t:epresentatives of this population here assembled-a close tribunal. With the esp1'it
de corps binding us together in. a matter
of this kind, that assumption, or any statement that goes· in the direction of that
assumption, is altogether unfounded. We
are not a close tribunal, but an open court,
like that grand old court of Areopagns
centuries ago, ,where the judges sat in
the open air. The fact, that we are
now discussing this question shows that
we have no'unity of purpose, and it is the
seal of our honour and honesty. that we
ha~e nO,t.
Whose mouth is ,closed here?
'Y,ho is prevented frum sta:p.ding up and
ut.tering his sentiments freely to the
H<;mse, even to the extent of declaring, if
he honestly believes it, that the two gentlemen who have been expelled from this
House,. stand, in. his estimation, free
from the charges that have been made
against them?· So great is the latitude
allowed in debate· in this Chamber, that
positively that is the case. Is this to defeat the ends of plain justice? Here sit
those who believe to Bome extent in the
innocence of the parties accused. Here
sit thoso who,· with equally honest convjctions, are assured that they have been
proved guilty. But where is the third
party who, incapable of reasoning, are
prejudiced and vindictive, and, from mere
malignity and personal hatred alone, are
bent upon punishing these two pel'sons ?
A mere. statement in words, however remote it may be, which conveys the imputation that there is such a third party,
however small in number, is an imputation
that does not disgrace the House, but
stamps indelible infamy on the man who
stands up and makes it. I am perfectly
, satisfied 'with the conduct of the House in
this case. I think in my heart that the
feeling is universal that the House has
ac.ted throughout this case with entire
110110ur and with entire credit. There sits
the honorable and learned member for Dalliousie, who Ii·as shown throughout this case
that his is no prej udiced mind. He will not
give his vote to anything that is unfair.
There sits too the honorable member for,
West Melbourne (Mr. Langton), who has.
also borne himself throughout this case in
a spirit and a style that entirely become him.
There is another honorable member, not now
present, .to whos~ voicel so un frequent, I
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always listen with great pleasure-I menn
the honorable and learned member for
Villiers and Heytesbury (Mr. McDonnell).
Were he bere I would say, "There is
your advocate-if you want one gentleman
in whom you can place entire reliance,
whose measured phrases and weighty
words will carry force with them, whose
advocacy unbought and unsought is the
most precious you could desire, there ·he
sits." I would say, "Appeal to him and
he will answer your appeal, and will give
back with scorn the suggestion that the
hired advocate is neces,sary to plead such
a cause."
Mr. MACPHERSON.-I desire to express my feeling that the two gentlemen
who have been summoned to the bar of
this House should be ~n the same position
as those gentlemen who had the opportunit.y of explaining their conduct. from the
floor of the House, and that they should
have liberty to review the whole mattoc.
Sir" I was astonished when I heard it
suggested this evening that there waS to
be a limit imposed upon w4at they were
to say in this House. (H They have been
heard.") I think, sir, that it discloses the
very extraordinary feeling which ani!Dates
honorable members when they assert that
these two men have been heard. We
wish, as I understand, to give them free
liberty of speech. Have they had it?
One certainly has, and I must say that,
in my opinion, the other would have displayed much better sense if he had followed that example. I was astonished
when I heard the request made that they
should be beard by counsel; however,
that is the applic~nt's look out and not
ours. I do not think' the practice of
Parliament admits of it. The isolated
precedent quoted certainly does not
establish it. I think the practice of
Parliament in the House of Commons
is to judge of its own rights and
privileges, and they can, therefore, prevent anybody from appearing at the bar;
but if this House is prepared, without
looking at the practice of the House
of Commons, to assimilate its functions
a.t this time to those of a court of
justice, then, I say, not only should I
be glad to see it done, but g-lad to make
a precedent of it, and that hereafter, whenever this House intends to deal with men
as criminals, it should give them all the
advantages of defence which are enjoyed
by criminals in a court of justice. The
House of COlll-lI!.ons gradually grew up to
L-
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its ,position in these respects, but t.his that we ought not to follow the precedents
House has not done so. We have never or assume the position of the House of
My honorable and learned
yet dealt with parties in a really criminal Commons.
manner 'before this House. The case friend has clearly advanced his view on
quoted by the honorable member for Bal- that ground. He admits that, if we
larat East (Mr. Dyte) was not one in follow the practice of the House ot
point as illustrating the present case. Commons, we shall continue to do as we
What 'was the position of Mr. George? have done, and deal with the gentlemen
He had' only to make a' humble apology, who are charged before us just as they
However, the
and it would have been accepted at once. are being dealt with.
There was no intention on the part of the honorable member says that we ought
House to punish him otherwise. The not to follow out the analogy-that,
case of Mr. George was one that l;tappened having now so far followed the precedents
during a period of great political excite- and assumed the privileges of the House
ment. A most scurrilous, article appeared of Commons, we ought to take the posiin the columns of the Argus, on the Chief tion of a court of justice, and hear the
Secretary, who then, as now, held that defence of these persons just as it would
office. Mr. Geol'ge was' asked whether be heard in a court of justice. I think
he intended the remarks to reflect on the we should be rather embarrass'ed if we
Chief Secretary, and he said, "I do." were to adopt that view; because, if
He did not in the slightest degree"apolo- we are not justified in acting upon the
gize, and apparently never dreamed of it. privileges of the House of Commons,
I do not justify the action of the House at I think our action has been hitherto
-that time, but it is, at any rate, one that totally unjustifiable. Hitherto, I say, we
forms no precedent; for, if he had apolo- have not acted as a court of justice
gized, he would have been allowed to would act in anyone step that we have
retire unpunished. 'Is any honorable mem- taken; and, if we are bound by the
ber prepared to say that these two gentle- precedents that bind the practice of courts
men, if they make a humble apology to of law, our course of conduct bas been
the House, will be allowed to go? It is altogether unprecedented.
now, proposed to allow counsel only to
Mr. WHITEMAN.-Hear, hear.
appear and argue in mitigation of punishMr. WRIXON.-The honorable memment.
I say I would allow them~ ber for Emerald Hill does not appeal' to
if at all, to appear on behalf of understand the distinction which' I am
these persons just in the way that they endeavouring to draw. We have already
would 'appear, in the Supreme Court. followed the precedents of the House of
If we do not do that, let us not do Commons, and, if we have been wrong in
it at all. Either let us adhere to and doing so, or have committed an error in
follow the rules of the House of Commons, judgment in assuming that position, it is a
or let us establish a precedent for our- pity that the new light which the honorselves which shall guide us in the future. able member proposes to shed upon the
I desire, sir, to make one remark with difficulty was not given us before. Sir, there
respect to what the Attorney-General is, I think, some confusion in the views
,said as to an observation of the honorable which have been expressed by the honor·
member for Rodney. The Attorney- able and learned member for Dundas and
General seemed to ignore the' important the honorable member for West Melbourne
fact that there were law officers and (Mr~ Langton), for both those hOD,.orable
that there 'are law officers. The honor- members have argued strongly that we
able member for Rodney was perhaps ought not to condemn these gentlemen
:perfectly justifi"ed in taking the advice without allowing them to be heard. They
of the law officers at the time he referred seem to have forgotten that they have been
to, but I doubt very much whether any heard, tried, and condemned; and, if they
honorable member of this House would wished to be further heard, they ought to
for a moment think of taking his. advice have applied to be heard by counsel before
from the present Crown law officers.
the committee, because the House deleMr. WRIXON.-The honorable and gated such functions to the committee.
learned member for Dundas has put very
Mr. MACPHERSON. - They only
clearly before the House the grounds of made statements as witnesses before the
his argument, but I confess I think that committee. They were not beard in the
argument cr.nnot be sQstained; namely, sense I refer to.
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Mr. WRIXON.-The committee was
the body to whom was delegated the responsibility of trying this matter. When
these gentlemen found that they were implicated, their proper course would have
been to apply for the advantage of coun:::el
before the committee; but, after the committee has investigated, and determined,
· and reported to the House, and the House
has adopted the report, it is, I think,
rather late in the day to bring forward the
well known principle of law that every
mnn is entitled to be heard in his defence
before he is condl·mned. Sir, some observations have been made with regard to
the conduct of the committee. I say the
committee acted in the performance of its
duties with the strictest possible impartiality. They gave the two gentlemen who
were honorable members of this House
every opportunity of explaining anytl)ing
they had to explain; and the questions
asked them were only so many vehicles
for conveying that explanation. The honorable member for West Melbourne (Mr.
Langton) has said that the committee
acted unfairly.
Mr. LANGTON.-I did not say that
the committee acted unfairly.
Mr. WRIXON.-I have no wish to
misinterpret the honorable member; but
I certainly thought the tenor of his remarks went the length of saying that the
committee condemned these men without
affording them the opportunity of being
heard.
Mr. LANGTON.-Hear, hear.
Mr. WRIXON.-The House is now
only affirming the condemnation already
arrived at by the committee. Now, sir, it
seems to me that, if we are to follow the
· parliamentary practice of the House of
Commons, we should stultify ourselves by
· now, at the last moment, determining not
to throw any new light on the subject, but
to reverse the decision of the body to
'whom was deputed by the House the duty
of investigating these charges, and to reverse also the decision at which the House
has already arrived. What possible consistency can we pretend to if, last night
having affirmed that resolution, we are
now asked to retract it-to undo what we
have already done? I contend that the
,House would stultify itself by the adoption
of that .course. Sir, with regard to the
suggestion of the Attorney-General, that
counsel should be heard only in mit.igation
of punisJlment, I say that I think it is
the wish Qf the House to extend every
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fairness and latitude in such a case. It
would seem to me that the course is with~
out pt·ecedent. However, as we are to
decide upon so very serious a matter, if
Mr. Quarterman thinks that counsel will
assist his case in placing before the House
views with respect to his conduct which
we are not now in possession of, I will
agree to consent to that step being taken
-counsel being heard in mit,igation of the
punishment which the House mny determine upon imposing. I do not tllink it
will do much good, and, as I have said
before, it seems to me not to be in accordance with parliamentary precedent. N evertheless, as evincing our anxiety to do
ample justice to these gentlemen, I will
consent to that course being taken.
Mr. WHITEMAN.-In a spirit of fair
play, and as I have not hitherto taken any
part in this debate, I feel now called upon
to ask this House not to rush madly forward, and to wrong these gentlemen who
have been denounced by the resolution
that has been arrived at. The honorable
and leartied member for Belfast has endeavoured to show that this is the most
fair and impartial trihunal in the world.
He asked whose voice was silent on this
discussion? Why, I answer, many honorable members' voices were silent on the
discussion of the 12th clause, voices that
ought not to have been silent. Whose
voice wa8>silent but that of the honorable
member, who was also a member of the
committee, when the Chief Secretary
said he would resign if it were carried? Were not honorable members'
voices silent then? (" No.") I say they
were-some of them were-and conspicuously the voice of the honorable
and learned member for Belfast was silent,
except.that he cried "peccavi."· Now is
this an impartial tribunal? I say no, it is
not. It has shown from the very beginning of these debates, when the Chief
Secretary threatened to resign if the 12th
clause were carried, that not one of the
Miuisterial supporters would dare to vote
against him. (" No.") Well, that is my
impression, and I say that this is not a fair
and impartial tribunal, nor has the investigation been conducted in a manner
anything approaching that wllich would
have been pursued in a court of justice.
If this House has followed parliamentary
precedents, it has not. followed the instincts
of common sense and common justice; and,
if that be the case, I thin k the sooner we leave
the parliamentary precedents, and follow
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the dictates of common sense and common
justice, the better it will be for this co01-....
rnunity. What should we lose by allowing
these gentlemen to be heard by counsel in
extenuation or explanation of their offences?
I say we have nothing to lose, but that it
would be only in accordance with a spirit of
justice and fair play if the House were to
make the concession. In my plain, common
sense, pract.ical way, I can only look at
things in their broad bearing-I do not
pretend to look at them from a legal
aspect-and I cordially and emphatically
protest against the House endeavouring to
prevent these gentlemen being heard by
counsel.
Mr. McKEAN.-Sir, this is a very
exceptional case, and one which is fraught
with most serious consequences to the
gentlemen whose cases are now under
consideration.
We have to consider
whether the proceedings that we 'are
adopting are irregular or altogether in
accordance with the practice of Parliament.
Honorable members will bear in mind the
circumstances under which the Complaint Committee was appointed and what
objects it had. The matters that it had to
inquire into were not defined. It had, in fact,
a sort of roving commission. The matter
out of which it originally arose was a
charge against a then member of this
. House of having received £200 secretly
and corruptly. Mr. Quarterman and other
gentlemen were called before that committee as witnesses to be examined in the
matter, and were not told that they themselves were to be tried for and possibly
found guilty of any offence. They gave evidence before the committee, and, beyond
giving that evidence, they have not, up t.o
the present moment, been heard directly or
indirectly. Can it be said that there is a
precedent in the records of Parliament for
such a case as this? . I do not believe there
is, either in the journals of the House of
Commons or of the House of Lords, and I
apprehend that we do not possess greater
rights than are possessed by those bodies.
Now, sir, it has been said that we have
gone too far in this matter to retract;
but we find that, in several instanc.es-in
one or two at any rate-those Houses have
blotted from t.heir journals proceedings in
reference to which they afterwards found
they had committed a grave error. Therefore the argument that we have gone too
far falls entirely to the ground. There is
the case of Mr. Floyde, which occurred in
1651, where the House of Commons
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inflicted a fine of £1,000. He was" to
stand twice in the pillory, and to ride
backward on the horse, with the horse's
tail in his hand." And shortly afterwards,
sir, the House of Lords exceeded their
powers. They ordered that "he should
ride twice to the pillory with his face to
the horse's tail, holding the tail in his
hand; that he should be branded with the
letter K on his forehead, be whipped at
the cart's tail, be fined £5,000 to the King,
and be imprisoned in Newgate for life."
That is one of the precedents. It was an
offence of a very grave and serious
character no doubt. Now, I think, whatever course this House determines upon
adopting, it should be a reasonable one
and tempered with justice. We find that
articles of impeachment have in all cases
been given to the party charged with an
offence, and, if that has been the course
pursued in tlle House of' Lords, and tIle
House of Commons have acquiesced in it,
I cannot see why we should not do the
same. In this case there was no charge
laid at the doors of these gentlemen. They
were not told that they were there as
criminals for trial for a high crime and
misdemeanor-they were simply told that
they were there as witnesses. The committee has pronounced upon the evidence,
and has told the House that they have
determined that they have been guilty
of that high crime and misdemeanor.
With that decision I am not here to
interfere, neither do I wish to cavil
at it; but, having been heard simply as
witnesses, I say that they have had no opportunity whatever of explanation. For
these reasons I contend that it is only fair
and reasonable that they should be heard by
counsel at the bar of the House. . If they
can be heard personally, surely they ought
to be allowed the- advantage of counsel.
If such a privilege is allowed at home,
surely in our more humble way we ought
not to be averse to t.he principles of common justice being applied to this case. I
do not mean to say that I think counsel
should, if heard, be allowed to go through
the whole facts of the case; because, as
clear, printed evidence is before us, it is
for the House, as a jury, to decide upon it.
I hope the House will seriously consider
this question, and remember that the character of these gentlemen, and the character
of their families, are at stake; for I th ink
the House would in no degree descend
from the high position that it occupies by
doing a simple act of justice to them.
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The motion that Mr. Quarterman be
heard hy counsel, at the bar, in mitigation
of punishment, was then agreed to.
At eight o'clock, Mr. Quarterman was
again brought to the bar of the House by
the Serjeant.at·Arms, and
The SPEAKER acquainted him that
the House had resolved that he might be
henrd by counsel, if he thought proper.
Mr. QUARTERMAN then made the following statement :-Mr. Speaker, I beg
most sincerely to apologize for the delay
I have occasioned in the proceedings
now before this HOUf~e, more particularly
as it has not been possible for me to
obtain the assistance of the learned counsel
through whom I purposed addressing you.
I feel myself wholly unable to explain,
in suitable language, my conduct in connection with the transactions now engaging the attention of this honorable House.
I deeply regret to find myself in ~y
present position, and can only now submit
my case to the favorable consideration of
honorable members.
Mr. Quarterman then retired from the
bar, in the custody of the Serjeant.atArms.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, I
rise with extreme regret to ask the House
to take action on the resolutions which
have been adopted in connexion with the
case of Mr. Glass and Mr. Quarterman.
I say that J do this with extreme pain,
but, at the same tim~, I feel it to be my
duty. It is a duty which devolves upon
me, from the position which I hold in the
House, to ask that honorable members
should take this case into their consideration., I need not, sir, go into all the
circumstances of this unfortunate affair,
which has already occupied the attention
of the House for some weeks. I say
unfortunate, because I think' everyone
must admit that it is unfortunate, not only
for the persons concerned, but as affecting
the character of parties in this country.
Sir, th~ House has come to a deliberate
resolution-it has arrived at a unanimous
decision-that there existed in this city
an association formed for corrupt purposes,
with the view of bribing Members of
Parliament. The House has also arrived
,at the conclusion that Mr. Hugh Glass
and Mr. John Quarterman actively aided
in the distribution of the funds of this corrupt association. I think every honorable
member will admit-as has already been
determined by the House-that, these,
parties ~¢t~4 i~ ~h~ corru~t way th~t has
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been stated; that their conduct was of
the most reprehensible character; that
their course of action involved the most
serious crime which can be committed
against the Parliament and the people
of this country. Because, if honorable
members will only bear this in mind, that,
if this is to be submitted to---:-if it is for
an instant to be understood that money
influence outside this House is to be
brought to bear upon members of the House
in dealing with the important interests of
the country at large-then there is an end
to all free political institutions. Sir, I
think we may take warning from what has
taken place in another country, where it
is admitted that bribery exists to a' very
large and a very alarming extent. We
may also take' warning from what' has
occurred in the mother country.
We
know that at one time the very same
course of proceeding was about to be 'established, if it had not already" taken
root, in England; and if it had not been
('hecked in the very firm and determined
manner in which it was, it is impossible
to say what position the Legislature of
England might not have been in at the
present day. 'But, sir, Parliament took
action at the time. No doubt it was
severe action, but it was such as had the
effect of securing' for the Parliament of
England, not only the respect of the people of that country, but the respect of the
people of other countries throughout the
world. Sir, the very fact that these gentlemen-Mr. Glass and Mr.' Quarterman
-have actively taken part in the distribution of the funds of this corrupt' association, is one which, I think,' should unite
the. members of this House in unanimously
coming to a decision that will put au end to
this system at once and for ever. Sir, these
two persons have had an opportunity tonight, at the bar of this House, of stating
anything they had to say in mitigation of
the sentence which will be passed upon
them; but I appeal to honorable members
whether anything has been said by either
of them in justification of the course
which they took, or even in mitigation of
the sentence which we are now about to
pass upon them? I say that there Was
nothing in the statement of ,Mr., Glass
that justified in the slightest degree the
course of action which he took. He tells
us that he aided' in the election of members to this House, and that he also aided
in maintaining members in this House.
Butl sir, these are not the charges which
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have been discussed in this House, and
upon which the House has come to certain
resolutions. The resolutions arrived at
by this House charged Mr. Glass with
actually being engaged in paying money
for the carrying of a certain measure
through the House. Sir, that is a question
which he has not at all dealt with. He
has not touched the real question which
we have to give n decision upon this
evening. I think there can be no di versity of opinion whatever in this House
that some punishment is due to and ought
to be inflicted upon these two persons.
V\T e all admit that they have committed
a crime of the most grave and serious
character. However, I do not think that
we should for one moment, in the discussion of a question of this kind, allow
anything like a vindictive spirit, or anything of the character of partisans, to
·guide us in coming to a decision upon it.
But, sir, I think that the House will not
he deterred from doing its duty because
these persons have held a certain position
in the city of Melbourne, or because they
are persons of education, and of considerable property in this country. These are
circumstances which, I think, rather tell
against them; and we ought to deal with
them accordingly. While I do not desire
to be influenced by any partisan feeling,
and while I will endeavour to exclude
from my mind anything of the character
of a personal feeling in the matter, and to
remove from me anything like a vindictive
spirit, I feel it to be my duty to ask the
members of the House to come to a
decision to inflict such punishment as will
not only punish these persons for their
very gross conduct in the past, but
which will have the effect of at once
stopping the formation of any associations
outside the House with the view of
bribing Members of Parliament. I ask
honorable members, however, to remove
from their minds any personal feeling in
the matter, although we have all suffered
by the conduct of these two persons, by
reason of the charges which have been
brought against us, not only as a House,
but as individual members of the House;
because that conduct has been the means
of establishing in the minds of persons
outside the House a feeling that tlTere, was
corruption even to a greater extent than
has been proved by the case lately under
consideration. Sir, it is my intention, in
the resolution which I am about to submit
to the House, to be guided entirely, or as
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nearly as possible, by the course which
would be followed by the House of Commons. This House has on former occasions had to deal with persons who
have beeu guilty of a breach of its privileges, and it has committed them to the
custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms, and
ordered them to be detained within the
precints of the House. Well, sir, with
every desire to deal as leniently as we
possibly can with Mr. Glass and Mr.
Quarterman, I do not think that I would
be justified in submitting to the House a
proposition of such a nature as those su bmi,tted in former cases of breach of privilege; but the proposition which I desire
to submit to the consideration of the
House is that these two persons,' in a;ccordance with the practice adopted by the
House of Commons, should be committed
to Her l\fajesty's gaol in Melbourne. No
doubt honorable members may think that.
this is severe, but I do not think that it is
more severe than the circumstances of the
case require-I do not think that anything short of it will meet the circumstances of the case. I trust that honorable members will give me their support
in the resolution which I am abo'ut
to submit, believing that nothing short of
it will vindicate the character, the integrity, and the honour of t,his House.
The resolution that I desire to move is as
follows :-.;....
"That Hugh Glass and John Quarterman,
h!l.ving been guilty of a contempt and breach of
the privileges of this House, be for the said
offence committed to Her Majesty's gaol, Mek
bourne, and that Mr. Speaker do issue his warrant accordingly."

Mr. G. PATON SMITH seconded the
motion.
Mr. DUFFY.-Mr. Speaker, if the
qustion we have to deal with were purely
the personal one of the amount of punishment to be inflicted upon the two gentleme!l who stand at the absolute mercy of
this House, without defence, one of whom
was long a member of the House, no one
more than myself would 'lean to the side
of mercy; but, sir, that is not the question we have to determine. We have in
effect had before us, in the persons of
these two gentlemen, the very strong and
skilful conspiracy which, for more than
twenty years, has successfully resisted the
desire of the people of this country to
settle on the public domain; and, sir, I
think our plain duty under the circumstances is not to inflict vengeance for the
past, but, as the Chief Secretary has said,
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to take such measures as will effectually
curb that conspil'acy for the future. Now,
before considering the exact punishment
proposed, I will ask the House to take
into consideration, for a few minutes,
whether they have realized to themselves
the whole of' the danger that we are called
upon to face? Sir, in their very strict
and searching report, the Complaint Committee make, I think, one serious mistake.
They trace the origin of this association
to a desire to protect the holders of land
certificates. No doubt that was one of
the objects of this association, but it was
not the only, nor was it the main object.
The Quieting of Titles Bill, which was introduced to protect the interests of those
certificate holders, was lost on the 26th of
March, 1867, but the document under which
this association exists-the agreement to
guarantee Mr. Ettershank - was only
signed in the April afterwards. Therefore,
sir, it is perfectly obvious that the association could not have been called into
being to carry out a measure to obtain a
relief which, if it were to be obtained
through an Act of Parliament, had already
become hopeless. The mode in which
this fund was collected carries us to the
same conclusion. It was the subscriptions
of a number of pastoral tenants, to protect
their interests, as it was said; but, when
we look at the list set forth in the report
of the committee, and examine the details, we ascertain that nearly one-half of
these subscriptions were paid after the
Quieting of Titles Bill was lost. It is
manifest, I think, that these subscriptions
were given for some other purpose than a
defunct Bill before Parliament. Again,
sir, if we consider to what purpose the
money was applied, that consideration will
also lead us to the same conclusion. Every
payment made out of the fund administered by the gentlemen whom we have
had at our bar, except the first £100 given
to Mr. Jones through Mr. Kerferd, and
the fees paid to :\h. Butters-every other
item of expenditure-was incurred after
the Quieting of Titles Bill was thrown
into the waste paper basket. It is said
that political gratitude is a lively sense of
future favours; and I think that a series
of expenditures running through half of
the year 1867 a~d the whole of 1868 were
not made in relation to a measure defunct
at the beginning of 1867. Then, sir, if we
make further inquiry how this money
was applied, it strengthens the conclusion
that the object was not primarily, or
l'lfr. DUff!!.
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exclusively, or mainly the quieting of titles.
Amongst the expenditures disclosed was
£] 00 given to Mr. John Orr for his
election expenses; but when Mr. John
Orr was in Parliament he did not vote
for the, Quieting of Titles Bill. £20 was
spent in supporting (without his knowledge) the election of Mr. McCulloch at
Mornington; but Mr. McCulloch voted
against the Quieting of' Titles Bill.
£100 was expended on the Maldon election, in the interest of Captain Amsinck,
and a smaller sum-£98-on the election
of Mr. Levey at Normanby; but those
elections took place long after the Quieting of Titles Bill had been disposed of.
In the same way, if. we ask whether this
expenditure was in relation to the one public
question that occupied the mind of the
country at t.he time, we shall find that it
was not. The question I refer to, of
course, is the struggle over the Darling
vote. Captain Amsinck went to Maldon
~s a strict constitutionalist; Mr. Levey, I
think, went in a similar guise to Normanby; Mr. John Orr', freshly converted
to the views of the Government on the
Darling question, went down to the
Murray Boroughs as a loyal liberal. Not
merely was there an expenditure on the
Mornington election, but one of the gentlemen whom we have had at the bar was
so intensely interested in the success of
the leader of the Government and the
dominant party that it was stated he
would not for £10,000 Mr. McCulloch
should be defeated. Nevert.heless, about.
the same time, he and his friends give a
liberal contribution to the Constitutional
Association. Now, sir, it is perfectly plain
that it was not with a view to influence
public opinion or public questions. What
then was the object of it? I venture to
submit an hypothesis to the judgment of
the House. I think there was one question
upon which most of these candidates, or
all of them, would have been found to
have agreed, and that was a question in
which the contributors to this fund were
very much interested.
Every con tributor tothe fund was a pastoral tenant; and
I have no doubt whatever, from my recollection of the gentlemen in this House,
that all the persons whose elections were
helped were favorable to the renewal of
tenure to the present squatters. Towards
this hypothesis some of the most important
parts of the evidence help to carry us.
The evidence of Mr. Williams, to which
the committee gave full credence, and
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which the House has since acted upon,
informs us that Mr. 'Butters told him that
the parties thus operating on Members of
Parliament in relation to the Quieting of
Titles Bill, were prepared to undertake
much more extensive operations when the
Land Bill that was to deal with the squatters' tenure expiring in 1870 came under
consideration. Therefore, sir, upon a careful survey of the case, I have come to the
conclusion that this association was called
into existence to maintain the general
interests of the squatters, and that what
we have to provide in dealing with their
representatives on this occasion is, in the
language of the Chief Secretary, not vengeance upon them, but a security that
they shall not bring the same means to
operate on the measure which, in a couple
of weeks hence, we shall be dealing with.
No doubt there is another hypothesis upon
which it might be explained why these
gentlemen continued to expend their
money after they had lost all hopes of
carrying the Quieting of Titles Bill. It
may be said they intended to keep a number of friends in Parliament to make
themsel ves so strong that they would
obtain all they sought for without a Bill. .
Much might be said for that lrypothesis,
were it not that the adoption of it would be an
insult to the House, and attributing dishonourtothe Government. J therefore deliberately reject that hypothesis, but, in doing
so, I find myself embarrassed by a
difficul ty-in fact with a mysterywhich, if the Government do no clear
up, I do not know what to make of, and
which is intimately connected with this
view of the matter. Honorable members
will remember that Parliament, being
asked by the Quieting of Titles Bill
to .relieve the certificate-holders from
certain penalties, declared that they
would not release them' from them.
Wel1, sir, no Government, I suppose,
would presume to relieve them after that
decision; neither would any Government
make a concession, which amounts to
something like £250,000 of public money,
for the purpose of conciliating friends
to themselve·s. But treating this as improbable, and impossible if you will, I
want to have this mystery clearedthough this House refused this concession .•
though the pastoral tenants and certificate-holders were beaten and bafHed,
yet, sir, they retain all the. fruits of
victory.
From that day (upwards of
two years ago, when the measure was
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lost) to this day not a penalty has been
inflicted upon one of the certificateholders. I really want to have this
explained. The House refused to relieve
them from penalties, yet not a solitary
penalty has been inflicted from that day
to this; and what makes the delay the
more astonishing, the more bewildering,
to me is that next year the Act under
which the penalties can be inflicted will
cease to be in operation.
Therefore, sir,
time is of the utmost importance. Nevertheless this state of things exists; and
for the satisfaction of the House and
the country I really think the Government are bound to explain the circumstance. Let me, before passing from
this topic, very rapidly relate to the
House the whole of the difficulties in
connexion with it. Though the subject
may be familiar to honorable members,
I think some of the facts have ceased to
be in their memory, or they would not
tolerate what has happened. These certificates were originally granted, under
what is called the Cummins' clause in
the Land Act of 1862, for the purpose
of enabling farmers whose farms were
exhausted to take up fresh land, and
also for the purpose of compensating, to
some extent, those who had purchased
land at a high price, for the reduction
of price contemplated by that measure.
These certificates were not made assignable or transferable. A penalty of 5s. an
acre was imposed on the holder if he did
not cultivate a certain quantity of the land,
erect a habitable dwelling, or comply with
some of the other conditions as to improvement. Notwithstanding these precautions, the squatters bought these certificates in large numbers, and used them to
take up land, in violation of the Jaw.
Finding that that illegitimate practice and
others had occurred in relation to the
Land Act of 1862, I, then being Minister
of Lands, withdrew all the agricultural
areas from selection, and, from that circumstance, a large number of certificateholders were not enabled to use their
certificates at all. Therefore, when an
Amending Land Bill came before Parliament, the McCulloch Government felt it
necessary, and it manifestly was necessary,
to give the certificate-holders some time
to use their certificates, which they had
been deprived of by the withdrawal of the
agricultural areas. But they did milch
more than tbis-they let in a new flood of
them; they renewed the right of applying
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for them for a whole year, notwithstanding the Chief Secretary has proposed will be
the misuse which had been made of them. adequate to that purpose. The honorable.
They did what was still more strange and gentleman has fixed no time, and that, too,
hazardous-they deliberately made them is vepY proper. Now the time I hope to
assignable. . No doubt they intended to see that punishment inflicted for-and -I
take the precaution of following the certi- . hope it will be a short· time-is till the.
ficate with the penalty of making the new Land Bill has become law. If these
person who took up land under a certifi- gentlemen are, as the House has procate answerable for the conditions imposed nounced, -the most active promoters:-the
on the original certificate-holders. They hands and brains-of this organization, I
took power for the Board of Land and think it will be extremely advantageous.
Works to make certain regulations, the to 'set them aside till we have -disposed of
object of which would be to make these that business. It will be suggested, no
certificate-holders fulfil their conditions. doubt, by-and-by, that it will be sufficient
Sir, Mr. Grant made such regulations, and to keep them in the custody of the Serone of them enabled him to forfeit the jeant-at-Arms; but, in truth, if you
lEase" of a certificate-holder who had not mean either to make the punishment felt,
complied with the conditions.
He took or if you mean to strike that wholesome
ample power, - and no dount he had the terror which will operate in preventing
assistance of a skilful lawyer in the late future interferences with land legislation,
Attorney-General, and one eager that tbat then, I say, Mr. Gregory's hotel, ,where
end should be attained. Under the d.r- gentlemen entertain their friends while
cum stances, I confess I know of no solu- they are- in the custody of the Serjeant-attion of the difficulty that this end has not Arms, is not the place to produce that
been attained - that, notwithstanding effect. In dealing with gentlemen who
these strict regulations, so entirely has the are not protected or defended I feel more
In.w been set at defiance, that one witness than I did in voting censure and punish-'
coolly told the committee that he himself ment on our fellow members, and I would
had purchased land under certificates to -be slower to inflict any punishment upon
the extent of, I think, 47,000 acres, and them if the absolute necessities of the case.
other persons, equally in defiance of the did not demand it. But, 'sir, I remind the
law, have taken up 550,000 acres more; House again and again that we are going
so that there are 600,UOO acres of land to legislate on the land question. And
taken up under certificates granted under what is the history of our past legislation?
Mr. Grant's Amending Land Act, which The Nicholson Land Act being passed, aU
are at present in possession of pastoral the land for sale -under it fell into the
tenants, not one of whom, up to this mo- hands of squatters. Mr. Brooke's occument, has been held liable for the penalties pation licences having been adopted, more
he has incun'ed. Let me not be under- than half the land taken up underoccupastood as for one moment insinuating that my tion licences fell into. the hands of squathonorable friend, the Minister of Lands,' ters.
has deliberately allowed any of them
Mr. GRANT.-No.
to escape; but this thing has happened,
Mr. DUFFY.-The Minister of Landsand it is part of my duty, as a Member denies it, but I was in office a good whileof Parliament and as one who takes an before he was. It was my duty to exinterest in this particular question, to ask amine into this matter, and I laid on the
for some explanation of this mysterious table of the House evidence of what I am
circumstance. Sir, I recall these facts to now stating. I cleared out a great many of
the attention of the House to show how them; but I am talking now of those who·
necessary it is that we should deal plainly got land under occupation licences. Whenwi.th those who, notwithstanding all our I came into office, whenever I found a
precautions - notwithstanding that they nest of squatters' nominees in possession of
are here to answer for their offences......--have, occupation licences, I cleared them out.
in point of fact, this booty in their pos- Then there came the Land Act of 1862,
session. Now, sir, as to the punishment sometimes called the "Duffy Land Act."
of Mr. Glass and Mr. Quarterman. Of Now, sir, I deeply regret to say that they
course the object of punishment ought not got more than 1,000,000 of acres under
to be for punishment's sake, as has been that Act. Then came the Amending Land
more than once said; but it ought to be Act of 1865 ; and I have no hesitation in
preventive; and I think nothing less than saying that they got at least as much by
Mr. ])uffy.
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the evasion. of that Act, which is caUed
".Gr'ant's Land Act."
. Mr. GRANT.-That is not so.
,
,"Mr DUFF.Y.-The honorable gentlemen denies it; ,and.I will content 'myself
at 'this point by saying that under, these
certificates the squatters got 600,000 acres;
and under. the. volunteers' certificates they
got upwards of 100,000 acres. Here, therefore; are 'nearly tliree:'quarters of a million
of acres taken under the wings of the Act,
without touching the main body of it. I
do not desire to debate this question now,
as the proper :time will come. for debating
it.. I simply want· to lead the House to
this conclusion-in which I am sure the
honorable gentleman' will agree with me
-that, the squatters have, invariably
availed themselves of any law'intended to
enable the people to get possession of the
land to monopolize it to theml;ielves., I
support punishment, therefore, that is good,
salu~a:ry, ,and ne~essary, in the presence
of n~w legislation, to remove from Parliament the malign influences which have
hitherto frustrated all our efforts.
Mr. V ALE.-Sir, I think it is somewhat unfortunate that the honorable and
learned member for Dalhousie should have
~aken this opportunity, in advance, to ventilate his notions in connexion with the
prospective land policy of the country, by
indicating the faults which he finds in the
rand 'policy during the last ten years.
I think it would have been fairer, and
more fitting, if the honorable and learned
member had reserved his remarks on this
subject. until my honorable colleague sub-.
mits .his Land Bill to the consideration of
the House. It appears to me that the
honorable and learned member took an
unfair opportunity to enter into a matter
which he was not called upon to discuss
on thd question now before the House.
Mr. DUFFY. - I beg the honorable
member's pardon. Are we not dealing
with an association for the protection of
certificate-holders, and have I not applied
myself exclusively to that?
Mr. V ALE.-Thehonorable and learned
member is dealing with persons who are
before the House for their misconduct in
relation to their proceedings in connexion
with an effort to pass a certain Bill through
the House .. I can quite understand the
earnestness with which the honorable and
learned member has addressed himself to
this matter. No doubt for many years
past, and notably during the last seven
years, persons have been in' organization
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for the purpose of frustrating effective
and proper land legislation in the direction
of the, necessities and wishes of the people
of ~this country; but I do not think tha.t,
in dealing with. the case now before us,
. there was any necessity to discuss the
general land policy of the country. There
was a measure of injustice in t~o hOllorable and learned member introducing his
remarks on the land question into the
subject with which the House js now
dealing. It was unfair to attempt, merely
in consequence of the conduct of which
these persons have been guilty, to raise a
public ,feeling against a large class of
individuals in this country. Let those
who have committed misdeeds be punished
for them, and, if it can be shown that
the whole of the pastoral tenants in the
colony, have been connected with this
organization, or are dishonest men, let
them be dealt with by the House, by
legislation. But I think it will be found
. that,the persons who have been guilty of
the great evasions of the Land Acts are
no longer' pastoral tenants, but have become vast freeholders. The honorable
and learned member says that the existing
Act will expire in 1870, and beyond that
date there· will be no power of dealing
with the certificate-holders; but I presume it is within the power of the House
to extend legislation with a view of
preventing those persons obtaining any
undue advantage from the proceedings
they took in 1867, or from what has
occurred since. There is no desire on the
part of the Government, and no intention,
to thwart in any way the legislative
action of public policy and public interest
with regard to those persons. It was
satisfactory to hear the honorable and
learned member's sentiments in relation
to the two persons who are about to
receive fitting punishment for their misdeeds. The honorable and learned member has also fairly shown that those
persons who have evaded the Land Act,
and who are within reach of the law,
should not be allowed to escape proper
punishment; but he was in error in
endeavouring to place. under the ban of
public opinion the whole of the pastoral
tenants.
The honorable and learned
member also alluded to the occupation
licences. Now I venture to say that, if
one single act of policy in reference to
the public. lands operated satisfactorily
for settlement and for the good of the
colony, it was the occupation-licence
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system. Under that system more persons Glass and Mr. Quarterman being referred
were legitimately settled on the public to " as the gentlemen whom we are about
lands, in proportion to the territory dis- to punish." What right has any member,
posed of, than were settled by any measure be he a Minister or not, to say that we
are going to deal out punishment to
previous to the Land Act of It>65.
Mr. HUMFFRAY.-I desire to make them before the House has expressed its
one or two remarks in reference to the opinion?
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It has been
motion submitted by the Chief Secretary.
It appears to me that there is to be an decided.
Mr. HUMFFRAY.-Then it has been
invidious distinction made as to the parties
who are charged with having violated the decided before the vote of the House has
pri vileges of this House. I would like to been taken. The whole thing appears to
know why one or two gentlemen are have been arranged beforehand-to have
selected specially for punishment? If fair been prej udged in every possible shape
and impartial justice is to be dealt-which and form. I ask the Attorney-General to
has been so much boasted of by the Go- be good enough to explain whether any of
vernment-why, I would like to know, the other contributors to the fund are to
are not all the contributors to this bribing be summoned and dealt with ~s these
fund summoned before the House? If one gentlemen are ?
is guilty, surely the whole of them are
Mr. MACGREGOR. - Sir, I quite
guilty. It seems to me that there is a agree with the last speaker that no honorpartiality, instead of impartiality, charac- able member has a right to anticipate the
terizing the whole proceeding of the action of the House. I rise, however, for
Government in this matter. Probably the the purpose of asking the House calmly to
Attorney-General will be good enough to consider whether it really has the power
explain why Mr. Glass and Mr. Quarterman which it assumes to exerCise 011 the preare singled out? I will not trespass upon sent occasion? There is nothing more
the House for a moment with regard to the clearly laid down in parliamentary law
parade which has been made about the than that the House of Commons, and
policy of the Land Act and so forth. . The consequently this House, cannot of itself
question before the House is whether these create any new privileges. I will refer to
gentlemen ought to be punished in the what is said in 1£ay on this subject : manner proposed or not. We have expelled
"Although either House may expound the
two members of the House; we have merely law of Parliament, and vindicate its own privicensured another, although he was more leges, it is agreed that no new privilege can be
or less mixed up in the alleged bribery created. In 1704, the Lords communicated a
resolution to the Commons at a conferencein connexion with the Quieting of Titles 'That
neither House ot Parliament have power,
Bill; and it is now proposed that we by any vote or declaration, to create to themshould imprison two other gentlemen. selves new privileges, not warranted by the
It appears to me utterly inconsistent known laws and customs of Parliament, which
that we should single two or three was assented to by the Commons.' "
persons out of twenty and leave the rest So that this became a joint standing order
unpullished. I am as anxious as any of both Houses, and remains so at the
member of this House that anyone vio- peesent day. Now what are the privileges
lating the privileges of the House should of the House of Commons in regard to
receive a due meed of punishment, but, at committing persons to custody? There
the same time, I ask for fair play. Punish are three modes, and only three modes,
everyone, or don't punish anyone.
I recognised by the law of Parliament, as
think that the Attorney-General, as chair- laid down by May, in which a person can
man of the committee, and as the exponent be imprisoned by the House of Commons
of the views of the Government 01) this for a breach of privilege. The House can
question, should give some fair and tan- eilher commit him to the custody of the
gible reason why he has limited the Serjeant -at-Arms, commit him to the
number of pC'rsons to be punished in the Towel', oJ' commit him to N ewgate. These
manllel' he has done. I trust also t.hat tIle 'are the three recognised modes of impriHouse, while vindicating its own honour sonment for breaches of the privileges of
and pUllishing those who have sought to the House of Commons, established from
violate its privileges, will not manifest a time immemorial. N ow as the House of
vindictive spirit.
I . object, while the Commons has no power to create any
House is discussing this question, to Mr. new privileges, or extend those it possesses
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-as it could not, for instance, 'commit a
person say to Bedford gaol-and {LS this
House has no recognised mode ofimprison-'
ment except by committal to the custody of
the Serjeant-at-Arms, I venture to submit,
with all due respect to the House, that the
course which it is proposed to take is
positively illegal-that we have no power
to commit these persons to gaol.
We
possess no privileges except those which
were possessed by the House of Commons
in 1855, at the time our. Constitution Act
was passed. I ask the Hous~ whether, if
we commit these persons to Her Majesty's
gaol in Melbourne (thereby imprisoning
them in a manner not recognised by the
law of Parliament), we shall not 'commit
them in a way which will lead to an application in the Supreme Court for a writ of
habeas corpus? If they are committed
to the custody of the Seljeant-at-Arms,
of course that mode of p'l,lllishment cannot
be questioned, because it has already been
decided by the Privy Council that the
House has the power to exercise it. But
because the House has the power to imprison persons in a mode which has been
exercised by the House of Commons from
time immemorial, it does not follow that
its action will be upheld if it exercises the
power of imprisonment in a way for
which there is no precedent. I ask the
House not to put itself in that doubtful
position. However commensurate imprisonment in the gaol may be with· the
offence for which it is proposed to inflict
that punishment, I think it would be far
better for the House to inflict the minor
punishment of committal to the custody
of the Seljeant-at-Arms, than run the
risk of having its decision questioned by
another tribunal, and these persons set at
liberty, entirely irrespective of the House.
Now I would submit one or two considerations simply as to the effect of the
punishment itself upon these persons.
The House will observe that no' limit is
fixed as to the term of imprisonment.
The motion does' not say whether the imprisonment is to be for one month, two
months, or three month~. Therefore I
suppose the punishment is to last until
ParliAment is prorogued, and the probabilities are that that will not be befo.re
the expiration of six months, seeing that
we shall have a Land Bill and other important measures to deal with. If the
imprisonment is to last that time, the punishment will be regarded by a large
number of persons as disproport.ionate to
VOL.
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the offence. Such an imprisonment, it
appears to me, will be ruinous to the
reputation and the business interests of
the persons concerned. No doubt it is
very desirable that an example should be
made. But honorable members should
bear in mind that this is the first case of
the kind which has been brought under
the consideration of the House.. It appears that a large amount of ignorance
has existed out-of-doors as to the powers
and privileges of this House. It seems to
have been thought that these offences
might be committed with. impunity. I
have. no doubt that the proceedings of
the House during the last few days will
tend to dispel the ignorance which has
prevailed on that point. The public will
now understand that anyone who attempts
hereafter, directly or indirectly, to corrupt
Members of Parliament, will not escape
with impunity. And when the community are thoroughly aware what the
result of such conduct will be, I shall be
inclined to advocate the infliction of the
severest penalty' upon offenders. Now,
considering that the persons in custody
have participated in the general ignorance
as to the extent of the powers of this
House, it appears to me that the object of
the House will be ans wered by resting
satisfied with that degree of punishment
which it can inflict witho\lt any question
whatever. I submit that to commit these
persons to the custody of the Serjeant-atArms, to be confined as closely as they can
be in any gaol, during the pleasure of the
House, will be a suffieient pnnishment and
a sufficient warning. I concnr, to a certain
extent, with the remarks of the honorl1ble
member for Ballarat East (Mr. Humffray),
that, acting as we now are in a judicial
capacity, we have simply to deal with the
evidence before us; and that, in determining the punishment to be awarded in
this case, we should wholly exclude from
our consideration every' question of un
extraneous character. Nothing can tend
more to weaken the effect of t.he decision
which we may arrive at, than to give persons reason for believing that we have
been actuated by other than purely judicial . considerations. There is another
matter to which I desire to call attention.
The House has been dealing with certain
of its own members, by expelling them.
Those gentlemen are going back to their
constituents, and in all probability they
will be re-elected ; and, if so, I suppose
they will come back cleared fr~m all past
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practice to commit a person to custody
during the 'pleasure of 'the House for an
unlimited time, the House reserving to itself the right of'dealing with the prisoner
in the manner· and for the length of time
it may think fit. I agree with the 'honorable member that we should not commit
these persons either to the custody 'of the
Serjeant-at-Arms or to Her Majesty's
gaol unless we are fully resolved that that
commitment shall operate as a really substantial punishment that will be felt by
those persons and remembered by them.
If we are to commit these persons to custody, and .are, to-morrow or the next day,
to receive from them or from their friends
memorials, supported it may be by medical
testimonials, praying for a remission of a
sentence that has not yet been completed,
and the effect of which has hardly begun
to be felt, I would rather that we abstained
altogether from perpetrating the mockery
of inflicting punishment in this case. I
hope that, if we do inflict a punishment,
it will be real. If we commit these persops to the Melbourne gaol, we ought
carefully to consider whether that is a
proper course to be taken. If we do coni"That Hugh Glass- and John Quarterman, mit we should do it with the full deterhaving been guilty of a contempt and breach of mination that that imprisonment shall
the privileges of this House, be for their said
have a certain and adequate term,
offence committed to the custody of the Serand that it shall be accompanied by all
jeant-at-Arms of this House, and that Mr.
Speaker do issue his warrant accordingly."
those penal and unhappy consequences
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.---:Mr. Speaker, which usually attach· to the punishI wish the honorable member who has ment inflicted upon a grave and serious
just addressed the House had confined crime. The honorable member for Rodhimself to the pertinent observations ney has said that, in his opinion, a punishwhich marked one portion of his speech, ment of this kind would not be a good
and had abstained from attempting to in- axample. I confess, sir, it is with a
fluence the decision of the House by re-' view to the exam pIe which wil~; be
ferring to, and, as it appeared to me, afforded by carrying this resolution that
almost threatening the House with, the I am induced most strongly to give iny
intervention of another court. I think vote in its favour. I believe that we have
the House may fairly, and in perfect safety, presented t<? us now a rare and felicitous
address itself to the consideration of this opportunity of correcting a very popular
question, without delaying the settlement and general error on the subject of the·
until we have built a colonial "Tower," offence which is dealt with ·by this -resoor christened a Melbourne H N ewgate." lution. Sir,the opinion has been expressed
I believe we may pass from that subject in high quarters outside this House, and
to consider the more pertinent and proper by members in it, that the offence of the
observations of the honorable member in perSOll who gives a briqe is greater than
reference, first, to the proposed imprison- that of the person who receives it; and
ment of these persons, and, next, the ex- under ordinary circumstances, and putting
ample which tha,t punishment is likely to aside exceptional cases, I own I have that
produce. Sir, the honorable' member has opinion, for I believe that the mischief of
stated truly that the motion does not pro- the act of the briber is far more extensive,
pose any fixed time of imprisonment. I and that the meanness and criminality of.
believe that is in accordance with the the act is g~eater, ordinarily, for the reason
practice of the House of Commons. It is that it is rarely accompanied by the
the usual; and, I believe, the uniform extenuation of poverty or necessity, or of
charges so far as their constituents 'are
concerned, they will take their seats, and
share in the proceedings, and have as
much right to vote, and therefore will
have as much weight as other members.
If this be so, will they not be in· a much
better position than the gentlemen with
whom it is proposed to deal to-night by
sending them to a common gaol, there to
remain as long as the' House· pleases-perhaps until the end of the session ? Now
does not this savour of injustice? In
this matter of punishment, I certainly
consider that the motion goes beyond what
we are fairly entitled to do by the privileges of the House. I am not disposed to
be party to any action of the House which
may hereafter be reviewed by another
tribunal-which, in fact, may be reversed
-which may result in the persons now
proposed to be imprisoned being set at
liberty in spite of us. Under these circumstances, I beg to propose, as an amendment, the substitution for the words "Her
Majesty's gaol, Melbourn~," in the original
motion, of the words "the (:lustody of
the Serjeant-at-Arms of this House," so
that the motion may read as follows : -
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the temptation which poverty and necessity
present. I believe, for these reasons, that
the offence of the briber is not merely
more mischievous, but more mean and
detestable, ordinarily, than th~ offence of
the bribed. Usually; when this offence is
detected, only one side is found out.
Sometimes a person who receives a bribe
is detected, and then there is a storm of
public indignation directed against him.
Sometimes the. act of the briber is either
detected or suspected, and certainly in
that case-and I believe I am stating
what is familiar to us aU-the public
mind is ordinarily not so sensitive of the
criminality of his act, as it is in the case
of the person who is detected in the
receipt of a bribe.. But in this case, by
one and the same investigation, we have
arrived at the detection both of the briber
and the bribed. Therefore we have a
great opportunity now presented to us of
,telling the country what is the deliberate opinion of this House with respect
to the relative guilt of both parties ..
During the last fortnight, we have been
engaged in the investigation of one~ offence
which the House has- declared to have
been committed by two of its members.
We have applied a severe-I do not say
unduly severe-punishment to that of'fence. We have in:f:l.icted the very highest
penalty which the House can in:f:l.ict on .
those gentlemen. And I ask the House
to consider what will be the effect on
public opinion if we falter when we come.
to deal with those who are the cause, not
merely of the criminality, but of the exposure and ruin of the members who have
been 'turned out of this House. Sir, the
honorable member for Rodney hasreferred to what he appears to think may
be a revision of, or an appeal from, the
decision of this House. I do not think it
is our part to speculate upon the judgment .or the acts of the voters of any c'onstituency in this country; but I think
that every member of this House, who
has given a deliberate and considered' vote
in favour of the expulsion of those members,
will entertain a hearty and most sincere
desire that the action of this House, in
the endeavour to preserve' purity in legislation, will be supported and given effect
to by the country. If, sir, there be a
variance between the opinions of the constituencies in the c'ountry, and the representatives of the people assembled in:
Parliament on this most vital subject, it is
easy to apprehend, I think, as we must
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apprehend, that ultimat~ly the.. well considered and. better opinion, the matured and
cultivated opinion of the representatives of
the people in Parliament, .will probably
yield to and be overcome by the less informed and less considereciopinion of those'·
outside the House. Therefore I sincerely
desire, for the purpose of .making this
example an effectual one, that· we should
show that while we have dealt impartially
and most severely, and with the greatest
pain to ourselves, with those, who .have.
received moneys improperly, ''We ~hould
evince no· hesitation ata11 in applying an
equally severe and stringent punishment
to those who have committed, in, my
humble opinion, a far greater "offence~an
offence deserving of more' severe punishment. Now, sir; I have only to add one
observation in reference to a remark of the
Chief Secretary, which was repeated by
the honorable and learned member·. for
Dalhousie, and which was again -repeated
by the honorable member who last ad.. ·
dressed the House, but in which, I confess,
I do. not entirely concur.. I believe that
ev.ery honorable member of the House not
merely will. disclaim, but really is destitute·
of the feeling of any persOIial animosity
towards any of these persons.'·) But, .sir,
when it is said that we ought to'layaside
any feeling of vengeance, and that we
ought to consider that we are acting
strictly in the capacity of judges, I: :tnust
venture to express my dissent from that
view. I look upon it that this House has
received from these persons who have·
been lately at the bar, the g~eatest insult
that men could offer to the House; and
that each member of the House has been
insulted by means of and through the .insult offered to the whole body. Sir, I
look upon it that the House is entitled to
exact" satisfaction for that insult. I think
it is entitled to expect compensation for
the labours which have been cast upon us
during the last' fortnight; . and· for· the
most p~inful act which we have been
forced to perform, in the first instance of
exposing, and afterwards of expelling two
of our own members; and of censuring a
third; the guilt of which, the responsibility of which, all lie at the doors of these
two men who have been lately at the bar.
Sir, if those who have been exp~lled from
the House did receive the moneys of this
association, and if these men were the
most active in administering and applying'
those funds, I think it would be' difficult
to argue that they are' not mainly, and
<
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indeed solely, responsible for the consequences which have befallen those members, and for the painful duties which
have been cast upon this House. I venture,
therefore, to avow that I believe it is
not 'merely as judges, not merely as persons
who are called upon by the most imperative obligations to award equal justice to
the bribers as well as the bribed, but also
in the capacity of a public body entitled
to maintain its own position and dignity
in the eyes of the public, that the duty is
. cast upon us to exact punishment for an
insult that has been offered, to us, and
to exact compensation for the labours and
painful duties that have been imposed
upon us by the criminal act of these
persons. Viewing this resolution in both
these lights, I confess that I have no hesitation whatever in giving my vote in its
favour. I believe that I am free from
personal animosity to these gentlemen. I
am not acquainted personally with either
of them, and therefore I have never had
a personal difference with either of them;
but I cannot help regarding them as men
who have committed not merely a great
offence, but an offence which has been
directed mainly at the honour and
character of this House, and which every
member of this House is entitled to exact
retribution for.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Perhaps I may
be allowed to explain, with reference to
the remarks of the honorable and learned
member for Brighton, that in what I said
I did not mean to threaten the House with
the probability of its decision being overridden by another tribunal. What I meant
to say was that the severe example now
proposed to be made would .convey such a
knowledge of the large extent of tIle
powers possessed by this House in the
conservation of its privileges, as would be
sufficient to prevent a repetition of these
practices hereafter.
.
Captain MAC MAHON.-Mr. Speaker,
I think honorable members will agree
with me that the honorable and learned
member for Brighton, in his remarks tonight, has s<;!arcely been so felicitous as he
usually is. The remarks of that honorable
and ,learned member are generally to be
considered as proceeding from a mind. that
has weighed, in an equitable balance, all
that has come before it. But what is the conclusion to which the honorable and learned
member wishes the House to arrive tonight? Why that, in the matter of depriving
. individuals of their liberty, this Assembly
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should act, not as a judicial body, but in
revenge for an 'insult which it is supposed
we have received at the hands of the persons who have been brought to the bar.
Now, I ask, is that a proper spirit or tone
in which a matter of this sort-a matter
not only seriously affecting the temporary
liberty of the individual, but calculated to
attach a stigma to himself and his family
for ever-is to be considered? The
honorable and learned gentleman-w ho,
in the ordinary course of political life in
this colony, may expect to reach the
judicial bench, and whom I believe every
honorable member of this House would
be glad to see occupying such a positionI am sure has not considered the effect
of his remark that, in the proceedings
which we are now engaged in, the object
which we should have in view is revenge
for all insult, not penalty for an offence.
Sir, I cannot agree with the honorable
and learned member in that view, nor do I
believe that the majority in this House,
much as they may respect him, will
accept the doctrine, even at his ,hands. I
believe that the majority will be prepared
to vote for the extreme measure' which
has been proposed by the Chief Secretary;
bu t I feel certain that there are not a
dozen members who will accept the dictum of the honorable and learned member,
that their vote is given in revenge for an
insult received either individually, or as
members of a collective body. Let us
consider the question on a little wider
basis. Does any honorable member presume to say that the individuals who have
been brou.ght to the bar, in committing
the offences which undoubtedly by their
own aumission they ha.ve committed, were
aware of the penalties attaching to those
offences? Sir, it is a matter of notoriety,
not only in this House and out of it, but
also with respect to other legislative
bodies, that, in the height of political
excitement, proceedings are pushed perhaps beyond that which is legitimate;
but I unhesitatingly assert that very
few members of this House were awarp.
of the very serious and degrading consequences which are not only likely but
certain to result from proceedings like
these' of which the persons brought
to the bar have' been guilty. Now
there is one thing to be said in favour of
these persons; they have bowed with
the utmost respect to the power of this
House.
I do not wish to uphold the
argument advanced hy the honorahle
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member for Rodney, that it is probable these individuals as 'tenants. A contract
this House can be defied in its power is entered into between the Crown 011 the
uy a court of less jurisdiction. I have one side, and these individuals on the
always maintained, and will maintain, other. The Crown translates this conthat the Houses of Legislature are the tract according to what it believes to be
highest court in the land; and I say for the best advantage of the Government
that if, by a quibble of law, they may at the time; and is it unreasonable that
be defeated on a particular point, still the other parties to the contract should
they have, within themselves, the power use their best exertions to protect their
of overruling any of those quibbles. interests? It is, only human nature that
Therefore I do not sympathize with the they should do so. That it has been done,
view that we should hesitate to move perhaps, to an unjustifiable extent is apbecause it is possible that the action parent by the admissions of the persons
of a lesser court may come into collision themsel ves. But, taking all the circumwith our action, I think we should con- stances of the case into consideration,
sider the respect paid to this, couri by recollecting that this is the first case in
the persons who have been brought to which the House has really shown any
the bar. It is a matter of notoriety that determined desire to deal severely with
many of their friends have suggested those who have been brought before it,
that probably a trip over the border, that this is the first prosecution at the
for a short time, would obviate the instance of the House itself-and I trust
difficulty in which they now find them- sincerely it will be the last, that there
selves placed. But they have not accepted never will be any occasion for another-l
that suggestion. They have presented believe that if honorable members would
themselves to this House; they have lay aside the revengeful feelings which
admitted the error of their. ways; they the honorable and learned member for
have made the most humble apologies; Brighton has thought fit to arouse to-night,
and they have thrown themselves alto- and if the persons who have been"brought
gether on the mercy of the House-on to the bar, and who have already suffered
the mercy of, those who are not only their a severe punishment, in business, in chaaccusers, but also their judges. It is racter, and in everything else, were dealt
solely in that respect that I wish to say with by being committed to the custody
anything in their favour. I have no of the SEnjeaut-at-Arms, the dignity of
doubt that in the long run it will be advan- the House would be maintained, and no
tageous that this question has arisen. Still further opportunity would be given for
however advantageous it may be, and the House to have recourse to such prohowever we may be prepared to uphold ceedings.
the privileges of this House, let us reMr. J. T. SMI'l'H.-Sir, I think the
member that. the motto of Britons all honorable and gallant member who has
over the world is "fair play." Now I just resumed his seat, omitted one cirask in what manner have these persons cumstance. He forgot to state that the
been convicted? When they obeyed the gentlemen who have appeared at the bar'
summons to attend upon the committee are their own accusers. If honorable
appointed by this House was any caution members will refer to the resolution by
given them (-was one word said that what which the Complaint Committee was
they stated in evidence would probably be appointed they will find that it is as
used against them, and so used as to be follows:att'ended by penal consequences? I con"That this House, having heard the statements
sider that that fact alone should be con- of the honorable members for Portland, Maldon,
sidered as a ground for mitigation of and the Ovens, in relation to certain charges
punishment. With regard to the question made public on the occasion of the recent trial
the Supreme Court, of the case of Alexander
of the interest which they had, and which in
v. Jones, is of opinion that the statements of
may have induced them to endeavou.r, by those honorable members, and the evidence adlegislation, to effect that which they be- duced- at the said trial, so far as it relates to the
lieved would be to their own advantage, I conduct and character of members of this House,
would ask if we are to consider this in the should be referred to a select committee for inquiry and report."
same light that we would the conduct of a
member of another community seeking to Such were the obligations imposed upon
interfere with existing legislation? Here the committee, and it seems to me that, in
you have the Crown as lanqlord, and ~nde~vo~rin~ to ful1\l thos~ obligations,
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they proceeded to the most extraordinary
lengths. Persons were called upon to give
evidence in connexion with this matter"the conduct and character of members of
this House"-but -in the examination of
these persons, tb.ecommittee went outside
t~eir order of reference and sought to extract matters which would criminate the
witnesses themselves. _ Now it is upon the
statements thus extracted that the conviction . of the persons who have been
brought to the, bar. to-night is based. It
is alleged, on the, one hand, that these
par~ies 4~ve been heard; and, on the other,
t~at they have not; and I think it is with
the latter statement that truth preponde~ates.
These gentlemen were, summoned ,before the committee; they- were
bOUIid- to attend; and the committee chose
to" eXf!.mine them, and extract' all the in-:formation they could from them, and upon
the information so ~btained they 4ave been
convicted, without being h~ard in' their
defence.· Why i.n the ordinary courts, a
persons accused of the most trifling offence
has every opportunity given to him of
answering it. I maintain that that 'opportunity has not been given in this case.
It has been said that these persons could
have stated what they liked.. But I say
they ought to have been cautioned that, if
they made a statement which criminated themselves, they would be": tried,
conv.icted, and punished on theiI~ own
testimony. The committee may<have
carried on their investigation adroitly, but
it seems to me more like a "Star Chamber" inquiry than a judicial proceeding.
The investigation may have been the
means of eliciting more of the truth from
these,persons,- but it has not placed them
in the position which Englishmen have-a
right to be placed in, when an accusation
of this' kind is to be brought against them.
I regret that the honorable and learned
member for Brighton-who, in his.,observations, usually enlightens m'e-.did not
enlighten. t4~ House with reference to the
powers, which this House possesses in such
a case as tne present." If, as the honorable
member for Rodney says, the Imperial
Par:liament have power only to confine in
cer,tain specified places, or to commit to
the ~ustody 0.f the Serjeant-at-Arms, how
can we commit to Melbourne gaol? I
think it is to be regretted that the honorable and l,earned member for Brighton
should say that the' persons who have
appe.ared at the bat~ offered an insult to
,tpe House. I would ask what equId those
Mr. J. T. Smith.
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men do but what they did do? Standing
at the bar, they have openly and candidly
acknowledged that they have sinned, and
for that they have expressed their regret.
I think it impossible that they could do
more. I am sorry to say that the more I
attempt to review this matter, the more
humiliating a picture do I obtain of human
nature. The more I consider the subject
the more am I conviuced that this vast
sum of money professed to be given, and I
think obtained, for the purpose of corrupting Members of Parliament, was used
for other purposes than that for which it
was intended. I am always indisposed to
refer to the absent. I am for letting" the
dead rest ;'! but I cannot help saying that
it appears clear, from the evidence, that
one gentleman, formerly a member of this
House, received the larger portion of this
fund; that he distributed it in assisting
one member and another, for the purpose
of using those members ultimately for his
own purposes and ends, in order to gain
the Ministerial benches. This leads me
to the conviction that one member who
has been expelled this House did receive
certain of the money, but without knowledge as to whence it came. Although
the report of the committee declares that
money was received from an association,
all the evidence goes to show that it was
received from one person. I confess, and
I say it with regret, that the application
to be heard by counsel comes too late ;
and I think the House must feel that, to a
certain extent, it has done wrong. Had the
House the .opportunity of reviewing the
past, I believe it would take a different
course of action to that which it has taken.
It appears to me that the House, having
arrived at a conclusion as to the guilt of
these gentlemen, it is too late now to go
into the question as to whether they
are guilty or not. But it is a matter
of regret to me that, previous' to the
House coming to that resolution, Mr.
Glass and Mr. Quarterman were not informed that arising out of the evidence
which they gave before the committee
were charges against them of certain offences affecting the honour and character
of this House, and that they would be required to answer them. If a person were
brought before me charged with a breach of
the peace,- and, in the course of the inquiry,
it should turn out that he had perpetrated
a robbery, I should not feel warranted in
committing him on that charge. I should
require the bearing of that matter to be
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distinct and separate. Here, in this case,
in connexion with a complaint against
certain persons, evidence has been given
by other persons· which .has implicated
those other persons in a most serious crime.
This information having been drawn out
of them 'by threats and compulsions, a
report is brought up by the committee, the
House finds the persons guilty, and then
asks them what they have to say for themselves. That is the course which has
been pursued. I say that, if the House
'had to do it again, it would act differently.
The result might be the same. N evertheless l! say that the action taken should ·be
such as 'would commend itself to every
man's conscience as honest and honorable.
In mY' humble judgment these gentlemen
should1 have been reported to the House,
and then arraigned at the bar, full opportunity being given them to answer the
charges brought against them. There can
be no doubt about the fact that, if these
gentlemen are guilty, they have exposed
their own: guilt.
If they have committed a crime, they have been the first
to reveal it. And thus they have brought
themselves under the purview of this
House for punishment. There is a vast deal
in what the honorable and learned member
for Brighton has said with regard to the
duties . and obligations of this House to
endeavour to purge itself-to purify, and
keep pure, its members. Anything .the
. House can do to accomplish that object
will· have my hearty sympathy and support. .:At the same· time I say that, re':·
membering the injunction of which we
are frequentlyreminded...-to temper justice
with . mercy-we should take all the
circumstances surrounding the present
case: into consideration. I submit that
we are bound to recognise the fact that
these :men are self-convicted-that their
own statements before the committee
have brought them,into their present difficulties-and that, while this is no excuse,
it is a powerful reason to urge in favour of
the' mitigation of punishment.
hear a
great deal sometimes of the doctrine that we
must not make one law for the rich and
another for the poor. While I admit the
force of this, I cannot understand why a
man, because he happens to be rich, should
be punished more severely than 'he would
be it he were poor. And it should be remembered that a resolution of this House,
declaring men like those we have had
before us as ruilty of bribery and corruption, may be to them a deeper stain, a
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more lasting stigma, a more severe
punishment, than any amount of im. prisonment would be to others.
In
conclusion, I submit .that the character
of the House will be sufficiently vindicated, and that an adequate punishment
will be inflicted, by committing these
gentlemen to the custody of the Serjeantat-Arms. I shall vote for the amendment.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Sir, I think
it would have been advisable for honorable
members advocating the amendment to
have confined themselves to one of the two
aspects in which the case· has been put.
I think that they should either have said
that the persons charged at the bar of this
House should not be sent to gaol, on
account of the severity of the judgment,
or they should have questioned the right
of the House to send them there; because
it will be obvious that, if honorable members, adopting the amendment, challenge
both views, they almost force upon the
House a trial of its privileges, when they
tell us in one breath that we cannot send
these persons to gaol, and in the next
that we ought not to do so because the
punishment is too great for the offence they
have committed-because the offences are
not sufficiently grave to justify it. I wish
that honorable members taking that view
had put the case either in one aspect or the
other. The honorable member for Rodney
has questioned the power 9f this House
to send them to the Melbourne Gaol, because it does not happen to·be called Newgate. He has quoted from May in order
to show that the modern practice of the
House. of Commons is to commit persons
so offending either to the custody of the
Serjeant-at-Arms, to Newgate, or to the
Tower, during the pleasure of the House.
N ow these words have a different meaning
from that which is intended to be conveyed by them as useJ by'the honorable
member for Rodney. I take it that the
practice of committing persons to the
custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms has been
practically discontinued. I am only giving
my own interpretation; but, if the honorable member looks up the cases, he will
find that in the modern cases offenders
have been committed either to the Tower
or to N ewgate. The honorable member
would have us believe that "Newgate"
is a word of wondrous potency and significance. Why, if he peruses the warrants of the House of Commons he will
find that prisoners are confined in "lIer
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Majesty's gaol at Newgate." But here we
have no N ewgate, and that difficulty, if it
be one, cannot be got over, I suppose, unless, as the honorable and learned member
for Brighton suggests, we christen the
Melbourne Gaol, "Newgate." It means
that we should commit to Her Majesty's
gaol at Melbourne, if there be any meaning in words. I will ask the honorable
member for Rodney to go back a few
pages in May. It is curious that that
honorable member should be so very
happy in his quotations. fi'om this
authority. Henever contrives to find anything more than he absolutely wants for his
·purpose. Now I think, sir, that when a
member 'of this House addresses it upon
a question affecting its privileges he is
honorably bound to look at the whole
case, and not c~ntent himself with just,
so much as will serve his immediate
purpose. Now, sir, I find at page 90 of
May that the House of Commons has
been in the habit of using other gaols
than N ewgate for such purposes as this.
I find that on the 9th July, 1663, Alexander Fitton was fined £500, and' committed to the King's Bench for a libel
on Lord Gerard of Brandon, and ordered'
to find sureties for his behaviour during
life; and others who had been privy to
signing and publishing the libel were
imprisoned in the Fleet, and ordered to
find security for their good behaviour
So that there, for one
during life.
and the same offence, a distinction
was made between those committing it.
One prisoner was .-sent to the King's
Bench and others were sent to the Fleet.
In the same paragraph I find that a
person of the' name of Carr was, on the
18th of December, 1667, sent'to the Fleet
for dispersing scandalous ;:I.nd seditious
printed papers against the same nobleman,
and was fined £1,000 and sentenced to
stand three times in the pillory, and the
papers were to be burned by the hangman. In 1668 I .find also that a person
named Downing was sent to the Gatehouse, and fined.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The Gatehouse is the sam~e as N ewgate.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Well, I
make the honorable member a present of
that.
If the House of Commons was so
discriminative in the gaols to which they
sent their prisoners, I think we may be
permitted-as we have ,not a King's
Bench, a N ewgate, a Fleet, or a GatehO~lse-to send them to our gaol at
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Melbourne. If our power to send prI
soners to gaol is to be questioned at all,
I think it is high time it was dealt with
now; because honorable mem bers-and
not only honorable members, but the
count.ry -are coming to the conclusion
that consigning offenders against the privileges of Parliament to the custody of
the Smjeant-at-Arms is very little more,
in the shape of punishment, than a solemn
farce, for it is really no punishment.
Persons so situated have been living
within the precincts of this House, whose
privileges they had violated, in perfect
luxury, and absolutely refusing to. be
liberated. They have lived here under
the most comfortable circumstances, and
their position has been made use of as a
means of insulting this House, in showing
how futile have been the attempts at
punishment which it has made.
We
must have a place to which we can send
such offenders, with a view to their being
really punished, and unless this be so, I
contend that the privileges of the House
will not be Bufficiently vindicated. If
the honorable member for Rodney is of
opinion that there is any undue severity in
this proposition, I think it is better that
the point should be discussed arid set at
rest at once. I do not intend to detain
the House at any length, and I shall,
therefore, not go into the evidence affecting these persons, but I will say that I
cannot concur in a statement which has
been made, that the contrition which they
have expressed in the few remarks they
made at the bar, should be taken into
account in their favour in dealing (Jut the
punishment to be awarded,
For, sir,
really what was the statement made by
Mr. Quarterman? He admits nothing.
[ do not know who assisted him in the
drawing up of this statement that I have
in my hand; but certainly there is no
expression of contrition conveyed in it.
It is merely an expression of regret at
finding himself in an unfortunate position.
Now, sir, I think that every person who
finds himself placed in an unfortunate
position will express regret that it is so.
Sir, this is his statement:"I beg most sincerely to apologize for the
delay that I have occasioned in the proceedings
now before this House, more particularly as it
has not been possible for me to obtain the assistance of the learned counsel through whom I
purposed addressing you. I feel myself wholly
unable to explain, in suitable language, my conduct in connexion with the tra.nsactions now
engaging the attention of this honorable House.
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I deeply regret to find myself in my present
position, and can only now submit my case to
the favorable consideration of honorable members."

What is there in that which should
justify honorable members of this House
in mitigating the punishment with which
he is to be visited? Nothing whatsoever.
His expression of regret is that he is unable to appear by counsel. Now in what
better position is Mr. Hugh Glass? He
seems to have come to the conclusion that
he has been guilty. He says : "During the course of this investigation I
have come to the conclusion that I have been
gUilty of a serious breach of parliamentary privilege in subscribing and paying money to enable members of the Assembly to retain their
seats."

Sir, that was not the offence of which he
was found guilty.
He was found guilty
of subscribing money and assisting in the
distribution of money in bribing and
unduly influencing Members of Parliament to assist in passing measures through
this House. Therefore, I think it is most
unadvisable fOl' honorable members to
attempt to procure a mitigation of his
punishment on such grounds as he has put
forward.
If honorable members will
peruse the evidence of Mr. Quartermanand I presume they will have done so
already-they will find that he committed
a grave offence. But, sir, he did more
than that. He dealt most improperly
with the committee. He had the opportunity of making an honest and truthful
statement. He did not avail himself of
that opportunity; but, on the contrary,
his statement was full of prevarications,
and it was impossible to get the trut,h from
him.
I cannot help saying that he
appears in a most unfavorable light before
his fellow citizens. Sir, I think the
simple question with regard to the proceedings of that committee is, did those
proceedings conduce to the public benefit?
Did they unravel the offence? If they
did, it is not for this House to cavil at
those proceedings. The House knew that
the committee had certain matters to deal
with, and I say that, notwithstanding what
has been said by the honorable member
for West Bourke (Mr. J. T. Smith), the
committee did not exceed its functions.
It found that there was an association
existing-and this had been previously
denied-and it dealt with the matter
arising out of that discovery. I, therefore,
think it is unfair for the House to impeach
the proceedings of its own tribunal, whilst
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it is compelled to admit that the committee succeeded in unravelling these
very grave offences against public mo'rality and against the Constitution. It
is unfair that honorable members should,
under such circumstances, come here, and
plead for a mitigation of the punishment
of the individuals now arraigned before
the House, on the ground that the proceedings of the committee were irregular.
I do hope that the House will not, by the
introduction of any such pleas, be deterred
from doing fearlessly what is its clear
duty in this case.
Mr. WHITEMAN.-Sir, I desire to
say a few words in regard to the punish~
ment which it is proposed to mete out to
these two gentlemen. I have regretted
very much to hear the expression" vengeance" used by an . honorable and
learned member of this House. He said
that the punishment to be yisited upon
them should be one which would be
feared by them and would 'deter others,
and not a mere mockery of punishment,
in which there would be nothing really
objectionable. If such punishment is to
be meted out to them, why not send
them at once to Pentridge, with one
week in every month to be passed in
solitary confinement? I have yet to
learn that imprisonment in the Melbourne
gaol would be worse than that which
was undergone by the last unfor.tunate
prisoner who was committed to the custody
of the Serjeant-at-Arms- Boughtmanwho was confined in one of the cells of
this House.
Sir, it is said that the
looker-on frequently sees more of the
game than he who is playing it. The
people outside this House look very
anxiously to our proceedings in this
matter. They do not, I believe, view
with an eye of favour the proceedings of
this House, nor do they view with an eye
of favour the constitution of this House.
The honorable and learned member for
Brighton has said that we are not sitting
here merely as judges but as a public
body. I would ask you, sir, whether
this is a proper spirit to actuate honorable
members in coming to a conclusion on the
labours of the committee ? I sat in the
committee room during the progress of the
investigation for two or three days.
I heard the examination of some of the
witnesses, and I must say that the Star
Chamber proceedings would have been a
pleasure compared with the torture which
some of those witnesses had to endure. I
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say that they were actually trembling in that case, that he is' corrupt or is confrom head to foot; and' I saw olie unfor- spiring to conceal corruption. I tell him
tunate . man who knew no more what he further, that I am here, not to' conspire to
was doing than if ·he had been a lunatic. .shield corr.uption, but to drag it into the
I intend to support the amendment of the light .of~ 'day, and; if 'possible, to exterhonorable member for Rodney, for I' feel minate it from this House and this comthat the committal of these gentlemen to munity.. One word more. Our moral
the custody of the .SeIjeant-at~Arm6 .will sense has been grossly paltered with ; for
sufficiently. vindicate the honour of this these things have, during the last hour
House; and· when the Attorney-General or two, been echoed and re-echoed in this
says that that .is·no punishment, I say that House. May I, for my part, .never have
the honorable and learned gentleman can anything to do· in all my life 'with 'a like
know very. little of. what punishment is. transaction. But, if there be one circumThe resolutiotJ,s are, or-course, drawn. up stance more than another connected with
befor.ethe House meets,' and are supported . this most miserable ·business, .sh~Irieful. in
by a number of members who are in .its origination, and scandalous in' its de.fact bound to support them. . It is a I velopment...,.at once stigmatizing for ever
mere mockery-a device which will not ; the reputation of this House, and' blasting
alter the decision. The resolution is bound its fair .fame before -the· world-if -;;here
to be carried, 'whatever amendment may be one incident of that kind connected
be moved upon it.,
with this most memorable but most'miser..
Mr. BLAIR.-I did not intend to inflict able business, . it -is this~ihe shameful
myself upon the House again, but I feel falsehood, the persistent lying; which has
that I must do so ·after the remarks which marked the whole course of this inquiry; so
have fallen from the honorable member far as the eVidence of many of the witnesses
who h~s last spoken.·" The pleas in .arrest is concerned. '. I .have been twitted" per ..
of sentence are just ,such pleas' as, were sonally, as a,' member of· thatcommiite'e,
my direst foe at the bar of this House, with .having put questions ,of.a paiufully
and were I. actuated by:' a . malignant inquisitorial and even inquisitive character
enmity towards him, 1 should wish to hear to some of the witnesses. '.It· has been
set up. I go against the amendment, and dared to be' said~ that 'I, as a member 'of
for the original motion; and, eveh if I that committee; have' asked questions
had some leaning towards aronder amend- which I would'nothave had the 'courage
ment rather than· towards the sterner to ask outside the committee-room. ' Well,
resolution, the' arguments which I have at all events, were I outside, meeting' a
just heard. would have confirmed Ine in man -in the ordinary' .course . of society, 1
my determination' to throw . over the would not 'be invested' with the functions
amendment. Sir, an affront has been said which I carry in :my .capacity as a member
to have been' given by the .introduction of of that committee, and 'therefore I. would
the word" revenge" into .this debate. .The not presume to he inquisitorial. But, sir,
honorable member who used that word there is the printed document, and there
meant. nothing more by it than the vindi- is no denying that evidence I 'suppose,
cation of the honour of the House. Let although; to my amazement" the very ex:..
honorable members, who do not 'under~ istence of evidence more conclusive than
stand the English language, .go to the that printed record has been again : and
dictionary. As to the personal motives again denied-there is the 'evidence and'
which are attributed, I say that I have , what does it show? That of 5,500 ques-.
listened, and that.1 have replied pointedly tions asked during that investigation, not
and with deliberation to the repeated more than fifty stand in: my name~ Was
charges of 'the in:f:h~ence of personal mo- 1 inquisitorial? . Sir, I sat·in. that com..
tives which have been brought against mittee hour after hour in ,blank silenoe,
members of the committee 8S well as and I listened to the amazing 'evidence
against other members of; the House. that was given, "more in sorrowtlian:in
These charges have been running in anger." I listened to masses of-falsehood
my ears, inside and outside this House, . -falsehood on the very 'face of it-from
and my reply to them is that it is the cry the lips of meri who should' have been
of conscious corruption, or it is the cry of infinitely above the baseness of persistent
complicity with conscious corruption. .Be lying. I repeat once inore, and once· for
he who he may who charges the COmrtiittee, all, that the charge of'personal motives, if
with personal motives, I teU the accuser~' raised against a member' of the committee
I
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or against a member of 'this House, as
respects his action in this matter, at once
Jays the person who raises it open t9 the
point-blank accusation, "You are either
corrupt or are ende~vouring to shield corruption."
Mr. McLELLAN.-Sir, it is difficult
to listen quietly to the denunciation of the
honorable gentleman who has just resumed
his seat. He has said that the word
" vengeance" did not mean more than
"vindicate," and asked us to go to the
Library to satisfy ourselves. I deny that
these words can have the same significance.
However, I will not press this point; but I
must say that I am perfectly astonished that
the honorable member has thought fit to
use the phrases that he has in reference to
the witnesses who were examined before
the committee. The honorable member
accuses members of this Assembly with
having complicity with corruption, aud
then he tells us of the persistent lies-page
after ,page of falsehood-'-which the. witnesses told. He proceeds in his own
peculiar strain to denounce almost every
individual who gave evidence. Now is
it fair, I ask, to use the advantages he
possesses and the privileges with which he
is surrounded as a member of this House,
and a member of the committee, to slander
a number of gentlemen who have no
opportunity of defending themselves
against his attacks? This sort of thing
has, I fear, been too prevalent in this
House of late. I for one disapprove of it,
and I express my disapprobation in the
most emphatic manner of the conduct of
the honorable member in attacking gentlemen who can have no power or opportunity of replying to or repelling his slanderous statements. (" Order.") Well, I will
not say slanderous, but gentlemanly and
benevolent remarks. We must be merciful and just to these gentlemen, and if in
our indignation we feel inclined to be too
hard upon them, we must remember that
we live in a community of Englishmen,
whose sense of justice will revolt against
anything that is unfair or unnecessarily
hard in the punishment that may be inflicted. That is why I tell the House
that it should exercise discreetly the prerogative of mercy. We are strong, but I
hesitate not to say that I do not think
this community will tolerate patiently the
spectacle of two of its principal citizens
being sent to the common gaol to
be treated as felons. I state, sir,
that that is the opinion not only
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of myself but of others. But the honorable and learned member for Brighton
has taken upon himself the responsibility
of advising this House to the course proposed. He must know the law of the case
better than I do. If it be true that the
judges of the Supreme Court can be applied to to liberate these gentlemen, what
will be the state of ,affairs? This House
may depend upon it that if we commit
acts that we are not warranted. in committing, except in administering the laws
of the country, the laws of the country will
upset those actE!, and set these gentlemen
at liberty. If convicted under such circumstances in the Supreme Court, they would
be at liberty to apply for a fresh hearing,
and a new trial might be granted. I am
far from wishing to ,interfere with the
legal views of persons necessarily possessed ,of greater experience, and ability
than myself; but-stilLI feel at liberty to
form my own· conclusions upon them. I
will not detain the House much longer
on that point; but, as there has been a
great deal of odium cast upon, honorable
rnemberswho vuted for the Quieting of
Titles Bill, I am hereto admit that I voted,
for it, believing then, as l believe now, that
I did right in doing so; for if the Bill
were before the House now, I would
repeat that vote, because I believe that
the clause in· the Land Act of 1862
upon which the whole discussion turned
was introduced with the object of compensating . parties who had paid very
high prices for their land. Sir, I know
that it always falls to my lot to 'combat
these knotty points that no other; honorable member seems inclined to ,tackle, and
I say that I would not undertalte it now,
were it not in justification of my own
conduct. Another grave point has been
made this evening of the fact that these
-gentlemen have ·purchased a large quantity of the public lands of this colony
under the certificates; but I say that it
has been through the bungling legislation
and administration of the very gentlemen
who now condemn them that they have
been able to effect those purchases. It
has been, I say, through the bungling
administration of the honorable and
learned member for Dalhousie, and of the
present Minister of Lands, that this result
has come about. If those administrators
of the affairs of the department of public
lands had done what 'the -liberal party
wished them-I might almost say implored
them-to do, such a state of things would
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never have arisen. We should have had than to say that, so far as the remarks of
free selection throughout the entire length that honorable member may be thought to
and breadth of this colony; and that apply to me, I refuse to admit their appliwould have been much better than fritter- cation; because, if there is one fault
ing away the most valuable, portions of more than another that belongs to me, it
the public territory in the way it has been. is that of being too plain spoken.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Sir, I feel it incumSir, we have had too many charlatans
administering our Land Act, who have bent upon me to express my individual
behaved like street musicians with an old feeling of dissent from the original propohurdy-gurdy-so long as they could squeeze sition, to commit the offenders whose
a tune out of it that was all they cared cases the House is now considering to a
about. I feel assured that unt.il we have common gaol; and I do not now abandon
a party who know the wants of .the the hope that some other amendment may
country, and have the courage to carry out be submitted, or some suggestion made,
the views which will supply those wants, that will meet more adequately the offence
matters will remain as they have been or political crime-for crime it undoubtedly
and as they are. Sir, what has been the is-which has been committed by Mr.
consequence of this mal-administration? Hugh Glass and Mr. Quarterman. It has
Every single acre of land worth anything been undoubtedly proved to be a crime by
at all has gone out of the hauds of the the present investigation. I do not stand
Crown into those of speculators. I assert up in my place to offer any defence of those
this, aud I challenge contradiction. These gentlemen, for I have no hesitation in sayvery gentlemen, Mr. Glass, and Mr. Quar- ing that one of them, at any rate, has, for
terman, are not responsible for that state the last eight or ten years, been a disof things, but this House is. I do not, tinguished member of almost every
sir, wish to say anything further on this organization the object of which has been
branch of the question. I have tried to to overthrew the laws of the country
justify my own c~nduct in respect of my with regard to the administration of the
vote on the Quieting of Titles Bill, public lands. But at the same time I
and I hope I have suceeded in doing cannot help feeling that, to some extent
so. I am prepared again to vote for at any rate, this Parliament or preceding
that measure on its merits. If it were Parliament, are not altogether blameless,
re-introduced I should, so far as my in- and that to a defective system of land
fluence would tend to that result, allow it legislation is due somewhat of the reto' go into committee, and whatever amend- sponsibility attaching to the offences
ments might be proposed there, in ac- with which these two gentlemen are
cordance with my own views, I would now charged. There cannot be a doubt
support. All other portions of it I would that, if for ten or twelve years past
refuse to support. And it is for this, sir, 'a fair quantity of land had been thrown
that I have been branded by the honorable into the market, there would have been no
member for Crowlands as a criminal, and necessity for the tricks that have 'been
guilty of complicity with conscious corrup- played, and they would never have been
tion. J cast the accusation back in his practised. I have no doubt that, if in
teeth; for I say this, that the first politi- the first instance-and I go no further
cian in this country who was ever charged back than my own political experiencewith anything of the' sort was himself. the Nicholson Land Bill had been
If the honorable member for Crowlands an approach to a perfect measure, the
had discreetly kept his tongue within temptation to fraud would not have existed;
bounds, I should have been the last man and, therefore, such practices would not
to exhume the bones of dead transactions, have been resorted to. Neither can there
but as it is-be any doubt that if the succeeding
The SPEAKER.-The honorable mem- measure had been perfect-as perfect as
ber is really not confining himself within it was supposed it would be-and if it had
the limits of the question hefore the not been susceptible of such manipulation
House.
as almost tempted to crime, the crime
Mr. McLELLAN.-Sir, I must say would not have been committed. I think,
that the honorable member for Crowlands sir, therefore, that .in dealing witli this
has had every latitude allowed him in the question we must so far temper our justice
remarks which he has made; but, after with mercy as to find out, if possible,
your ruling, I wil! not proceed further some other mode of dealing with au offeuce
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which is unquestionably different from a
common crime. I am not inclined to
argue therefrom, as has been suggested by
the honorable member for Rodney, that
these gentlemen who have confessed their
guilt would receive adequate punishment
for its commission if the amendment were
agreed to. I do not think that a committal to the custody of the Serjeant-atArms for an indefinite, but, no doubt,
limited period, would bean adequate puuishment; and, I hope, if that amendment is lost,
that some other amendment will be proposed that will better meet the special
character of the 9ccasion. Weare here to
judge alone of the crime. We cannot judge
of the temptation. There is no doubt that
the impunity and immunity with which
the people of this country have been led
so long to believe that the public lands
could be manipulated, has led to the
commission of such 'offences as these; and,
on the other hand, there can be no doubt
that political offences, such as defrauding
the revenue, whether through the Customs
or through the Lands department, are not
regarded, in public opinion, as offences of
a similar character to those which are not
nevertheless more criminal. For it must
be borne in mind that public opinion constitutes offences and to a great extent
constitutes crime. That which might be
regarded as criminal under one state
of circumstances and in one state of
society, might, under other circumstances and at other periods of time,
be regarded as no crime at all. If
therefore tbese gentlemen had supposed
that the punishment which it is now
proposed to inflict upon them would have
been meted out to them, I scarcely believe
that they would have committed the
offence of which they have been convicted. On the other hand, I am not
prepared to acquit them of a very large
share of blame; and I think that the punishment of offences of a political character
should be at least equal to the gravity of
the offence. The honorable and learned
member for Bright.on stated that, in expelling members of this House for similar
crimes, we inflicted the severest punishment that can be inflicted on members of
t.his House. I am not prepared to accept
that as a fact; but, if it be a fact, I advance this position-that the punishment_
of expulsion is by no means equal to. the
punishment of' imprisonment in a common
gaol for an unknown period. We must
take the whole of the circumstances into
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consideration. What is the punishment
which has been inflicted ·on the two gentlemen who have been expelled this
House, considering the past, present, and
prospective circumstances of the case?
We have expelled them after some discussion, during which many honorable members expressed an opinion that expulsion
was scarcely a degradation. They are free
to walk down Collins-street, or to go to
Ballarat or else'Yhere. They are not in
prison; they may have since gone to
their constituents-one or other or both of
them; they may have been received with
acclamation; they may have addressed
public meetings; they may have defied
Parliamen·t, censured the Government, and
practically overridden the. Constitution;
and they may come back victorious to this
House. I say that these are probabilities.
I ask if that punishment is at all equivalent
to impriaonment in the common gaol for an
unstated period? Again, it has been advanced as an argument that the briber is
worse than the bribed. Under ordinary
and general circumstances I am not prepared to dispute that position, but every
general argument admits of special application, which either reduces or increases
its force. I say that the bribing of a
Member of Parliament is a very different
offence from bribing under ordinary
What is a Member
circumstances.
of Parliament?
He is a man who
comes forward and professes to be
the representative of the people. He
comes into this House charged with a
trust. It is not his to deal with as he
likes. It is placed in his custody to administer religiously and faithfully, to exercise, not for his personal benefit, not for
his own advantage, and certainly not for
his own pecuniary profit. I say that the
Member of Parliament who accepts a
bribe not only commits an equal crime
with the man who bribes him, but he
commits a crime over and above the man
who bribes him, because he commits a
most flagrant· breach of trust. Therefore
I say that the statement that the briher is
worse than the bribed does not admit of
present application; and, besides, public
opinion elsewhere as well as here does not
regard bribery of the character we are
dealing with-I do not say public opinion is
right-as a thing equally as bad as recei ving the bribe? A man who comes.to this
House charged with serious public duties,
and who sacrifices and betrays those duties
for a bl'ibe adds to a crime equivalent to
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that,of the man who bribed him the 'more
serious offeitce of a breach of trust. I am
not prepared to say that I am ready to extend protection and shelter to thos.e who
accept s~ch bribes. under. necessitous circumstances. It would. be infinitely better
for the public int~rests if. they :had_so~ght.
some. o:ther walk in life, which would at
least .have afforded them an honest living,
rather than have got a livelihood in that
way. I cannot help thinking that some
consideration ought to be given to the exceptional circumstances under which the
gentlemen whose -conduct is now- before us
are placed. I do not charge any members of
the committee, and certainly not its chairman, with the slightest intention to exceed
the powers ,·which they ·understood were·
delegated to them by the House; but the
fact cannotl>e denied that many persons
who went- before th~' committee' to give
evidence as witnesses would have more
carefully considered the '.evidence which
they gave had they even had the impression that 'it would or could' .bemade a
matte!' of 'charge against .them. '1 was a
witness before the committee, and I don't
hesitate to say that I had not prepared·
myself for examination 'regarding dates,
and that I should have been more careful
- I should have searched my mind and
tried to get some mile-post by which
I might have recollected the particular
time at which particular facts occurred
-had I ·known that I was afterwards.
to be charged, as ,I was charged <Itt
any rate. by implication); with having
acted in a' way which was at least
not sat~sfactory' ·to. the minds of the
committee. I was therefore placed in a
false position, and the same remark will
apply to others. It must be' patent to
honorable members that, had Mr. Glass
and Mr. Quarterman known that what
they were 'saying w'ould be made matter
of criminal proceeding and punishment
against them, they would, in all probability, have asked for-what I presume
the committee would not have refused
them-the privilege of that protection
which legal defence would have enabled
them to assist themselves with. Again,
as this is the first case of the kind
which the House has had to adjudicate
upon, I think 'that, on this ground, we
should not deal with it with' the extreme
rig our -that even parliamentary practice
and precedent allow. I am not prepared
to admit that what was the practice in
1666 and in 1409-in days long before
Mr. Francis.

of Members.

our great-grandmothers existed-should
necessarily be the practice at the pNsent
day. We know that an amelior~ted condi-:tion.of things exists at the present time, and
that almost every pl'ecedent now adopted
by the 'House of Commons. is a nearer
approach to the equities of common law
. than the imperious practice of ancient
Parliaments. I feel some diffidence. in
taking the, position which .I assume,
becaus~ I don't deny the fact that I have
personal acquaintance with. both, the
gentlemen who are charged. with this
serious offence.
But while,· on the
one hand, I. feel it. to be my· duty
as a member of the House to join
with others in stamping out crimes
of· .this" sort, On the 'other hand I
should. like .to see such a measure of
punishment inflicted as would, not be
susceptible of ca~sing ,a revulsion of
publiQ feeling against our determination
to put a stop to practices which all join in
deprecating. For per.aons outside are sure
to ask how much of these offences. have
been produced by the circumstances. of
the colony. How many persons now
living at ease in the mother country obtained land at about one quarter of its
value under the Nicholson Land Act?
How many more obtained land in a similar
way under the Duffy Land Act? I would
appeal to the honorable' and learned member for Dalhousie whether the quantity
of land improperly obtained under that
Act was not even still greater? If, as I
believe, it is not beyond his suspicion or
knowledge that deficient legislation was
not altogether unintended-if it be the
fact that a loop-hole 'was pern;t.itted· to
exist, which might have been filled upI ask how can we tell what was the object
or what the measure of crime'-.. Mr. DUFFY.-I hope the honorable
member does not attribute this to me ?
Mr. FRANCIS.--I assuredly do not ..
I am only qU(?ting from memory, but I think
that the honorable and learned member
for Dalhousie has, in sorrie of hi's public
addresses, stated that he had suspicion, at
any rate, that he was misled or misinformed by those who were responsible for
. most thoroughly guarding all the requirements or intentions of the law, and that,
by deficient precautions, evasions of the
. Act were facilitated, if not designed. I
trust that the House will yet find some
mode of dealing with the difficulty which
presents itself to my mind, that, if we take
the extreme course now suggested, we
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shall not find ourselves supported by the
public! 'at' laTg~,~rho'wever 'anxious they
may be to respect this House,. and to sup- '
port'it in its determination to prevent such
crimes for the 'future. - I shaH' readily
avail myself of 'any outlet from the' difficulty' which 'can be suggested; -- -I do 'not
seamy: way to Vote either for tli'e" original
motion or 'for the amendment. I think
that to commit these 'pel'~ons t<? a c6mmon
gaol Will 'be tt~atibg 'them' in a spirit
which is, ri~t altogether con~iste~t with
the-c~ime of which th~y have been f~und
guiltYr while, on the other hand, the
amendment of the 'honorable member fo'r'
Rodney scarcely !heets tlla': n~cessities, of
the case.
'
Mr. MeCA W.-I trust that honorable
members will consider" well before they
perpetrate the farce of ,locking up these
gentlemen wi'thih the precincts of this
House. I hope they have not forgottenthe -ridiculous farce which was performedwheh ;the last -gentleman-Mr.
Hugh George'-'was locked :up.' The
House was turned into'a laughing-stock by'
the conduct pursued on' that occasiOn by
the 'gentleman. who was ordered into the
custody of the SeIjeant-at-Artns. "Instead
of beiJ;lg locked tip-imprisoned~he was
allowed to carry on a continual festival
with his friends, and he ultimately ob..:'
tained his release without paying any fees.
Is that such a punishment' as would deter
persons from following in the future' such
practice.:! as 'the' two gentlemen whose case
is now 'under consideration have been 'found
guilty of? 'I submit that. it would have
no such effect '; but that; on the contrary;'
it would induce persons: to think that it
was a nice joke' to commit such offences.
If there is to be any punishment at all,'
let us send these persons to the common
gaol; if there is to be no punishment, let
us set them at liberty altogether.
Mr. 'LANGTON.~Sir, I feel myself
very 'much in the same position' as the
hohorable' member" for Richmond (Mr.
Francis). Looking simply at the evidence
which has been taken before this committee, I cannot help saying that I believe
both these gentlemen have committed
the' offence of' which this House has declared tlIetn to be guilty ; and, looking at
the gravity of that offence, I canno'tstanding as 1 do both ,in the ,position of
jury and judge-~ay that the punishment
proposed'by the Chief Secretary is exces-'
sive. But, Oh the other hand; I cannot
shut out from my mind' the 'considerations
I
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to which ·the honorable member for Richmorid has just'invited the attention iof the
House. ,- Sir; contrasting' 'our treatm'ent,
all through, of members of this House,
with our treatment of these two gen:tleIIlen~
it ,must strike every member of the House,
and certainly it must strike every ~etriber
of the i>ubli~ 'who pays any attention to
our proceedings, that, at, the outset, we
did not give these gEl1itlemen the privilege
which we accorded to memb~rs of the
House; that we refused" to hea,r them
before we found them guilty; 'and that
now, instead of ~~:;tling. 'with them 'in a
, manner equivalent to that in which we
have dealt with 'our owri"meJ;llbers, it is
proposed to inflict upon them a' pUIli~h
ment which certainly is incomparably
more severe than that we have inflicted on
two 'members of the House. ~t may' be
perfectly true, in' one sense,' that' the
, Dr~ber is very much worse than the bribed,
because it may be said that if there' were
no bribers there could 'be no bribed; but,
on the other hand, if there '\Vere no persons who 'were willing to sell t,he~selves
for pelf, the existence or :per~ons disposed
to bribe would be pf no consequence whatever~o the community.' Now, how have
we dealt with members' of this House?
The' honorable and learned IP.~mber for
,Brighton has told us that we have inflicted
,upon them the highest' penalty that this
House can inHict on' ~ member. Any honorable' member, who h~s paid any attention at
all to the history of the British Parliam~nt during the lli.st fifty years knows
that it is not the case. We are aware that
Sir Francis Burdett was sent to the
, Tower. If we had committed the two
members 'whom' we 'have expelled to the
coinmongaol, I don't think anyone "could
have objected to the. punishment now
, proposed; but, inasmuch as we have
'allowed~those two ,g~ntlemen to go out of
the House free to go to their constituentsto defy the House, and receive the admirations of those who see nothing to complain
of in their conduct-certainly'the contrast
between such treatment and that now
proposed, is very striking. On the other
hand, I cannot help also agreeing with
the honorable member for Richmond that
the mere committal of the persons charged
with this grave offence to the custody of
the SeIjeant-at-Arms is not an adequate
punishment; and I do not abate in the
least degree my fundamental objection
and aversion to the travesty of justice-I
, cannot help calling it in those terms,I
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which this House has gone through in these
proceedingd. It does seem to me that, if a
charge is to be made against any members
of the community which may eventuate
in consequences of ~o grave a character as
imprisonment in Her Majesty's gaol, the
proceedings ought to be conducted, not
only with all the formalities of a court of
justice, but with all those securities for
the due administration of justice with
which the law La,s fenced about the proceedings of our courts.
- Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Have a
jury empanelled ?
Mr. LANGTON.-I think it would be
a most convenient thing if that course
could be adopted. We ought, in fact, to
direct the Attorney-General to prosecute these two pel:sons for a misdem.eanor.
For my part, I cannot help noticing that
the House is not actuated altogether by a
judicial spirit-that it has not displayed
a judicial spirit to-night. The honorable
and learned member for Dalhousie has
manifested in warm terms his avel'sion
to the conduct of p.ersons who seek to
influence the legislation of this House
in a particular direction. I don't quarrel
with the honorable and learned member
for the warmth with which he spoke on
that subject, knowing the strong feelings
and views he entertains in regard to it;
but the honorable member, in speaking
in the terms he did, did not manifest at
all 8 judicial disposition in the matter
before us, any more than did th~ honorable and learned member for Brighton
display a judicial disposition when he
cautioned us to manifest our resentment
towards these persons for the trouble to
which they have put this House-for the
trouble and disgrace which they- have
bl'ought upon the House by compelling
it to inquire into the conduct of· two of
its members, and expel them. I think
that these considerations must have struck
honorable members; and, for my part, I
should much prefer that some Folution of
the difficulty should be suggested, rather
than that we should adopt either of the
propositions now before us. I repeat that
any charge which is likely to result in
such serious consequences to any member of the community as committal to
Her Majesty's gaol ought to be conducted
all through in such a way as to secul'e to
the persons upon whom the penalty is
to be inflicted all the advantages which
they would have if they were the commonest criminals in the land, and were

oj Member$,

charged in a police-court with embezzle..
ment or felony. The personR now before
us have not had that protection. If the
House is willing to afford them that protection, let it direct the Attorney-General
to prosecute them. The question will
then arise-and it is a very important
question-whether in law au attempt to
bribe a Member of Parliament is a high
crime and misdemeanor. In my opinion
it is. I believe that a conspiracy such as
the subscribing of money for the purpose
of bribing Membel's of Parliament, and
by that means to influence the decisions
of the Legislature, is a misdemeanor
by the common law of England.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-If we can
prove it.
MI'. LANGTON.-Then, if we cannot
prove it, we ought not to convict these
We ought to prove it in a
persons of it.
court of law, or we ought not to send'
these persons to Her Majesty's gaol. I
have no disposition to screen them from
punishment, but 1 do insist that they ought
to have all the advantage which British
practice and British law afford to every
criminal, and that we ough t not to inflict
upon them this degrading punishment
before they have been tried and properly
convicted before one of the ordinary tribunals of the country.
Mr. HUMFFRAY.-I am very glad
that the honorable member for Rodney has
moved his amendment, becallse I think it
is one more consistent with the ends of
justice than the motion proposed by the
Chief Secretary. It seems to me that a
large number of honorable members regard
the conduct of the gentlemen who have
been brought to the bar of the House as a
party question. I would like to know how
many members of the House have contributed cheques for a similar purpose? I
don't say they have done so to bri.be membel'S, but to meet the expenses-electioneering and otherwise-of members, and to
sustain them while they were in the
House. In common justice and fair play,
after the course which the House has
already adopted, the proposition submitted
by the Gove:.:-nment cannot be justified.
I was pleased to hear the remarks
of the honorable member for Richmond
(Mr. Francis). I think he manifested a
kindly spirit, and gave utterance to very
sensible observations, which, I trust, will
have their uue weight with the House. I
fully admit that any man who is guilty of
an attempt to corrupt a member of the
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House commits a breach of privilege, and
that he ought to receive due punishment;
but we ought not to condemn men unheard.
It has been said that these gentlemen have
been heard, but I deny that such is the
case. If the suggestion thrown out by
the honorable member for West Melbourne
(Mr. Langton) is consistent with the rules
of Parliament, by all means give them a
chance of being defended by able counsel,
and let all the facts be investigated. But
for us to sit in judgment upon our fellowmen, and to degrade and stigmatize them
for life, without giving them an opportunity of being heard in their own defence,
is to exercise a tyranny which ought
not to be countenanced by this House.
Mr. RI£EVES.-Mr. Speaker, I think
the proposition of the honorable member
for West Melbourne (Mr. Langton) will
hardly be received as a kinnness by the
gentlemen whose conduct is now under
the consideration of the House, namely,
that the Attorney-General should file an
information against them for conspiracy.
But, sir, if the honour and independence
of this House could be fully vindicated
without committing them to the common
gaol, I would be disposed to consider a
more lenient course. The independence
and honour of this House is, however,
beyond any other consideration; and, if it
can be shown to me that it cannot be
fully maintained without adopting the
course proposed by the Chief Secretary, I
am quite prepared tQ agree to that course.
I regret to say that, under any circumstances, I believe that the proceedings
which have recently occurred in this House
must, for a time at all events, be a reproach to responsible government in this
country. And this leads to another consideration I think it shows that the Government must take immediate action
upon one of two points. Either they
must amend our Constitution, so as to
revert to the former principle of a property
qualification for members of this House,
or they must at once proceed with the
consideration of the question of payment
of members. For the latter I have never
either spoken or voted; but, to my mind,
the time has come when positive action
. must be taken either one way or the other.
As to the question now before the House,
I should be delighted if an intermediate
course could be adopted, so that we may
not have recourse to the extreme measure
which has been proposed by the Government.
VOL. VII.-2 X
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Mr. MACPHERSON.-It seems to me
that there should, as far as possible, be a
unanimity amongst honorable members as
to the.sentence which should be passed on
the two persons who have been brought
up at the bar of the House. I suggest to
the Chief Secretary that it may be
possible to adopt some intermediate course
between committing them to the custody
of the Serjeant-at-Arms and committing
them to a common gaol; . and, in order to
afford time to consider the question, I beg
to move that the debate be now adjourned.
I have not, however, the slightest intention
of causing any unnecessary delay, as the
matter is one which ought to be brought
to a conclusion as speedily as possible.
Mr. MACGREGOR. -The remarks
made by the honorable member for Richmond (Mr. Francis) afford, I think, good
grounds why the motion for adjournment
should be acceded to. I am not wedded
to the particular form of amendment
which I have proposed, my only desire
being to avoid what I consider the excessive punishment proposed by the Chief
Secretary. It is only proper that the
debate should be adjourned, in order to give
honorable members an opportunity of considering whether any intermediate course
can be adopted.
Mr. MACKAY.-I support the proposition for adjournment, because I am
not quite satisfied that, in apportioning
such a punishment to these two gentlemen
as we talk of inflicting, we shall not be
going too far. I am not quite satisfied
that we are even following the precedents
of the House of Commons. I don't think
we should rush in hot haste to a conclusiou
affecting the liberties of two gentlemen,
and affecting t.heir character for after
years. In punishing them for their offence',
we should take all due caution not to
commit any blunder; and I do not Sl e
that there can be any disadvantage ill
postponing our decision until to-morrow.
I think that if we take time to consiuel'
the question, we shall adopt a courRe
which will reflect credit upon us, which
will show that we are acting as a deliberative. and judicial body, and that we a1 e
not anxious to avenge insults, but to
punish in a proper manner the offences
which have been committed.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The matter is
one which rests entirely with the Hou~f\.
As far as I am individually concerned I
do not think that there is any necessity fer
an adjournment.
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Mnj~rjiy ", agains,t} ,'5,
adJournment "',
AYES.

Mr: Baillie,
'" Bowman,
,,' Davies,
" Duffy,
" Farrell"
" Frazer,
" Harbison,
" Harcourt,
" Hum:ff'ray,
" Lobb,
"MacBain,
" Macgregor,
" Mackay,

'Thur.sday, April 29, 1869.
Alleged Bribery or Members-Co~sideration ot the Beport of
the Complaint Oommittee-Ninth Night's Debate-Com·
mittal of Mr. Glass and Mr. Quarterman to Melbourno
Gaol.

,Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Macpherson,
" McLellan,
" Reeves,
" J. T. Smith,
" Stutt,
" Thomas,
" Walsh,
" Watkins,
" Wilson.
Tellers.
Mr. Hanna,
" Whiteman.
NOES.

Mr. Bates,
,~ Berry,
" Blair,
" Burrowes,
,,, Burtt,
" Carr,
Casey,
;{Connor,
" Crews,
" Cunningham,
" Everard,
" Francis,
'" Grant,
" Higinbotham,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
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Mr. Mason,
" McCaw,

" McCulloch,

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

McKean,
Plummer,
Richardson, '
G. Paton Smith,
G. V.: Smith,
F. L. Smyth,
Sullivan,
Vale,
Wrixon.

Tellers.
Mr. Dyte,
" Longmore.

Mr. BOWMAN suggested. that the
honorable member for Rodney should
withdraw his amendment for the committal
of Mr. Glass and Mr. Quarterman to the
custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms, with a
view to substitute the following : "That the said Hugh Glass be committed to
the close custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms, and
be fined £5,000, and that in default of payment
he be imprisoned in Her Majesty's gaol during
the pleasure of the House."

Mr. FRAZER moved that the House
do now adjourn. He hoped that, after the
close division on the motion for the adjournment of the debate, the Government would
not press the House to come to a decision
that night on t4e question of' the committal
of Mr. Glass and Mr. Quarterman.
After some remarks from Mr. WATKINS,
Mr. McCULLOCH intimated that he
would not further oppose the adjournment
of the debate.
The motion for the adjournment of the
House was negatived.
Mr. MACBAIN moved that the debate
be adjourned, which was agreed to.
'The House adjourned at six minutes to
twelve o'clock.

The SPEAKER took the charr at half.
past four o'clock p.m.
ALLEGED BRIBERY OF MEMBERS
OF PARLIAMENT.
,NINTH NIGHT'S DEBATE.

The debate on Mr. McCulloch's motion
for committing Mr. Hugh Glass and ~r.
John Quarterman to Her Maj esty' s gaol
at Melbourne, and on Mr. Macgregor's
amendment thereto, limiting the committal
"to the custody of the Serjeant-nt-Arms"
(adjourned from the previous evening),
was resumed.
Mr. MACGREGOR, with the leave of
the House, altered his amendment so as to
read as under"That Hugh Glass, and John Quarterman,
having been guilty of a contempt and breach of
the privileges of this House, be, for their said
offence, committed to and imprisoned under the
close custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms of the
Legislative Assembly."

The honorable member explained that his
object was that the persons named, though
confined in the Parliament-buildings, should
be treated in the same way as if they were
committed to a common prison; that, in
fact, they should have the same treat,ment as State prisoners committed to the
Tower.
Mr. MACBAIN.-lVIr. Speaker, it was
more by accident than design that I moved
the adjournment of the debate last evening; and I now rise with considerable 1'e'luctance to address myself to this subject.
I have taken no part in the debate on the
report of the Complaint Committee, since
the 12th clause was disposed of, but
having given a very careful consideration
to the whole of the evidence brought
before' that committee, of which I was a
member, and having listened attentively
to all the speeches delivered on the subject in this House, I have come to the
conclusion ,that this House is not a proper or competent tribunal to investigate
the charges made against the persons who
have appeared at the bar, or to determine
the punishment which should be inflicted
'in such a case as the present. I am led
to this conclusion 'by several of the
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speeches which have marked this debate,
particularly those of the honorable anril
learned members for Dalhousie and Brighton. On such an occasion as this, I think
honorable members ought to avoid all
acerbity. The subject is too solemn for
the introduction of political feeling into
its .consideration. As I object to the
competency>of this House, as at present
constituted, to investigate charges of the
kind now before us, it fs my duty to
'point out how. such investigations should
be conducted. I think that in such a
matter the late· action of the House
of CQmmons ought to prove a guide
to this Assembly. The House of Commons, having found the, difficulty of. dealing. with questions of bribery and corruption arising out of parliamentary elections,
has created a court outside the Legislature
for the purpose of discharging this duty;
and thus these questions which involve so'
much political feeling are now determined
by a tribunal altogether free from political
bias. As so much 'reliance' appears to be
placed in the precedents of the House of
Commons with regard to all matters affecting the privileges of this Chamber, I
submit that it would be as well 'to follow
the recent example l3et by the House of
Commons, and create a separate tribunal for
the trial of charges like those which ,we have
now under consideration. The questions
would then be dealt with on their merits,
and according to the strict letter of the
law. If I remember correctly, the gentlemen who have been brought to the bar
were summoned before the committee to
give evidence in support of charges which
had been brought against certain members
of this House. They were never told
that the testimony which they might give
might form the basis of a charge against
themselves. . And yet this has come to
pass, ap,d they have been condemned unheard. Why a man brought before a
court of justice for perjury has the privilege of applying for counsel; he can bring
forward evidence, if it is 'available, to
disprove the charge made against him; he
has the power even to challenge, the jury.
This being so, should a man be in a worse
position when brought before this House?
Why should we have the power of being
not only prosecutor, but.also judge and
jury? I think it monstrous. And here I
would allude to a passage in the speech
delivered by the Chief Secretary last
evening,which, I think, is calculated to
mislead, though I don't think that was
2x2
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the intention of the honorable' member.
The honorable gentleman is report~d,· to
have said" The House has already come to 'a deliberate
decision; it has decided unanimously that there
existed in this city an association formed for
corrupt purposes with the view of b~ibing Members of Parliament."
'.
.
The resolution of the committee to which
that remark applies is a~ fo~lows:-' .
" That, in the opinion of your cpmmittee, the
association spoken to in the evidence as formed
for the purpose of promoting the interests of
the holders of land under certificates', adopted
as one of its modes of action (of which some
members were cognizant) the bribing and undue
influencing of members of the Legislature.'~.
Now, whatever may have been the result
of the operations of certain parties in connexion with that fund, I am bound now,
as I was before, to hold the opinion that
the money subscribed by these persons
was not subscribed for a corrupt purpose.
I submit that we have no right to pry
into the' motives of any man, or impute
motives unless we can bear out our statements 'by fact; and I say that the committee had before them' witnesses as
trustworthy as any members of the community, and they stated that they never
did subscribe money for a corrupt purpo·se.
Then what was the object of subscribing
the money? It appears that a certain
legal doubt existed as' to' the obligations
imposed upon those who had ~ selected
land under these certificates. I am prepared to say that at the present time· a
doubt on the point exists,not only in the
minds of the persons who selected land,
but amongst the highest legal authorities in
the country. I believe there are some
members of this House, sitting on the
Ministerial side, who have doubts as to
the legality of those obligations. Now if
the object of the subscribers to this' fund
was merely to clear upa legal doubt,and,
by a compromise with the Government, to
secure titles to their land, I don't see why
they should be brartded with the stigma
that they established an association for
the purpose of cor;rupting Members of
Parliament.
..
:.
Mr. VALE.-What about the agreement?
:Mr. MACBAIN.-That waS a subsequent matter altogether. The money
was subscribed, and the subscribers appointed an honorary tr!3asurer to disburse
the fund. This honorary trea~urer felt
there were too many demands made upon
the fund by various pa~·ties for' this money,
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and in order to protect .himself from and that gentleman, when he attended
being found fault with, for giving money the committee, laid the whole of the
to this or that party, he caused a solicitor documents before us. Now if the object
o prepare an agreement holding him of Mr. Ettershank, and the other subharmless for the payments which he might scribers, was a corrupt one, what easier
make under the direction of certain course was there to adopt than to conceal
parties. This I gather from the evidence; or destroy the whole of the documents?
and this does not sho·w that the association Mr. Ettershank furnished to the committee
was formed for corrupt purposes. The all the documents upon which the present
agreement does not constitute an associa- conviction is founded, and by which the
tion, because the money was contributed committee arrived at the conclusions conpreviously, and the agreement was merely tained in the resolutions which form their
the result of subsequent action on the report. I submit that, in considering the
part of Mr. Ettershank to protect himself punishment which should be inflicted in
from being found fault with. I say then the present case, we ought not to manifest
that the evidence clearly proves that the a vindictive spirit, but we ought to re-·
first object in view was not of a corrupt member that these gentlemen furnished
nature. At the same time I admit there the evidence upon which the charges now
is evidence to show that subsequently made against them are based. I have
certain moneys were paid by some of the known Mr. Glass for a considerable length
contributors, and received by certain of time, more by reputation than anything
parties, as if for corrupt purposes. The else. I have no greater· interest in Mr.
evidence shows that money was paid to Glass than any other honorable member.
Members of Parliament, and the gentle- But I say that, in dealing out punishment
men who paid this money, in so doing, to him now, we should do so without any
committed a breach of the privileges of reference to faults which he may have
this House. I am not here to justify the committed ten or twenty years ~go. I
conduct of gentlemen who did this; on am afraid that if every member of this
the contrary, J, as a member of this community had to be punished for sins or
House, consider that they ought to receive wrongs committed by him twenty orthirty
some punishment. But I would direct ·years ago, very few would escape. There
attention to this fact-and a most extra- are few men who have passed through
ordinary fact it is-that almost all the life without committing some mistake.
convictions· that have taken place have As to Mr. Quarterman, I have just as
taken place on the evidence which the great an interest in him as I have iu Mr.
gentlemen convicted have themselves Glass. I know hi"m by reputation; he
given. Take for instance the case of the happens to reside in the electoral district
late member for Ballarat West. I believe which I represent in this House; and,
that the strongest evidence furnished when we pass each other, we exchange
against him to the committee was his own the ordinary courtesies of life. That is
evidence. Had he altered his evidence a all the knowledge I have of him. He was
little, it would have been difficult to prove a member of this House for some time;
that he ever took a bribe. It was on his I believe he was esteemed in that position;
own voluntary evidence that he was con- and I never heard of any charge against.
~ victed. Take again the late member for him of interference with the laws of
Under these circumPortland. The ·evidence upon which he the . country.
was convicted of committing a breach of stances I say that when two gentlemen
the privileges of this House was his own are brought before this House, charged
evidence. And coming to the case of with a grave offence, we should be
Mr. Glass and Mr. Quarterman, I think careful before going to the extreme limit
it will be admitted that Mr. Glass him- of our power in punishing them. There
self furnished the committee with the is always some consideration shown for
key to the whole evidence upon which the lowest criminal on the occasion of his
the conclusions of the committee are based. first appearance before a court of justice.
I will not say that Mr. Glass was very The fact of the appearance being his first
explicit in his answers; I don't say that is always taken into consideration before
he told UR all that we know about the sentence is passed. I would remind honmatter; but he referred' us to the sources orable members that this is the first time
from which we could obtain the informa- that a matter of such grave importance
tion. He referred us to Mr. Ettershank ; has been brought before the House; and
Mr. MacBain ..
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t.hat, in consequence, any punishment which
may be inflicted on these gentlemen-it
matters not what the duration may bewill be considered severe. Therefore, I
t'ay, we ought to take every precaution
t hat the punishment we direct shall not
1e of a vindictive nature. Let us seek to
temper justice with mercy. Let us remember that" fair play is a jewel," and
let us endeavour to act in the spirit of
doing unto others as we would be done
unto. . I regret that the honorable and
learned member for St. Kilda (Mr.
Fellows) has been absen t from his place on
the front Opposition bench for t.he last
three or four nights. I place very great
importance on the opinion of that honorable and learned member in reference to
all matters connected with parliamentary
usage, and the laws under which this
country is governed. That honorable and
learned member takes the liberty of coming here occasionally to address us in a
somewhat ranJom manner, though perhaps
with a great deal of truth; but I think
we have a right to expect him in his place
when a matter of this gravity is before
the Bouse. I regret that the honorable
and learned member for Dalhousie, in
speaking to this question, last evening,
should have thought it incumbent upon
him to foist on the House his feelings in
reference to the operation of the Land
Acts of 1862 and 1865. The time selected
for such a statement was inopportune. I
thi nk that the less the honorable and
learned member says of the Land Act of
1862, the better for himself, and the better
for everybody else who was actively concerned in the passage of that measure.
At all events, I think the enunciation of
the honorable member's views on the land
question might with propriety have been
deferred until the introduct,ion of the
promised Ministerial Land Bill. While I
deprecate the introdution of that subject
into this debate, I cannot allow the
present opportunity to pass without combatting one or two of the assertions
ad vanced by the honorable and learned
gentleman, and particularly the implied
stigma sought to be cast upon the whole
of' the pastoral tenants of the Crown in
reference to this Complaint Committee
business. I ask if six or seven gentlemen
in this country make it their business to
trade in land certificates, and to select
land under them, is any stigma, or implied
stigma, in connexion with their proceedings, to rest o.n the whole of th~ ten~n,ts of
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the . Crown? I say "No." I say also
that the statement is a very unfair one to
make to the House at the present time.
I know, from personal experience, that the
great body of the tenants of the Crown
took no part in, and have not the slightest
sympathy with, the efforts put forth by the
gentlemen who subscribed this money for
the protection of their own interests. The
first sentence of the speech delivered by
the honorable and learned member for
Dalhousie, last evening, runs thus : "If the question we have to deal with were
purely the personal one of the amount of punishment to be inflicted upon.the two gentlemen
who stand at the absolute mercy of this House,
without defence, one of whom was long a member of the House, no one more than myself
would lean to the side of mercy."

I think we have a claim upon a gentleman
like the honorable and learned member for
Dalhousie to lean to the side of mercy, and
not to lean to anything else. But how
was this disposition to lean to the side of
mercy exhibited in the speech which followed? What single part of the speech
exhibited a leanin.g in that direction?
Why the honorable member went on to
show that, in place of mercy, the extreme
punishment which this House can inflict
should be visited on the gentlemen who
have been brought to the bar. And mixed
up with this argument were complaints as
to the manner in which the Land Act of
1862 had been evaded. Now if ever an
Act was passed in any country in the world
to deprive the State of land which ou~ht
never to have been alienated, it was the
Land Act of 1862. The fact that certain persons took advantage of tbat Act,
and that the honorable and learned
member for Dalhousie was disappointed
with the result of the measure, is no
reason why condign punishment should be
inflicted upon these two persons. I believe
that I represent the only squatting constituency in this country; but I have never
used my position in this House to advance
the views of squatters which I did not
consider consistent with the interests of
the country generally; and, so long as I
have the honour to retain a seat in the
House, I will not consent to occupy the
position of a delegate. But, when I find
an implied stigma cast upon a class of
honorable men who never interfered with
the operation of the Land Act in an
illegitimate way, I think it right to come
forward, and show the wrong that has
been done. I believe that the basis of
the whole of the Lan4 .Acts of this colony
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to be wrong in principle. According to
the honorable member for Dalhousie,
about a million acres were alienated from
the Crown, and went into the hands of
the squatters, under' the Act of 1862 ; and
about three-quarters of a million of acres
went into the same hands, under the Act
of 1865. Now I would like to draw the
attention of the House to the fact that,
under the Act of 1862, lands of the value
of' from £5 to £6 per acre were alienated
at 169. 4d. per acre; and that threefourths of the land selected, by virtue of
certificates, under the Act of 1865, if put
up to auction, would not realize, on an
average, 15s. per acre. I mention this in
order to show the folly and injustice of
the statement' of the honorable member
for Dalhousie, that the mere procuring of
legal titles to'land obtained under certificates was not the only object which the
subscribers to this.fund had in view; that
they also wanted to commence a crusade
against the people's rights. 'I believe
that, if the people are left to themselves,
they will be able to protect their rights
much bet~er than they' can be protected
by the honorable member. I earnestly
trust that no remarks from' any interested
Land Minister, present or past, will prevent the House agreeing to a fair, equitable, and just amendment of the present
Land Act, when that question comes before
it. The honorable member for Dalhousie
alleges that' the Complaint Committee
have made a serious mistak~ in describing the objects of the association to be
the protection of the interests of the certificate-holders. Now I believe that is a fair
description of the' object of the association as :shown by the evidence. If' the
honorable member can point to any portion' of "the evidence which shows' that
the association had any other' object, then
will be the time for him to find fault, and
say that we have made a mistake. I think
it was" the llnanimous opinion of the
committee, when the paragraph to which
allusion has been made was drawn up,
that the object specified in the report
was really the 'object of the association.
In conclusion I must' express the hope
that honorable'members will consider this
cas~ altogether free from political bias.
I don't wish thesa gentlemen to be set free
from the responsibility which they have
taken upon' themselves. Certainly they
ought to receive some punishment; but I
don't think we:'should go to the extreme
limit ' of ,'oUr- power in tb'at respect.
Mr. MacBain.
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Whatever punishment may be awarded, I
hope it will ,act as a warning against persons interfering, in the future, with the
rights and privileges of this ,House. I
shall support the amendment. ,
Mr. WIUXON.-Mr. Speaker, seeing
that a considerable portion of the speech
of the honorable member for the Wimmera
has been devoted to matters irrelevant to
the question now under consideration, I
am sure the House will not expect me to
follow· the honorable member through
many of the topics at which he has
glanced. I don't think this is the proper
time to consider the policy of the promised
new Land Bill, or the political ability of
honorable members of this House. Matters
of that kind, I think, are very much
beside the question. But there are some
points in the speech just delivered which
call for notice. The honorable member
has said that he cannot regard this House
as a proper or competent tribunal to deal
with this question. He says, in fact, that
a question of this sort ought to be remitted to a court of justice. He has inferred, and truly I think, that we are not
a court of justice, but a High Court of
Parliament - which is something very
different. Now, that being the view
which the honorable member for the
Wimmera puts forward, I am surprised
at nothing so much as the conclusion of
his speech. If the gentlemen who are
now before us have been improperly tried
and improperly condemned, why' should
the honorable member for the Wimmera
vote for the close confinement to which
the honorable member for Rodney would
consign them? Surely if these gentlemen have not been properly tried, if their
guilt be doubtful or their innocence clear,
what can be more inconsistent than for
any honorable gentleman to stand up and
say-" Really I think these gentlemen
have been improperly dealt with; I am
not satisfied with the evidence; I don't
think their guilt has been proved in a satisfactory manner; and therefore I shall
cordially vote for committing them to close
confinement? " Further, sir, if the view
put forward by the honorable member for
the Wimmera pe correct, it is to me a
matter of great regret that the honorable
member did not advance this view before.
The honorable member was a member of
the Complaint Committee; he was in
attendance day after day, hearing witnesses
examined and evidence taken; and I do
not recoll~ct the honorable m~mber making
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. any complaint as to. the manner in which
the inquiry was conducted, nor do Irecol. lect the honorable member at all recording,
in. any way, his dissent a~ to the procedure then adopted. But if the view which
he puts forward to-night be a correct one,
we should not expect him to be a party at
all to the proceedings which he now condemns. I may, perhaps, recall to the
recollection of the honorable member,
with regard to the very association as to
the character of which he has commented
this evening, that he himself, in committee,
not only did not oppose our arriving at the
conclusion at which we ilid arrive with regard to the character of the association,
but he actually moved an amendment, with
a view to set forth that the object .of. the
association was not "the bribing and undue influencing of members of the Legislature," but "the payment of money to,
and otherwise influencing, members of the
Legislative Assembly.".
.
Mr. MACBAIN.-.Perhaps the honorable rp.ember will allow me to make an
explanation with regard to this matter.
The reason which I gave for my course on
that occasion was that I thought it was
not one of the duties of the committee to
describe,.in any resolution, what bribery
was. I thought our duty was to examine
witnesses, to record the facts, and to rep()rt to the House, leaving the House t()
decide, by resolution, whether there had
been bribery or. not.
Mr. WRIXON.-At all events it may
reasonably be inferred that the honorable
member did not object to the question
being put in the particular manner which
I have just indicated. Therefore I am at
a loss to conceive how the honorable
member is justified in putting the objects
of the association in the light which he
has just put them to the House. I thiI\.k
it is matter for regret that the honorable
member, and those honorable members
who sympathize with the view of the question now brought forward, never raised
this view-that they never objected to
the jurisdiction of the committee and the
House-until we had expelled two of our
own members, and had done justice on a
third. It seems strange that nothing should
be said, that no objection should be taken,
that no anxiety should be displayed, until
we come to touch the fortunes of the
wealthy.
Now, sir, I would beg the
House to observe that the question now
before us is entirely with regard to the
punishment' to be imposed upon the two
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gentlemen against whom the House has already determined. No motion is submitted
to rescind the resolution at whichthe House
has arrived. No attempt. is made to
formaUyset aside the determination to
which the House has come. The onJy
amendment before us is in regard to the
mode and nature of the .punishment. . One
mode is proposed by the Chief Secretary;
another is propos~d by the honorable
member .for Rodney. This being so, I
think the House will see that we have got
past the consideration of the question
whether this was a proper tribunal or not
to determine this matter;, or whether the
v~rdict of the tribunal be right or wrong.
And, sir, if honorable members vote for a
particular form of punishment-a mild
form~because they consider the offence
has not been adequately proved, they will
place the House in a false position. I
submit that while .we leave the decision of
the House untouched--while we have not
attempted to rescind it-we ought strictly
to confine ourselves to the issue. of what
kind of punishment should be inflicted. .To
g() o1).tside that issue, to go back into a
. complaint as to the unsatisfactory manner of
the investigation, is to adopt a course
which.I think cannot be justified on any
principle of reason or common ;sense.
The House has tried these gentlemen ;
the House has determined against them ;
and there is no other question now before.
us but the nature of the pp.nishment which
sho~ld be imposed. Sir, with regard to
that, it is important that the House should
consider the nature of the crime of which
these gentlemen have been convicted. It
was well observed by the honorable and
learned member for Dalhousie, yesterday
evening, that this association, the nature
of which we have been engaged in investigating, was one which contemplated a
deliberate, systematic, sustained, and comprehensive attack upon the integrity and
honour of Parliament. It was not like the
case of a person giving one bribe, perhaps
in a matter of extremity, to influence one
particular division. It was an association,
formed, designed, and planned to carryon,
as one of its modes of action, a system of
bribery with regard to members of this
House.· (" No" and "Yes.") I say that
is the decision of the House, and, if the
decision is objected to, there ought to be
a motion made to rescind it. We find in
May, and in the journals of the House of
Commons, many instances of bribes offered
on particular occ~sions-I!1any instances
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of particular breaches of the privileges
of the House-but I don't think there
was ever offered to the House of CQmmons,
an insult so deliberate, so designed, and so
determined as that which this association
contemplated with regard to this House.
An association was formed with the
objects at which I have glanced, and
formed to act for a considerable period,
and to continue acting until land legisla.tion had been dealt with in a manner
satisfactory to the promoters of tha.t
organization. And, sir, not merely did
they propose a system of bribery peculiarly violent, insulting, and endangering
to the character of this House, but they
seem to have pUl'sued it in a manner
particularly insidious, crafty, and unjustifiable; for we have it in evidence
that the particular mode of action which
they adopted was to trap, as it were,
different members of the House, advauce
loans to them, obtain their bills, and keep
them in a state of dependence-ready at
any moment to crush them if their conduct in the House was not satisfactory.
I think that shows an insidiousness, as
well as an insolence, in the mode of conducting the business of this association.
If this be so-if the decision of the House
be a just one-I would like to know of
what crime we are to hold these gentlemen
guilt,y who organized and actively co-operated with this association? 'Vhy it seems
to me that they are guilty of nothing less
than treason to the institutions of this
country-treason carried on in a deliberate
and circumstantial manner.
Certainly
there is this distinction between their
crime and treason in the olden days. In
ancient days, when men committed treason
and engaged in conspiracies against
Government, they generally had some
noble principle, and were actuated by.
some high and dignified ambition; but
here, sir, this treason against our institutions was . prompted by mere self-interest
-merely for the interests of those who
were engaged in it. And, not that alone,
but it was sought to continue in a
systematic violation of the laws of the
country, by which gain was to be made.
These, sir, were the objects of this association. Now I must say-notwithstanding
the criticism of the honorable member for
the Wimmera, upon the indignation expressed last night by the honorable and
learned member for Brighton-I think
that when we discover an association of
that kind, having those pbjects, and
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actuated by those intentions, we are
justified in feeling a certain indignation
against it. If only we have satisfied
ourselves on the evidence that that guilt
is brought home, I think that we are
justified in feeling indignation against it,
and that not to do so would possibly
indicate some blunting of the mora] sense
with regard to the crime of which this
association is guilty. Now, sir, this being
so, when we come to the question of
punishment, the House will have to consider whether we are justified in dealing
with an offence of this description in the
same way that we would deal, and that
we have dealt, with ordinary breaches of
privilege. We have committed the publisher of a newspaper to ~e same custody
that the honorable member for Rodney
proposes to commit, these gentlemen to.
Mr. MACGREGOR. - Not to close
custody.
Mr. WRIXON.-If the honorable member for Rodney would explain what he
means by "close custody," it would considerably assist our deliberations.
Mr. MACGREGOR. - The resolution
adopted in the case of Mr. George was
simply to commit him to the custody of
the Serjeant-at-Arms ; it in no way defined
the mode in ..-:which he was to be imprisoned. The amendment which I have
moved proposes that Mr. Glass and Mr.
Quarterman shall not only be committed,
but that they shall be imprisoned under
the close custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms.
I think the honorable member will see that
substantially there is not a great difference
between the motion proposed by the Chief
Secretary, and the amendment which I
have submitted. The object of the amendment is that these gentlemen shall be
dealt with in the same way as in a common gaol. It is simply a difference of
place, and nothing more. My desire is to
see whether, if possible, the House can be
brought to unaniinity as to the place of
imprisonment. There is nothing to do
but to transfer a couple of warders or turnkeys from the gaol to this House, and
there will at once be as close an imprisonment of these' persons as there w~uld be
if they were confined in the Tower of
London.
Mr. WRIXON.-After the explanation
of the honorable memb81', I would ask him
why not send them to gaol? If we are
to have warders from the Melbourne Gaol,
and Mr. Glass and Mr. Quarterman are to
be kept in confinement as close as in. the
I
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Melbourne Gaol, I ask what is the use of
turning this House into a gaol? Is it not
for the 'mere purpose of throwing a kind
of dignity or halo of respectability over
these gentlemen?
Mr. LALOR.-Why was not Jo;nes sent
to gaol?
Mr. WRIXON.-Ifthe honorable memher had raised that question at the time
the punishment was inflicted, of course it
would have been a matter, for the consideration of the House. However, I say
that, taking into consideration the crime of
which the House has convicted these
gentlemen, it will not be possible for us,
consistently with a regard to the honour
and independence of the House, to deal
with them in the same way that we would
deal with men convicted merely of a political crime, such as writing an inflammatory political article. In committing such
persons to the custody of the Serjeant-atArms, we punish them, but we do not
mean to attach to their crime the charge
of absolute criminality. We make State
prisoners of them, as the honorable member for Rodney has said. But no reason can be shown why gentlemen who
have been guilty of a treasonable conspiracy against the Constitution of the
country should be dealt with in the way
that we deal with men who are guilty of
mere political indiscretion. It has been
urged in mitigation of the resolution proposed by the Chief Secretary, and in
favour of treating these gentlemen in the
way suggested by the honorable member
for Rodney, that they did not know at the
time they engaged in' forming this association that they were doing anything
wrong .. Now I am afraid that this argument will not be sustained if we refer to
the evidence, or to the facts surrounding
this transaction; because, if they did not
know that they were offending against the
law of the country, by organizing this
association, I think there is no reason why
they should have adopted the measure of
secrecy which they did adopt. There is
no reason why they should not have done
what they did openly, if, as it is said, they
did not know that it was wrong. On the
contrary we find, from the evidence,
that their transactions all through were
shrouded in secrecy, and that they evaded,
as far as possible, giving the committee
information about transactions which we
now hear it said they did not know were
wron~.
Another view has been thrown
out for supporting the amendment in
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preference to the original motion, and that
is that pu bUc opinion will not sympathize
with the severer mode of punishmentthat public opinion will not support us in
adopting the course which is contemplated,
and that, therefore, we ought to adopt the
milder course. Now I am inclined to
think that there is a good deal of. truth in
that view. I am inclined to believe that,
to a great extent, public opinion is not as
keenly alive to the gravity of crimes of
this description as it ought to be. I think
that we, in this country, derive our notions
on this subject from the old country,
where we know that, in the last century,
bribery was looked upon as a legitimate
means of political warfare; and though
English statesmen are above any such imputation, yet the public mind in England by
no means regards the giving of a bribe as
any very serious offence. I am inclined to
believe that, to a certain extent, that
opinion is prevalent among a considerable
portion of the people of this country; but,
if that be so, I think it is one of the'
strongest reasons why we should adopt
the motion of the Chief Secretary, because
we should endeavour to show a good example, and teach a proper lesson to the
public; and I think we can only do that
by fixing a stigma upon the persons now
before us, and treating as a crime what
really is a crime. If we adopt the other
course, and treat these two gentlemen as
State prisoners"""--as men who have done
nothing morally wrong-I think we shall
be actually supporting and confirming that
current of public opinion, and so doing,
indirectly, a great deal to foster that corruption which it ought to be our earnest
endeavour to hold in check. And that is
one reason, and one main reason, why I
feel anxious to support the motion of the
Chief Secretary, because, by taking this
action, by dealing with this unprecedented
crime in an unprecedented manner-by
dealing with it as a crime and not as a
political misdemeanor-we do what we
can to rectify public opinion and assist it .
to arrive at a correct conclusion. Looking
back at the course which the House ha.s
adopted, I think we see every reason to be
satisfied with our mode of operation
hitherto. We have, in the first instance,
done justice on the bribed.
We have
done justice on members of this House;
and, in doing so, I think we did rightly.
We indicated our opinion, at least, that
the first and most important consideration
for the people of this country to be,ar in
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mind is that they shall ~ave honest representative's in this Chamber. We did
what ,we could to convey that opinion and
that conviction to the public ~iild by
taking the members of our own House
first, and dealing justice upon them; and for
my part, notwithstanding. the sneers with
which ~he sentiment may be greeted, I
don't hesitate to say that I think this
lesson will' not be lost on the public
mind. I b~li~ve the public will endorse
it, notwithstanding any particular view
that may temporarily prevail in' any
particular constituency. ,I believe'that it
will be of good e~~ct-:-that the example
we have shown will not be lost upon the
great body of tpe elec~ors in this ~ountry;'
In dealing with persons ~ith whom we
were intimat~-gentl~men who sat in this
House, and for whom we might be supposed to have frien,dIy feeling-in dealing
absolute justice to the:J;Jl (because expulsion, ,whether they b~ returned to the
House again or not, means poli~ical
ruin), we show a valuable example to
the country, and one which we have
every reason ours el,ve s to be satisfied
with. But, having don~, that, having
cleared ,ourselves in ,that ,respect, we
come to deal with the case of the bribers.
And, sir, ~ apprehend that, if we now
draw back, if we do not treat as a crime
in the bribers what we have already dealt
with as a, serious crime in the bribed, I
think we shall be doing much to neutralize
the effect of the. good less<;m, and to positively support the cause of unprincipled
political action" which we are all, so
anxious to repr.ess. In expressing, the
views which have influenced me in coming
to the ,conclus!on to support the resolution,
I hope I have not expressed myself with
any unseemly .warmth. I must say that
I do feel som,e warmth, but I only feel it
now, when we have arrived at the conclu ..
sion, and wh(3n we are giving our judicial
decision upon the issues involved. The
question of punishment being before us,
we are necessarily forced to consider in
what light we regard the crime. 1 ~eed
not say th~t we will be above any personal
feeling in regard to these two gentlemen.
Our feeling, is entirely founded upon a
regard for the interests of the public, and
parti<fu.larly from anxiety that' the determined effort we have 'now made to check
corruption shall not at the last moment
prove entirely abortive.
"
Mr. FELLOWS.-I did not' intend' to
intrude on the n'otice of the House this
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even.ing, but, after the pointed manner in
which I hayebeenalluded to by the h'on. orable member for the W.immera, I think
'1 am·called upon to make, few remarks
which otherwise I should not ~ave thought
it necessary to'address to the House, because
,I was not previously aware that this
House, any more than the House of Com: mons, was at all ,inclined to listen with
i attention to' the prosy and, dry ,technicalities of law. But as it appears that I
: have been led out in this way-for what
purpose I know not-I think it fit on the
!present occasion, at any rate, to offer for
~ the consideration of the House the views
which I entertain o~ the matter, treating
: it of course as a subject which this House
: is now merely called upon to deB:! w~t~ f017
th~ purpose of passing sentence.
Th~
, conviction has taken place, and, whatever
opinion I may e~tertain in: regard to .it, I
, propose to trea~ it as an accomplished fact.
: Were I to ask the House to consider the
mode in which i~' is about to pronounce its
judgment, I would in the first place ask it
to bear in mi;td an expression uttered py
a man who '\tas certainly, at one time,
among the most staunch supporters of the
rights and privileges of the House of
Commons, . and 'who afterwards, when
sitting on the bench of justice, said
that there was not a single privilege'
put 'forwa~d by the House of Commons
which~ if, pressed to its ,extremity, would
not justify the, committal of robbery and
murder on the highway with impunity.
Bearing this in I)lind, I ask the House to
consider the course which it is about to
take, and to' weigh it maturely, and'deliberately before it t~kes it; in other words,
that it ,shall not ,take a course which this
House or some subsequent Legislative
Assembly may afterwards not approve
Becaus~ that such things have oQcurred
in the House of Commons we hl,tve only.
to look in our ordinary text-book to see
verified.
For instl:\.nce, Wilkes' case:
We shall have an opportunity, if so advised, of repeMing the precedent which
the House of,Comnions set in that case,
because that the late merrioer 'for Ba.llarat
West (Mr. Jones) will ~ertainly be again
among us I, for one,. entertain not 'the
slightest doubt. What was the precedent
which the- House of Commons set when
Wilkes was returned after being expelled?
1 believe that they declat:ed him ineligible,
and turned him out a second time. Is
this House prepar,ed to adopt the course
which the House of Commons did on that
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occasion? There is a precedent, cut and
dried, in a case which stands on all-fours
with this, and 1 ask are we prepared
to go that length? I apprehend not.
Why not?
.
Mr. G. V. SMITH.-An expunged
precedent.,
_,
Mr. FELLOWS.-It is exactly bec~use
it is an expunged precedent that I ask the
House to consider it carefully, and to take
care that it does not set a preqedent which
some future House may be inclined to deal
with in the same way as a future House of
Commons dealt with the preoedent in the
case of Wilkes. TheFefore I think this is
a case in which the House is called upon
to e;ercise extreme caution, not only because it is the first case of the kind, but
because it is proposed to adopt a somewhat
unusual course. Bearing this statement
in mind, that there is no privilege, which,
if pressed to its extremity, would not
justify those enormities to ~hich Lord
Brougham referred, I ask this House to
t>ause ,before it lends itself to the course
now suggested. The question for the
House now to consider is-Does it desire
punishment or revenge? 'Let every member put that question to himself before he
ventu~es to support either one proposition
or the other. Is it punishment, or is it
revenge? Of course it is improper to
impute motives, but, so far as motives can
be elicited or arrived at, I apprehend there
can be n,O doubt that on the part of some
members, at least, there is a desire for
revenge. C" Hear," an'd "No.") I say let
the House be cautious not to involve itself
in a suspicion of the kind. Let it look at
what it has to deal with it. I invite
the attention of the House to the case of
the dismissed members. What punishment is it to one of them to be expelled
this House? He showed his contempt
for the whole thing by resigning before
judgment was passed; and to say that he
is punished by being sent back ~o 'that
tribunal to which he had just before
voluntarily resorted appears to me a most
idle farce. Why was he not locked up
after he had resigned his seat in the way
he did? I observed with considerable
regret an expression of opinion when the
honorable member for Maryborough (Mr.
Bowman) was dealt with that he ought to
resign, because he was reprimanded. A
case occurred some years ago in which an
honorable member thought fit to resign,
after having committed an assault in this
House, or in the lobbies of the House;
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just as if it were a sort of panacea for all
faults committed 'i?y a member in the
House or in its neighbourhood to appeal
to liis constituents. Is that a position the
House ought to recognise? The House
should look to its own conduct. Why
tolerate a man committing an offence
within the precincts of the House P I
don't recollect exactly what occurred in
that case, because I was not a member of'
the House at the time, but 1 believe that
one of the then members for South
Bourke (1 think it was South Bourke,
but it does not.matter which constituency,
as they are all pretty much ofa kidney, as
the saying is) was guilty of some ,ut;}seemly transaction within the precincts of
the House, and, because the House thought.
fit to deal with him, he just got whitewashed by appealing to his constituents.
In fact the united intelligence of all tho
constituenctes,' as represented in this
House, is to be overruled by the decision
of one fractional part of it-~ll the constituencies of the colony,' who, by their
representatives, think fit to deal in a particular manner with a particular member
are to have their judgmentsetaside because
one of those constituencies entertains a
different view from the aggregate. I ask
the House to bear that in mind. Does any
one suppose that the resigning or vacatinl!
his seat for :aallarat West, and going to tho
constituency, is to purge the offence which
Mr. Jones committed? The House did
, not recogni~e that as any palliation when it
dealt with Mr. Jones' offence. But 1 ask
honorable members whether, as a 'question
of punishment, they think that theyi~flicted
the slightest punishment on Mr. Jones by
expelling him? What is the punishment
of expulsion? _1 can understand a repri'mand being a punishment, and of .course
expulsion may be a punishIQ.ent; but if
expulsion is a thing which a man courts
the infliction of, surely he does not consider it a punishment.
When a m'an
voluntarily resigns, and sets the whole Legislature at defiance, it shows that, at any
rate, he is not afraid of going to his constituents; and yet this is ~he'only way ~e
dealt with Mr. Jones. Now there is
another circumstance to be regarded. If
the bribers in this case had been men 01
exalted position-men who by their character or position in life were at all calculated to exercise an undue influence over
those who might be supposed to be subordinate or below them-I could understand
that ,being an aggravation of the offence.
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(ce Oh.") It is a matter of opinion of
course; I merely say I think it would be.
But when I find the briber and the bribed
are men somewhat similar, as far as position of life is concerned, there is none
of that enormity in the offence which
there would be in the case I have
supposed. (" Oh.") I say that, if a man
of commanding influence led persons to
suppose that what he asked them to do
was not a wrong thing, the man who accepted a bribe under such circumstances
would be much less guilty than a man
who quietly hobnobbed with his equal, and
took the bribe as a matter of course. I
ask the House to consider that view. I
ask it to consider'that t.he members of this
House (some of them at least) to whom
these corrupt practices have been imputed
were men in a position equal in all respects
to that of the men who are now waiting for
the judgment of the House. N ow it has
been said that a vast amount of the illicit
procedure which has been brought before
the committee is unjustly attributed to the
dead, and ought to be attributed to the
living. No one more than myself wishes
to avoid alluding unnecessarily to anything
that affects those who are not here to account for themselves; but I don't know
that any feeling of delicacy should prevent
me from stating facts within my own knowledge, and which I believe to be capable
of proof by evidence quite independent of
this Legislature. I am perfectly willing
to give afterwards any private explanation
of what I am about to say, but I don't
think it is necessary to mention any names
here. One of the three members to whom
allusion has been made was offered something for his services in this House which
I was offered for my services in the other,
which he received and which I received.
When he asked me what I intended to do
with it, I told him I meant to return it,
and he said he meant to keep it. I don't
wish to say that honorable member was
wrong or right in the course he pursued;
I only state a fact which occurred. It
does not rest on my sole testimony, or I
should not think it necessary to notice
it; but it is a matter capable of positive
demonstration by other evidence.
SEVERAL HONORABLE l\IEMBERS.-How

much did you get?
What amount?
Mention the name.
Mr~' FELLOWS.-I should not have
mentioned it at all were it not for the statement that many of the aspersions on the
dead ought to be borne exclusively by the

of lUembers.

living. I mention it merely to rebut the
statement which was made the other
night. It was, however, unconnected
with the matter before the House-it was
connected entirely with another Bill.
Mr. E. COPE.-What was it ?
Mr. FELLOWS.-I am rendy to give
any information on the matter privately;
and I can tell honorable members where
they· can get the evidence, independent of
my statement. I only mentioned the
matter to show that it is uufair for the
House to attribute all the guilt to the
persons who are now before the Houseto suppose that all these malpractices, or
alleged malpractices, are attributable to
the persons now waiting for the decision
of the House. As far as one of the others
is concerned, I can tell the House that it
is not so. I ask the House to consider
carefully, before it proceeds to this unusual course, whether it may not possibly
be taking a step which this House, or its
successor, may, at some future period, be
What did the
unwilling to endorse.
House of Commons do in the notorious
case of Stockdale? It passed this resolution : "That the power of publishing such of its
reports, votes, and proceedings, as it shall deem
necessary or conducive to the public interests, is
an essential incident to the constitutional functions of Parliament, more especially of this
House, as the representative portion of it."

Now, although the House of Commons
passed a resolution asserting that it might
declare to be a libel whatever it thought
fit, what did it do when actions were
brought to test the power which it .assumed? Why it concurred in an Act of
Parliament to give it the power which it
claimed in that resolution. Was not that
a recognition or any admission by the
House itself that it had somewhat exceeded its limits in passing the resolution
which it had previously adopted? I put.
the present case forward as one of a somewhat kindred nature. I say that, inasmuch
as this is the first case of the kind which
has ever occurred, and as the punishment
inflicted on one of the persons concerned
is manifestly no punishment at all, the
House should mete out to the others some
punishment which will at all events not
do more than correspond in severity with
that already inflicted. What position will
the House occupy when the day for the
Ballarat election has passed? What position will it be in when it finds that
the man on whom it pretended to pass
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punishment-because it will only be preMr. FELLOWS.-Of course it would
tence as far as the effect is concerned-is be. Of course it may be a wrong thing to
here as jubilant as if no punishment at all give money to influence a person even in a
had been infHcted? What will be said when right way; but to lay down a universal rule
a member of this House who was nominally that the briber is as bad as the bribed is
expelJed-put out for a short period-re- to suppose that every act to be done by
turns here again, while two other men, who means of a bribe is an act which never
certainly were not greater offenders than ought to be done at all. Hut if the act
he was, are in condign punishment? Will for which the bribe is paid is an act of a.
it not be said-I' Oh, you have dealt laudable character, surely the person who
leniently with one of your own compeers; pays the money to get that act done is
you have expelled him; you have set a much less guqty than the person who
precedent for punishing a member, if any receives the money to do it? Without
of you do the same kind of thing; but if asserting whether the Quieting of Titles
a person outside the House is an offender, Bill was a measure which justice required
he is to be dealt with in a very different should be passed or not, it appears to me
manner." I ask the House to pause be- that a great deal might be said on that
fore it adopts the course now proposed. question, and that it is a question which
The committal of these two men to the ought not to be lost sight of'. I ask honorcustody of the Serjeant-at-Arms, in the able members to recollect what was the
way proposed by the honorable member object of the clause of the Land Act
for Rodney, would be a severe punishment which allowed land to be taken up under
compared with the farce-because I really certificates? It was to give those who
regard it as a farce-in the shape of bought land at a high price some compenpunishment inflicted on two members, both sation in consideration of the reduction,
of whom are before their constituents, by the operation of the new land system,
. with every pobability of being again re- of the value of the land they held. To
turned to the House. What is the mean- say that a man who had already built for
ing of their being returned? It is an himself a home on land which he had
expression of the opinion of the consti- purchased at a high rate at auction was,
tuencies which return them that the House when he got the privilege of taking up
has done wrong. If that opinion prevail other land as a compensation for the
throughout the country-if the verdict of reduction in value of the land which
Ballarat West be the verdict of the he had previously purchased, to leave
country at large-will not the next House the house he already occupied, and build
which is returned assuredly erase the pro- another on the new selection, seems to me
ceedings which this House is now about a proposition which it would require a
to take? I therefore ask the House to great deal to be urged to show that it was
consider carefully and cautiously, before the intention of the Legislature. Without
it takes any step at all, not to go out of going into the question, however, I submit
the usual course of committing to the that that was a circumstance which the
custody of the Seljeant-at-Arms. Why House might well bear in mind in conshould it go out of the usual course? I sidering the motives of the persons who,
cannot suggest any reason why it should feeling-whether rightly or wrongly I
adopt the course now proposed in one case don't say-that they had suffered an
and not in another. It is the first case of injury by the legislation of the country,
the kind, and that, I apprehend, ought to desired to remedy that iojury by other
be a reason for lenity as well as cautious- legislation. According to the evidence, it
ness. I, for one, do not admit the universal is only as the agent of a large body of
application of the statement that the persons so circumstanced that the two
briber is as bad as the bribed. I think the men now waiting for the judgment of the
House will assert that it is not true that House are concerned. I ask the House to
the briber is as bad as the bribed, if the consider this circumstance in mitigation of
effect of the bribe is to cause the bribed punishment. There can be no doubt that,
person to do an act which is not injurious whether rightly or wrongly, these mell
to anybody. There is a possibility of a were smarting under the idea that they
man paying money to induce another to had been injured by the legislation of the
do an act which everybody admits is country; and I ask honorable members to
correct.
-take that fact into consideration, and not
Mr. CASEY.-Would that be a bribe? to depart from the ordinnry and usu:LI
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of Memhers.

practice of imprisonment within the pre- addressed himself purely to the question
cincts of ·the House, for the purpose of, before the House, namely, as to the
wreaking revenge. What~ver may ,be their: ~quantity or mode of punishment wpich it
intentions-and I don't 'wish to attribute; is proposed to inflict. He has suggested
motives to anyone-if. honorable members; the advisability of the House not attemptgo out of their way, in an extraordinary; ing to revenge itself for any wrong it may
and unusual maimer, to commit these j think has been .done to it. Now I submit
persons to the 'Melbourne. Gaol,' a great that there is .no attempt, by either of the
part of the influence and effect which the: 'propositions before us,to se~k any rev~nge.
punishment ought' to have on the public, There is a, desire to put a stop to th~t sham
mind will be .lost, becau~e, instead of, system of imprisonment which has hitherto
simply being attributed to a desire to' been inflicted upon persons dealt with by
maintain the., character, the integrity, and the House-a system by which the persons
the purity of this. House, ,it ,will' be re- supposed to be impriso:ned within the pregarded by many" as nothing more than a cincts of the House were allowed to walk
determination to be revenged for what has about, to receive -visitors, and to live as
been publicly charged against the House .though they wf3re at a .first-class hotel,
by the press. How do we deal with other with every accommodation and comfort.
cases in whi&h the character of the House Surely that will not be consiqered a .punis concerned? It has been stated in the ishment. I hope that the only·proposition
pltper generally calle~ the public organ, which the House will give its consent to
that it' was notorious that there were, will be that the per~ons, who are now beseven or eight members of, this House fore the HO,useshall be remitted to t~e Melliving by corruption. Although there: bo-q.rne, Gaol. Tmay take the opportuuity
was such a charge hanging over the: of saying that there is no desire that ,they
House, no attempt wa~ made t<? bring the I shall be subjected t? any indignity when
writer of the article to the bar, to account, they go to the Melbourne Gao]. ' Thete is
for the libel. Will not people say that neither any de,Sire, nor am I aware that
the House dare not call the editor of this there is any intention, that they sh/111 be
paper, and ask him who the individuals subjected to any u~due. indignity .when
are, and the ground. upon which he makes they go there,
,
the accusations; but that it gets a man
Mr. HUMFFRAY.-How can it J?e
whom it can fix with some malpractice, otherwise?
,
upon whom it: can wreak that revenge
Mr. CASEY.-The honorable member
which it feels in consequ~nce of imputa- knows. very well that a person comtions made in other quarters, which it mitted to. gaol for contempt of a court of
does not feel inclined to investigate? I justice i~ not subjected to the same ind~g
say these are matters which the House nity as a person committed as a felon. .
ought well to consider. Rathe~ than run
Mr. LANGTON. -- The honorable
the risk of its even being supposed that and learned member· for Brig~tpn sugit is actuated by anything like vindictive- gested that that should 1;>e done.
.
ness,. it should err, if anything, in being
Mr. CASEY.-Will the honorable memtoo lenient. To commit these men to any ber for West Melbourne (Mr. Langton)
custody at all is a very seve:re punishment, be good enough to remember that ~ am
when we see that the two members whom speaking for myself., If the Hou/5e affirms
we have punished have shown that they the resolution proposed by ~he Chief Secl'egard the punishment inflicted upon them retary, these persons" will be treated in the
as of no importance whatsoever.
same manner as any prisoners would be
Mr. CASEY.-Sir, I think that the who are committed for contempt of a
manner in which the honorable and court of justice. P~rsons committed in
learned member for St. RiMa (Mr. Fel- that way are not SUbjected to any indignity.
lows) has addressed the House must be .A great deal has been said as to the manhighly gratifying to honorable members ner in which these breaches of privilege
on. this side, inasmqch as no attempt was are regarded, and it has beeD: urged that
made by the, honorable and learned mem- we ought to assimilate our (orm of prober to" show that the House does not cedure in these cases to that of Qourts of
possess the power and authority which it law. If, however, a perspn commits a
is now intended to exercise, in respect to contempt of a court of law, he is not
the persons at the bar of the House. tried by a jury, but he is sentenced there
The honorable -and l~arned .member has and then by the judge.
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Mr. MACGREGOR.-He i$ allowed to
Bay -,why sentence should not be passed
upon him.
, Mr. CASE~.-S.o were. the persons
w~o have.beeJ;l brought before us. What. I
wish to get·ridpf is the maudlin sentim(illt:
that, if a person is guilty 0'£ a breach of
the privileges of the House,.we must" be-:
fore we can deal :with him, go. through all:
the forms of law-have a jury empanelled,
I suppose, and hear counsel on both sides?'
Mr. MACGREGOR. - Nobody ever
proposed i t . .
!:
. Mr. CASEY.-Then I cannot under-,
stand what honorable members talk about.,'
We can exercise our power of commitment
in. the same way that a court' of law would
do. If a person is gll;ilty of a conteqlpt
of court, he is brought up and punished.
It is sufficient· if the court is satisfied that
a contempt has been committed. Now
the honorable and learned member for St.
Kilda has said that he considers the person'
who offers a bribe is less guilty than the,
person who receives the bribe.
Mr. FELLOWS.-I did not say so.
Mr. CASEY.-Perhaps the honorable
and learned .Inember will state what he
did say?
,.
Mi'. FELLOWS.-I said ~hat the per,?on bribing was not necessarily as bad as
the bribed, because .it all depends upon the'
act to be done by ineans of bribery.
, " Mr. CASEY.- Then· I suppos~ the
honorable and lear-ned member does not
consider the receiver is as bad as the
thief?
Mr.'FELLOWS.-He is, worse sometimes.
. Mr. CASEY.-ThEm I suppose the
honorable and learned member does not
suppose a person who goes about bribing
Members of Parliament is any worse than
a person who receives a bribe? Why the
briber 'is the man who must take the
initiative. He is the one who must make
the proposition. .
Mr. WHITEMAN.-Not necessarily.
,Mr. CASEY.-It is absolutely neces.;.
.sary. It is only the person who proposes t<?
bribe that has the means of bribing. The
man who receives it does not commence
the negotiation; the man who proposes to
bribe makes the advance. If the honorable and learned member says that the
person who proposes to bribe is not necessarily as bad as the person who bribes, .all
I can say is that I, don't think any member of the House will be found~o agree
with that view. I caunot shut my eyes
0
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to this aspect of the affair-that the House,
. after dealing with almost cruel justice
with its own memhers for the faults of
which they have been found guilty, ~is
plays a different sentiment when it' is 'proposed to deal with wealthy personsQutside
. the House. Seeing that a very large
number of the members of the committee
are even .now trying to render the report
of the committee useless and ineffective, I
say that a very strange exhibition is presented' 'to the House. The honorable
member for Crowlands (Mr. Blair), who
spoke last evening, and put the matter in
its true cqlours, said that those who really
wished to shield the persons now brought
to the bar of this House must either
have some sympathy with corruption or
be corrupt themselves. How is it that
other members of. the committee have not
spoken in a similar manner?
If they
were sincere in the resolutions contained
in their report, how is it that they are not
foremost in inducing the House to approve
, of the resolutions founded on that report?
We have had another peculiar circumstance infused into this' debate.
Last
night we had the honorable and 'learned
member for Dalhousie injecti.ng his notions
about· the Land Act, pointing out how
advantageous to the country his own land
measure had been, and how disadvantageousevery other ,land measure had
been. I ask the House to remember the
disastrous effect which the measure introduced by the honorable and learned member for Dalhousie had upon the general
welfare of the colony.' I ,ask the honoraOle and learned member to turn back a
few pages of history, and see wha't has
become of the maj~rity of this Hous~ who
passed the Land Bill-of 1862. What has
become of those who violated their pledges
and betrayed the interests of their constituents by the votes which they gave
on that occasion? Sir, those members
wh.o viol~ted their pledges during the
discussion of the Land Bill of 1862
have been swept away from this House by
the votes of the constituencies. The constituencies have always shown themselves
anxious and determined that persons returned to this House shall obey the
pledges given by them. Seeing that we
have been sent here to preserve the
liberties and privileges of this House, I
think it becomes our duty to take care
that we do not forfeit the pledges which
we gave to our constituents when we were
,last elected. Sir, I consider that the
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question at present before the House involves a great deal more than whether
the persons in the custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms shall be left in his custody
The
or sent to the Melbourne Gaol.
question intimately bound up with it is
whether this House has an abhorrence for
bribery and bribers? I think it becomes
the House seriously to consider whether it
will not put on record that it has an utter
abhorrence of those practices which tend
to destroy the independE:nce and purity of
Parliament. Are we to permit persons to
form themselves into associations, and to
subscribe money with the avowed object
of bribing and influencing Members of
Parliament? If we do not, now that we
have the power, visit these persons with
such punishment as shall show the constituencies of this country that we are
determined to protect their privileges and
liberties, we shall have an account to
answer for when we go before them again.
With respect to the mode of punishment
which it is proposed to inflict in this particular case, I think that the gravity of
the offence which has been committed
against the honour of Parliament requires
no less a punishment than that which has
been proposed by my honorable colleague,
the Chief Secretary. It has been asked
why should we not also have imprisoned
those offenders who were members of the
House?
Mr. LALOR.-That is the question.
Mr. CASEY.-If so, then why did not
the honorable member appear in his place
at the time we were dealing with those
members, and propose that they should be
imprisoned ? The House would then
have considered the question.
Mr. LALOR.-Why did not the honorable member propose it himself?
Mr. CASEY.-I am not now suggesting that that mode of punishment should
~ave been adopted, but I ask why honor-.
able members should shield the persons
now before the House because they did
not punish some of their own members
with imprisonment? It is no answer
merely to say that they should not be sent
to gaol because the members who have
been expelled the House should have been
sent to gaol. If we dealt too kindly with
those members, that is no reason why
we should not deal justice to the two
persons now before us. Whether or~not
we have been lenient in the mode of
punishment we have adopted in previous
cases, does not affect the present case.

of Memhers.

It has been said that the members of this
House who have been expelled have suffered no punishment in comparison with
that which it is proposed to iuflict by the
resolution now before the chair. . Now I
suppose that we have inflicted the severest
punishment that it is possible to inflict.
We have declared that they a~e unworthy
to hold seats amongst gentlemen in this
Chamber; and we have no right to presume that those who have been found
guilty of bribery and corrupt practices are
fit to represent the constituencies to which
they are now returning. With reference
to the statements made by the two gentlemen whose cases we are now considering,
I desire to draw the attention of the House
to the very peculiar language employed
both by Mr. Glass and MI'. Quarterman
when addressing you, sir, Mr. Glass
states, in answer to the question which
you put to him"During the course of this investigation I
have come to the conclusion that I have been
guilty of a serious breach of parliamentary
privilege in subscribing and paying money to
enable members of the Assembly to retain their
seats."
Nobody that I am aware of ever accused either one or other. of these gentlemen of this offence. I am not even aware
that it is an offence. It is a common
practice, resorted to by almost all political
persons, to advance money to enable members to retain their seats. Mr. Glass says
that he confesses himself to have been
guilty of this; and that is a confession of
being guilty of what he is not accused ofit is a gratuitous piece of information.
He goes on to say"I knew it was the practice of all political
parties to pay occasionally the election expenses
of candidates favorable to their own views, !tnil,
although no politician myself, I have often contributed with others to secure the election of
members whom I had reason to suppose wouln
assist in the passing of just laws for the protection of the large pastoral and landed iuterests
which I have in the colony."
But, sir, he makes no answer to the statement put from the chair, when you
acquainted him that the House, after a
strict and solemn investigation, had found
that he, with others, had actively aided
in the administration of the funds of an
association employed in the bribing and
undue influencing of Members of Parliament, and in so doing that he had been
guilty of a contempt and breach of the
privileges of this House.
He makes no
answer to that at all, and he does not
admit· his guilt in reference to it. On the
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contrary, he goes on and distinctly denies
it, for he saysH I
emphatically declare that I never subscribed one shilling to corrupt or bribe any
member, or to influence his vote contrary to his
honest conviction."

Now, sir, this House has declared-in the
terms of the language used by you, "after
a strict and solemn investigation "-that
an association was formed having fur its
object the bribing and undue influencing
of Members of Parliament, and that Mr.
Glass was one of the principal persons engaged in the administration of the fund.
I know it has been urged that the language of the appeal he made to the House
has been dictated in terms of sorrow for
any offences that he has committed against
the usages and privileges of Parliament,
and that he has thrown himself on the
mercy of the House. Now I wish to
point out that not one Ringle line of the
statement that Mr. Glass read, conveys
any expression of regret for ha.ving committed the particular offence with which
he is specifically charged; but that, on
the contrary, he expresses contrition for
having subscribed money for enabling
members to retain their seats-a charge
which, never having been made, he was
not called upon to answer. And, sir, Mr.
Quarterman: having in nearly the same
way heen asked by you what he had to
say, and after the House had declared
that he, too, had been actively engaged
in the administration' of the funds of the
association, says"I beg mo~t sincerely to apologize for the
delay that I have occasioned in the proceedings
now before this House, more particularly as it
has not been possible for me to obtain the assistance of the learned counsel through whom I
purposed addressing you. I feel myself wholly
unable to explain, in suitable language, my conduct in connexion with the transactions now engaging thp. attention ofthis honorable House."

He concludes by saying that he deeply
regrets to find himself in his present posi~iOIl; but he does not use any expression
of deep regret at having been associated
with Mr. Glass in the administration of
. the fund. It is really almost adding insult
to insult, that this House, after a strict,
careful, and solemn investigation, ill which
it has been engaged for so many lIays,
and after having fuund that the association
did exist, and that these gt·ntlemen
actively aided in the administration of its
fnnds, should be met with such a reply to
its charges as these. These gen tlemen
come to the bar of the House, and neither
-VOL. 'vlI.-2 y
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of them expresses a single word of regret at
being mixed up with these corrupt t"ansactions; but, on the contrary, they merely
say they are sorry for having done that of
which the House has not accused them.
On these grounds it is that I say I cannot
see how honorable members will be justified in extending to them the commiseration that at first sight theil' statements to
this House might be considered worthy of'.
We are now engaged in the performance of
an exceedingly solemn duty-one, I think,
that the good sense of the Honse will be
fully equal to; and I trust we shall show by
our acts, when the division is taken, that
we are determined to put down these assaults upon the purity and independence of
this Assembly.
Mr. MACKAY.-Sir, I think that
honorable members on both sides of the
House have had time to consider that we
did a very wise thing in adjourning this
debate last night. The tone and temper
of the debate now is far more worthy of
this Assembly than was that which took
place last evening.
The interval has
been well employed in giving us time to
reflect and to weigh the fnll effect of what
we are doing; and, if the House should
still be determined to carry out its original intentions with respect to the two
gentlemen whose case we are considering,
it will do so with more gravity and solemnity than it would, perhaps, had the
debate been pressed to a division earlier. I
have myself now arrived at what I believe
to be a proper conclusion on the case
, before the House. I will yield to no
man in my personal abhorrence of bribery,
and I at ollce say that the bribers and
those who accept bribes are alike to he
reprehended; and that Members of Parliament-even if it be not shown that they
are bribed-becoming the recipients of
such bounty, for the purpose of enabling
them to retain their seats, should be considered as disgraced, because they become what I can only describe by t.he
phrase "legislative loafers." ~ir, I ment.ion this for the purpose of showing that
I have found very great difficulty ill
alTi ving at a proper conclusion _as to the
extent of punishment that ought to follow
upon a very serious offence of this character. I do not wish so much to punish
the crime which has now for the first
time beeI;l brought to light amongst us,
as I wish to deter others from committing
it hereafter. I should deeply regret that
temporary excitement, or party feeling,
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should carry me too far; and I am afraid,
with all deference to gentlemen with whom·
I generally vote, that they have overstrained their sense of duty on this occasion. I wish, before I sit down, to give
some reasons for the course which it is
. now my intention to take. With respect.
to the arguments used as to the evidence,
the mode in which it has been taken,
and its bearing upon these gentlemen,
I at once say that I discard them from
It is not worth
my consideration.
inq uiry whether they have been made
to speak against themselves, or whether
their own confession is to be made
the means of our betraying them.
They have themselves confessed their
guilt. It may be a question for us, in
considering how we should deal with
public offenders, to determine whether we
ought to allow a committee to examine a
number of witnesses and 'try to bring to
light the guilt of. any one of those
witnesses who might or might not be an.
offender. It is a most important matter
for us carefully to consider whether· we
ought to allow an example of this kind to
be followed; or whether we should not
have gua.rded the gentlemen so situated,
going before the committee to give their
evidence, and have warned them to take
care to say nothing that would criminate
themsel ves. I do not consider it at all
relevant to the present questIon for us to
endeavour to show that these gentlemen
have been in any degree affected, prejudicially or otherwise, by the. mode in
which the evidence was ubtained; because
they have come to this House and have
virtually pleaded guilty to the charges
preferred against them. But when we
come to consider what is to be their punishment, we look to their 'admissions.
They admit having subscribed moneythey admit having given it toMembers of
Parliament to assist them in their election
expenses, and to assist them also in retaining their seats. When we consider
this question, it appears to me that we have
the whole subject of bribery brought
before us at a glance, and I think I may
ask honorable members whether, in the
histol'y of this country, there have not
been scores of instances in which public
subscriptions have been got up for the
purpose of enabling memb~rs to remain in
Parliament, and whether it is not just
possible that these persons m,ay have given
the money, not imagining for a moment
that .they were doing a great wrong-not
Mr. Jlacka!J.

of Members.

imagining that they were committing the
grave offence of bribery and corruption,
or that they were bringing themselves
within the scope of the penalties which
attach to such offences?- We should
not lose sight of the very important
consigeration that we are now dealing
with this offence for the first time;
and I need not remind honorable members
that in the courts of law, whenever an
offence is committed for the first ~ time,
the case is usually dealt. with by the
judges, or by magistrates, from that view,
and that the offenders are let off with a
lighter punishment than would be inflicted
upon· them if the offence had been
often committed by them. For the first
time, now, we bring home to these gentlemen's minds the full magnitude of their
offence; and I ask whether it is consistent
with reason that we should, on a first
occasion, visit the same penalty on them
that we should visit on a crime for the
third or fourth time repeated? In the
face of the warning we have given them,
I say that we should carefully guard
ourselves against committing an act of
undue severity. But when we come to
consider what penalty we should inflict
on these gentlemen, we fall back on the
precedents of. the English House of Commons. We find that that body has asserted
certain privileges, and some of those privileges are such as we should not for a
moment dream of asking for or attempting
to exercise; for there seems practically to
be no limit to what we might do if we chose
to put into operation the powers against
defendants which they assume.
The
House of Commons has pu·nished offenders
against its privileges by both fine and
imprisonment. Of late years, however,
fines have not been imposed, and imprisonment only has been inflicted. I think
honomble members will find that the best
authorities on parliamentary privilege
maintain that the House of Commons is a
house of record, and can inflict fines as
-well as imprisonment; and therefore I say
that the remarks which ha.ve been made
here on this branch of the question are
without fonndation. We now CODle to the
question of punishment by imprisonment.
The House of Commons have carried out
their sentences of imprisonment by sending the offenders to N ewgate, the Fleet,
the Tower, or the Gatehouse; but I think
it will be found, when these cases are all
fairly and temperately judged of, that
where the House of Commons has not
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pushed its prerogative too far at first and
afterwards had occasion to unsay and
undo its act, and to confess it has taken a
wrong step, which it has looked back
to with regret, in the punishment of
political offences, it has never sent
offenders to N ewgate. 1 do not agree
in the view that has been expressed by
the honorable member for Hodney (Mr.
Macgregor). 1 contend that, in dealing
with a political offence like that which has
been committed by the gentlemen who are
now before us, we are dealing with State
prisoners,and we ought, therefore, to deal
with them in the same way that the House
of Commons has dealt with State prisgners
accused of semi-political offences. The
whole princi pIe of the House of Commons
punishment-if we may judge from the
precedents that have been quoted-is that
they have sent such offenders to the Tower,
or committed them to the custody of the
Serjeant-at-Arms; and 1 apprehend
that no one will say that sending a
prisoner to the Tower is attended with
the same moral stigma that sending him
to Newgate would be. No one would say
that sending him to the Fleet is attended
with the same moral stigma that sending
him to the common gaol would be; and
therefore we should be exceedingly c:treful that, in the punishments we may inflict,
we do not offend against the spirit of
justice with which our deliberations
should be tempered. After a very careful
consideration of these precedents, 1 think
that we ought not to send these gentlemen
to a prison where they will be treated as
common criminals. 1 am led to this conclusion by a fair chain of reasoning, for,
for my own part, 1 have no feeling whatever towards these gentlemen, either of
friendship or enmity. 1 despise the insinuation thrown out by some sections of
the press that we are determined to secure
a conviction, and that those who take that
course have some connexion with the
offence. Gentlemen connected with tIle
press ought to be ashamed to attempt to
enhance the severity of the punishment
by endeavouring to intimidate the judges.
We are quite competent to give our decisions in an honest way 'Yithout having
attributed to us the worst motives. 1 do not
care personally a farthing what any man says
about my vote in this matter. Isha11 vote as
1 think right, and for that alone 1 care. It
has been said that honorable members
sitting on this side of the House are
afraid to vote as they ple~se, and must
2y2
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vote as they are driven. That is a most
ungenerous assertion. There may be substantial reasons why a party should be
kept together; but as a rule 1 think that
there is no indication of honorable members, from corrupt motives, doing what is
insinuated of them. Sir, there is a most
extraordinary feature in the action which
has been taken by the House of Commons
in such cases as this-that where the persons bribed have been in every instance
treated, with the greatest severity-and
we seem to have overlooked this fact-the
briber has seldom if ever been punished at.
all. J believe there is only one instance
given in May, where the House of Commons has punished the briber at all. 1
am far from endorsing the statement I
have heard more than once put forward,
that the man who bribes is a worse
criminal that he who receives. Where
the obje<:t is the -same, 1 cannot for the
life of me understand the difference
between the two positions. One man
induces another, for a consideration, to do
that which he knows he ought not to do ;
and each party to the ,corrupt transaction
knows that he is to be a participator in
the advantages that will result from the
act. 1 say the crime is mutual; and that
guilt in an equal amount attaches to each.
But the House of Commons has not acted
in that way. Honorable members will
not find a precedent for their having done
so. There are several instances to prove
the truth of my statement. Mr. Bird
was reprimanded by the Speaker on his
knees for having offered money to Mr.
Musgrave, a gentlemen of the long robe,
and a member of the House of Commons,
in the shape of a guinea fee for presenting
a petition to the House. Well, sir, it is
true that it was simply a guinea fee, but the
principle was what the House of Oommons contended for. 1 am not inclined
to think with the young woman that,
because the baby was a very small one,
the offence was not a very serious one.
This is the only instance in which I can
discover any punishment of the person
who bribed. The cases of Mr. John
Ashburnham and Sir John Trevor show
that they were punished for receiving, but
we find no mention of any attempt to
punish the Corporation of the city of,
London for corruption. N or was there
any attempt so to punish any of the other
bribers. There is a dead silence observed
with regard to them. . Not a word of the
punishment which was to overtake those
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who had tampered with these people. I say offence the House was satisfied with the
there is no instance, amongst the precedents expulsion of Mr. But.ters. If it is anticilind authorities, in which the House of pated that the punishment we award will
Commons has set us an example, wbicl~ we faU short of the deserts of the case, some
should feel oursel \'es ob)ige~ to follow in other measure should be devised; bU,t I
this instance. So that 'we are. left to go contend that the very fact that we have
hy. the spirit of the$e i)J'ecedent~, anel, by allowed these two lute members of this
theil' spirit only can we h~ g~jded. That House to escape with so light a penalty,
spirit, has oeen, that', all perS01)~ found should weigh wil h us in determining the
guilty of a semi-poFtica~ offence are either punishment to be inflicted on the persons
St'ut to a State prison, or con1.~itt~d,to the concerned with them in committing the
Some honorable members of this
custody of the Serje~nt-at-..A..rms. Sil', crime.
several hot;lorable Illeml~ers who have pre- House with whom I have conversed, have
caned me in this (~eb~te have enlarged on agreed with me that we ought to be
a feature that must have commended its01f guided, by this consideration, that whilst
to tl~e spirit ,of fairness :m,d common jus- we have the proposition before us of visittice of e\'e~'Y member of tl,tis Honse, and ing the offence of Mr. Glass and Mr.
thn.t ii=:, that we have all'eady punished Quarterman with imprisonment' in th3
two offenilel's, whq were, at' the ,time of Melbourne Gaol, the fact that their acC01~)
the:I' convirtion, merilbel's of this Housr, plices have been let off with so comparahy (lxpn!!'Iion; ,one for having directly tively light a sentence should weigh in our
recf'iverl n bl'ibe, and thE!,other for ,ha,:il).g estimate of the propriety of endorsing'that
heen th(: ngent of the very pcrs.ons ,the proposit.ion. I think it is a very important
extent. and character of whose punishment. Illatter for us to consider t.his, that, in all
is now the ~ubje~t of.discussion,here, and cases ,of great excitement, public bodies
who are' accused o~ having. initiated a~e apt to err under that exci tement, and
nnd c~n·it!il. out, the systpm of bdbery from excess of zeal do things which may
which ha~ been detected. Sir, I do not be il'l'ational. There is an excess of zeal
wish to enlltl'ge at lJl1uecessary length on 'the just now infused into this matter, ngainst
Rl'guments w~ich have been put for:"vard which, if we do not guard, mischief may
as to the dispr0poi·tion of those punish- follow .. We are only now trying to clean
ments to that qf those which we are now out the Avgean', stables of corruption~
proposing; but I think, one impQrtant COll- which should have been cleaned out long
Rideration has been ov~rlooked. Now mark before, bcause the country lut~ had
the difference in punishment between the before it, for years past, the picture of a
two cases. The late Minister of Railways number of men attempting to demoralize
and the late member for Portland, whether Members of Parliament. We should,
t.hey be' returned to this House or not, therefore, guard also against making these
have, been punished with simple expul- gentlemen, whom we want to punish, obBut supposing they should be jects of sympathy. There must be a resion.
returned, I ask what is the punishment action if such a feeling of sympathy once
inflicted on them in comparison with that takes root. I quite admit the diffic1llty
inflicted upon t.hose who are to be sent to that exi5ts of pointing out an intermediate
a common g:tol? The fact of their re- course. On the one hand we have sugelection by t heir constituencies will, to a '. gested to us the punishment of these pergreat extent, take the edge off their sons by committing them to the custody of
punishment, however severe it may have the Serjeant-at-Arllls, which seems to me to
appeal'ed at the titne it was inflicted. It mean not.hing more nor less than a sort of
may be said that the cl'ime committed hy gruteelluxury with only the name of, imMr: Jones WRS of a very different charac- prisonment, or detentiou, attaching to it'ter from that committed by any of the for the offender enjoys at once all the luxuother parties to this offence. Bnt t.he ries of civilization and the eclat of a mart.yr
crime committed by MI'. Butters was most -and on the ot.her hand imprisonment in
certainly of exactly the same character, the Melbourne Gaol, accOJppanieu by the
although, perhaps, in a lesser degree, as stigma which the undergoing of such a
that which was committed by Mr. Hugh sentence must of necessity attach, not only
Glass. And we are now going to punish to the offenders, but to their familie~ and
Mr. Hugh Glass and Mr. Quarterman, by children.
(" No.")
Well, I beg the
consigning them to a common gaol like pardon of the honorable member who says
common criminals; whilst for the same "No" ; for I say we cannot resist regarding
Mr. Mackay.
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.it as a stigma upon him, and those belonging to him, to be immured in n common gaol for an offence which, I think, we
('annot fairly say, under aU the circumt-5tances surrounding this case, is a criminal
one. Surely, sir, this association of which
Mr. Ettcrshank has been the serret.ary
01' treasurer, or both,
is not the first
association of the kind which has been
known to exist in this colony. There
have been other combinations of wealth
nn!l 'interest before this, and wilh
similar ohjects.
The
whole press
of the colony has teemed with attacks
upon the personal character of members of
this House; and where wpre the honol'ahle
'gentlemen then who now say" No" to
my argument, that they did not sooner,
instead of remaining silent so long, do theil'
duty by standing up in their places and
vindicating the purity which they lIOW
profess existed?
An HONORABLE ME~1BER.- ,};hey were
not caught.
Mr. M ACKAY.-N'o, sir, there was no
inclination to catch them. I will only
further say that this House cannot be too
careful of falling int.o the grave error of
unduly pUllishing offenders fur the commission of offences that have grown up
under Ollr own lax system of admillistrat ion.
The difficulty of finding some
pl'oper meed of puni:;hment which, whilst
it satisfies the sellse of jnstice even of the
, Chief Secretary, will not involve t.his mistftke, is one which I fully recognise. But
the Chief Secretary does not, I suppose,
wish to see these persons more than adequately punished.
I quite sympathize
with those who feel that it is an iusufficit·nt
punishment for them to be committed to
the custody of the Serjrant-at .. Arms, wilh
plenty of champagne and other luxurie~,
and as many friends as they choose to
ask to assist in the consumpt.ion of them.
Is there no mcdium to be arrived at. between these two punishments - nothing
between the one I have described and these
two gentlemen being sent to the Melbourne
Gaol and having their hair shayed off?
(" No.") Well they will be stamped as
criminals at any rate; nl1d I w!tnt to
know what guarantee this House has thnt,
when they get within the walls of" "Vintle's
Hotel," they will not be treated as other
criminals who go there are treated? I
remember a case in which a gentleman
who was sent to the Sandhurst Gaol was
subjected to all the discipline thnt is ob ..
served with regard to B common felon,
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Mr. CASEY.~It was remedied directly
the mistake was discovered.
IVIr. MACKAY.- But we want the
remedy in this case before the mistake is
eithel' committed or discovere'd. We want
to prevent the horse from being stolen by
shutting the stable door.
Ullles~, sir,
tlll're is t;OllJe giHtL'illltce :dfol'dpd to this
House that the kind of imprisonmellt
which these persons are to 'undergo shall
be such as will leave no sligmtl on them
or their children which ou~ltt llOt to be
inflicted' upon tilCIll, I feel that there is lll)
othcl' cou'rse left to u::; t Imu tu vote for thu
amendment of the 1l01Hlmble menibeL' fOL'
Rodney. Ullle:3s I rt'cei \:e that a,"surance
-and I ask it for the rea~OIlS I havo
stated~I shall vote that these two gt'ntlemen be committed to tile cu:,;tody of the
Serjeant-nt-Arms, blH to C1ot;e custody,
un!l not such custody as I htLve just. rlescribed. Only will 1 deviate' from that
intention on receiving from the Govel'l1ment an assllrance that, if they are illl~
imIred in gnol, they'shall be receiyed alll!
treateu there in sneh a way that the
stigma of immorality whieh attaches t()
criminals and felons shall not attaeh to
them.
:Mr. McCULLOCH.-I do not wish to
speak again on this question, but I merely
rise for t.he plHpose of answpring a remark
which has just been made by the honorable member for Saudhul'st. I say at
once that it ha5 bef'n the intent.ion of the
Govprnment throughout to be guided ill
theil' action in respeet of this matteI' 0:1tirely hy the practice and precedents of tlH)
mothel' country. 1 ca.n assure this House
that, when persons haye been sent from
the House of Commons t.o N ewgate, Ot'
any other gaol, they ha'l'e been sent lIwre
more for the purpose of detention than
with any other ob} ct-cel·tainly not that
they should associate with fdolls or ot,hel'
criminal~.
These gentlemen will be sent
to gaol and treated as persons who have
been guilty of contempt; IIIllI I can assure
hOllorable members t.hat there is not the
least dangel' of their being treated in any
other way. TIley will be merely held ill
detention so long as this House thinks fit.
I may stat.e that it is quite impossible that
they can be properly kept within the precints of this House. There is no adequate
provision for kp.eping them in (·Iose COIlfinement. I ascertained to-day that these
gentlemen have been taken from one place
to another in the House, and th~t in their
tr~nsit members may me~t th~m passing
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along the lobbies. That is a. 'most inconvenient and improper state of affairs, and
one which, I say, must place honorable
members in altogether a wrong position.
A.ll that we desire is that they should be
kept in close confinement, but that none
of the indignities which have been referred
to should be suffered by them.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Sir, I should like
to say a few words on this question before
it is put to the vote, because I think that
there is a great deal of very fahle sympathy displayed by some honorable members of this House for those who have
been guilty of a high crim'e and misdemeanor. It almost leads one to the
opinion that it is a good thing for a man
charged with such a crime if he happens
to possess a little wealth. There has
been no sucb point as this raised with
reference to the two members of this
House who have been summarily expelled.
I think the interest which has been
displayed during this debate shows, at all
events, that Ml·. Glass. and Mr. Quarterman have many friends. One honorable
member has stated that, when they were
being examined before the committee, they
told everything they knew-that Mr.
Hugh Glass, for instance, gave ev~ry
possible information to the committee. I
am here, sir, to say that neither Mr. Hugh
Glass, Mr. John Quarterman, nor Mr.
Ettershank gave any information whatsoever that they could possibly avoid
giving to the committee-nay more, that
they kept back information-that they
denied having knowledge of facts which,
when they were called a second time, it
was proved that they had in their posse~
sion. I am astonished at.the spirit that is
abroad here to night; and I have no
hesitation in expressing my ,belief that
the honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Fra~cis) is responsible for a great deal of
it. The speech which that honorable member made last night was, I think, one of the
most ill-timed speeches that have for a
very long period been made in this House.
It will not bear looking into-it will be
fomid to be full of fallacy; and I am perfectly astonished at the honorable member
for Richmond, when speaking upon this
subject, pleading for Mr. Glas~ and Mr.
Quarterman, because they had been personal friends of his own, and that· he had
been on intimate terms with them. He
said that he did not believe them. to be
the criminals which they stand confessed
. before this House of being. Sir, people

of Members.

have been found keeping a good outside
before the public, but whose actions, when
they came under investigation, have not
borne the test of it. Now what have
these gentlemen been doing? The honorable member for Richmond said that he
had no defence to offer for them, and that,
at any rate, one of them had for· eight or
ten years. past been a distinguished
member of all associations that had
been formed for the purpose of defeating
the land laws of the colony. If this
gentleman is a particular friend of the
honorable member for Richmond, I make
him a present of his friendship.
The
honorable member for Richmond may
think it a very venial crime that Mr.
Glass has committed, but I am perfectly
astonished that he should admit to this
House that he' regarded it as a political
. crime. Sir, some honorable members think
that we are attempting to deal more
harshly than is deserved with these two
gentlemen; but let me say that when, in .
the course of the debate that resulted in
the expulsion of the lat'e Minister of
Railways and the late member for Portland, I stood up and asked that they
should be allowed to state reasons why
they should not be expelled at once, it
was denied me. Sir, one of the two gentlemen now before us, who is known to
the honorable member for Richmond (by
his own admission) to have been before'
guilty of participation in such transactions
as he is accused of here, asks now to be
represented by counsel at the bar, and
this House grants the request. There is
a disposition, it seems to me, to treat these
gentlemen more leniently than the two
members of this Chamber were treated
who were sentenced to expulsion.
Is
there to be one law for the rich and one
for the poor? Both of the members who
were expelled were poor men. 'Vhen the
honorable member for Richmond referred
to the bribing of Members of Parliament
as being a very venial sin indeed-as
being a political crime, and one which
should not be punished with any great
severity-did he take into consideration
the question whether, if these gentlemell
who are supposed to have been bribed had
not happened to be Members of Parliament, any of the money would have found
its way into their hands? Not for a
moment. I say it was simply because
these two gentlemen found Members of
Parliament in responsible situations, and
found also that their votes would be of
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value to ,them, that tbey offered the bribes.
Now I ask does any reasoning man believe
that they gave the bribes merely for the
sake of letting them have the money from
pure benevolence, as has been suggested?
Distinctly not, I say; but finding Members
of Parliament here, ready to their purpose, with high trusts reposed in them,
and with the destinies of the country, to a
great extent, in their hands, these men
came here with cash temptation at their
command, and attempted by every means
in their power to poison justice at its
source.
The selfish moti ve - for the
motive was purely and essentially selfish
-was to accumulate princely fortune upon
princely fortune, knowing well that, if a
vote were given covertly, and corruptly,
it would put £10,000 into the pocket
of the corrupter.
Mr. Hugh Glass
is reputed to have stated publicly that
votes given on a certain matter before
this House-a matter on which, I have no
hesitation in saying, some votes were given
covertly-were worth £50,000 to him. I
have been astonished both· to-night and
last night to hear so much talk about the
bribed being worse than the briber. Not
only did these gentlemen confessedly bribe
and corrupt, but we have nothing but
circumstantial evidence in support of the
theory that any member of this Chamber
has been bribed, whilst we have the
direct acknowledgment of these men that
they acted as bribers. They say in their
evidence that they had the bills of honorable members in their possession in order
that they might compel them to vote. in
the way they wished, and yet we are not
to say a word against these fine wealthy
gentlemen, who are able to subscribe their
£1,000 or £2,000 each for the purpose of
bribing Members of Parliament. I say it
is a high crime and misdemeanor that
ol:lght to be, and must be, resisted and resented. It is a crime, I contend, against
the whole community. Men desirous of
being honest whilst needy may be induced
by these tempters to turn aside from their
allegiance to their country, and their
duty'to themselves, and that is why I say
that the briber, in a case like this, does
infinitely more discreditable work, and
with wider and more dangerous consequences to. the general interests, than the
bribed. And for this reason, the crime
of the briber is a crime committed
against the entire community. That is
why I contend that we must place
ourselves in a position to feel that
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we ought to inflict upon these men
an adequate punishment. If a man steals
lOs. worth of property he probably gets
a month's imprisonment in the common
gaol. Now, seeing the weight of injury
which these men have inflicted upon the
community as compared with that inflicted
by the petty thief, I say that they should
receive at our hands a punishment commensurate with the magnitude of their
crime. The wealthy men of this community are frequently looked down upon, and
in many instances, I think, very properly so,
for this reason-.-:that the fact is they cannot
be trusted, and not only can they not be
trusted in their oWn relations, but men
who are sent here to look after the interests of the country are tried to be made
wrong by them by every means in their
power. TheY,get their bills, and, if they
do not vote as they wish, they sell them
up, and drive them out of Parliament.
Sir, I have no doubt that we should hereafter have heard a good deal more of this
kind of thing if this investigation had riot
been carried out in the way that it has been.
This system has, I believe, been pursued
with a skill and cunning that is as wonderful as it is, in my experience, unparalleled. I asked Mr. Ettershank a question,
to which he replied that, if he had been
directed by Mr. Glass or Mr. Quarterman
to fill my name in, he would have done so.
Now, are we here to have our reputations
destroyed-to be sent to our graves with
a stigma attaching· to us, which perhaps
our memories cannot outlive? And yet
these men, it is said, are to escape punishment for the' cold-blooded villany of
putting another man into this position,
and destroying his character by doing. so.
The assassin can scarcely be compared
with them. Sir, we must treat this
matter irrespective of all party motives
and feelings, and just as we should treat
any other ordinary matter that might come
before us. The honorable member for
Richmond referred to the Land Bills that
were formerly passed by this House. It
is not necessary to allude to that portion
of his speech which assigns this as one of
the causes why the present state of things
exists. One of the causes why weak
and inefficient Land Bills were passed
was simply that th~s practice of giving
money to Members of Parliament. was
going on. That is why the Land Bill of
1862 was not what it should have been.
Who does not remember the famous
Victo:t:ian Association? 'Vho eloen. not
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remember all the acts it performed, and all
the wrongs it perpetrated? Sir, I think
one of the individuals now before this
House was the moving ~pirit of that association; and, when we look at the
thousands of families in this country who
have, through its operations, been reduced
to ruin, and have since been dragging out
an existence in dire poverty, are we here
to say that the originators, the promoters,
the conductors of such nn association as
that are, for the offences that they are
now charged with, to be committed
merely to a genteel State imprisonment?
I am sorry to see such a spirit as that which
is abroad in the House to-night. I am
sorry to find that honorable members can
defend the persons who have been brought
to the bar. I am particularly sorry to see
this done by the honorable membel' for
Richmond (Mr. Francis). That honorable
member alleges that weak and deficient
legislation with reference to the land
question has been the cause of all
this; and he went on to argue that, because these persons had escaped punishment hitherto, they had begun to think
that they could go on in their proceedings
with impunity.
The .fact is that the
immunity which these people have enjoyed
hitherto has encouraged them in their
guilt. But is that a reason why this
House, after having its good name blasted
for a ·series of years during the operations
of these very individuals, should not mete
out deserved punishment to them? I
think not. I think we 'should be cravens
indeed if we allowed this opportunity to
pass without showing our sense of the
moral turpitude of these individuals. It
is our duty to punish them as we would
anyone else. Parliament should recognise
no difference between individuals. These
men had no need. to bribe Members of
Parliament. Why should they, with their
enormous wealth, resort to these proceedings? Gentlemen who can afford to subscribe from £ 1,000 to £2,000 for such
purposes ~o not want to bribe Members of
Parliament in order to thwart legislation.,
I maintain that they deserve a heavier
punishment than the persons bribed. The
honorable member for Richmond has said
that, if plenty of land had been kept in
the market, the like of this would not
have occurred. But this cuts two or
three ways. I presume the honorable
member means eiLher that sufficient land
was not kept open for, selection, or that
we ought to retllrll to the auctio~ system.
,Mr. Longmor~.

of lIfembers.

If he means the former, his statement is a
direct expression of want of confidence
in his own colleag ue, the Minister of Lands,
for not keeping sufficient land open. But
if the honorable member wants a return
to auct.ion, why does he not say so? I
don't like these subterfuges. The honorable and learned member for St. Kilda
(Mr. Fellows) has stated to-night that
something had been given to him and to
another honorable member-as a bribe, of
course-and that he determined to return
it, but the other honorable member said
he would keep it. Now the honorable
a.nd learned member often makes a great
deal of trifles; he may mean nothing by
what he has said; but he stands before
this House and the country with the confession from his lips that he has accepted
a bribe-("No," and "Yes")-and we
have only his statement that he returned
it. Let him produce proofs that he returned the bribe, and that he brought to
justice the pel'son who offered the bribe.
r say the matter should be inquired into.
The honorable and learned member does
not stand in a different position to that of
any other Member of Parliament; and I
say the Chief Secretary is not doing his
duty if he does not cause the matter to be
investigated. The honorable and l~arned
member took care to say that, when the
bribe was offered him, he was a member of
another place; but he stated that the
gentleman who took the bribe, and kept
it, was a member of this House. I say
that the honorable and learned member
should not be allowed to throw out these
inuendoes against honorable members in
this House. What are we to think of
the position of the persons who have been
brought to the bar when we hear such
statements from our own members? Mr.
Hugh Glass, in the course of his statement at the bar, says"I have often contributed, with others, to
secure the election of memberA whom I had
reason to suppose would assist in the passing of
just laws for the protection of the large
pastoral and landed intp.rests which I haye in
the colony."
This gentleman, whe'n he was before the
committee, represented himself as the'
most benevolent man in the world. Ac" cording to his accoun.t, he gave money to
honorable members of this House simply
because they were needy. Seeing, I suppose, some of them with no lawful means
of support, he thought he would free them
from the liability of being taken up under
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the Vagrant Act. But the statement
which he has made before this House
converts his benevolence into entire
selfishness. It appear~ that he has kept
honorable gentlemen in this Cham bel'
merely to look after his interests. I have
heard of associations being; fOi'med for the
purpose of securing the return to Parliament of men who would do their best to promote the general interests of the colony;
but Mr. Glass admits that he has, subscribed money to keep members in the
Hou::;e for the purpose of looking after his
business. He acknowledges that he did
bribe Members of Parliament; he pleads
guilty to the charge; and yet, because he
is wealthy, we find certain honorable members advocating that a great difference
should be made between him and any unfortunate criminal who may not have
wealth. I hope the House will not accede
to this desire to screen culprits simply
because they are wealthy. I cannot
forget that, when these persons were before
the committee, they could never recollect
the name of any member of this House
who took money from them but that of
Mr. Jones; nor can I forget that the
existence was acknowledged of some
twelve or fourteen promissory notes,
which were never brought forward, and
the names on which could never be ascertained. Talk of these persons giving information to the committee! why they
never spoke a word of truth when a falsehood could be put in. I say that advisedly. It is in their true character of
bribers and corrupters that they now stand
before us; and I say that bribers and
corrupters ought not to hold the position
which these men have hitherto held in
the community.
Mr. COHEN.-The honorable member
who has just resumed his seat has favoured
us with one of those generous speeches
which are peculiar to him. The honorable member, the other night, stood forward to defend from aspersion the
character of his friend, Mr. Jones; and
now, with his usual consistency, he
attempts to blacken the character of t.he
gentlemen who have been brought to the
bar. The honorable member cries out for
justice for his friend, bu t seems indisposed to
award justice to anybody else. Perhaps it
is because these gentlemen are squatters. I
am aware that the mere mention of the term
" sq uatter" is to the honorable mem bel' something like the.holding of a red rag to a bull.
The honorable' memb~r has reported that
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Mr. Hugh Glass stat.ed that the passing
of the Land Act of 1862 was worth
£.50,000 to him. But th8lt was mere
rumour. I have heard rumours about the
honorable member himself, but I have
been charitable enough .. not to believe
them. I don't think it very charitable to
bring forward that particular rumOlll'
about Mr. Glass at the present juncture.
When a man is in an unfortunate position,
it is not very generous to seek to make
that position worse. Now, sir, let it be
remembered that this Complaint Committee was called into existence through
rumour, and nothing but rumour. The
committee took evidence, and what does it
amount to? I have always understood
that, before a man can be convicted of
murder, proof must be given of a murder
h~lving been committed-that some one has
been killed. Now, can it be shown, by
the evidence taken by this committee,
that one. venal vote has been given in this
House? Can it be shown that any member has received money, and has voted
accol'ding to the desires of the donors of
that mOlley? I say it cannot; and I defy
any gentleman, legal or otherwise, to
show from this evidence that anyone
vote given in this House has not been
given correctly and honestly. Now it has
been said that Mr. Glass and Mr. Quartt3rman have been brought to the bar, and
have confessed their crime. But what
else were they to do? They were found
guilt.y without being asked what they had
to say in their defence; and they had
nothing to do but to throw themselves
upon the mercy of the House. How
were they to plead "not guilty," when
the ,!louse had already found them
" guilty?" The members of this House
who have been expelled had the opportunity, before the cases against them were
entertained, of standing up in theirplacp.s
and defending themselves; but these unfortunate gentlemen were found guilty in
their absence, and were then asked why
sentence should not be passed' upon them.
A great deal has been said ahout the
difference between the briber and the
bribed. In my opinion the briber is not
so bad as the bribed, and particularly
when the bribed is a Member of Parliament. If a. measure for the benefit, not
of one man alone, but of the community
generaJly, is before Parliament, and if
any man, believing that the measure will
benefit him to a great extent, venture~.
under that belief, by monetary or other
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means, to. influence Members of Parliament to vote for the measure, I don't
think his conduct is so bad as thaJ of the
man who receives the bribe, because the
latter, in all probability, betrays a confidence-the confidence reposed in him by
his constituents-which the briber has
not to betray. But I repeat that, after
going through the evidence carefully, I
cannot see that anyone has been bribed.
Now I don't wish to take up the time of
the House with references to the evidence;
but I would like to call attention to something which was said about the chairman
of the committee. A witness before the
committee was asked by the AttorneyGeneral-" What did you say about me ?"
and t~e reply was"I said that you voted for the Bill, but not
without any penal clause. I said you would
vote for reducing the penal clause to one shilling;
and one reason was that you knew some of your
friends were interested in certificates-especially
a Mr. McIntosh."

That was a reason giving by many honorable members for voting for the Bill. No
doubt the Attorney-General 'has had a very
unpleasant duty to perform; but throughout he has pleaded for a conviction. He
has not dealt with the evidence in the'
calm and dispassionate way which a
judge adopts when addressing a jury. He
has selected only the points likely to tell
against the persons condemned by the
committee, and left honorable members to
ascertain for themsel ves whether the
evidence disclosed any palliating circumstances. Now I trust that the House, in
its wisdom, will see fit not to cast upon the
gentlemen now in custody the indignity of
sending them toa felons' gaol. I am sure
it is as repugnant to the Chief Secretary's
feelings to move the resolution now before
the House as it will be to mine to see it
carried. But the honorable memher says
these gentlemen will suffer no indignity at
. all in being placed in a felons' gaol. I
cannot understand this. It seems to me
that a man ~amlot be locked up in a felons'
gaol, whether for a political or any
other crime, without a stigma resting
upon himself and his family. I apprehend that the House does not want to go
in for vengeance, although that was the
tendency of the speech delivered by the
honorable and learned member for Brighton
last evening. I must say that no speech
delivered by that honorable and learned
member has caused me more dissatisfaction. It would seem as if the honorable
Mr. Cohen.

of Members.

and learned' member was aware at the
time that one of. these gentlemen was suffering from indisposition, because he exhorted the House not to receive any
doctors' certificates which might be obtained with a view to the remission of the
sentence. I suppose the honorable and
learned gentleman would have them closeshaved and cropped, and subjected to the
other indignities of a prison. I am given to
understand that this money was first collected for the purpose, not of bribing Members of Parliament, but of trying the rights
of the certificate-holders before the Privy
COllDCil; but it was suggested to the
subscribers that ·a much better and more
expeditious way of obtaining their desires
would be by passing a short Bill through
Parliament. The suggestion was acted
. upon, and this is the result. I am clear
that the money was not subscribed, in the
first instance, to bribe Members of Parliament; and the evidence does not show
that anyone was bribed. Under these
circumstances, I trust the amendment will
be carried.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I must
ask the House to permit me to make a
personal explanation with reference to a
matter alluded to by the honorable member who has just sat down. I deny in
toto the statement of the witness referred
to. The statement was that, because a
relative of mine was interested in certificates, I was desirous of endeavouring to
procure such a compromise as would have
reduced the penalty from 5s. per acre to
some less sum. Now the person who
made that statement, if. he had been aware
of the facts, would have known that the
gentleman alluded to, being an assign of
certificates, was not liable to the penalty
at all. Mr. McIntosh was never an
original holder of certificates, and whatever interest he had in them came to him
as an assign. I never did say that I
would vote for Is. per acre penalty. I
stated on the second reading of the
Bill" A lease which can be converted into a fee
simple on the payment of 5s. per acre is a
tangible security; but, where a risk of forfeiture
impends, there can be no security at all."

And therefore I was for voting that a
penalty of 5s. per acre should be inserted
in the Bill. At the same time, I also
said"Rather than continue the farce (of putting
up temporary buildings) it would be better to
revert to the penalty of' 5a. per acre."
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Then, when the Bill was in committee (on
the 26th March, 1867), I said-
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and determined attempt to place before
the eyes of the people of this country a
" If the certificate-holders are liable, I am not standard of purity which they would maindisposed to assent to a less sum than 5s. per tain ever after. Now, sir, if it were supacre."
posed at that time that honorable members
And, when the Bill was finally disposed would look so leniently upon offences
which have now been clearly proved, but
of, I remarkedwhich then were only surrriised-if it
"As it was eviden t no compromise could be
arrived at, it would be better to leave the certi- were then thought that the State criminal,
ficate-holders to their legal remedy. If their when detected, would be open to so much
lands were entered upon~ any court of equity commiseratiQll and consideration-honorwould relieve them upon their paying the pen- able members should have hesitated bealty of 5s. per acre."
fore agreeing to appoint a committee to
That was what I said. So far from prosecute an inquiry, which, in the spirit
relieving the assigns of certificates, my that it is now treated, can have no meanobject was to insert in the Bill a clause ing whatever. In fact, so far from having
attaching the penalty to the assigns. any meaning for good, I, for one, hold that,
With that object I voted for the second if the amendment be carried, the whole of
reading of the Bill. So far from relieving the proceedings which have taken place
any individual in the position of my in connexion with the inquiry will go far
relative, the course I took would have to convince the colony and the world that,
had the effect of attaching a penalty to when, a clear case of bribery and corruphim. I can understand why the statement tion was made out --. when it was proved
referred to by the honorable member for beyond question that a systematic and orEast Melbourne (Mr. Cohen) has been ganized society, created for unscrupulous
made, and so can other honorable memqers. greed, for the mere love of money, attempted
Jhe person who made it had much the to do all. it could to degrade and debase the
same motive that some other persons have highest political institutions of the colony
had in slandering me in a similar manner.
-this House refused to act. These men
Mr. BERRY.-Sir, I was under the have been brought before the House,
impression, until I heard the debate of having been clearly convicted upon evilast night and to-night, that when, on the dence that would have ensured their con11 th March, statements were made by two viction in any court of justice, to say
or three honorable members of this House nothing of their own admissions ; and I
with respect to asserted cases of bribery assert that, if we lose sight of the gravity
and corruption, honorable members were of the occasion, the seriousness of the
convinced that a crisis had arrived in the' offence, and the very critical position in
history of responsible government in t.his which affairs in this country stand at the
country, and that it was necessary that present moment-and all for a feeling of"
they should rise to the importance of the commiseration for the men who have
.occasion, and make a very serious inquiry. committed the crime-then the solemn
into the alleged malprnctices. I was under verdict of the country will be that we
the impression when I sat, as a member of rather like bribery than not, and that the
the committee, to assist in the investiga- majority of the members of this House
tion of those charges -and when I found would have no objection whatever to the
the various ramifications of a conspiracy inauguration of another society, with
detailed day by day in evidence - that £50,000 instead of £6,000, to manipulate
not only the committee and every honor- a Land Bill with, when such a me::tSUl'e is
able member of the House, but society laid on the table of this House. Sir,
generally, was startled at the corruption whatever honorable members may think,
which the inquiry disclosed. I felt tha,t the -opinion of the country will be divided
the political institutions of the country between the two portions of one clear
were in considerable danger; I thought verdict which may be pronounced on our
that the great importance of the cases we proceedings. One portion will be that the
had to deal with would commend them select committee and the inquiry have been
to the attention of every. honorable used for political purposes; and the other
member; and I hoped that at las·t all party will be that, when the Honse has been
predilections would have been forgotten, brought face to face with the very men who
and that honorable members on all sides of have been engaged for years in systematithe House would join, for once, in a united cally corrupting the political institutious 0
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this country, we flinched from awarding the different position to that which we should
punishment which their, misdeeds had occupy if we were only going to comentailed upon them., I submit that hon- nience an inquiJ'Y' We have the crime
OJ'able members, in dealing with a ques- detected, and the cri minals con fessed and
t ion of this kind, should lay aside all feel- at the bar for punishment. This Honse
ings of personal friendship 01' regard, and must now clearly. unmistakeably, and
rise to Ihe heightof the occasion-that tIley solemnly Sfty what it thinks of the crimp.
should remember I,hat they are trustee~ for It is not these two men at th3 bar but it
t.he whole people, that they have no right to is this House that is being' judged.
consider what may be the re~;ult to the Now, sir, just in proportion as a large,
prisoners of the sentence which may be wealthy, and socially influential section
pronounced, and that it is Weir bu::;iness of the communit.y-represrnted, I am
to measure the crime, not as they would SOlTY to say, hy honoraitle gentlemen
measure a pett.y misdemeanor before a opposite-regard this crime as light and
police mllgistrate 01' an inferior court, but venial, and by their opinions-openly,
as a high crime and misdemeanor, st.riking sarcnsl icaHy, and contemptuollsly exat the very root of public purity and pressed-seem to side with that class
political morality. Sir, although tht:; is from whom criminals like those at the
the first time that an association of this hal' are taken, sympathizing with theil'
kind has bf\en detected, and its principal objects and the means they take to attain
members convicted and brought to the those objects, rathel' than with the plain
bar of this House for punishment, it is and honeRt expression of the opinion,
well known that, for years, such an or- wishes, and interests of the gl;eat bulk of
ganization has existed, and that the money the electors; just in proportion as we
which it represented has been at war, as it are met by a false public opinion that is
were, with the free institutions established snpping the morality of the countl'y, and
in this country. The conflict was com- endangering our politic-al institutions;
menced in another place, when it was just as we are confronted by such a sham
deemed necessary to engnge nearly the pu blic opinion with respect to this q ueswhole of Temple-court to detect flaws inour tion and the magnitude of the offence,
Land Acts; and since then ev:erything has so, I say, are we called upon to stand firm,
been done that 'could possibly be done by to abide by our verdict, and to say once
bribery and cort'upLion, both in this Cham- and for ever what we think of the men
ber and in the constituencies, to frustrate who, because they don't like our political
the intention of our political institutions institutions, would sap them by bribery
and the clearly expressed will oftheelectors. and corruption--so, I say, are we called
Sil', the whole history of the land question upon, to be unflinching in our determinahas been a series of such offences as those t.ion not so much to punish the criminals
we are considering to-night.; and I say as to stamp the crime, to brand it now
that honorable members will forget the and for ever as the greatest crime that
high position they hold, that they will be _ men in this country, 01' in any othf'l' fl'pe
guilty of sacrificing to theil' own private community, can possibly be guilty of. Sir,
considerations or party feelings the great I know no degradation, no punishment,
trust that is committed to them, if, when too great to inflict upon the systematic
this matter is brought clearly before them, corrupters of the political institutions of
they do not measure the punishment by a country. Sir, I am sorry to have been
the magnitude of the crime. Any other betrayed into unusual warmth on this
course than this will have a disast.rous occasion; but I would warn honorable
effect upon society, upon the future of the members tlHlt they cannot reverse what
country, an.d upon the solidit.y and sta- they do to-night, nor can they, under any
bility of our inst.itutions. I, for one, lose circumstances, hlind the country to the
sight altogether of any miserable con- clear meaning of their yerdict.
They
sidt-'ration for the two men at the bar. accepted the responsibility by appointing
I never saw Mr. Glass until he came as a t.he committee.
They endeavoured to
witness before the committee. I should detect the crime, and they have detected
be glad to carry out the verdict of the it in a m~ch clearer way, in a much more
House without injury to a solitary in- conclusive manner, than they ever exdividual, if the result, in the eyes of the pected. They are now confronted with
country, could be the same. But I feel it the crime detected, and they have to
cannot be.
We a.re now placed in a place their own estimate 9n its enormity_
..Jlr. Berr.'!.
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As their verdict is, so will be the verdict
of the country upon thi~ House. I-shall
vote for the original motion.
Mr. HAllCOURT.-Mr. Speaker, I
have watched with very painful interest
the proceedings of this House wi~h regard to the matters which have been
under its consideration for the last three
weeks. I have taken no part in the
debate hitherto, because I felt that, as
comparatively a new member, it would
be more becoming in me to leave the
question in the hands of those who are
more experienced as to matters of parliamentary usage. The committee appointed
by the House arrived at certain conclusions. With those conclusions I have
sympathized, and their adoption I have
supported.
I have acquiesced in ·the
punishments which have hitherto been
awarded. But I think that the punishment proposed in the present casethat of committing Mt·. Glass and Mr.
Quarterman to a felons' gaol - is of
nn extreme character. III fact I cannot
reconcile it at all t.o my mind. Precedents
have been quoted for the course proposed,
but some of them are about, if' not more
than, t.wo hundred years old; and I would
ask whether, at this t.ime of day, with all
the experience which we have acquired,
we should adopt such a sta.ndard for our
guidance? I consider that the puniehment
contemplated in this case is much harsher
than that which has been meted out to
members of this House. The punishment
inflicted on those gentlemen is mild as
compared with this; because they can go
back to their constituencies, and, if their
constituencies re-elect them, little will he
thought of the matter of expulsion. But
here it is proposed to consign two of oU\'
fellow citizens 1.0 the common gaol. At
the same time I consider that merely to
commit them to the custody of the
Seljeant-at-Al'ms will not be punishment
adequate to their deserts. My great apprehension in connexion with the punishment proposed by the Government is that
these gentlemen will be made the associates
of felons. If I can have an assll1'ance
that this will not be the case-that suchan indignity will not be perpetmtedJ shall be disposed to vote for the original
motion.
Mr. VALE.-I may perhaps be al.
lowed to inform the honorable member
that, at an early stage of this dehate, the
Chief Secretary int.imated that, if these
gentlemen were committed to Melbourne
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Gaol, they would be treated, not as criminals, but in the same way that other
persons committed for contempt are
treated.
Mr. HARCOURT.-Still, their position
is not defined; and I shall require some
more satisfactory assurance on that head
before I can vote for the motion. An
attempt has been made to fasten on this
side of the House a sympathy with those
who have pl'actised or attempted bribery.
But I, for one, repudiate the charge
altogether.
Mr. McDONNELL.-Mr. Speaker, I
have listened with attention to the ob- '"
servations of the honorable member for
Geelong ~Test (MI'. Berry), and I will say
frankly that. I quite misconceive the
spirit, scope, and object of what he said,
if he wishes this House to believe that the
only way to do justice- upon those who
already, by their own. confession, stand
convicted, is to immure them within the
gaol of Melbourne. If I understand
aright the meaning of punishment, it is
that when a crime is either confessed or
proved, the punishment of that crime must
not exceed the heinousness of the offence.
If we commit. these two gentlemen to the
custody of the Sel:ieant-at-Arms, we send
themtogaol. ('No.") Themomentyoulock
a man within a door you not only deprive
him of his liberty, but you make the room
over which that door is placed a gaol.
It is perfectly immaterial whether the
place be a dungeon or a palace, the
moment liberty is shut out you are a
prisoner, and the place is a gaol. Change
of locality by no means affects the principle. I have J;lOW to submit that, in
this case, the punishment sought to be
inflicted for the wrong which has been
confessed is too great.. The committee,
struck by the general concurrence of thiH
House, gave their most serious attention
to the duties intrusted to them; their
labours were of a delicate kind; and the
spirit in which they conducted their investigation is shown by the independent
aud fearless report which they have
brought up. But, while I admit the value
of the report, I have to submit reasons
why, in this particular instance, the resolution of the Goyernment ought not to
be carried. Mr. Glass and Mr. Quarterman were examined before the committee,
and I ask is it likely that those gentlemen
thought, when they were so examined,
that every word which they uttered, every
answer which they gave, would ultimately
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become nothing more nor less than an indictment against them, upon which this
House would have to come to a finding?
.Now I quite understand the distinction
which is made between a gentleman who
is a member of this House and one who
is not a member. The late members for
Ballarat West and Portland, when charged
with certain offences, had the opportunity
of offering a defence from their places in
this House. Neither Mr. Glass nor Mr.
Quarterman has had this opportunity. It
is true that they have come here and made
a quasi sort of statement; but they are
not accustomed to the forms of this
House, and know nothing of the rules by
which we are governed. It is also true
that they have confessed the wrong
charged against them, and have expressed
their deep contrition for it. Now I sayo
that if we are to be guided by justice
alone, and if vindictiveness is not to
animate us, a frank acknowledgment
of wrong and a sincere expression
of contrition form an element which
ought to weigh with us, as an impartial
jury, in meting out punishment to
these people. ' It is said by the honorable
member for Geelong 'West that, if we let
off these men with a less degree of punishment than that provided for in the original
resolution, w.e shall be sapping public
morality, and weakening the foundations
of our public institutions. Sir, I take
leave to say that neither the ope nor the
other of those propositions has been sustained by a single argument. Now what
does the whole case amount to? Why
that two men have unjustly used their iufluence with members of this House to
carry a political measure, the object of
which was to benefit their own pockets.
That is the whole case. And we are told,
because a certain sort of party spirit has
been introduced into the consideration of
this question, that we shall best conserve
and support the principles of justice by
sending these men to the common gaol in
Melbourne. I put it to honorable members
what good can possibly accrue to society
at large by sending these men to the
common gaol, rather than depriving them
of their liberty, by committing them
to the custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms?
It has been well said that if justice is
pushed one iota beyond its legitimate
length, it ceases to be justice and becomes
tyranny. It is for us to draw the line.
While I am most sincere in my condemnation of what these men have doneMr'. McDonnell.
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while I yield to no honorable member in
my sipcere desire that they shall be properly punished for the public wrong which
they have inflicted on the institutions of
the country-I say let punishment be
meted out to them in proportion -to their
('rime. This is a young colony; we are
,a young ~arliament; we seek to guide
ourselves by the precedents of the old
country; let us then show ourselves
w<;>rthy of the old country, by rising above
the small dimensions which vindictiveness
would suggest into the broad, excellent,
and wholesome principles which justice
In dealing out
alone would suggest.
punishment to the offenders let us do that
which is satisfactory to our own conscience, which calm reason will sanction,
and into which no party feeling shall be
introduced. Let us act in a way which
will receive the approval of every man of
honour and every man of intelligence. I
do not understand the language used last
night by the honorable and learned member for Brighton. He said that it was
for us to punish these men because they
had offered an insult to us as a body, and
because, through us, the whole political
institutions of the country had been insulted by their conduct. I hope that
honorable members -will not be led away
by arguments of that sort. These men·
are here to be punished, not for insults
they have offered us, but -for the wrong
they have attempted to do the institutions
of the country. That, and that alone, is
the groundwork upon which we are to
build our superstructure of ppnishment.
I have come here from a sick-room for the
purpose of giving my vote, and I can only
say that I shall do so according to my conscientious conviction. So long as my present conviction remains undisturbed, I
believe sincerely that these men, having
confessed their wrong, ought to be punished
in a less severe form than by committal to
the Melbourne Gaol. If they are committed
to the custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms
they are imprisoned-to all intents and
purposes liberty is taken from them-and
I think that is a sufficient punishment for
what they have done. There are degrees
in every state and class of society. A,..s
was said by one honorable member, when
a criminal commits an offence, an impartial, learned, and wise judge will always
measure the offence in proportion to its
character, and according to the circumstances of the offender. Thus, a court of
justice awards' a different amount of
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punishment to a person who has been
accustomed to commit crimes from that
which it would award to a person who had
been betrayed into committing a crime in
a moment of weakness. The circumstances
of the case, the position of the prisoner,
and the novelty of the offence, are proper
matters for consideration in meting out
punishment. I venture to offer this as a
standard not unworthy of the attention of
honorable members opposite. I have no
desire to do otherwise than discharge a
debt of justice; and I shall vote for the
amendment. I believe that no good can
possibly come from putting these two men
in the Melbourne Gaol. If we are to
sustain our character as an impartial tribunal, if we are to invite the attention of
the country to our deliberations, if we are
to prove ourselves worthy of the name of
an enlightened and deliberative body, we
should not allow feelings of .vindictiveness
to creep into the midst of our deliberations,
or to influence our decision in any way.
Mr. KERNOT.-I heard with considerable pleasure the remarks which fell
from the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden, whose ability and position
enable him to judge of the circums_tances
of the case. There was, however, one
observation in the honorable member's
spe,ech with which I cannot express much
approbation, namely, the statement that
the rich elicited the sympathy of the
members of this House. I think the
honorable member was overdrawing the
mark, because, so far as my experience
goes, it is not justified. I cannot endorse
the honorable member's view, that a man
in humble circumstances will not receive
the same consideration from this House as
the man differently situated. From what
I know of its character, I believe that the
House will never allow itself to be warped
by the influence of wealth; nor will it
deny justice to any man. I am sorry to
say that this matter has, in some measure,
been regarded as a political question. I
treat it 8S a moral question-as a question
which deserves the most serious consideration of this House, and one involving the
dignity, character, and position of the
House before the country. What I consider false views on the question have
been advanced by some honorable members. It has been said that, if the resolution proposed by the Chief Secretary is
not carried, this House will be in a measure condoning the crime of the persons
who have been brought to the bar. I
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cannot endorse that opinion, although I
consider that the criminals-because I can
call them nothing else-who are the subjects of this debate, are worthy of the
severest condemnation for the manner in
which' they have acted.
One of, the
greatest calamities which has befallen this
highly favoured colony is that immense
tracts of land are possessed by a few individuals, to the detriment of those who
would bring the broad acres of the colony
under cultivation. That has resulted, to
some extent, from bad legislation. Our
land laws have not been of the character
they ought to have been; they have not
facilitated the occupation of the land by
agriculturalists, while they have given
every ad vantage to great - monopolists.
However, we have now reached a climax,
when a case of bribery is brought before
the House, and certain gentlemen stand
charged with being the active agents for
disseminating money wherewith to influence members of this House with reference
to land legislation. I do not believe that
the money distributed in bribery has had
much influence upon the votes. I do not
think it has had that influence which
many members think 'it bas. It may,
certainly, have warped the feelings
of honorable members, it may have
warped their judgments, but I believe
that in many cases where it is supposed
to have done so it has not warped their
action. It is the. duty of every member
to maintain the rights of this House, but
I think that the manner in which the proceedings in this matter ha,ve been carried
out are not in harmony with absolute
justice. I cannot see that this House
possesses rights which are contrary to the
rights of- many. I consider that any man
charged with an offence has-after he
is charged with it and his case is taken
into consideration-a right of reply before
his condemnation is passed. The question
before the House is whether these gentlemen shall be committed to the common
gaol or to the custody of the Serjeant-atArms. It is therefore only a question of
locality, and I do not attach so much importance to it as ma.ny honorable members
appear to do. The Chief Secretary has
stated that, to these gentlemen, tbe gaol
is simply to be a house of detention. But
if they are confin,ed here in the custody
of the Serjeant-at-Arms, if they are not
allowed to hold levees and drink champagne, but are treated as prisoners, I
apprehend that there is not much difference
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between imp]'i~onmt:nt within the precincts of this House and imprisoment in a
gaol. I think that the character of' the
House would be as much maiutained by
these gentlemen being kept under the surveillance of the Serjeant-at-Arms, as· by
their being committed to a common gaol.
They have been convicted, and they must
pay the penalty of their offence; but I do
not think it is right to degrade any person,
however criminal he may be. . It should
be the object of our laws not to degrade
the criminal, but to try to elevate him.
By the adoption of' the amendment I believe that the House will best mainta.in its
honour, itR integrity, and its position before the country. If the Chief Secretary
could see his way to accept the amendment, I think he would rob this question
of all political <?r party significance.
The 'House divided on the question that
the words "Her Majesty's Gaol, Melbourne," proposed to be omitted from the
original motion, stand part of the questionAyes
34
Noes
29
Majority against Mr. Mac-} 5
gregor's amendment ...
AYES.

Mr. Bates,
" Blair,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Byrne:,
" Carr,
" Casey,
" Connor,
" E. Cope,
" T. Cope,
Crews,
" Cunningham,
" Duffy,
" Everard,
" Grant,
" Harcourt,
" Higinbotham,
" Lobb,

Mr. Longmore,
" Mason,
" McCaw,
" Mc Culloch,
" McKean,
" PIUlpmer, '
" Reeves,
" Richardson,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
F. L. Smyth,

" Sullivan,
" Williams,

" Wrixon.
Tellers.
Mr. Berry,
" Vale.
-NOES.

Mr. Baillie.
" Bowman,
" Cohen,
" Davies,
" Farrell,
" Fellows,
" Francis,
" Frazer,
" Hanna,
" Harbison,
" Kernot,
" Kitto,

"

J~alor,

.. Langton,
" Macartney,

Mr. MacBain,

" McDonnell,
" Macgregor,
" Mackay,
Capt. Mae Mahon,
Mr. Macpherson,
" McLellan,
" Riddell,
" J. T. Smith,

" Stutt,
" Thomas,
" Wilson.
Tellers.
Mr. Walsh,
" Whiteman.
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Mr. KITTO.-Mr. Speaker, as the
division was so close, and as several members are not presen t, I think that the
I-louse should ad.iourn, with a view to the
reconsideration of the question. I therefore beg to move that the House do now
adjourn. The. expressions of opinion
wh ich fell from honorable members on the
other side, last night, will probably bring
several members to their places at the
next sitting, as they brought me on this
occasion, and the consequence may be
that another division will show a very
different result from the one which has
just taken place. When I read the utterance of an honorable member opposite,
who during the last three or four years
has occupied a prominent position before
the country, and very properly so, I was
astonished and amazed. I had no intention of being in the House during the
week, but, when I saw the opinions which
certain members of the House had expressed on this question, I felt it my duty
to be present to-night, in order to protest
against the House being guided or influenced by feelings of vindictiveness. I
regret very much the remarks which were
made last night by the honorable and
learned member for Brighton. They were
expressions which ought not to have been
uttered by a gentleman occupying his
high position. I think it is the duty of
every member of the House-every representative of a constituency - to attend
in his place, and record his vote on this
question, if only to show that he is not
actuated by any feeling of vindictiveness.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I beg to second
the motion for the adjournment of the
House. I think it is only right that there
should be some intimat.ion on the part of
the Chief' Secretary. whether, after the'.
close division which has taken place, it is
the intention of the Government to carry
out the extreme punishment which they
have proposed. If the original motion
had been carried by a large majority-say
two-thirds of the members present-I
should have been perfectly satisfied with
the decision of the House Honorable
n;J.embers know very well that if this were
a prosecution before the Supreme Court a
bare majority of the jury would not ensure
a conviction; on the contrary, if even
one of the jury held, out no conviction could ensue. I ask the Chief Secretary whether, in the face of this close
division, he is prepared to inflict the extreme penalty which it bas been proposed
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to inflict upon the persons now awaiting
the sentence of the House? Considering
the closeness of the division, I think it
would be an act of grace on the part of
the Government to accede to some more
lenient mode of punishment. If they
succeed in carrying their resolution into
effect, all I can say is that, looking at the
result of the division, that course will
certainly not redound to the credit of the
majority of the House. It strikes me
that the House ought either to agree to
a more lenient mode of punishment,
or instruct the Jaw officers of the Crown
to prosecute these persons, at common law,
for conspiracy, or adopt some other course
which may be proper under the circumstances. No doubt proceedings may be
instituted against these gentlemen in the
Supreme Court, and if the court is of
opinion that they ought to be committed to
a common gaol, of course they will be
committed there. I hope that the minority
will not be cowed by the decision of the
majority, but that they will freely express
their opinions, and endeavour to extract
from the Government what course they
intend to adopt. Considering that the
liberty of certain members of the community is at stake, it is the duty of the
House to afford them every oppot.tunity to
prove their innocence if they can, and prevent the perpetration of an act of injustice.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Sir,I reallydonot
understand the remarks of the honorable
member for Rodney. The honorable member has asked what course the Government intend to pursue. The Government
intend to follow the decision of the House,
which is clear and very distinct. The
honorable mem.ber objects to that course
-he objects to any action dealing with
the persons who have been brought to the
bar of the House.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-No.
•
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The honorable
member says that the Government should
have prosecuted theiu before the Supreme
Court; but why did the honorable member go on the committee? The honorable
member went on the committee pledged
to discharge his duties honestly and
faithfully, and he brought up a report;
but now, after certain persons have been
brought to the bar of the House, in consequence of that report, he asks the House
to remit them to the Supreme Court.
Mr. MACGREGOI{.-No.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The honorable
member stated that these men should be
VOL. VII.-2 Z
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remitted to the Supreme Court, and
prosecuted by the Attorney-General.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-No.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Well, sir, it is
impossible to tell exactly what the honorable member does mean, or what he has
stated.
The honorable member has
changed his opinions so frequently in the
course of this debate that it is impossible
to know what his views are. The main
object of the honorable member seems
to be to protect Mr. Hugh Glass.
(" Shame.") What is a shame? (" To
impute motives.") I am not imputing
motives, but the facts of the case show
that the honorable member, throughout,
has studied to protect this person.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-That is a'misstatement.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-We are here to
deal with the whole case fairly and impartially. I admit that it is a case which
must have caused all honorable members
great pain, on whichever side of the
House they may sit; but we are here to
perform our duty, irrespecti ve .of the
injury that may be done to individuals.
During the debate it has been represented
that a great hardship will be inflicted on
these two persons if they are sent to the
Melbourne Gaol. Sir, in the course of
this day a case was brought under my
consideration, which certainly directed my
attention to the subject more closely than
perhaps it had been previously directed.
It was the case of a shipmaster, who had
for a considerable time been trading
between the colonies, and who, of course,
had not been in the habit, as he was
not required by law, of wai!illg at the
Heads until his vessel was boarded by the
Health-ofiic'er. He afterwards took a
voyage to a foreign port, and, on returning
here, instead of adopting the course which
he had formerly done-instead of waiting
at the Heads for the Health-officer to
board his ship-he came through the
Heads into port. The case was taken
before the Supreme Court, and the defendant was fined £JOO. He had not the
means of paying the money, and was
sent to gaol. N ow, sir, I say that this
person was no more criminal than the
persons with whom we are dealing, if as
. criminal. (" Hear, hear.") Well, we are
here, I suppose, to deal justly in this
matter, and as w€ would deal with other
persons. The person to whom I have
referred has been sent to Melbourne Gaol
-there was no attempt to put him in any
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other place-although the injury done to
him, conside:r;ing his position, i~ quite as
much as will be done to the two persons
who are no,w Q~fore th~House by sep.ding
them to gaol. With,regard to the objections taken by. the honorable member
for Castlemaine (Mr. Kitto), and his
desire to have this question further postponed, in order that there may. be a
reversal of the decision just arrived
at-Mr. KITTO.-I did not say so.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-l\.t all events the
honorable member desired to give the
House time to further consider the matter,
and to do 130 before the House has arrived
at any decision on the main question.
The honora,bIe member has not been attending to his duties during the last two
or three nights, and he told the House
very deliberately that he would not have
been in his place this evening, to record
his vote on this important qu~stion, were
it notJor a statement ma,de by the honorable and learned member for Brightoll.
(" Hear, hear.") Is that sufficient to justify the honorable member's conduct? I
say that he is not acting upon a:qy grounds
of public policy, but simply because he
objects to a remark made by an honorable
and learned member of the House. The
honorable member for CastIemaine asks
the House to reconsider the question.
'Why should the question be further reconsidered? Can anything more come
out of it? For three weeks the time of
the House has been taken up in discussing
the question; and has. any desire been
shown to prevent a full and fair opportunity of discussing it? I trllst that the
House will not consent to an adjournment,
as almost every honorable member has
already given full expression to the views
which he holds on this subject.
Mr. COHEN.-Some of them voting
against their views.
Mr., McCULLOCH.-I am not astonished at the remark of the honorable
member for East Melbourne (Mr. Cohen),
knowing the uncertainty that· prevails in,
regard to him. lIe is only judging of
other honorable members by his OWJ;l conduct. There has been the fullest discussion, honorable members' minds are made
up, and no possible good, can come out of
further delay, unless with the view of
wasting time. in the hope that something
may turn up.
.
Mr. FELLOWS.--Mr. Speaker, there
is. a publication in this couutry which is
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very. frequently called the Government
organ, but it appears to me that another
musical instrument, with a monosyUabic
name, would supply a far more appropriate
term for it. I;. trust honorable members
opposite will not con~ider that I am using
a word of two syllables when I; c,aU it
the Government lyre., Sir, that publication stated openly, and unchalle~ged by
honorable gentlemen who sit on those
benches to maintain the dignity and
purity of this House, that it is a
notorious fact that seven or eight
members of the House are living by
corruption. Now I should like to know
who those members are. Of course I am
one of them. No attempt whatever is
made to bring the proprietor or publisher
of th~t paper ,to the b~r of th~House.
Is there a,ny illicit ba~gain keeps him
back? Is there any simoniacal contract
which enables that publisher to go scotfree? With all this purity, with all this
mock morality, with all this professed
anxiety about the dignity .. of the House,
with all this asser:tion about the House
being immaculate, still there is no attempt
to call upon the publisher of this libel to
give an explanation of his assertions, and
, to name the persons to whom he· alludes !
If we are so anxious for the high
character of this House, why allow any
case of this kind to pass entirely unchallenged? Let us look at our own conduct.
We are asked to judge others, lind I say
that it behoves the House calmly to consider the steps which it is about to take.
What account can this House give the
country of the utter indifference which
it displayed during the months of January
and February last for the public credito,rs'
interests ? The persons to whom the
State owed money in January. and February last were kept out of it till March.
. Talk abr,ut purity! ' Why, let ~s look at
home~ I can imagine a l'rea,surer, with
a determined and resolute desire to reduce the expenditure of the country, going
through the Appropriation Act of last year,
striking off unnecessary officers, an d la unching out his pen here and there, saying," We
can save th~se salaries to the country."
I can then imagine him going through the
permanent appropriations, and, in coming
to the. Ministers of the Crown, exclaiming-" Oh, here is one too many; dispense
with him, and divide his salary among
the others." Is there any parallel like
this on the part of men who talk about
the character. and integrity of the House?
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Is there any·sense or reason in it? Is
there any . parallel for it? I apprehend
not. - It reminds me of a story which I
heard many years ago, about a Scotch
grocer and his apprentice. After the
business of the day was over, the master
called out to his apprentice-" Sandy"-I
believe that is a common name in that part
of the country~" Sandy, have ye watered
the whiskey?"
"Yes, sir."
" And
sanded the sugar?" " Yes, sir." "Then
come to prayers." That appears to me to
be the nearest parallel to what went on
here at the beginning of this year. ThisHouse now stands up for its purity, on the
supposition, I imagine, that it has pet-formed its duty to the public. Before it
strikes a blow at these men, let it consider
its own conduct. This House calls itself
"the guardian of the public purse ;" but
how did it perform its duty when it handed
over the public purse to the ~bsolute control of the gentlemen on the Treasury
bench? Is not this as absurd as the
House authorizing the Government to pay
salaries at the rates stated in the Estimates; and then, when the votes themselves are brought forward, actually objecting to what it had previously sanctioned ? I should like to know who has
ever spoken a word in -this House on
behalf of certain Government officers, who
seem to have been very curiously treated?
The SPEAKER.-I must say that the
honorable member is out of order in debating, upon the present motion, the topics
to which he is now referring.
Mr. LANGTON.-Mr. Speaker, as ihis
is a point of order raised by yourself, I
venture to submit that it is the invariable
practice in the House of COl;nmons to
allow honorable members to avail themselves-of a motion for the adjournment of
the House to speak upon any possible
topics they think fit.
•
The SPEAKER.-When it is proposed
that the House do now adjourn as an
original motion, members have a right to
refer to any topics which they think fit to
introduce; but when a motion for ad-journment, as in the present instance, is for
the purpose of superseding another question, honorable members must confine their
remal'ks to the question of adjournment.
Mr. FELLOWS.-Sir, I should like to
be told what is the difference in the degree
of relevancy between the facts to which
I have alluded, and that ship coming
through the Heads, without being boarded
by the Health-officer, to which the Chief
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Secretary referred? What is law for one
side of the House, ought to be law for the
other.
·The SPEAKER.-I think the honorable and learned member will see that if,
on the question now before the House~ a
discussion is raised as to the general conduct and policy of the Government, the
House will be likely to lose sight of the
question immediately before it. I under, stood the Chief Secretary simply to relate
. an anecdote on a point arising out of the
discussion.
Mr. FELLOWS.-Well, sir, I will tell
a few more anecdotes. I was asking what
explanation can be given why the public
creditors were kept out of their money in
January and February last? ' Now for
the anecdote. I have shown what we
have done for the country; let us nQw see
what we have done for ourselves. We
have passed this Bill (holding up a copy
of the Local Government Act Amendment
Bill), and it says that "no tolls shall be
taken by virtue of this Act from any member of either House" - Mr. CASEY.-It is not passed.
Mr. FELLOWS.-It has been read a
second time.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The provision to which the honorable and learned
member refers is the present law.
Mr. FELLOWS~-It is not the present
law, because I struck it out of -the Bill
myself in the other House. It is in the
Boroughs Statute. But I am speaking of
the Local Government Bill. This is an
, anecdote, -you know. I will tell the House
another anecdote. A prosecution was instituted at Flemington-it was not intended, of course, but a man was committed
for trial-and a letter was written from
the Crown _ law offices stating that,
having been informed of certain events
taking place,- they declined to prosecute.
(" Hear, hear.") Is the House prepared
to sanction any intervention between
the Crown law officers, acting on the, depositions, and the discharge of the sacred
.functions of a grand jury?
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-The reason
appears on the depositions.
Mr. FELLOWS.-If it appears on the
depositions, then why did npt the honorable
and learned gentleman say so, instead of
stating that he was "credibly informed?"
I say it is not on the depositions.
Mr. CREWS.-Mr. Speaker, I submit
that the honorable and learned member
must 'obey your ruling.
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Mr. FELLOWS.-These are onlyanecdotes.
lVIr. CREWS.-Iobjectto the honorable
~nd learned member converting anything
l~t? an anecdote for the purpose of overrldmg the Speaker's ruling.
The SPEAKER.-I hope that honorable members will endeavour to conduct
the debate with propriety. The honorable
and learned member for St. Kilda is
certai~lJ: entering into matters which, in
my OpInIOn, have no real connexion with
the qU'estion before the House.
Mr. FELLOWS.~Well, sir, I do not
know that I ought to be subject to this rebuke. I have tried to conduct the debate
so far as my share of it is concerned with
the most perfect good humour. If ~e do
not adjourn to-night, but persist in carrying
on the debate in this vindictive manner:esol~te upon carrying this resolution
Into lUstant effect-will not the public outof-doors be apt to say that we are too
hasty? I do not know whether the mode
in which the warrant is said to have been
executed has reached the ears of honorable
members on either side of the House'
but I do say, if I am correctly informed
on the subject, that a grosser irreO'ularity
0
has never been committed.
Mr. CREWS.-I ask your ruling, sir.
C" ~hair.") I am in possession of the
chmr, and I ask the ruling of .the Speaker
on this point: Can any honorable member
call the action of this Honse vindictive?
The SPEAKER'-Not the action of
the House.
Mr. FELLOWS.-WelJ, it is not at all
vi~dictive. Of course, whatever was said
out-of-doors would be wrong; and I was
only applying 'myself to that question.
Look at the evidence in the case. A
man who was one 'of my strongest and
staunchest supporters· ~t St. Kilda, and
~ho, shortly 'a~ter the last general electl.on, seemed dIsposed if not actually to
gIve me the cold shoulder;, was at any
rate~ . disinclined to speak to m:. I did
not lIke to ask what tor, lest I should
learn something I did not wish to hear .
and I am glad I took that course, be~
cause, from the evidence taken before the
committee, I learn why it was that he
thought fit to have no communication with
me. I will give his reason in his own
language" ~ kn~w not~ing of the matter, and I do not
conSIder It credItable to be seen with two mem-

be~s of the Assembly, talking of matters, as
thlOgs a.p~ea.r a.t the pre8ent time,"

of Membe1's.

MI'. HIGINBOTHAM.-There will be
now nearly an hour before half-past eleven
0' clock, and I think it is apparent that
this debate on the adjournment must be
continued until that hour. I should like
to see the entire duty of speaking aO'aim;t
0
time for this hour devolve upon honOI'able members siLting on the opposite
bench. The honorable and learned member for St. Kiloa has done his best for a
quarter of an houl', but I am afraid he
has not succeeded very well, because it
no doubt comes awkwardly to him to appear to speak to a subject upon which he
has nothing to say. The honorable and
learned member has done his best, and I
would suggest that he now leave it to his
late honorable colleagues to take up the
remainder of the time. :r am sure the
honorable member (Mr. Langton) who sits
beside him will be disposed to follow the
honora~le and learned member, and if he
au dresses himself after the example of his
colleague to the conduct of the Government as arising out of the question of
adjournment, he will speak to the acts of
the Government during the present yenr
and not to the acts of the Government
during the year that has lately expired. I am certain that if the honOI'able member for West Melbourne
(Mr. Langton) should follow his learned
colleague in speaking-if I might say so
consistently with parliamentary language
-indecently, as I think the honorable and
learned member for "'St. Kilda has done on
the subject of the salaries of Ministers
.of the -Crown, he will not refer to the
time when persons who accepted the
office of Ministers of the Crown took the
salaries of Ministers of the Crown and
did not perform the duties, but absolutely
denied in fact and in act that they filled the
office of responsible advisers of the Crown,
and were contented and proud to take the
position of servants of a servant of the
English Sovereign. I think the conduct
of the Government of that time will not
form the subject of remarks upon which
any colleague of the honorable and learned
member for St. Kilda will occupy the time
of Lhe House during the next hour.
Mr. IJANGTON.-I am sorry to find
that the honorable and learned member for
Brighton has not yet quite parted with the
feelings with which he addressed the
House last night.
The Rame tone which
he then adopted he has employed on the
present occasion. The honorable and
learned member seemf:! t() entertain some
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general grudge against society-at any I feel more strongly on this subject than I
rate against that section of society which should perhaps otherwise feel, from some
is so perverse as to venture to differ from information which has come to me to-day
him in political opinions.
If it were which supports my observation. A medical
worth while now to do so I should have gentleman who knows the position and
no objection to accept the challenge which condition of health of one of the gentlethe honorable and learned member for men referred to, went to the Chief
Brighton threw down, and to enter into a Secretary, unsolicited by the person most
discussion of the conduct of the Ministry interested, and told him what his state of
to which he refers, and especially in health was, in order that it might be taken
relation to their salaries. Whatever may into account when the question of punishbe said of that Ministry, it did not, at any ment came to be discussed by the House.
rate, first of all create nine ofJices, and I wonder whether there was any connexion
share the salary of the ninth amongst the between that suggestion and the barbarothers. That Ministry never did that, and ous remark of the honorable and learned
I am not at all surprised that the. honor- member for Brighton! If there was, I
able and learned member for Brighton say that it becomes still more discreditable
should feel so repugnant to being reminded to humanity, and that the suggestion is so
of it. I should like that that honorable inhuman that the House ought to visit
and learned member had remained in the with its censure the man who made it.
House for some minutes longer whilst Sir, I do not wish to protract this deI make a few remarks. He invited the bate unnecessarily, but the honorable and
House last night to make the punishment learned member for Brighton alluded
to be inflicted upon these gentlemen a real pointedly and by name to me, in describpunishment, and to take care that all per- ing the speech of the honorable and
sonal inconveniences and degradations learned member for St. Kilda as a speech
which were ordinarily inflicted on common against time, because he happened to
criminals should be inflicted on t.hem. touch on some very sore subjects, which
Now the honorable member's associates the .honorable and learned member for
deny and repudiate any such intention. Brighton and his late colleagues did not
I give them every credit for doing so. like. For my own part, I shall merely
But the honorable and learned member for add, that I shall like the opportunity,
Brighton went further than that, and said which may be afforded me before long, of'
that he trusted the House would not be exposing to this country the hollowness
influenced by any petitions that might be and mockery of many of the statements
presented in favour of them, or by any that have been made.
Mr. LALOR.-Sir, I regret feeling
medical certificates that might be sent in.
N ow what does this amount to? It myself obliged to intrude some observaamounts to this, that we are to commit tions on the House at this late hour of the
these two persons to the Melbourne Gaol evening; but I think there is so much of
-to confinement in a room that can never injustice in the proceedings which it is
be completely closed, but which is open to proposed to take, that I cap.not sit here
the air all through the night, and may-nay, without expressing my sense of abhormost likely would-have mischievous and rence of them. It has been laid down
injurious effects on their health; and yet by the honorable and learned member for
the House is to pay no attention whatever Brighton, and also by the honorable and
to the remonstrances and professional opin- learned member for Belfast, who pretend
ions of their medical attendants. Now I to say that public opinion is against them
would ask this House whether it would not on this occasion-and if they thought so
be a great deal better-if any member of they would take exactly the opposite side
this House desires that the penalty inflicted of the question-that the briber is a
should even amount to death-to stretch greater scoundrel and villain than those
the privileges we possess a little, and hang who are bribed.
them in the lobby forthwith? I do not
Mr. WRIXON.-I did not say so.
Mr. LALOR.-What did the honorable
think that any observation that has ever
been offered to this House has betrayed so and learned member say then?
Mr. WRIXON.-That he was as great
little humanity and so much barbarism as
that made by the honorable and learned a one.
Mr. LALOR.-I think it impossible to
member for Brighton, that we should pay
nQ atte~tion to me4ical certificates. And say so. Let us suppose a case. Suppose
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the Duke of Wellington, at the battle of
Waterloo, had been offered by Prince Tal1eyrand one or two millions of money to
betray his trust and sell the British army,
and sacrifice his cause to the empire of
France, which would have been the greater
villain, Talleyrand or the Duke of Wellington? I say that the man who betrays
a trust is, by a thousand times, a greater
villain and scoundrel than the man who
offers the bribe. And this is' the position
we are placed in now. It is said that the
men who took the' bribe-who sought
the bribe, sought it all round from all
quarters of the House and of the country
-are permitted to walk out of this
House with no other punishment than expulsion, whilst the men who offered it to
them on their own seeking are to be condemned to a common gaol. Is that j ustice? Is it honest, native-born justice?
I say it is not. But let us take the theory
a little further. The theory is that this
association lent money to honorable members of this. House, not for the purposes
of brib.,ery; that honorable members of
this Rouse receiv.ed that money from
the association honestly. If that be so,
why are the men who lent the money
honestly to be condemned? How can
that consequence be arrived at? Did this
association lend. m'Oney to several persons,
members of this House, who acted properly? If they did so, the whole theory
is inconsistent with what it is proposed to
do now; for, if they acted properly,
having received the money, why should
those who lent it be punished? The only
point I wish to urge is this, that the arguments put forward by the honorable and
learned member for Brighton, and the
honorable and learned member for Belfast
-for both of whom I entertain a very
great respect-as to the briber being as
great a criminal as the bribed, are foundationless. Let me ask the honorable and
learned member for Belfast one question.
If he, as a member of Parliament, took a
bribe of £1,000 to vote for a particular
measure that would promote the interests
of any individual, would he not feel himself
infinitely more degraded in doing so than
he would if he were the agent of the association giving the bribe? Here we have
merely expelled those who received, and
are proposing to imprison in the common
gaol those who gave the bribe. And there
is another point to which I must briefly
refer. One of the . two gentlemen who
have been expelled from this House has
Mr. Lalo?'.

of Members.

received that punishment, not for receiving
the b.ribe but for offering it. I allude to
the late honorable member for Portland,
Mr. Butters. Why, I ask,' was not he
impri~oned if these gentlemen are to be ?
Is it to be supposed that we, while we
profess before the public that we
wish to be so pure that nothing
can tempt our virtue, are to· allow
those two late members of this' House
to escape with th~ punishment of expulsion, whilst those who are not its members
shall be punished much more severely and
degradingly? Mr. Butters was not a
member of the House, be it remembered,
at the time he committed the offence with
. which he is charged, and he did not
receive the bribe .. It is stated in the
committee's report that he is only charged
with offering bribes to Members of Par. liament. I say that the adoption of the
proposed course, in reference to the two
gentlemen now before the House, is'inconsistent with the dictates of naked jusHee ;
and I will, after the question now before
the House is disposed of, move, in' orderto test this question, that 'tMs debate be
adjourned until the 11 th of May next.
That will afford the House an opportunity
of dealing with those who are the archculprits~the seducers-the very men who
brought these corrupt associations into
existence. These corrupt associations
cannot have come into existence without
something for them to operate upon; and
I say- that, if this House is disposed to
deal with the arch-culprits in this matter
in the same way that it is prepared to
deal with the lesser ones, I am content.
I will no longer object to thesegentle'men being sent to gaol, if Mr. Jones--the
friend and companion, I will'not say the
partner, of the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden-is sent there :also.
I think by that 'course justice will ·be
satisfied; but to pretend to say that we
are dealing out justice with an even hand,
when we allow such a man to go about
the streets of the city-to go from one
side of the House to another, seeking to
be seduced-whilst we inflict 'Such punishment as is proposed on 'these two gentle ..
men, is, I say, indecent; and I, ;sh'alI,
therefore, when the proper time arrives,'
move a' resolution of the - kind I haV'e
indicated.
Mr. 'WALSH.-As one of the members
who did not trouble the House 'during the
debate, I
offer a few words on the
qllestion . of adjonrp.meilt. I have felt
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consi4erable difficulty in giving my vote
this. questio~, pot because I have any
doubtof these .gentlemen being deserving
0.£. punishment, but because I have been
unable to. determine satisfactorily to my
own mind the degree of punishment with
which they should .pe v~sited. Whilst I
have. thought a c0ri:lmittal to the ~ustody
of the Serjeant-at-Arms is not in any
degree commensurate with the magnitude
of the offence, a,: committal to the common
gaol would be a punishment in excess of
what is demanded. For this reason I
think it may be safely urged that a little
delay should take place. It is possible
that by Tuesday some lighter punishment
-some intermediate course - may be
thought of which will meet all the requirements of the case, and be acceptable
to the whole House-a punishment which,
in deed as well as in word, will be commensurate with the offence, and will, at
the saple time, have the effect of deterring
others from fOllowing in the footsteps of
these persons. I shall support the motion
for the adjournment of the House.
The motion for adjournment was negatived without a division.
Mr. FRAZER.-Sir, I call the attention of' honorable members to the fact
that if this resolution is carried to-night
.as it stands in its present form, the House
will not have been put in~o possessionexcept from the few remarks which have
fallen from the Chief Secretary on that
branch of the question---of any information with respect to the particular portion
of the gaol in which these gentlemen, if
sent there, will be confined. There are
some honorable members who perhaps
think that the punishment will be the
same, no matter to what part they are
sent. I' shall move, as an amendment,
that, after the word" Melbourne" be inserte'il the .words-" and confined in that
part thereof set apart for debtors." By
on ord~r from the Chief Secretary I determined to see for myself whether such a
monstrosity of legislation existed as had
been represented to me, as to the treatment of the debtors sent to the Melbourne
gaol. I was told that they were treated
just as common criminals were treated.
Mr. Wintle showed me over the whole
of the establishment.
There are two
or three different departments for prisoners; but it is entirely at the discretion
of the governor of the gaol whether they
are treated as felons or not-whether
they have to put on prison clothing and
o~
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sufl'er all the indignities attendant on confinement for felony or not. The governor
of the gaol has the same power in cases of
contempt. I say that if these gentlemen
are sent to gaol on the resolution now
before the House, they will be subject to
all these indignities and ~ardships. Their
business cannot be conducted, even in
writing, without their letters going
through:the hands of the various officials of
the gaol; and that would amount to what
I am sure the Government would not
desire'"7"-that all the very extensive transactions of these two· gentlemen woula be
filtered through the Government.
No
doubt we must punish the rich as well as
the poor. Give them not only justice,
but give them an adequate, but not unnecessarily degrading punishment. By
adopting such a course, we shall not only
save ourselves, but save the country from
expressing indignation at our proceedings.
. I shall move my amendment.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I trust the
honorable member will not persist in his
amendment.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Why ?
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Sir, I will
briefly give my reasons for wishing
that the amendment should not be
pressed. I would remind the honorable member for Creswick (Mr. Frazer)
that the position of· debtors under
the circumstances mentioned by him, is
totally different from that of a person held
in custody for contempt. The honorable
member for Creswick some years ago,
rendered great service to this country by
his opposition to the system of imprisonment for debt, and his strenuous efforts to
accomplish its abolition; and he will recollect that, bya change of the law, the class
of persons alluded to by him-debtorsbecame as it were criminals, because they
. were imprisoned for fraud, under what are
called fraud summonses, and not merely in
satisfaction of the'debt. Now that is the
reason why the system which he has mentioned was adopted. I am quite sure, sir,
that the honorable member, in his cooler
moments, will not accuse either the Gouernment or the House of desiring to do
anything inhuman or improper towards
these two persons. There is no desire on
the part of the Government, if their
health should become impaired by the
treatment to which they are subjected, to
prevent theit having every consideration
and attention; and I am perfectly sure
that honorable members on all sides of the
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House will resist any attempt that may be
made to subject them to such treatment as
would be inj urious to them. When the
honorable member for Creswick reflects
he will see that the action taken is the
action of the House itself, and that no
party either inside or outside the House
will be borne out in an endeavour to make
the punishment one of unnecessary severity
or personal indignity. But it is necessary
that the privileges of this House should
be vindicated, and that persons who have
committed so grave an offence as this
should be punished; and as the point is
so narrowed down to the mere character
of the punishment, I think the House may
very well leave it to the discretion of the
Ministry. The Speaker cannot put this
matter on the face of his warrant. These
persons will be treated in just the same
manner as others who have been sent to
gaol for contempt. At the present moment there is a solicitor in gaol for
contempt; and it is not pretended
that he is in prison garb or subject to
any of the personal indignities that common felons are. It would not be tolerated
either by any party in this House or by
the country that such indignities or
hardships should be heaped upon them.
I trust that when the honorable member
sees that no object will be gained by his
amendment that would not be met by the
resolution, he will consent to withdraw
it. I may say that Mr. Quarterman
has been a personal friend of mine for
many years, and that I entertained the
greatest respect for him. It is, therefore,
with very deep pain that I find myself in
the position I occupy with respect to him;
but in a matter of this 'sort the House
must do its duty, and as the question of
punishment is reduced to t.his narrow consideration of treatment, I repeat that I
think the honorable member for Creswick
may very well leave the matter as it is,
after the assurance I have given that they
will be t.reated with no unnecessary indignity or harshness, and I trust honorable
members will feel the unpleasant position
we stand in in carrying out the judicial
functions which have been forced upon us.
After some remarks from Mr. WHITEMAN.

Mr. SULLIVAN.-I will urge the
honorable membel' for Creswick to withdraw his amendment, because, from what
the Chief Secretary has said this evening, it must be plain that there is not
the smallest intention on the part of the

of Memhers.

Government to inflict on the gentlemen who
are placed in this unfortunate position any
unnecessary hardships. I feel that it may
be safely left in the hands of the Government to carry out the wishes of the House
in this respect. All that it is intended to
do is to vindicate the dignity of the
House; and that shall be done at the
expense of the least amount of inconvenience and the least amount of degradation possible under the circumstances. I
think from the general tone adopted by
honorable members during the progress
of this debate, that no desire to take a
different course has manifested itself. I
can speak positively of my own feeling in
the matter, and of that of many other
honorable members, that neither they nor
I have any such desire. With regard to
the expression made use of by the honorable and learned member for Brighton,
- and about whieh so much has been said,
I think that if honorable members took
time to analyze it, they would see that a
great deal that has been-said about it has
been totally unfounded.
I know the
honorable and learned member's mind,
and I know what he meant to convey. I
distinctly deny that the meaning which
has been attributed to his words is warranted.
Mr. FRAZER.-After the expression,
of opinion on this point which we have
heard from °the Chief Secretary, and more
lately from the Attorney-General, and the
Minister of Mines, I think it will be
better, if the House will allow me, that I
should withdraw my amendment. I do
this, believing sincerely the assurances that
have been given us that no unnecessary
hardships will be inflicted on these gentlemen. The whole responsibility as to tlwir
treatment now rests on the Government.
The amendment was withdrawn, and
the motion as follows was carried without
a division:"That Hugh Glass and John Quarterman,
having been guilty of a contempt and breach of
the privileges of this House, be for their said
offence committed to Her Majesty's gaol,
Melbourne, and that Mr. Speaker do issue his
warrant accordingly."

On the motion of Mr. G. PATON
SMITH,
The CLERK read the 3rd paragraph
in the Complaint Committee's report, as
follows : "That the other contributors, Rnd the treasurer,
Mr. Ettershank, betrayed the most culpable indifference as to the application of the said
fund."

Privilege.
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Mr. G. PATON SMITH moved"That John Ettershank, James Winter
Thomas Russell, W. S. Anderso,n, Robert Bruce
Ronald, William Fenton, James White, and
Edward Argyle, do attend at the bar of this
House, on Tuesday, 4th day of May next."

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty-seven
minutes to twelve o'clock, until Tuesday,
May 4.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, May 4, 1869.
Privilege-Release of Mr. Glass by Judge's Order-Mr.
QuartermlLll's Case-The Legislative Assembly and the
Supreme Court.
.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
PRIVILEGE.
The SPEAKER.-I beg to inform the
House that, on Saturday morning, a document, which I hold in my hand, signed by
B. N. Sandilands, as attorney for Hugh
Glass, was left at my rooms, giving
me notice that a writ of habeas corpus
had been issued with regard to Hugh
Glass, and that it was returnable to the
Supreme Court that day, with a view to
Mr. Glass being discharged from custody.
I took no· steps in the matter, because I
had received no direction from the House,
and could not act without its instructions.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH. - Mr.
Speaker, I have to inform the House that,
at ten o'clock on the evening of Friday
last, I was served with a notice similar to
that which you hold in your hand. I had
no authority from this House to appear
on its behalf; but early the following
morning I instructed counsel who are
usually retained for the Crown to appear
on the part of Mr. Castieau, the governor
of the Melbourne Gaol. I have to add·
that the result of the hearing was the discharge of Mr. Hugh Glass from custody;
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, I
am lS,ure that all honorable members of
this House, on whatever side they sit, or
however they may have voted' on a late
occasion with regard to the commitment
of Mr. Hugh Glass, must admit that the
question which this House has now to
discuss is a most serious and important
one. A few evenings ago, this House
came to a distinct resolution that a person
who had been placed at the bar had been
.VOL. VII.-3 A
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guilty of a breach of the privileges of
this House, and that resolution was followed by another committing the. person
to Her Majesty's gaol. A warrant for
that purpose was issued by you, Mr.
Speaker, in obedience to the orders
of this House. Now that warrant has
been set aside, and I believe without
any proper grounds. I believe that the
warrant was sufficient for the purpose required; but I do not desire now to go
into a consideration of that point. The
.question to be considered is what shall be
done in connexion with a ma.tter which
involves the rights and the privileges of this
House for all time to come. I desire, in
order that honorable members may have
the fullest time possible to consider the
question, and t~at the Government may be
able still further to consider it, for it is
desirable that in a matter of this kind,
-with which no party feeling should be
associated, 'and which raises the e~tire
question as to what rights and privileges
this House is now possessed of-we should
follow the course taken on a similar
occasion by' the House of Commons. I
therefore propose that the House, without
going in to any further business, should at
once adjourn~ and that this question shall
be taken into consideration at the meeting
,of the House to-morrow. In doing this, I
am following the course which was pursued by Lord John Russell, on an occasion when it was thought that the
rights and privileges of the House of
Commons were in jeopardy; and at the
same time fulfilling my own desire that
the proceedings of honorable members in
connexion with the matter may be taken
after due considerat.ion, and may be car. ried out in the calmest and most del~berate
manner possible. With these observations, I beg to move that the House do
now adjourn.
Mr. DUFFY.-The Chief Secretary
has stated that he is following a precedent
of the House of Commons. I think it
would be welt if ·the honorable member
would specify the occasion to which he
refers.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I refer to the
proceedings in connexion with the case of'
Stockdale v. Hansard, on the 13th
. February,1837.
'
Mr. DUFFY.-Perhaps the honorable
member will state what resolution Lord
John Russell moved on that occasion, and
whether he proposes to move a similar
resolution to-morrow? I submit that it
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will qe 8c-:ircel1"an-'advantage to give the also that,. when he has 'come:to a-4lecision,
House a 'day for. reflection, if' honorable he. should, 'gi v.e. honorable ·tn~mbers· "an
mem bers 'are not. to . be made acqua.inted opportun~ty." by a further, adj~ur!im~pt;--6£
with 'what the GovernIQent propose for -,stlfdyi~g. th;e 'S1ibj~Gt:.well;: S:9. thai' .t.~ey
their adopt~on until the hour.of:assembling inay.· .b~ .i~:a :po~i~i~Il'ct(~' ·~~pr~.f;ls ~t~~ir
", '.,
. . . . 'to-morrow. .
0thpinion on"a'tm,a~~~r,of f$~.?h.i;mrQ~t~~~ to
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Lord John, Ruse ~ommUDl y~ , ,': .,0"" , " . . • .:~,
. -Mr.': LANGTON•.....:.T1ie.. : Gdveri1W~nt
sel, on the occasion referr.ed :to, moved for
a:'select committee to inquire into'~ll the have already bad' three days to ~oD..~l~r;
circumstances. I am:' not disposed, at what course they should recommend' ··the
Ipresent, to pledge myself. to adopt, .tbat House to purs'ue in thIs'matter.
. Mr.· ,MoCULLOCH. ~ So had· LQrd
course, though my own personal, .feeling' .is
. ., .. _, ' .
in favour of it.· However, lshaU be pre- Jolin Rlissell: .' • "
Mr. LANGTON:-Itseemsto me that
pared to state' to the: House, 'to-morrow ~
evening, the course which. the Govern- three days are .sufficient .for the Govern. , ' -.
':...
! mentto m~k.e, up their. minds' as tQ the
ment·recommend..
, Mr. WATKINS.-I think. the House' course they should 'invite ·:the: .HouBe to
should accept the proposition of-'the Chief pursue. By adjoJIrning until Jto:.rii()rl'ow,
Secretary, and that we should ,have, time the Government will have the advantage
to' consider the' best: course to ;adopt~. But of-an;extra"day's cOlisideratien, ~but;·iion
I· should like to 'know the. intentions, of orable members gen'eraUy;, ·will :be~Jin .
th~ Chief; Secretary, ,with 'regard to the' exactly the same .position ,.that they ·are in
other prisoner left in ·gaol-.-Mr; Quarter- now. T~e twenty-fo\Ir J:tout:s.' d~lay ~
mfl,nJ' ''J;'he judges. having decided .. o:q.e be of no'service t6 us. If. ·we' ha:d(~ now a
warrant. to be informal, the~ other must distinct Pl'opos3Jl before us, ~nd if w~ were
necessarily be in the same' position, 'and i tbld that, we S~101ild have ( twenti~f~ur
therefore .1 think it will be 'o~ly an"act':of: .hours to c'6nsider that; proposal, I cO,-!ld
grace· ~nd ·mercY-if. not :of justic~for understand that . the·;!arrangetrieilt wdIlld
the Oliief, Secretary ,to' nlO~e that Mr.' be. of Some ad\fantBge to honorable'iI!eril,Quarterman 'b~ released. from custody..
·bers,; but :fot ,the =Hou.se ·to' adjourn now,
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I'really do not witho.ut any' intimation as ttF 11ie"~'re
·think the ·Government ,or· the .. House is, solutionupoDwhich 'we'are tobe·ciiUed
at this mOlilEmt, in' a position to' ·deal. with to· vote to-morrow, certainly does 'not
the ·matter.. No petition has' beeni.pFe- appear to be an advantage at· all~,'~' 'We
sented·froin: the' priS'oner; and, ..until the shall be e~actly ~in·tbe same:position,-vrhe'n
tnatter'i~ brought under '-the consideration
we meet,to-m~rrow,.as. we ,are to";day/;go
of the :House in -that way, I' don't tbink far as ·the sp:ecia:l acti<>nwhic:tJ,; :the:~o-qse
we should depart'from the ordinary course, will 'be' invited' 'to ;tnke ig."concernea:'t·I
or take any action whatever.··
.',
think: we might 'adjourn: foran'liotii-, or
Captain' MAC MAHON.-I perfectly. two' hours, and that tIle ·Goverm:rient
agree' w.ith' the'· Chief Secretary· as to 'the niight, ·in' the 'mea~ti:t:tie, 'make: up' :tlieir
gravity. of this' occasion, and as to the minds as tl:'- what resbhition they will prodesitability of honorable 'member's on all · pose to:'mortow, and' then give 'notice of
sides of the' House approaching the "con- it. But I subp1it that·~ti·any·case,:if'the
sideration of the subject with it due ~ebse
of its' import~nce, as reflecting ·not -only
upon'~he character of this H-ouse;butalso · to ha'\Te' at lea~t twenty:Jfour' hOUTS.;·ber~~e
upon the system of the adni.inistra~ion of "being required·to-:·.consid~r·:and· 'vote up.on
.'. ~ ~ . . ' '. ':. '.~.' ... :
justice iIi this country. Under the~e: cir- it... ' : ....
cumstances I think it only fair that honMcCULLOQH.":","""! ani'stroitgiy of
orable members who have not bad the; opi.Q.ion that,. on an occasion of th~s; kind,
same -opportunities, as probably members the .Governln'ent should not. require a
of the '-.Administration . have ha~, of' ac· hasty considera-tion of any; resohition
quainting themselves ·with.' the sU:bje~t which. thej maysubinit, alth:ough we may
s~ould, prior to being calJed" upon to dis·
have reason to 'complain' 'of -the ~ haste
cus~ a vote uponit, be made 'aware 'what
which has marked the proceeaingg!o'utsi~e.
. '.\ . :::. "
the intentions of. the QoveI'nrriEmt' are. . Mr.:FELLOWS.....:..:No.
I· thitik : the' Chief Secretary -iB i?e~'fe'ctly ;':MT.~ McCULLOCIt.'~WeU: half-=anright in··taking unti.l to.;rnorrow to: cb~sider . · hour '. is a' t very "short -ti~e' .for .i1;le disQuswhat cour~e,.hewillpropase (but 'I· think, sion :'-of' Such". qiia$ti~J?:' ,~'d~~~te'; that
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everj.bonorable member should 'have the
fullest'opportunity of considering not only
the question generally, but.also the specific
P!oposition which the Government 1llay
submit Land therefore .J have- no object.~~n:' t~,. ~cc,ept' ihe' suggestion of the
hono.rable .and gallant memb!3f for West
MelbtOurne, :and give :notice. to-morrow of
a,' resolution ;Which we' may consider on
Thursday.
."
'
Mr.! BYRNE.~Sir, I never rose in
this House with a feeling of greater embarrassment than, I r'experience at the
present moment. I am quite prepared to
admit that.the'importance of the occa.sion
requireS an adjournment until to~morrow,
ifno~ for a longer period. I should have no
objection 'to adjourn for a week. I believe
the' Holise:. will ,best' consult its own
dignity and, its own .rights by dealing with
this matter with the fullest and calmest
deJiberMiion .;' but I should like to know
what will be the question 'for our consideration when we re-assemble.: '
~.Mr.: FEhLOWS.---.I .would· ,suggest
that ,.we should adjourn until Thursdaynight instead of to-morrow, in. order that
honrii'ablemembers may have a greater opportunity. of considering the course. which
should be.' pursued' even' before they may
know what the proposal of the, Government i-s-in point of fact; .that they may
be. able to: Bhow~ what the, nature. of
that '. propt>salought to be. It appears
to', me' that . the Chief Secretary,. has
again assumed the function of master of
. the ·c~emonies. He has called upon us
for a.nother dance; but I hope ·the
Hoose, before it consents to enter upon
that amusement, will see very clearly who
i9'1;0 pay: the piper. I don't know whether
honorable members have forgotten how
a 'fornier Assembly was assured that it was
, neither more nor less thana miniature
House·of Commons"-how ~hat it wa'S, in
matters of privilege and in all, other res ..
pc'cta; absolutelY'identical with the House
of Commons., It 'was pointed out at the
time, in vain, that :such a statement was a
mere absurdity.; that whereas,the powers
of'the one' were derived from remote ages,
their origin being' untraceable, ours are
confined within the four corners of an· Act
of Parliament. , Honorable members may
recollect how that was explained when·the
Tariifwl!s tacked ~o the Appropriation Bill.
Now :we-,arehaviug only another aspect of
thEftran'Sacti.on., I ask the House to pause. I
8ay'riot'0~ly,thattwenty-four ho!ll'S is not
enough, ,but-that forty-eight hours is,,llota
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bit tQo much for honorable members to
consider calmly and quietly what course
should be taken, or for the Government to
frame their proposals. The, question is one'
of vast importance; and I trust the consideradon which .its iniportance demands
will not be neglected in the endeavour' to
promulgate the absurd idea that we mushJ,'ooms, with an existence of little more
than ten years, should hear any analogy to
the House of Commons. I say that, before we are asked to enter upon a crusade
of that kind, we ought to have at least
forty-eight hours for consideration.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I really think it
would be an advantage to the community if
the honorable and learned member for .St.
Kilda (Mr. Fellows) would dance before
some ·other assembly. A,gain he has
endeavoured to hold this House up to
ridicule by conduct which, from the
position he occupies, I don't think at
all creditable to the honorable and learned
member. The three or four exhibitions
which he' has made in the House
have evidently been made with the
intention, of attracting the attention of
persons outside.
The honorable and
learned member admits the gravity of the
occasion, and the importance of dealing
with the matter about to come before us
in the calmest, manner ,possible, in order
that we may-coine to a right decision upon
it, and yet he attempts to cast ridicule
on, the whole thing. The ridicule, however, recoils upon himself. I may say that
the Government are prepared to meet the
wishes of the honorable member in so far
as to say that the debate· shall not take
place until Thursday; but the House will
meet to-morrow in order to be placed in
possession of th:e course which the Government intend to pursue.
.Mr. McLELLAN.-Mr. Speaker, I fear
that, as in the case of the Darling g~ant,
we are about to ,make a· mountain of a
molehill; and, in so doing, to retard the
progress of this country for some time to
come. ,Now what is the real question
before the House on this occasion? I
was at the Supre,me Court on Saturday
last, and paid particular attenti8n to the
arguments upon both sides 9f the question.
I heard the learned judges give their decision, and I can say th~t those judges
did not attack the privileges of this House
in the smallest degree. Xn fact· they felt,
as they did in the case. of. Dill v., HurpIty, that w.e have the rights ap.d privi~
leges possessed ,by the House9.f GomlllQllf:
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at the time our Constitution Act became
law. But the reason we are in our present position is that the warrant under
which Mr. Glass and Mr. Quarterman
were conveyed to prison was informal in
its nature-that the informality, as the
judges decided, was that the warrant contained no averment, that it assigned no
eause whatever why these gentlemen
should be kept in gaol. Now I hope this
question will ~e put in its true aspect at
the beginning. It is not that the judges
have attacked the privileges of the Assembly, but because the united abilities of the
lnw officers of the Crown, and the Speaker
of thj.s Assembly, were not sufficient to
make out a simple warrant under which
Mr. Glass and Mr. Quarterman could be
committed. I mention this because I can
see, at the outset, that a great deal of
political capital will be sought to be
made out of this question. The old
cry about the privileges of this House'
will be raised; but I think that Victoria
has already paid dearly for all the privileges which her Parliament possesses,
and that it is not worth our while to enter
in~o another struggle of that character,
until some question of greater importance
than the present is at issue. I would be
the last man in the House to forego any
privilege which this Parliament possesses;
and I would also be the last man to promote the getting up of a sham cry merely
to divert the attention of the people from
the greater question which must affect
them much more nearly than any question
of this sort can do. I am perfectly willing
to give the Government sufficient time to
consider what course they should take;
but I am satisfied that they will require
far gl'eater time than they ask for. Under
these circumstances I will move, as an
amendment, that the House do adjourn
until Tuesday next.
The amendment was not seconded.
Mr. LONGMOl~E.-I regret to find
that the honorable and learned member
for St. Kilda (Mr. Fellows) continues to
obtrude his very peculiar remarks upon
the House. The honorable and learned
member states that the privileges and immunities of the House of Commons date
from time immemorial; but I suppose
they commenced at some time. He also
states that our privileges are contained
within the four corners of an Act of Parliament. No one in the House knows
better than' the honorable and learned
member that such is not the case. I will
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call attention to the 35th section of the
Constitution Act, which is as follows : "It shall be lawful for the Legislature of Victoria, by any Act or Acts, to define the pri vileg.es, immunities, and powers to be held, enjoyed,
and exercised, by the Council and Assembly,
and by the members thereof respectively. Provided that no such. privileges, immunities, or
powers, shall exceed those now held, enjoyed,
and exercised by the Commons Hou~e of Parliament or the members thereof."
I presume that that section gives to this
Parliament the privileges enjoyed by the
Honse of Commons' from time immemorial.
Mr. RUSSELL.-I desire to ask what
the Government intend to do with the
first two orders of the day, relating to
the attendance of Mr. Ettershank and
others at the bar, and the further consideration of the report of the Complaint
Committee?
Mr. McCULLOCH. - To postpone
them.
Mr. DUFFY.-I would ask the Chief
Secretary if he intends to go on with
any business to-morrow after giving notice
of his motion ?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-No, sir. I think
it better, under all the circumstances of
the case, that no business should be taken
until this matter is settled.
Mr. FRAZER.-I don't rise to oppose
the adjournment.
I think the motion
of the Chief Secretary a very reasonable
one-one that it is constitutional for him
to propose. But I wquld take this opportunity of reminding him that a gentleman is still in prison by the order of this
House. Som~ honorable members may
not exactly understand what it is to
spend a night in prison. I have it on
the authority of medical gentlemen that a
short term of imprisonment is felt more
severely than a long term; and I have
no doubt that, to a respectable man, one
night in prison is an infliction, is a
punishment more severe than twelve
months' imprisonment is to an ordinary
criminal. I understand that Mr. Quarterman has purposely refrained, on the
ad vice of friends, from petitioning either
the Supreme Court or the House. He
has submitted himself wholly and solely
to the will of the House, and I trust he
is not to be imprisoned another night
merely because he has done that-because
he has not taken advantage of the forms
of law. The Government, if they like,
can bring Mr. Quarterman out of prison
to-night. The imprisonment is during
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the pleasure of the House, and I think
that, before the House adjourns, the
Speaker should be instructed to issue
his warrant to the keeper of the Melhourne Gaol, directing the release of
Mr. Quarterman. Mr. Glass having left
tile prison, it is only right that Mr.
Quarterman should also be released on
the understanding that he will abide the
decision which may ultimately be come to
with regard to Mr. Glass. I am aware
that Mr. Quarterman has not petitioned
the House for his release; but, in answer
to that, I say that it is not necessary to
his release that he should first petition the
1-Iouse. The House can determine upon
his release without receiving any petition.
Therefore I will move as an amendment
that Mr. Quarterman be discharged from
custody.
. The SPEAKER.-The honorable memBer cannot move such an amendment on
a motion for the. adjournment of the
House.
Mr. FRAZ~R.-Then I shall oppose
t.he adjournment, in order that I may
bring on this motion for the discharge of
Mr. Quarterman.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Sir, I am
not aware of the ground on which the
honorable member for Creswick (Mr.
Frazer) asks for the discharge of Mr.
Quarterman. I apprehend that but for
the order of the Chief Justice, on Saturday,.both Mr. Glass and Mr. Quarterman
would have been allowed to continue
incarcerated for some time longer than
this. I may say that, having the means
of communicating with the friends of Mr.
Quarterman, I have had conveyed to him
the information that, if he chose to apply
for his habeas, the return could be made
as soon as he pleased; and if, under
these circumstances, Mr. Quarterman does
not avail himself of the relief at his
command, the House is not in fault. But
setting aside the question of the habeas,
I ask what has Mr. Quarterman done" to
entitle him to the commiseration of the
House? Why should the House take
him out of prison unless he asks to be
released, and expresses contrition for what
he has done? The honorable member for
Creswick states that a petition is not necessary; but, in cases of this sort, a petition
is most usual; and under the grave circumstances connected with the imprisonment of this gentleman, if he desires his
release, the least he can do is to ask for
~t, and to c~st himself Oil the favour of
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the House. I submit that, in a case of
such gravity, the House, if it were to
rush to the release of Mr. Quarterman,
might be doing a very improper thing.
Mr. KITTO.-Mr. Speaker, I apprehend that, having committed certain persons to prison, and our power to do this
having been disputed, the least we can
now do is to release Mr. Quarterman from
gaol. I know neither Mr. Quarterman
nor Mr. Glass. I have no desire to know
them. They may be criminals or they
may be gentlemen, for anything I know
or care. nut, these persons having been
committed to prison, it has been decided
that the warrant issued by Mr. Speaker is
invalid, and upon that decision Mr. Glass
has been released. Mr. Quarterman still
remains in prison, simply because he declines ·to take any action in the matter.
N ow seeing that the powers of this House
are, as it were, sub judice-as acknow- "
ledged by the motion which __the Chief
Secretary has made this evening-I submit that the House should not adjourn
without first ordering the release of Mr.
Quarterman, pending an inquiry as to the
powers which this House possesses. HonOl'able members on the opposite side Sity
that this is not a Ministerial matter, that
they don't regard it as a party question.
Perhaps some of them do not; but one or
two do, and the others follow. They have
a majority, and I dare say they can do
pretty well as they please; but I say that,
on a question where the liberty of the subject is concerned, every honorable member ,
should stand up and do his duty as a man,
and as a representative of the people.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
I think the House will act unwisely in
prejudging any part of this question, as
assuredly it will do if, without notice and
without consideration, upon a mere suggestion, it proceeds to order the release of
Mr. Quarterman from gaol. Virtually,
the proposition of the honorable member
for Creswick (Mr. Frazer) is a proposal
to reverse the decision arrived at by this
House last Thursday evening. ("No.")
Sir, I understand it in that light because,
if the proposition be based upon what has
occurred in the interval, then I think the
question becomes a part of the general
question, and we should take time to consider that portion of the question as well
as the other. Now apart from the order
made by His Honour the Chief Justice
on Saturday last, how does Mr. Quarterman stand? What t~ his !?osition? He
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has been committed for contempt. If that
order of commitment be good, he stands
in the position of any person COIIimitted
for the same offence by any court. Honorable members may not be aware, but it,
is still a fact, that it is not the practice of
a.ny court to release ,a prisoner committed
for contempt until by' some means-by
means of some application, some confession
of error or of contrition-t.hat offeIl-ce' is
purged. '
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-That has
already been done. ' , ' ' ,
Mr. HIGINBOTRAM.--I take leave
to say that has not been done. If honorable members, who are of that impression will refer to the statement 'made by
Mr. Quarterman, first in his petition to
the House, ahd afterwards at the bar, they
will :find neither in one document nor in the
other any expression of regret for his act or
any submission to the will of. the House.
Mr. FRAZER.-Yes.'
'.
,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I can only
say that' I have read these documents
carefully, and I have not found any such
expression in them. I find, in the petition;
a distinct denial of guilt; and, in the
statement made at the bar, an expression
of inability to deal with the position in
which he finds himself, and a request that
his case may be treated favorably----not
even indulgently, but favorably-by the
House. Now I venture to say that no
court of justice would discharge a prisoner
committed for contempt on a' statement
such as this. And 'if that be so, if the
nature of the case be not altered since
the vote of last Thursday, the proposition now made is virtually a proposition to reconsider and rescind the
decision arrived at by the House last
Thursday. ,If, on the other hand, it be
contended that Mr. Quarterman should be
released because a judge of the Supreme
Court has declared that the' warrant is informal, then it becomes a question whether
this House will act upon that order made
by the judge-whether it will recognise
it so far, before it considers the general
question, as to release a prisoner who at,
present stands committed to gaol' under,
the authority of an order of the' House.
If this p~rson chooses to avail himself of
his legal rights, he is able to take the same
course as the other pri.soner, and can discharge himsel£ The Attorney-General
has stated that no opposition or delay
will be offere.d to the taking of that
course. Mr. Quarterman can thus discharge
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, himself at once. He can either discharge
himself by making the same application
for a habeas corpus; or,~ if he recognises
the authority of this House, he can.come
before the House ,by petition, and purge
hi~ contempt.' I, apprehend ,that-no, case
can be'referred to in which auy court or
tribunal, having committed a prisoner for
contempt, released him. until he had
apologized for or explained that contempt,
or' had otherwise 'purged t,himself:of the
contempt; or until he was able to release
hhr~,self by ;tlie 'authority of ·law.: \ At
pre'sent Mr. 'Quarterniim
take neither
course.' If he will not, I think the' .House
ought to consider this ,question in' con:'
nexion with the whole' question of. the
right of this House to commit for contempt
at all; and not release 'him, at' all events
before Thursday. If, sir, we should see
olir way, to 'the ,assertion arid maintenance
of oU.!" rights, I think strong grounds
should be brought' before this House rescinds its decision of last Thursday.,. and
virtually says that a ,person, committed by
this, House for a grave offence, should be
released .. twenty-four hours after as a
matter of course. Surely all pris01iersand especially those whose habits.andposition in lif!3' make prison life:more painful--.suffer from imprisonment. 'Andis' it not
for this that imprisonment is 'awarded?
Therefore'that is no argument, for'1;he l'elease of the prisoner, unless it can be shown
tliat the imprisonment is wrongful.
-Mr: FRAZER.-That 'is the decision'of
the court.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAl\1.:..-.Then let this
person avail himself of' tha.t. decision.
But ,the' honorable member asks ,U:S ,to
anticipate the decision, which ,we, may
come to next Thursday; ,he, asks' us to
accept, in the case of Mr. Quartet'man, a
decision which we may determine "not to
recognise in any way whatsoever~ 'I think
that it would be premature to'release Mr.
Quarterman, in view ,of the decision, of
last Thursday; and'itwouldbe'wrong, and
wanting in respect to (rilrselv(~s, to release
him before he has purged his contempt,
assuming that, he is now lega~ly in custody.
Mr. MACGREGOR.:-As Mr., Glass
and Mr. Quarterman were committed on
the same warrant, it appears to me that if
One is entitled to his liberty th'e other is.
H two prison~rs were committe'd, in the
usual way, under one warrant, for an
ordinary'crime, and one of them succeeded
in liberating hi~self under', a- writ, of
habeas corpus~ would not the Crown (1 ask
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the AttorneJ-General). interpose; and,'set ,
the other prisoner at liberty? Thess:two'
persons' :we'r-e;in prison,.- urider ,the same •
process, yet.one is liberated and the other
is not. '. If it is the. -intention of the 'GD,"
ver:n~ent· to reapprehend :Mr., Glass, 1
collld .upderstand· why they shoul,d retain •
Mr.,·Quarterman; but, as_~it seems to be
their. inte~tion not to 'reapprehend Mr.
Glass, I· do not know why they.. should
keep Mr.' Quarterl?an in custody" one
mom.ent longer.:,
' _.
Mr. KIN G.-From the tone of the
dis'cussion, I think that if Mr. Quarterman
petitions ,the :House to-morroW' night he :
will :.probably' be released. "I certainly ~
agree with the. honorable : member for
Creswick:(Mr. Fr~er), thai·Mr. QuarteN
man'is at,present ..suffering ~; h'ardship:hi
consequence of the release. of Mr. Glass
by. the \aecision' of the- Supreme Court.
'V'hile;·howeyer, I desire tl¥tt Mr; Quarterman:'shbuld- be· released as ,well as Mr.
GlasB, I feel that'in this matter·.the:privi~
leges of th:e ,House are at- stake, and that
the H-ouse would not ,be doing jnstice to
itself,if-it.released·Mr. Quarterman witho,ut\~ petition.' The occasion is . one' of· a.
mosti extraordinary ", Chara.cter .......i.,I one,' in
which the' :liberties of, the coun~ry. alte
deeply:· ·concerried.;..:..and :£' think :that.-we
should calmly and consider~tely look at all
the questions which niay be ,involv'.ed.
The honorable ~:p.d -learned member for
SkKil<fa, (Mr~ Fellows) referred to the
tacking of: the 'rariff to the ~ A pp~opriation
Bill; but I have heard hini express- his
opinions, on,' -that· subjeot'. time after~tiine.
Ie think fthat-the. House wits' justified in
thetack,- althougb there was no precise
pre.cedenf; .Occasions establish p~ecedents~
It ~uld be a:difficult thing ,to' find precedents 5nthe '.old country established untler
ciI'cu~ances' exactly- similar' to, the circUIIl£!tam.ceswruch gave rise to precedents
in: -thi.s ·-country. The honorable anti
l~ai-:ned member has no rig~t"t6 .treat. the
House in the 'rude lJlanner' in which he
has llreatedit Qn·this ~ccasion,lwhei:t ques:'
tion~'o-f ,a;~'grave 'character are-under consideration•. I.must protest against this sort
of conduct. If the honoraole'and learned
gentleman' had Been a'member of the House
of Qommons; and had treated it with the
s:.\me indignity, I don't believe' that House
'Wiould'~have heard'liim: 'again: . I' shall 'be
tieligetl 10 ~v.6te agam-st the. proposal. of the
honorable member for Oreswick;! upon
what I; consider" clear'· and conclusive
grounds, namely, because'~ I think we shall
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be saciificing; our pri:vileges by adopting
the course 1;1e suggests; but, if Mr. Quarterman presents a petition to-morrow night,
I believe t4atmembers on both' sides of
the House will be glad to r.elease him.
Mr. HANNA.~I have, ju'st received a
communication from ;Mr. Quar'terman; requesting to. be released. from custody. I
therefore ask the Chief Secretary to withdi'a.w his. motion; ,iIi order that I 'may
move that Mr. Quarterman be discharged:
(" Oh.") Well, I have rec~ived a commu~
nication from him, requesting the House
to release him, but if the House refuses to
do so there is an. end of. the matter.
Mr. WALSH .....;...As the ehiefSecretary
has "stated that it: is ·not the intention of
the, Government to "I>roC"eed' w~th any business to-morrow, 1 wish to ask him ~hethet;
if- Mr. Quarterman presents a petition~o~
morrow, the 'Government will recommend
the House to take action upon it 'at· once?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I c~rtaiJily,stated,
in reply to the horiora;l)~e an~ learned-member for Dalhousie, that it is not·the iIlte~..
tion 'of the Government to proceed:, with
any other . business to-morrow S btit; 6f
course, under' the' circumstances . of the
case, if Mr.. Quarterman presents a ,petition, the, House should have an opportunIty
of dealing with it forthwith;,
, ... ~
, : The motion for .adjourn'!UEint was carrie4
without a division..
'
The House· adjourned at t~enty.-twQ
minutes to 'six o'clock. "

LEGISLATIVE COUNCI'L.
, Wednesdr;ty,.May,fJ; 1869,'"
,.south. Province Election,~ElC)ction Petitions;

The 'PRESIDENT took the', chair, at
twenty-five minutes' past four 0'clo~~ 'p.m"
and read the prayer."
~ ' ..
0

'

•

-

" SOUTH PR0VINCE'ELECTION.
The PRESIDENt announc-ed that the
Clerk of, 'the';Council bad received a letter
from tIre' .returning officer for the "South
Province, requesting that, for th~:t>urpose
of being' .used in giving evidence in a
c!1se----- The Queen v. J. K. Trainor-the
appointment and d~claration' of" J... ' ~.
Trainor as deputy returning,' officer; 'and
the appointment a~,d. ~e.cla!'ation ,of- 'S.. p~
Simmonds, substitute for the returiling
officer,: 'at an election held on the' 8th
October, 1868, might be handed to him.
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The Hon. R. C. HOPE seconded the
motion.
The Hon. J. McCRAE said he should
be sorry to prevent the honorable member,
or any other honorable member, from introducing a Bill that would be of any public
advantage, no matter what the object of it
might be; but he would ask the honorable
RATEPAYERS'ROLL.
member who had just made this motion
The Hon. J. McCRAE laid on the table whether he entertained any reasonable
a part return to an order of the House hope of the measure passing the House or
(dated February 16), for a copy of the rate- passing in another place? If the honorpayers' roll for all boroughs, shires, and able member had any such reasonable hope
he would offer no obstruction to its being
road districts.
introduced; but he thought that a measure
ELECTION PETITIONS.
of such importance-a measure which inThe Hon. W. A'BECKETT moved for volved a fundamental change in the conleave to bring in a Bill to vest the trial of stitution of the country-should not be
election petitions in the judges of the Su- introduced by a private member of the
preme Court. He said that he had been House. If there could be shown any
informed that it was not usual for a private "strong reason why the Bill should, at this
member of the House to introduce a mea- particular time, pass into law, he would be
sure of such importance as the one which quite prepared to waive that objection.
he now sought to bring in, and that it was No such. reason had been alleged, and in
more proper that it should be left to the the meantime all he could say was that
Government to do so. He could only say if the Government, on reflection, should
that he had no wish to interfere in the think it necessary to make such an alterasmallest degree with the privileges of the tion in the constitution of the country as
Government in that respect, and that, if that contemplated by the motion, he would
the Government would state that it was be prepared, at the right time and under
their intention to introduc"e such a measure, proper circumstances, to give the measure
he would gladly leave the matter in their his cordial support. As, however, he did
hands. He had noticed that Mr. Blair not think that there was any reasonable
had asked the Government, from his place prospect of its passing, either in that
in the other branch of the Legislature, Chamber or in another place, he must,
whether the introduction of such a Bill with very great regret, oppose the motion
was proposed, and that the reply had been for its introduction now.
in the negat~ve. Upon that he (Mr. W.
Mr. W. A'BECKETT said that he did
a'Beckett) bad proposed to Mr. Blair and" not feel inclined to press the matter
to a member of the Government that he further. He desired that his motion
should himself undertake the responsibility should appear on the records of the House,
of introducing a measure which would and he would leave it to the country to
effect the object, and that proposition had judge of the merits of the proposal.
met with their approval, Mr. Blair underThe Hon. J. F. STRACHAN suggested
taking the charge of it in the Legislative that the motion should be withdrawn until
Assembly. He had ~ade a slight sketch it could be discussed by a larger number
of the English Actof honorable members than were then
The Hon! A. FRASER suggested that present. If the question were pressed
the remark~ which the honorable member to a division, there being in fact not a
,vas making were more applicable to the quorum, the effect would be v:irtually to
second reading of a measure than to a throw out the measure for the session.
motion for the introduction of one.
He (Mr. Strachan) was not prepared to say
The PRESIDENT said that the honor- that he was opposed to the principle inable member who was making' the motion volved in the motion, and, if the motion
was, as a new member of the House, en- were withdrawn now, it could be brought
titled to every consideration and indul- forward for consideration on a future day.
gence.
By leave of the House, Mr. W. a'Beckett
Mr. W. A'BECKETT said that he would withdrew his motion.
content himself with simply lIlovillg for
The House adjourned at nine minutes to
leave to bring in the Bill,
"
five o'clock, until Wednesday, May 19.
The President further announced that the
voting papers were separately made up,
and sealed, and would not be interfered
with, if the request were complied with.
The Hon. J. McCRAE moved that the
request be complied with.
The motion was agreed to.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, May 5, 1869.
Privilege-Mr. John Quarterman-The Legislative Assembly
and the Supreme Court-Notice of Motion for the Appointment of a Select Committee-Compensation to Discharged Supernumeraries in the Geological Department.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
REPRESENTATION OF WEST
BALLARAT.
The SPEAKER announced that he had
received a letter from Mr. W. M. K.
Vale, resigning his seat as a representative of the electoral district of Ballarat West.
PRIVILEGE.
The SPEAKER.-I have 'to acquaint
the House that I have this day received a
document, similar to the one served upon
me on Saturday, giving me notice that a
writ of habeas corpus has been moved for
in the case of Mr. Quarterman, at present
in custody in gaol, and that the court will
be moved to-morrow morning to discharge
Mr. Quarterman from custody.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Sir, I have
to inform the House that a similar notice
has been served on me. I believe there
was an understanding in the House last
night that Mr. Quarterman intended to
throw himself on the indulgence of the
House, and present a petition asking for
his release. This morning, however, I
received a communication fromMI'. Bronckhorst, Mr. Quarterman's solicitor, intimating that it was his intention to apply for
this writ of habeas. Under the circumstances, I think that the features of the
case are altered, and J adhere to the position I at first assumed, namely, not to
amend the writ, but to contest the question
as it stands. I think it· will be my duty
to appear to-morrow, on behalf of the
House, for the purpose of arguing the
question, as regards Mr. Quarterman, upon
the writ as it stands.
Mr. HUMFFRAY.-! uuderstood the
Attorney-General to state last night that,
if Mr. Quarterman sought to obtain his
release by habeas corpus, or by petition
to this House, the Government would
not interfere to prevent him being released. I would like to know why the
honorable and learned gentleman has altered his decisioI!. r
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Mr. DUFFY.-Mr. Speaker, I trust
that, if it is the intention of the Government to admit the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court in this case, by appearing
before it, the assent of the House will be
formally asked by resolution. I· think
that, in twice admitting the jurisdiction of
the Supreme Court already, the AttorneyGeneral has greatly lowered the position
the House might occupy in this contest.
He admitted the jurisdiction by appointing
counsel when Mr. Glass applied to the
court.for his discharge. No doubt counsel
were appointed to represent the gaoler;
but the Attorney-General admitted the
jurisdiction specifically on behalf of the
House, and without instructions from the
House, when he issued the nl3w warrant,
because the warrant could not by any possibility be on behalf of the gaoler, but was
delivered on behalf of the House. Before
the honorable and learned gentleman takes
any other proceeding on behalf of the
House, I trust that, as the House is now
sitting, its consent may be distinctly
asked by resolution, in order that we
may have an opportunity of debating the
question.
.
Mr. CASEY. - The honorable and
learned member for Dalhousie has very
properly put the question before th'e
House in such a manner that the House
will pause before it passes on to any other
business, till a distinct proposition is made
as to whether the Attorney-General, or
any other person, should appear on the
summons to-morrow. The honorable and
learned member has referred to the House
appearing on a previous occasion; but I
think he will remember that on that occasion there was some doubt, and probably a reasonatle doubt, whether the
Act of Parliament, No.1, was really a
defining Act-whether it really defined
the privileges which by the Constitution
Act the House was empowered to claim.
Mr. LANGTON.-If a resolution is to
be submitted to authorize the AttorneyGeneral to appear, before the court tomorrow, it will be better to discuss the
question when that resolution is proposed,
than upon a statement made in this irregular manner.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-In a matter of so
much importance the House ought to be
allowed an opportunity to express its
opinion generally upon the whole subject,
before any formal course is adopted. I do
not see that any great. disadvantage will
arise· if honorable members are allowed
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an opportunity to e~ptess' their opinions
before a resolution ,is 'submitted.
""
Captain MAC MAaON.-::-L.ri:;;'e for
. the purpose qf making a" personal eipla~
nation~ I gathered', from the Attorney~
General that there was a distinct' under.,
standing that'Mr. Quarterman, should
to-day,preseJ?t a petition to the House, and
that probably no great oppositiOIi w,ould be
offered to his release. I was the, .person
who spoke'to members of the Adminis~ra
tion !lbout the matter, and I did sci at the
suggestion of a' personal ,friend, of Mr.
Quarterman., I merely asked wh.ether.,,'ii?the event of such a' petitIon behig' pr~~
s€:mted, ~t ~()Ulaprobablyreceiv~ ,the kind
consideration of the Government: There'
was no stipuhitionwhatever that'a petitioI;l
shoul~ be presented. ' .I nierelyask~d how
it would'be'regarded by theG9vel:nment, in
order that 'the geritlema~.· cOBcer~e~ might
not be entrapped intq pre.sent~ng ~ petitio~
to the House, and then, hav,e, his petition
ignored; In ,fact, I only asked: that a fair
guarantee' should be,:,gh:~n t~at, 'if Mr.
Quart.erman thought fit " to adopt that
course, ~his' petitiQn ;would 'be favorably
considered~ Mr. 'Quarterman is in,no ~.ax
responsible for what I did ..
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.....:..-The remarks
of' the ho'norable and gal~ant me'mber for
West Melbourne may, be ,misintel;prete'd:
If the hon~rable ,'arid, g'allan(,~eJl?~er
entered 'into no engagement on the part of
Mr. Quartei!rian that he' 'would ',present a'
petition, 'there ~as; 'on the other hand, no
engagement on the part of t1;te (}Qv~~n~
ment that a petition should receive more
than cODsiderati9Ii:: I,understood the last
words'of the 'honorable and gallant'm¢Qlbel' to imply that wha~ the Chief, ,Secretary
said amounted to' a gual~antee' that fav·or·
able consideration would be given to it" I
ha.ve to say,:, as' a pr.ivat~ member of ,the
House, that if, a petition had be'en, presented, .r would, .riot have, held, :myself
bound by any: guar~n-tee or ,engagement
tha'£ could be giv,en by,the 'Go:verm~ent ~o
assent to it:·'
.
,
Captain MAC MAHON~~The Chief
Secretary' n~ver, 'gave : ~ny gu~rant~~' on
behalf of ,the' House.. l, ~el'~ly asked
him, as the 'leader of the Minis.try,:whether
he indiv.idually; ,and 'his'colleague~, wouI'd
be prepared to' accep.t such a~ petitio~ in a
friendly manner, or w~ether they, :would
interfere to prev€int a ,petHion from Mr.
Quarterman· ,being granted.' There' was
,np,gultrantee'on'the part ,of ',any member
of the Government. '
" '

~rivilege.

,¥~~.~,q~~E~.~-,~ if~~t '~iFe.~~ing~J~e
attention of the House to the remarks of
the honorable, -and lea.,'Vned ~ melhber for
Dalhousie, who stated that, 'on a previou~
occasipn, ~~p.~ .HOtfse'''''Ya(' ~ep.resente,(l., p~~
fore' .th~ ',S~preJ;Ii'e, ,c6~rt jn;, aii,:argum~nt
in which, the, priv;ileges"of-- this,· House
were concerned." On thli'fl-:OcCasiOn it'was
a matter of some' doubt whether ,the
-A-ct o( P~rli~ment UR0l! whi9}1 ~h~ Ho:use
relied really gave it the pr~vileg~~ ,whicA
the Constitution Act empowered it to ob':'
tain~ . 'On tl;uit pccasion:' the:Rollse was
justified in appearipg" by, counsel and
arguing ,~he question;, butt the, question
has been'set'· a~ 'rest;'bec'~u~e'it 'h~s: be~n
d'ecided 'by the full court that'
ha:.Je

we'

ndt', ,o'nli~ al~,. t~_e" P9,W~~S ,a~~'i}'fvq~g~~;p!

the' House 6f Commons 'as a leglsfaMve
body, but all th~J)ri,:!I~ge~, immunities;
and powers of· the' gouse' of Commons as
a pr~nch of ,the High' CQurJ!: ~f' ~alt~ia
m~nt.
That ,Ql1estion' p'e~I\g ,di8tino~1,.
sett~ed. by ,"the Supreme, ',Court 'Qf, ,thi'EJ
colony, ~nd a:ffirmed,by'the,Pr;i~y, Council,
pe!,haps. it wiU be,~ matter ·of.~eri'<>us coJr,sideration with this House -how ,far ,the
Ilous,e would compFomis~,it~eJf; ~j ~app~aJ;;'
ing before thec~urt to~ ,~Q:Q.test ~~. fflf\,ttQr
which has alre,ady b~en, det~rmined..; 1
m~rely urge, th~s" as the '~40rrorabre and
learned member, for, Dalhousie has ,throW!).
out ~he suggestion., ',' ~"" ' , Mr. PUFFY.~T~e-Mini8ter Of .Jllsti~e
1?-as; certainiy, misconceived: what' :I" said;
fo~ he is, arguing ,against something which
I did not say•. 'The hon()rable 'aDd leamed
genHe~ai:' thinks that the' occaaion ;,tQ
w:liich ,~ referr,ed" un ,~Aich -thi~ House
was rep.rese~ted, pycouns~,l" w~s ~h.¢, cA~e,-Qf
Dill, v. Murphy; l?l:lt, t;h,e fe~~r~np.e w.hj~-fI
mad~ was to ,th;e ,appe~90J;l"Ce ~of' cO~1)~t:l1 tlte
other day, jn the, ,case of Glass vi..M!:trpk!l~
" Mr.; CA~EY.-The •.fIou§~::. qiil ,.n..~t
appear by.oQunsel 0:0", that .occasjo)l ,tlt~
appearance was op-,behalf pf,_th~_ga~leIj.2.
Mr. K~RfEE-D.~W~s ;the'gapler .~~
quirE}dto'appea~?
:. ". I. "" ":~ " , : - ::.
,Mr. CASEY.-I' pre~mne~ he'tm~y.. lJ.p;.
pear.l~, ~'",
'~,'
,;)'.~.:
"~"" ':
Mr. KERFERD.-T9',~uppor,t ~;,w~ralft '?
....
".t.~;.,
1.~."'.:",,,,,,~
, Mr•. ,CASKf."",,,,;"I pr,e~l;lJ;qe that,jf: ij;}s
alleged ~hegac;>lel' has a'persQn ,impt:9perly
in cl:l~tody,.~elias ,a right,'to'-'j)how'py
wh.at:authority. p'e' holds, him.. ; ~!.
Mr. KE~FE~Pr~~H~ ~a$;,te-:prpd-uc~
his wa!r~t,,~ha~,is~alr; rnot to support'it~
, M;r. LANGl'ON~~~ll- 8p~aker,. I ask
if a motion is to be BubIQ.itt~d to 'the House,
...
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or:if w~ are to be led into an irregular I. should do so, in order that I ~hould be i.n
discussion ?': ,The,re is no question before strict order; b~~ that would 'be' m~rely
the House at present. I thin~ we.sh~uld ~king' ~e to perform. a, shatpJ.· in, ,order
adhere te. .the forms of the House, and de- that I: may b~ perm.itted to address the
bate this subject oply on' a motion. , That House .. r haveaiways understood, that
ill: ma~ters of priy~lege:it is usual to allow
if;. the.prdinary course of procedure,
,Mr..- McKE~N.---:-I, apprehe~d: that we honorable members to address the House,
luwe ~" right ~ ,diseuss·'l3.. qllestion of eveD' ,though' the' cour~eof : pl'oc,edure
pr,ivi~eg~withoutany' formal resoluti~n migp.t be a . little irr~gt;tlar if; the' qgestion
t>eingsubmitted. '
,
. wa~ one of an ordinary cha:racter. .The
_ :Mr. LANGTO~.--P~rp.apsyo~ ,will pFe~ent question i~. one in which t~~ Gov~rn
ment is in' no way 4Iterested,except ,as
g~ve a ruling on ,the point,. ,Mr:~ .Speaker.
, Th:e: SPEAKER. -' It is .irr~gular t~ ~embers, qf the. Hou,se,." W~..lPe,rely take
aR active ,par~ in the mfl.tter to '~ssert the
d~sQussany question .without a motion.
'i:l\[r:!»'X'RNE.;...,...I u~derstood the h9nor~ privileges of. the House. . It\,~s .only l1S
IIthle, membet.:.for the;~~urray Boroughs to reprl~s~nting the ~ouse that we,. t,~k~. any
s~y, .y~ster~ay, ~hat_. he ,held an authority'
action ~t all. :' :Und~J;, th.e cirC1f;IDst~t:lc'es,
from. Mr. ·Q'ijarterma~.toask the House to therefore,.we qught, to listeI?-. ~o w.hat any
disQharge him;and that 11,e would bring the m~mber has, to sa,y on~, m.a~ter so. vital to
mattell,forward 'thii$·,e.yening.· I ask the the priviJ.eges of: the Hou,se., The h9porho~orable mem.ber· if he intends to. 'do so ? able Il1emher for. the OV"?!ls :(Mr. Kerf~rd)
~·Mr.. lIANNA.~lstated.last)light,tp.at
has stat~d.that it w~s , unneqes~.ffry: :to
I,~d, received a'letter from. Mr. Quarterappea:r in aIi.s~er. to, the ,.~rit of !tab~as
man"requesting. ~e-.toendea!our to get cf)rpus ip. -the IJlatter of:"M~" ,GI,ass." .
:Mt.:. KERF~RD.-I ,did· not say anyRim ,.qischarged 'by resolution. of :the
lJousa.a I, was not permitted to bring t.h~ thing.~f '~he k~nd. I.~aid t~at·the gaoler
n1attef. before the House,.· and therefore I WitS bpuni!: to app~ar ~t~at he 'Yas b9und
at .oncewithdrew,,from it., I 'called this to produ~e .t4~ prisoner; anq.th~t,h~ was
Morning ·at,'the, qfJice of M~. ' Q~art~ ~ound .to produce th~ warrant by which
nran's agent, and left, th~ J~tter. with him.~' he .held him.
.
·~r. ·.CAStY.-l' t4iplt the "~oDorable
. Jv,[r•. FRANCIS....,-I trust, that the, inte.tr~p£ion .o~ the. J).oQ,orable member 'fo~ member said that ,he,' was not· bound to
W..~st ;M:elbourn~: (Mr. Langto~) will not .appear;' by ,co~~~el.. · If the g~oier, .ias
be. so far', s'uccessful, at:! to prev,ent that boopa. tq appear, t~ere was n(),~'~ason why
~~libepate ' .di~c~ssron ':ron .a:, :<l'\l,es~ion of he ,·should, no~ appear by co:unsel. . Of
privilege' whi~h .i~. really':desirable .in "the course it is. scarcely: necessary: for me to
iuter.estl)o£ j~stic.~ anft for. the .'con~:t::va me~~ion tlJ.at it would b!3 1mpossibF~ for
ti~l\.\~f the, rights,' .of this ,House., In
a~y pers()J;l to' appear, on :.behalf of -the
,order' that the ~ouse may have. better House, unless the House instructed him.
meaijS: .of ascertaining. whether it is.or is ' The House did ~ot, instruQt any. person to
n9t~:desirable to.;pass ,a resolution on this appear on its behalf when. th,e case of
s;ubject,
think it is essential that, ~e Mr. GJass·was .. argued befor.e.,thecourt,
should, obtain information' by discv,ssion. and therefore no: person cou~p. app'ear on
O'n reference to th~· proceedings of. the be1;t.alf of the ·House. ; If any pers~n bad ,
House of Commons on. questions of privi- appel'!-red. on behalf of th!:'l Ho~se it would
lege; 1 find ,.that on ,su~h, occasions. it is , have been without authority., AS,a Platter
the practjc~ to, allow a far· larger ]llargjn of fact, no. appearanqe was ~ade, on behalf
for· .disc;ussion· than is allowed, by the I of the House. Indeed the ~pe3:ker" who
stdcb r.l.iles of debate ,.appliqable .to ordi- . re~eived D.otic~ that· the ltabea~. corpus
n~y, occasions.
I haye in my mind a wou~d ~e, ~ear.d on SI1~urd3:Y mQrp.ing,
pi:ecedent. in "w.hich~ before .30, resolution informed.the House of the fact after the
was·.mQ-ved in a case of this kind, a S01De- w hole ~atter was di.sP9S€ld :of.: ~ow there
,vha·t'. prolonged. discussion. too.lr ,place ,in: ·ar:e. many. iQ,stances,.·bot4 in this.cpuntry
the HQus.eof Commons, and e:p,d,ed in a .a!ldat home" in ~which. judges ~a.ve ~ound
similar motion, to, that made la~t, !light; .it advisable, o,n further cons~del'ation and
Lafore tlie House was invited ,to ~dopt· 'a . ,after further; argU1;neD;t,. to' modify their
par:ticulaI'coul'se.in ,the ,matte).'., '.. ' . ,views. In a, ijlatter almost on all .. fours
: Mr~ CA.SEY.~1 can mQveJhe adjpur~ :w~th ~the present ~'eas~, t;iie. S~l~citorlllent of' the· House, if; ·the "hOh9('~ble . G:~ne.ral' of . .1~ngland , mO'ye~,.a !esolumem~8r :for' West Melbourne ,desire~ that, \~o.D,a<lyjsiDg ,the H9uS~. of, ·p<>IO:.mons
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to consent to an appeal being made as person to appear on its behalf against the
to the decision of the Court of Queen's habeas corpus issued in the case of Mr.
Bench. The Solicitor-General stated on Quarterman.
Mr. F-RAZER.-I m:ust say that I
th-at occasion that he was quite prepared to vind~cate the power of the don't think it is the duty of the House to
law, and that he always would assert its insist upon the Government defending it
power; but, at the same time, he was not against the writ of habeas corpus in the
prepared to assert the infallibility of the matter of Mr. Quarterman. The Governjudges. I think it will be quite consistent ment are not more interested in this matter
with respect for the judiciary if the than individual members of the House,
House points out, by proper means, cer-' an:i I do not think we have a right to extain matters which may have been over- pect them to corne forward to the front,
looked in the case of Glass v. Murphy. and defend the privileges of the House,
I think there are many circumstances any more than the House has a right to
which have been overlooked, and which expect me to do so. What I find fault
might be urged with advantage. I don't with is that the Attorney-General should
propose to go into the question now, but I ask the House to be allowed to appear
will just state one circumstance which before the court to-morrow, to show cause
has ~een overlooked, which I think will why Mr. Quarterman should not be disreadily appear to honorable members to charged under this writ of habeas corpus.
be an essential fact. It is this-that the I say that is an unkind, an unfair, and a
Supreme Court, created not by an imperial cruel thing towards the gentleman whose
statute, but by a colonial statute, has. liberty is at stake. If the law officers of
given to it only the power of the Court the Crown wished to have an argument
of Queen's Bench, the Exchequer, and as to the power of the Supreme Court to
Common Pleas; and, sir, neither the discharge these persons, they ought· to
Court of Queen's Bench, the Exchequer, have given fair notice of their intenti~n in
nor the Common Pleas can set aside a the case of Mr. Glass, and have then dewarrant of the House of Commons. It fended the action of the House. It is,
has been distinctly ruled that those courts however, monstrous for them to ask to be
have not the power to do so-that a allowed to make a defence to"morrow,
warrant of the House of Commons is after this gentleman (Mr. Quarterman) has
above their power to set aside. .Warrants remained.in prison for six days, and after
of commitment of a similar character to several days have elapsed since the de ..
the one in question, couched in pre- cision of the court was given in reference
cisely the same language, and on precisely to Mr. Glass. I hope the House will not
the same subject, have been brought instruct the Attorney-General to appear
before the Court of Queen's Bench, to-morrow in answer to the writ of habeas
and the court was unable to Elet thelll corpus. The law officers of the Crown
aside. Without, however, entering fur- have far greater facilities for hunting up
ther into the question, I will merely legal authorities than any private ~arrister
say that there are many arguments which possesses, and, after having had the oppormay fa.irly be submitted to the court in tunity of putting in force all the legal
this matter, which do not appear to have machinery they thought fit in the case of
been touched. It.-might be wise, proper, Mr. Glass, it would be most unjust to
and decorous for the House to say to the authorize them to ex~rt their ingenuity to
judges-with all due respect for them- have Mr. Quarterman retained in custody.
" Weare not prepared to give up one In order to give the House an opportunity
atom of our privileges; we will not of deciding the matter, I beg to move"That Mr . John Quarterman be released from
allow this case to pass unnoticed, lest it
be said that we acquiesced in the decision prison immediately, without payment of fees."
already given; but we wish to put cer- As the Supreme Court has already virtain arguments plainly befOJ;e you, in order tually decided that Mr. Quarterman is
that, if you decide as you did on the re- unlawfully in custody, I do not see why
cent occasion, you may at least do so after we should instruct the law officers of the
having heard additional arguments in Crown to endeavour to keep him there.
favour of the reversal of the decision I have added the words" without payalready given." These are the reasons ment of fees" to the resolution, because I
why it appears to me that it might be ad· ·think it is very doubtful whether we can
visable for the House to instruct some insist upon payment of fees when a person
Mr. Casey.
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is committed to a common gaol, although
payment of fees can be insisted upon when
the committal is to the Serjeant-at-Arms.
As to the question of the release of Mr.
Quarterman, I for one decline to be a
party to make Mr. Quarterman the victim:
of some great fight between the judges of
the Supreme Court and the law officers of
the Crown. If there is to be such a fight,
don't let Mr. Quarterman be made the
victim and kept in prison until the question can be -decided. The case of Mr.
Dill was a very different one from this.
. Mr. Dill refused to obey the mandates of
the House-he refused to submit himself
to the House-but Mr. Quarterman ad- ,
mits the privileges of the House ~nd
submits himself to its authority.
. Mr. HUMFFRAY seconded the motion.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
may I ask if the moti(;m is one which can
be put without notice? This is a subject
of so much importance, and requiring so
much consideration, that I will take the
liberty of objecting to the motion being
put without notice, if notice is requisite.
The SPEAKER.-There are, I believe,
precedents of the House of Commons for
submitting, without notice, motions for
the discharge of persons from ~ustody,
such motions being considered questions
of privilege as well as urgency.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Then if we
are to deal with this motion on its merits,
I submit that the House ought not to
accept it. I ask the HOUSEl, and I ask the
honorable member who proposed the
motion, to consider candidly, fairly, and
dispassionately the simple facts of the
case. The House has agreed unanimously
that this gentleman and another have
committed a contempt of the House. Of'
the nature or' the contempt it is not
necessary to make mention, except to
say that I think no Member of Parliament will be able to conceive a case in
which a graver contempt can be committed
either against the House or against individual me.mbers of it. I cannot myself
conceive a case in which a greater affront
can be offered to the whole body of Parliament, or to individual members, or any
act by whjch a greater danger can be threatened to the personal as well as the political
character of every individual Member of
Parliament, than the act of which these two
persons have been found guilty. For let
me remind the House that the honorable
member for Maryborough (Mr. McKean)
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owes it to his good fortune rather than to
anything else that he does not now stand
before the House and the public of this
country as a dishonoured man, by the
actions of this association. That honorable member m.ight with perfect propriety
and uprightness 'have accepted a certain
offer; and, if he had accepted it, he would
'have been a ruined man. And so, sir,
with regard to my honorable and learned
friend, the Chairman of Commi ttees. An
act more entirely innocent, free from all
colour of impropriety-which was afterwards alleged as a charge, or at· least
mentioned in such a way as to appear to
be a charge against' that honorable member-we cannot conceive. Yet now we
know that where persons combine together
and apply the proceeds of the money contributed by them for this wicked purpose,
a man who goes about an act of private
business may afterwards find his name
mentioned in a public investiga~ion in such
a way as to do damage which cannot be.
undone. For although, I suppose, neither
the honorable member for Maryborough
(Mr. McKean) nor the honorable member
for North Gippsland (Mr. F. L. Smyth)
required to make the explanation they
gave, so far as the satisfaction of members
of this House was concerned, still I apprehend that, after the explanation of both
those members, none of us can tell how
much dainage they may have sustained
elsewhere, and beyond the limit of this
colony, by means of the manner in which
their names have been mentioned. WelJ,
sir, the two persons who stood at the bar
are men on whose shoulders the responsibility of this wrong, and of all this past '
and future possible damage to the characters of these members, rests. The
House has pronounced their proceedings
contempt. Can we conceive any greater
contempt? And if, in the case of contempt
of this kind, a person who has been committed for the contempt can, after six days
of imprisonment, without any confession of
his guilt., without any expression of regret
for his offence-witho,ut even the formal
ceremony of presenting a petition praying
for his release - be discharged by the
House, what will be the result? If, sir,
owing to the constitution of the tribunal
to which he appeals-the memory of past
membership to which he appeals, the influence of personal friendship among a large
number of the members of which that tribunal is composed-if, I say, in such a case,
such an appeal can be successful, I ask
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hpnox~bleJnemb.ers to opnsjde'l"whether,.it
..Mr;:W:aI-TEMAN.-:-Instruct~ta.b~ the
is po.~s-ibla iu~any case,: on· 'any fl\tur.e. pC;: GQY,ernm.ent .. ". . . ;':'~J "
.
. : " ! \.\~
casjo)l, ~to, ·punis.h. QJ;ly c.ontetupt;'.:howe"\\er , ~.Mr.·HIGINBOT.HAM.~:a;m-:..;ll1erely.
gra ve,;: t4at. may' .be coniniitted aga,nst the speaking- of the. House.~·· . Acts Of:thelG:<k
honour .Pl'•.charac.tec of this Hbuse? ::1 'do vernment. in'.this .mattet w1¥ch' ,~re .ll.0)
not wi~hj tJ).~~~ .?ue :wordto. aggravate ,the a.uthori~ed by the: Ho:t;ise,do n-ot:. affect us~
punisamenkol' ~the su:ffering .. :wlti,ch .. these I-.would: suggest whet.her ,~he gaoler... might
persona. tna}"hav:e undergone; or.may·.sti:ll not: again "appear :by> cORDiel to~DJ.Orrowl
u u d~rgo.; b:ut I ask. theHouse to pause before ~nd w.hether the; additional,. views.: which
it· deddes, . by adopting :this. motioll;'>t.oJix counsel might .he able>.tp submit,ito the
for all future . :t'ime.;the limit· .0£ Si~ days' judges r1llight not. ,be ·submitted .. by~ .the
irnprisonmept ~as·theiltm.ost punishment, c.o11llsel appearing on behalf of .the ·gaale:r.
under any cim·W:nstan.ces, ~hich the House If that .com;se- were:taken,.any. objoot tba,t
ma.y ever 'infiict,for:any cDntempt, howev.er 'could: be. effected' by the Bi?peararice:of
graye ... I assume. that,the.honora.ble~mem counsel on.. behalf o:[;the .HOliSe .w.E)'tud ·.be
ber doesnot··res.t.this.motion 'upon what gained; ·and;.at, -the~same .time;l,:the House
has traospu'ed in .the interval between the would, be. saved from pas,siirg.'J fl. reflolutiim
time that::. the. :.parties were .committe.d to which wo.nld,·.Bppear·: to' recogriis.e::.that
gaol ~Jl.d, the.' present. :'He ,has.,:qop, said which ~:we~ should not- reoogruse' .at. all,. ,exso,~ud. !I-.,1t£sume -; he. is; not.: <ilisposed
cept for the purpose of maintaining .10m:
to. dO~·$o,beC1.lluse; as 1 understand, .. he'. is rightsr.-'~ 1: submit·, this' for :the ~ consideropposed', to, anyr'action.; ·which. shaH;~'re~ ati'HLo£ thej~w·offi.cerB,o£,the Crown,!
cognise' the~ action . of; "the: judgesl : in have noir been ~ .abie -.ta. :cons.ult with' othai
discharging' one' of the ..prisoners under a mei,nber.s. with resp,ect to·it",hut I .merely.
writ of ...habeas .coryus... ~·, Indeed,.' sir, : if offerdt:, as a.. suggestioni with. the· vieW: .of
we. werij' to discharg.e.::Mr.. Qu-arterman effecting :tw.o obj ects--fust, pf ~ having anJt
upon. the ground ;that another'pei'son.:Iia~ additiOnal, argumenis 'that: may be "raised
resorted ,to the law:andreceiTed the',benefit submitted . to: "the.. ~udges.·; ~secolldly;' to
of the' . law, we' should:~ be ·recognising~ a.void: committing',' the House .toth-e iuecogin a m-ostiorma.l.and .distinct manner,the nition·ofthe decision of1he: Jiudges .. j ,This
act of the Chi~f ,Justice.:in discharging q1:lestion isentixely distinct from the ':other
MIl. Glasa; .. !I:f\ :w.e:~are ~unwilling to recog~ which,forms,the' basis of the resolution aio.w.
nise that decision,::th-e','cas~ .. xests.:entirely before us. .·So. far·. a;s'tliat is;concer.ne.d;·Ji
upon.thesame ~ooting as it:would,ha'Ve entreat the House.to. aoriiider' cal Iinly:and
done if no'sucn decision hadta!ren place. ;welLbefore'it assents to 'the ,motion. '. .I;
Therefore'it· rests upon ·the merits; ~nd the " ~ Mr. McJ{EAN.~I regret exceedingly
merits alone.,'· .With reference' to the sug~ that·.Iam .not able: to agree' :with. Eioi:n,e ':8£
gestion previously offered' to the.House;· it the remarks which have; faHen ffrom ihe
appears to me;:.to be· a. proposition· sur,. hono:r;able.and learned member for Brigh ton,
rounded. with some difficulties. ' If, the especially . .those' remarks. w~ieh ',wer:e'in..
House instructed the Attorney-General to tended. to. 'induce' the, 'House. .not :to .take
appear, before ,.the judges to-inorrow,:that any action, asa' House, in this: ·m.atter~
would cert~inli be a recognj.tion by.the I think' it is 'the bounden duty .of the
House:of the 'decision given on Saturday:~ House in' a matter .of so much importance
The ..House' has' hitherto taken no .notice of, to take whatever. steps>;t;he practice. of
nor recognised in any way, that ·decision; Parliament' points . out may. be taken, ',or.
ap.d T should be sorry, if it ~anbe'avoided, have . be~n taken, in .-similar cases, 'by
that the' HOQse should. take' any other the House: of C0IIJ.moils.; Sil[', ·,the' ·&teps
notice of it; except the notice ,that would which were taken in reference to the
be involved in the steps that might be' appearance of counsel in the case of ,Ml\
adopted for the: purpose of establishing the, Glass. were 'hardly: in, strict accordance
rights of. the House.. J. would, however, : with the· practice of Parliament, and,-with
suggest to the'A1Jtor.neY-General) and sub- . the view· of1. obviating the repetition of
mit to the House, whether the 'object· such a course, I·' 'beg to move,' as ,an
which:~~ has'in vie~ ~ight:not.be effected, admendment Qil. the momon of th'e: hon ..
'\
by -Other, .meap.s~ [; The' .'governor , of. the orable member. .f{)r' Creswick-'
"That: this .House . instrllctdthe honorable
gaol ,appeared' on .Saturday· befor.e the
Chief J ustice;and .was . representea by ; th.e·. A:ttox:ney.. Gener8tl".to. ~~ke .. t4e. p~oper
steps ~o :niakeand .I\upport I th~ ,nec,QssHy.
counsel, without, the' .instructions , :of the : return;.
to the 'writ of hab'e.as movedfor'oy ~l'!
House,
.", ,'.
i· ',"'\" "" .. ', ",'
Quili'terman;"""
;., '.
.,
'",.
Mr. HigirWol/w,m.
I
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I~ doing .SOj submit th~t r 1t~ fon~wing
1:itrlctly--> the : e(rurs~ ~pursued· in~ cases" ofa
1fifuflai I characfer' by 'line .House' ''Of: Com-

Juages '9f the' Supteme Court. 'What is
tobriiig .'us intoconilict with the
juqgesr" 'it 'haB been said ,that' the Mih.tiio'n~J '~Mdy~says~:",:
.;~, .;1:, .-:
'istry 'intend' bringing' the-three,~ judges
" ~~Ir:ihas~tit~e~ (i,e" '$'irrce":I104);'been t~e 'who :dealt~:wTth the case 'of.' Mr.-Glass
inva.riablEl prabti'ce:'for the ,Serjeaiit-at.-Atn'is before ,the' "bar of this Ho~se,. with' the
'and otherS, b~ Ol'del" or, Jllie ':House, Ito make ,view of'raising another quarrel or serious
ret~s,~~,,!ri~s, ,~f! h~~~~ c.~rp1}s:/" ',: : '.',: ,:
'discussion'; similar :to that' in connexion
l'h.ere.i~,alsQ:thifiH:em~k-:;-:-·,'!' ",':J' : .
:~ith theD~~li:iig;grant. 'And with 'What
"i u,Bf.ol-deJ:' loE ,the ,House ''of, EJommons; 23rd
Qbjept ~": With- the object of delaying
.J!We, ,1:647 .;.swj~llJ):ts .~n<t !reep~f of pr!so~ers I i?racti¢ai 'legiSla~iQn .on various subjects.
,Rre (;lireqt~~- tQ ,in",,~e. retl,lrns ,tq .wr~ts of
'ha6eascorpus; with.causes,of detention;, but, (" No:"):", 1 see: that t4is, is ,sai4 in
me judges'arel:'not·t'ojirOceed'to baIToHlischarge " political circles. , I believe it, 'i~ even
the,prisonefS' without pOti'ctrt~ the Housel~" "
8u:ggest,e'd in some' of the journals' that
"Now", ~he &bj'e<?'t ~,'witli which:' 'notice- ha,s I t~e ,()bjec~~ ?f"tlje M;ini~~y in thi~ ~a~ter
'b~en:fglv~b '~(Pt~i~~~~u~e:"in'·.~his· ca;se',iB, I is ,to ,crep,te a' false' Issue; by runnmg
,'that· the' Honse, shou.ld be seIsed of the I ,arii,agonisticaliy' to' the judges of't~e·land.
,fact that #' is yh.~ il1t.~nti~n~f:.~r. ,Qb.aI'~er-l I, don't thi~k j;here is any 'intention 6'n'the
«H~n~tG 'apply, for <hIS' dIscharge, under Q,
paI1 "of any honorable member, 'or of the
)\tri't ;l-bf,' /Jab/las' ~orpus."; The' House: 'House: collecti vely., to, adopt s'uc4 a course.
'being,: seised· of !tne, Thct" ~f','that intention, : No s'uchcourse is' nec~ssary. '.All we
~ think it wou~dbe $hh:~ttlg~t.s, d,uty if-it , have to 'do is to appea1'home, in the 'same
- 'did .r,n'ot 'ilike ·'the :: full ~ responsibility' of: ~annElr as, Mr; Dill appealed fro~ ,the
oppo~ing the ~lit.. , We, ,are ~sked, not
decision of tpe j u~ges in· his case; and
'fo '(ake"'tJie'.onlis·,:upo~ 'our(;~lv-es; 'but to' we' shall there' 4avs' the matter .coolly and
>throw i~ upon the g~oler~ : A;~th6ugh we calmly cQQ$fdered by per~oDs who are not
h~ve'discussed·,the,.'questi'on 'ip.: the Rouse,
;subject'to 'passion,' 'nor 'subject to' the
we ate ,to 'shirR the 'resp6iisibi~ity, 'ana political e'xCitement to which we 'ourselves
throw it, upon' the gaoler;' "ana in :all are ·subject: ' 'I' cannot {disabuse, my
''Probability oome, in some way or other, ~ Itiindof'ihe fact~that 'th~re are' gentlemen
'i~~()' oollisi~n '·wJtij -the - Supreme: COJ}rt,; 'in- this 'community who'are:influenced by
·n()t',-':dif~c'tIy. ': btif' through: the:, gaol~t.1 'pOlitical ana party consider~tions. ,I, ~ook
'It', ,i~ :'a '~alse',position ' in • wliich' to i 4pon this matter in' a I1luch broader lIght
(p1~we~the gaoler; an,d a 's~ill more fal~e: .'~hai:dis'a party questi9n. ' I regard.'it as a
'-positioniriiwh~~J:t jo 'p1ac~ ourselt~,s,. , If! ""eI'Y'seriolIs matter, as one 'affecting', the
,.'~e: h~ve:the 'right~' :anq pr~:vilege,s which: , foundat,ion of all ~urEarliamentar! .rights
w.e';dla:hn~iid:lagree'that we h~ve~we! and pri~ileges, because if the deCISIOn of
Is1!:~uIa contes~ those,tiglits an~' 'priVileges: , the Judges is right this House is so~ething
;'inJs'legitiqltiteand :regal' manner. I 'see I 'of a cross between' a' parish' vestry and a
··no~:~difficul'ty' ivhatever in' the House
municipal council. We are deprived of
, in,structi,I!-g 'the Attorn~y-General tp~make all th~ rights and privileges of' the House
the return' and support 'it in the ordinary 6f Commons, and are' degraded into someway, ai1~ thus taking upon ourse~ves the thing analogous to' a parish vestry. I am
r~sponsibility 'which attaches to it. We
not satisfied. to ac~ept t1)::tt position, nor
"sJiould 'tWin appear by' courisef before the will I ,accept' it l1n~il the highest court of
juBge': in ~hambers, ,and discuss .this the realm has pronounced 'that we' occupy
· q,~e~ti?ti on' purely ~eg~l a~d', parliaI:ri~ti~ary that position. Nothing can be more sim;gr~u.nas-=--:purelj :wit~, regard to the law' ple than to,' take the' course I have ~ug
; and, 'custom of Parliament, l\S we believe gested. It is true that some delay will
· it now eiists. ' We shoul\l' have the result; and some costs will arise; Mr.
i{eliberat~' d~cisi.on '~r- t)i~ 'jtidg~, -, after Glass and Mr. Quarterman may both 'find
'~eari~g wh~t , ~he H~~s~, ~as, to say upon themselves in the unpleasant position' of
, th~ ,Ql1estion ;, and if w~ ~hould see 'fit to having the costs' to pay in consequence
'have':ih~t de.cision, r~viewed by tb~ full of the reversal of the decision' of the
" co.u:rt~, with ..a, vi~w !o( appealing to, ~4e Supreme Court ;bU,t, though that may be
,/~ri ~'<?o~~cll;_p~~~e_~oul~, .be no, 'dif:Jic~~ ty a misfortune to them, it should not deter
>w~ate,=~r lDad~ptmg, Jl1at course, 'a~ was 'us from pursuing that course if we have
· done' m.- i1?-e :~ase oJ pill v. M,urphlJ: ' 1 at' heart 'the, rights and, privileges of this
~~don't :~e,e ,tlib.t;Jh:ete.' is '@'y'nec~s$ity'for '-House., Without intending 'any reflection
~tls to' get' Jinto a"false' position 'with the
OD. the judges,,'or to 'i~ptlgl:l' ,the-,course
~t1i~re
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which they have adopted in this matter, I
say that I should be guilty of a gross
act of treachery to my constituents if I
were quietly to submit to any action,
direct or indirect, which would tend to
curtail what we believe to be the privileges of this House. It is not necessary for. me to go into that question. I
am content to rely on the decision in Dill
v. Murphy to believe that, if we appeal
home in the present case, we shall obtain
a reversal of the decision given by the
Chief Justice in the case of Mr. Glass. I
regard the decision in the case of Dill y.
lJfurplty as diametrically opposed to the
decision in the case of Glass v. Murplty.
Have we the power to commit for contempt? If we have, then the committal
of Mr. Glass was justified, because the
warrant set out that he had been
guilty of contempt. If we occupy the
position we claim to occupy, the Supreme
Court cannot go behind that warrant. Is
the House prepared to set forth in the
warrant the specific nature of the contempt,
in order that the judges of the Supreme
Court may, if they think fit, differ from us
and say that there has not been any contempt? Are we, who are a constituent
branch of the Legislature which created
the Supreme Court, and who have
power to remove the judges for misconduct, prepared to have the Supreme
Court sitting in judgment upon our acts,
when neither the Court of Queen's Bench
nor any other court at home would, in
a matter of a similar character, review
. the course adopted by the House of Commons? If we possess what we claim to
possess-the Aame privileges, il'nmunities,
and powers as are possessed by the House
of Commons - I apprehend that our
warrant will be held good, as the warrant
of the House of Commons was held good
in the case of the Sheriffs of Middlesex.
What is the position which we are asked
to take up by the' motion of the honorable
member for Creswick? We are asked
calmly to negative the judgment which
. we arrived at a few days ago. Having
.declared Mr. Quarterman guilty of contempt, we are asked, without his having
purged that contempt, to release him,
thereby admitting, as the honorable and
learned member for Brighton has clearly
pointed out, the jurisdiction of the judges
of the Supreme Court, and that the position which they have taken js correct.
If we do that, we shall simply nullify
the course we have adopted, and render
Mr. McKean.
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ourselves incapable of taking any action
whatever in any future cases of a similar
character. I regret as much as any member that Mr. Quarte'rman is left in prison.
If he had presented a petition of such a
character as the House could receive, I
for one would have been glad to have
waived all the forms of the House and to
have discharged him from custody. It is
not the desire of any honorable member to
adopt a vindictive course towards Mr.
Quarterman. All of us must feel, more or
less, the painful position in which that
gentleman is. placed; but whatever may
be their sympathy for Mr. Quarterman, I
hope that honorable members will not so
far forget their duty to themselves, to the
country, and to the constituents which.
they represent as not to take all necessary
and proper steps to uphold what they
conceive to be the rights, privileges, and
immunities of the House.
Mr. RUSSELL seconded the amend-·
ment.
Capt~in MAC MAHON.-I desire to
point out the position which I think the
House will occupy in adopting this amendment. Undoubtedly Mr. Quarterman has
been led into taking the course of appealing to the Supreme Court, by the proc~edings in this House last evening-not
only by the solemn pledge given by the
Attorney-General, but also by the assent
of every honorable member of this House,
including the honorable andlearned mem bel'
for Brighton. (" No.") The honorable and
learned member, by his silence last night,
o~ a subject on which he is not generally
very silent, assented to the proposition
that, in consequence of the discharge of
Mr. Glass, on a writ of habeas corpus, no
opposition should be offered on the part of
the Crown, the gaolor, or anyone else, to
the release of Mr. Quarterman if he chose
to apply for his habeas. After a solemn
pledge of that sort on the part of a legislative body, is it worth while to break it
for the trumpery effect of a few days' impri80nment? The attitude of the House,
and the undertaking of' the leading Crown
law officer have been the means of betray- .
ing Mr. Quarterman into a position which
otherwise, probably, he would not have
occupied. It was said that if he chose to
apply for his habeas, he might at once
walk out of prison. As the matter was
put, by the Attorney-General last evening,
Mr. Quarterman was absolutely invited to
do this ; he was taun ted for staying in
pri.son of his own free will. Now if, after
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that, we proceed to instruct the AttorneyGeneral to appear before the judges with
a view to prevent Mr. Quarterman being
discharged, we will not be acting in a fair,
candid, and honorable manner. I admit
that it would be advantageous to have an
opportunity of testing this question; and
that an opportunity so favorable as this
may not occur again. Butifthe opportunity
were a thousand times more favorable, I
don't think we could take advantage of it.
After our public invitation to Mr. Quarterman to walk out of prison, and after taunting him with staying there of his own
free will, I think it would be scarcely
fair to turn round, and use all the
ingenuity which lawyers may possess to
prevent Mr. Quarterman doing that which
we taunted him for not doing. I feel
certain that if honorable members look at
the matter in this light, they will refrain
from instructing the Attorney-General to
represent the House in this instance as
counsel. With. regard to the point that
the counsel who appeared against Mr.
Glass were not appointed by the House,
and that the counsel who may appear tomorrow will appear for the gaoler, and
not on behalf of the House, may I ask
the Attorney-General where the funds
come from to pay these counsel? Is not
this House the custodian of the public
purse ?-and is it not to be presumed that
the fees to counsel retained in these cases
come out of the public purse? Therefore I submit it is not correct to say that
we. are totally disconnected with what has
taken place. I may add that, were it not
for the pledge given last I!,.ight, I would
cheerfully support the amendment. It is
only right that this matter should rest
entirely on its legal bearings. However
party feelings may animate us,. I don't
think that any honorable member has the
slightest idea that anyone of the learned
judges of the Supreme Court was actuated by improper motives in arriving at
the decision they did in the case of Mr.
Glass. On the contrary I believe that every
one will be prepared to admit that if there
. has been an error-which has not been
proved-it has been an error in the legal
construction of the statutes under which
. the judges occupy their position, and under
which this House occupies its positiot}.
Under these circumstances I think it
would be most fortunate if we could hit
on some mode of bringing this matter, by
a reference home, before the great intellects and impartial minds of the mother
VOL. VII.-3 B·
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country. There would be no sacrifice of
dignity on the part of this House in submitting to such a reference as that.
Mr. DUFFY. - Mr. Speaker, I trust
that the House will not agree either to the
amendment or the original motion. They
are both objectionable in an almost
equal degree, and for the same reason.
Both the amendment and the original
motion admit, without further controversy
-without appealing to the Privy Councilthat the decision arrived at by the Supreme
Court is a proper decision. Now the honorable member who moved the original
motion would not have ventured to ask
the House to release Mr. Quarterman after
so short an imprisonment, except for the
incident that has occurred in relation to
Mr. Glass. On that ground the door is
open for the release of the other prisoner,
on habeas corpus, even if we instruct the
Attorney-General to appear in the case.
But I trust we are not going to instruct
the honorable and learned gentleman, for
several reasons. In the first place, I agree
with my honorable and gallant friend
(Captain Mac Mahon) that, after the dis·
tinct statement of the Attorney-General
last night, it" would be a breach of faith to
give such instructions. In the next place
-and this reason I feel infinitely more
keenly-to do so would be to admit the
jurisdiction· of the Supreme Court. If we
instruct counsel to go before the Supreme
Court, how can it ever be contended that
we don't admit the jurisdiction of that
court? The Supreme Court claims. for
itself the power of committing for contempt, and that no person shall have the
right, as no person has the right, to inquire into the cause; but it also says that,
though this House has the right to commit for contempt, it only possesses that
right subject to the review of the Supremo
Conrt. That, sir, is the question at issue.
And yet I believe a County Court judge
has the right to commit for contempt, and
his committal for contempt cannot be
called into account if a writ of habeas
corpus be moved for in the Supreme
Court. (" Yes.") Well I believe it has
been decided in England, in relation to
the inferior courts in Jersey and the Isle
of Man, when cases of committal for contempt in those courts have been brought
before the Court of Queen's Bench, that
the cases could not be inquired into, because the j udge/ of a court of record,
having power to commit for contempt, is
himself the sole judge as to whether a case
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of contempt has arisen. Well, sir, tha~
right possessed by the County CourtJ and
afortiori possessed by the Suprem~ Court,
the Supreme Court denies to ~his House.
Now I desire to see that question tried.
without passion or ,teD}.per, by an appeal
to the Privy Council.' ~ut I' jiesire, 'in
the meantime, to see the House maintain
the attitude of denying that the Supreme
Court decides wisely or in'acco~dance 'with
law when it takes upon itself .to Bupervi~e
our warrants.
",
Mr. KERFED.~You·have already ap'peared. '
"
Mr. DUFFY.-N~ doupt an appear~nce
was J?l,ade by, co,!nsel" ,put, the A~to!ney
General ~as stated .t~a~ ~~:~as.o~ ~ehalr
of the gaoler. As 1 said before,the
Attorney-General has 40ne the thing
which 1 trust the House will not now do.
He has admitted the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court by framing a second warrant to meet their objection.. Nod<;mbt
the honorable and Jearned gentlem,an ~as
been very anxious to succeed in. this
case' on .behalf of the House, but I trust
we are not, going .any further. in. that
direction. I trust we are not going, by
appearing as sui~ors be~ore a judge ip.
chambers, to admit the monstrous claim
that is set up..
.'
".
"
Mr. McKEAN.-The House of Commons has .done it.
Mr. DD:F~Y.-I beg the' :honorable
member's pardon; the House of Commons
has n'ot done. it. The House of Commons
has instru~ted, in civil actions, the 8er-'
je~nt~at-Arms or' sortie' officer, against,
whom an action has been begun, to appear
by counsel. The House of Commons has
sent .an answer to a wl;it, ,and' very properly too. But the House of. Commons
has never admitted the jurisdiction of any
court. to inquire into 'the nature and
character of the warrants which it issues.
A third course is suggested' by the po~~r
able and learned member for ~righton ;
and, in a case such as that which we are
now dealing with~ the:re is. no memb~r on
either side of the House on whom I woUJd '
so confidently rely for a correct judgment
in relation to the pdvileges of this House,
and for a determination to hold those
privileges with a stro.J?g· h~n4. But I,
confess I think he made a great mistake '
when he proposed to do that by: an evasion
which he refused to do direct. If this
House, at the instance of the honorable'
and learned member-either on motion or
by 'conversation-instructs ~h~' AttQrney- :
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General to appear for the gaoler" in poin.t
of fact we will ber'esponsible.,· . "

. ,An.

HqNORABLE

MEM:SER,~ ~t

was

done in. the case of. Dill v. Murp.hy. ,.'
, Mr., DUFFY'.-It 'W,IlS .. ; B,ut it Wl}.S
then doubtful whether this House, had
any pri v'ileges-~hetb~ .the.Ac*of. Parliament was substantial for. its purpQs~s.
There was an appeal home; and, it having
been decided that we hav.e ,aU the privileges that the House o£Commons \enjoyed
and exercised in. 1865, I say the O,ccasion
has gO~!3 by .~or. appearing ~ny longer.
The whole case, in point of fact,reduces
itself to. this simple proposition :~r;rhe
Chief: Justice .!=lays that ina~much as.;the
juris'~ict~on, of.. this. Pa~liamen~ is a limitf;3d
one-that, although the privi~eg~s of the
House of Commons haye been conveyed,to
us, no privilege wpich fell into disuse
before 1855, or which has been created
since 1855passes1-and that therefore', as
we do not enjoy either, of these classes of
privilege, it is necessary for the liberty of
the subject, when we declare that a breach
of privilege has been-committed, that .some
court sbo~ld ascertain whether the privilege we insist upon is one created. since
1855, or has fallen into disuse before. O£
course I speak with great respect' of the
particular judge,who,dealtwith this matter,
and who is an eminent lawyer; but I think
that to this there is an answer which to
my mind seems absolutely conclusive•
.The same,claimmight.:b~ set up in. relation to ,the ~o.use 9f Commo:p~. More
than a century and ~. half, ago, t~e House
of Commons agreed with t4e House of
Lords in a joint resolution th,lltt :Q,O new
privilege shou,ld be ,created except by Act
of )?arliament. Now .supposing ,the House
of Commons committed, for a breach of
privilege, why might not a judge Qf the
Queen's Bench,taking tp.e.:same ground
as the, Chief. Justice! say-'~~ don't~kn9w
, that this is not a privilege ,which yo;u hay-e
taken to yourselves:.sinc~: th~. jO~D,t ,t:esol~
,tion of 1704 ; I ,must:l9Q~)nto't~at;· we
must not haye the liberty 9f the subje,ct
violated.".
"
. ,.
Mr. KERFERD.--The court takes
judicial notice of an Act of .Parliament.
Mr. DUFFY.-I am extremely obliged
to my honorable friend, No pri:vi)ege can
~ave been created since 1855. except by
Act ,of Parliament; and, ~s the·, ,court
takes judicial cognizal)<;e of the existence
of an Act of farliament, it is ~h"t oqt
absolutely from inquiring .whether 'we have
,assumed, any new p]:iv;ilege~ sm.c.e. 1655,
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. as no euch Act· of Parliament exists. In appear. Now, on the occasion of the habeas
conclusion, I "Would impress this upon the moved for on behalf of Mr. Glass, the
House"'-Don't yield this point unless the : notice was served upon me at my own
decisi0!l of the court we have to appeal to house, many miles from this Cham ber,
be agamst us... Don't appear ·to yield it ve1'Y late on Friday evening.. The notice
now, but· take a fair, manly, generous, addressed to the Speaker, I believe, was
~nd dispassionate position with regard to
not received by him until the following
It. Let the matter be sent home, and any morning. The writ was returnable that
new arguments that the law officers or any day (Saturday) - a day when it is
lawyers may have to advance can be heard difficult to secure the services of counbefore thE;} Privy CounciL Sir, it- is sel.
I should be exceedingly sorry
scarcely in human nature to expect that to say one word, or even to make a
any additional arguments will induce the suggestiog, disrespectful to their Honours
Supreme Court' to review or· alter the the Judges, but I must say this-that,
decision. which it came to only a few days in adjudicating upon that matter with
ago. Nothing practically will be lost by so much haste, this House was placed
reserving these arguments for another at a disadvantage. An assault was made
place; but much will be lost-dignity, upon the privileges of this House, I fear,
position, and everything else-if we go to without due consideration.. Now that is
a judge in chambers to determine our one ground wpy I thought it my duty to
priviIeges.
place myself in the hands of the House
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Sir, I think this evening. It is said-" Why did not
there is considerable force in the state- the Attorn~y-General appear to defend the
ment of the honorable and gallant member haheas in the case of Glass?" Sir, I had
for West Melbourne with respect to my- no instructions to appear. If I had apself. There is no doubt that I did express peared, it would have seemed that I apan jntentio£!. of offering no obstacle to the peared on behalf of this House. I had
application of Mr. Quarterman fora writ no instructions to do that. But I have
of ltaheas corpus; but I apprehend that the power, when a Government officer is
it is quite possible to deal with this matter served with process, to direct that he shall
totally irrespective of the position which be defended by counsel; and, upon that
Mr. Quarterman may' occupy; . and it was ground, the learned cou;nsel who hold reupon that ground that I p:ftced the matter tainers from the Crown were instructed'to
before' the House this evening. Honor- appear for Mr. Castieau. I may mention
. able members will recollect that when that the Minister of Justice and myself
Mr. Dill was had up before Mr.. Justice gave this matter. our most anxious and
Chapman on ltaheas, he was allowed to go earnest consideration. . We pressed upon
free on parole' until the decision of the the counsel who did appear all the facts,
court· was given. Honorable meIlIoers arguments, and decisions' within our
will thus perceive that· it is possible to knowledge or reach at the time, in
deal with the· question totally irrespective order that the true aspect of the case
of the position which Mr. Quarterman might be represented, as far as posmay occupy'; and altogether irrespective sible~ to the Supreme Court. Now, sir,
of any promise, actual or supposed, which the matter is in a different position. . You,
may have been made to honorable mem- sir, on the assembling of the House this
bers on the other side. Now I have no evening, had served upon you, a notice
desire' to go into thi~ matter. Certainly, which you could report to this House.
if the House imposes upon me the duty of The notice is that a writ of ltaheas corpus
appearing before the judge in ·chambers has been obtained, and that it is returnable
on the ltaheas, it would be undesirable to to-morrow morning at a quarter to ten
fully discuss the question now. But I o'clock. 'I simply place myself in the
would ask the House to consider this hands of the House. If the House inpoint. . When the haheas was issued in the structs me to appear, I shall appear. It
is for the House to say whether I ought
~ase of Mr. Dill, the House waS sitting.
A period of three or four days was to appear or not. I must say that my own
allowed to elapse, and the House had an individual opinion goes very far in the
opportunity of discussing the subject upon direction of that of the honorable and
the report of the Seljeant-at-Arms that learned member for Dalhousie; and.that I
he, had been served with notice. The doubt . the wisdom, at· this . late ~tage
House instructed the,Attorney-GeI;l.eraI-to of the proceedings, of t~p. House appearing
3B 2
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before the judge in chambers to ask him special warrant, and therefore, for his own prohe sent in a general one as well as. a
to reverse the decision he has already tection,
special one. He put in a general warrant 10
glven. I may further inform the House order not to give up that they were the House
that my colleague and myself ha.ve en- of Commons; but he put in the special one
deavoured to fortify our action with because he did not believe they were."
the best legal ad vice which is to be Now, what would have been thought of
obtained; and I may tell the House~ me, as Attorney-General of a Governthough I am not in a position to com- ment supported by a House constituted as
municate the actual facts, a.nd I trust this is, if I had so endeavoured to deceive
I shall not be questioned on the subject the House and the community by adopting
at the present stage-that there are a course of that sort. Sir, I must either
some difficultie~ which present them- stand or fall by the warrant which it is
admitted would be a good warrant if
selves in the way of an appeal. I
throw that out in order that the House issued by the House of Commons.
may not be taken by surprise in any There could be no fallacy more transmanner hereafter. Now, sir, I may be parent than that put forward in this
obnoxious to the censure of the House for - case. What is the value of the short
taking the course I did; but I am here or general warrant, when the court's
to say that the putting in of the warrant attention is directed to the long or
was no blunder-no oversight; that it special one? The moment the special
was done deliberately, after careful and warrant is before the court, the confull consideration. It was done for the tents of the general warrant cease
purpose of declaring that in a matter of to have any force whatever; the court
this sort the House has all the privileges, goes into the matter contained in the
immunities, and powers of the House of special warrant, and adjudicates thereon.
Commons. Sir, the question of what is Whatever might have been done in the
culled a special warrant, such as that case of Mr. Dill, whatever course might
used ill. the case of Mr. Dill, was carefully have- been taken when the privileges of
considered; and we decided that- we would this House were to some extent indefinite,
not put it in. We decided that it was I say that, however much I may be
our duty to sustain the privileges of this censured for having asserted that this
House, and that we would not sacrifice Assembly has the rights, privileges, and
those privileges by giving to the Supreme powers of the House of Commons, I woulcl
Court the larger jurisdiction which the rather be censured for that than be censo-called special warrant would give it. sured for using what may be called a
Sir, it has been said-" In the case of Mr. double-barrelled warrant with the inDill a special warrant was put in, and why tention, on the one hand, of deceiving the
rlid not these law officers put in a special House with the assertion that we have the
warrant also?" N ow I -think when the rights, privileges, and powers of the
House comes to consider the reasons House of Commons, and, on the other, of
which Mr. Ireland gave, the other day, admitting that we have not. Now the
for putting in the two warrants, it will judges ha.ve claimed for themselves the
admit that I did right, that I acted right of examining a warrant of this
honestly, in putting in only one. When House committing for contempt, in order
the facts are set out in the warrant you that they may satisfy themselves that the
seise the court of the whole matter; you grounds for the committal are sufficient.
submit it for review; and the court can But, if this is to be permitted, we may go into the whole proceedings and adjudi- have any person who may be expelled this
cate thereon. I have here the report of House, or who may be laid hands on by
the argument which took place before the the Serjeant-at-Arms, bringing an action
Chief Justice, on Saturday; and this is for false imprisonment. If this is to be
what Mr. Ireland sayspermitted, what is to hinder Mr. Glass
" In Mr. Dill's case there were more warrants bringing an action for false imprisonment
than one, clearly indicating that, when that case in the County Court,. and compelling the
came before the court, the Attorney-General
Serjeant-at-Arms to appear there, and lay
for the time being felt he had two duties to bai'e the whole of our proceedings? Nay I
perform. He had first of all to maintain the go further, and ask-Supposing Mr. Glass
legal rights of the Assembly, and he had also
to appear not to concede or give up any of to bring the Serjeant-at-Arms before the
them. He might have been amenable to the Mayor of Flemington to answer for
censure of the House if he _had only put in a assault, what defence would the SerjeantMr. G. Paton Smith.
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nt-Arms have? Under this decision of
the Supreme Court he would have none.
I don't say this is not the law; I should
be sorry to forestall any deliberate judicial
decision to be arrived at hereafter; but I
would ask honorable members to contemplate that position-a position most
di:,astrous to this 'House as a legislativo
body-a position in which, I venture to
say, the House cannot remain. In conclusion I may observe that it is for
JlOnorable members to decide whether or
not the writ of habeas should be defended;
and, if it is defended, they will understand
that it is done wholly irrespective of Mr.
Quarterman, and in consequence of the
different aspect in which the case presents
itself. If the Assembly be represented in
the matter, I trust it may be done in such
a way as not to cause a breach of any
promise given as regards Mr. Quarterman.
~r. LANGTON.-With the honorable
and learned member for Dalhousie, I trust
that the House will not assent either to
the motion or the amendment. I cannot
agree with the motion, because it asks me
to assent to the proposition that six
days' imprisonment is a sufficient punishment for the offence which this House
has declared Mr. Quarterman to be guilty
o£ On the other hand, I cannot assent to
the amendment, not altogether for the
reasons stated by the honorable and
learned member, but for other reasons
which to me appear conclusive. I cannot conceive that any possible good
can result from the representation of this
Hou~e before the Supreme Court, tomorrow, by the Attorney-General, seeing
that already two counsel have been retained to argue this case. I do not think
the honorable and learned member himself
would pretend to a greater knowledge of
the law, or to greater ability in maintaining the rights and privileges of this House,
than the two learned gentlemen to whom
he confided what he says was the case.
of the gaoler, on Saturday last.
Mr. FRANCIS.-At half an hour's
notice.
Mr. LANGTON.~I don't think any
honorable member has any real cause of
complaint against those learned counsel, nor
can it be assumed that the learned gentleman who conducted the case was unfamiliar
with the subject, seeing that he argued the
other side of the question when the pri vileges
of this House were, on a former occasion,
l)e£ore the court. The explanation which
we have had fro~ t~e Attotne!-Ge;neral
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as to the causes which led to the ap. pearance of counsel before the judges, on
. Saturday last, appears to me a most extraordinary one. I do not pretend to any
technical knowledge of law; but, for the
first time in my life, I have heard, here
to-night, that it is necessary for a gaoler
to employ counsel to argue in support of
the authority of the power which issues
the warrant under which he acts. Now
it does appear to me that, by this proceeding, the House is placed in the
most humiliating position conceivable.
Honorable members contend that this
House has the privileges and powers
of the House of Commons; that,
in virtue of those powers, you, Mr.
Speaker, are authorized to issue a general
warrant-a warrant which does not state
on the face of it, in other than very general
terms, the offence which the pel'son has
committed; and the two law officers of the
Crown tell us here to-night that it is the
duty of the gaoler to employ counsel to
argue before the judge that you, sir, have
the power to issue that warrant, and that
this House has the power to commit for
contempt without specifying on the face of
the warrant the particular nature of the
contempt committed. This does appear to
me a most extraordinary argument-one
which will not tend to raise the law officers
of the Crown in the estimation of this House
or the country. I think that, on reflection,
the honorable and learned gentlemen themselves cannot believe in the necessity of
employing counsel on behalf of a gaoler to
assert that the House has the power to
commit for contempt. The gaoler would
have fulfilled aIr his duties to the State,
and also would have fulfilled all th~tt ·was
required of him under the Jaw of habeas
corpus, if he had merely surrendered his
prisoner and produced his warrant. Whatever the decision of the court might have
been, what would it have mattered to the
gaoler? If the court had remanded the
prisoner, it would have been the gaoler'S
duty to take him back in custody. If the
courtchose to declare ,the warrant informal,
and order the release of the prisoner, the
gaoler had no concern; he had merely to
obey the· order of the court. Sir, I do
not think that anything which has ever
been submitted to the House, as a reason
for a course of action, will bear so little
looking into, is so utterly unworthy of any
legal gentleman who aspires to the position
of legal adviser of this House, as this
expla,nation of the reason wh! coul!s·el
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appeared at the Supreme Court on Saturday last. The Attorney-General, to-night,
thought fit to censure the judges (or their
haste; and yet, sir, almost in the same
ureath, the honorable and learned gentleman told the House that, in Mr. Dill's case;
the prisoner was released on his parole,
whereby an opportunity was g~ven to instruct counsel in ordm1 that the,case might
be fully argued.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I beg the
honorable member's -pardon. I stated
nothing of the kInd. What I said was
that the writ. was returnable four days
afterwards.
Mr. LANGTON.-And in the meanwhile Mr. Dill was released on parole.
Now, if the Attorney-General had desired to have this case more fully argued,
nothing was more easy· than for him to
authorize his counsel to apply to the
judge that the case might stand over for
several days; on the understanding that,in the meantime, the course pursued in
1\1r. Dill's case should be followed, and
the prisoner released on parole. The
prisoner could not have been released on
parole, except some one representing this
House or the Crown had assented to that
course before the court. - Sir, it does
seem to me that'up to the present time, in
this debate, we have not had from the
Treasury bench one distinct utterance,
one word of advice, as to the course we
should pursue in this matter. ·What this
House wants at this crisis is' guides upon
whom it can rely. No British Ministry,
under such circumstances, ever shirked
its duty, as honorable members on the
Treasury bench have shirked their duty
here to-night. They have had several
hours to reflect on the course they ought
to invite the House to pursue, in regard
to this fresh intimation about the 'habeas
corpus. Last night we were told that, if
Mr. Quarterman applied for his habeas
corpus, the Government would offer no
'opposition. But the first suggestion we
hear to-night is from the Attorney ..
General, and is that he shall go to the
Supreme Court, and argue' this case on
behalf of the House. Here then, at theoutset, is indicated to us that there Is an
uncertainty as to -the course which the
Government t,hink it right to pursue.
Instead of the legal or other leader of ~he
House standing up boldly and proposing a
certain course, and adhering to it, we
have vacillation and delay from night to
night. Although every honorable member
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is interested in the maintenance of the
privileges of the House, the House cannot
act with any effect;-unless Bome of its
recognised guides and 'leaders take the.
initiative. If the Ministry really desire
the-"House- to assert its privileges, let
them discharge the duty which every"
British Ministry invariably- discharges,
under such· circumstances; but, '-when
they should come to the House with distinct proposals, they simply invite honorable members to express opinions. It has
been .said that every member. of the House
is as much interested in-this matter as the
members of the Governlnent. That may
be true in one sense; but the special duty
lies .upon the Government, of leading the
House in the course necessary to redeem
it from disgrace, and securing for it all the
privileges which by law it is entitled to ;
and that duty-the Government, up to the
present time, have utterly failed to discharge.'
.
Mr.FRANCIS.-I do not pretend to
understand the technicalities of the law,
and therefore I cannot understand how it
is that after this House, last week, assumed the authority of committing certain
persons to prison, under the belief that
they had full warrant for their action,
another court shoufd, a few days afterwards, release one of the prisoners and
reverse our verdict. Now, sir, I think
there is no dispute that the final court of
appeal, to which either side must 'resort,
lies elsewhere; but I am informed that
there is a doubt whether the case, in its
present aspect, is capable of submission to
that court of appeal. If that is the case,
what is the power at pr~sent possessed by
this House? It appears that if we commit, and another tribunal can release, the
sooner a position of that kind is abandoned
the better. Therefore, it is a question for
consideration whether the retention of Mr.
Quarterman in prison, and whether furtherargument before the Supreme Court,
can in any way strengthen the rights of
this House? If it is an open question
whether we can or cannot appeal, our acts
are liable at any time to be overruled. I
am aware that it was understood yesterday that there would be no general objection raised to the release of Mr. Quarterman, seeing that one who was equally if
not more criminal than -himself had been
released by the intervention of the law.
But if it can be shown that' the argument
to-morro~ is likely to increase the position
of this House, in the maintenance of its
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privileges, I say that we' must consider
the superior interests involved, and, if
necessary, detain Mr. Quarterman in gaol
for some time to come. '
Mr~ WHITEMAN.-Sir, a great deal
of legal light has been evol ved during this
debate, but I fear we are no nearer a' conclusion "than we were at the commencement. It, is my intention to v~te for the
motion of the honorable member for Creswick, and I will give one or two reasons
for doing so. ' The honorable and learned
member for Brighton has alluded to the
narrow escape two honorable members of"
this House' have had, in connexion with
the proceedings of Mr. Quarternian and
Mr. Glass. But I deny the premises.
The virtue' of the honorable member for
Maryborou~h was assailed by' a late member of this House who, I believe, will
shortly take' his ,place behin,a the Ministry
again~"
Wha~ had Mr. Quarterman to
do with' the assaults of Mr. Butters on
the virtue of Mr. McKean? For' Mr.
Quarterman to be incarcerated because
Mr. Butters attempted to,,,, corrupt Mr.
McKean is an act of' gross injustice. It
is admitted that if Mr. Quarterman had
taken. t~e same steps ~as Mr. Glass he
would'haV'c been out of gaol 'before this;
and I ask are we to' wteak our vengeance on' Mr. Quarterman because Mr.'
Glass 'is, at liberty? I consider that
the dignity o,f the House has been sufficiently vindicated; and that Mr. Quarter";
man ought' not to remain in gaol one night
longe~. Certainly I don't think he ought'
to'be put to the 'trouble and inconvenience
of obtaining his release by habeas corpus,
to-morrow.
'
,'Mr. ASPINALL.-Mr. Speaker, L
desire to draw attention to the circumstance that ..this, House, .in, refusing to
accede to the motion, and in adopting
the amendment, proposes that to-morrow we should enter most unnecessarily' up'on 'an unseemly collision with
the judges. Already the judges haye
deci~~d, as we may presume, unless they
are 'most wayeringand inconsistent, as
they will',do to-morrow. ' We are not to
suppose' t1~at the law is in, any way
altered,; nor should we' endeavour-as
w~. would appear by adopting the,amend.;.
me~t to do--:.-to terrify the judges into
ch~bging' the opinion whi~h thet, have
so recentlye,xpressed! ' Mr~ Quarterman
is now in gaol; and a motion is ,made'
that he should be released. . Now in ,that
thero is "'no rescissiori' of the resolution
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which the House came to the other day,
nor need it be regarded in any such aspect
by the most ardent sticklers for the p~wers
of the House. That resolution was that,
during't.he pleasure of the House, 'Mr.
Quarterman should remain in custody.
No period was' fixed for his detention;
and, having asserted its powers by sending
him to gaol, the House is at liberty at
any moment to intervene. Mr. Quarter-,
man's fellow prisoner (Mr. Glass) appealed
to the law, i'n which he was perfectly
justified, and so obtained bis release.
Mr. Quarterman,' on the other' band,
bowed to the House, 'and showed its
utmost respect for its decision .. Mr. Glass
obtained from the judges what, in our
opinion, mayor may not be a right decision;
but it was a decision obtained from the'
highest legal tribunal in the countryfrom that court which has the administration of the laws protecting life and'
property throughout this colony~ Are we,
the Assembly-the law makers-to set an
example to the country of disregarding
the administration. of the law? Honorable member after honorable' member has
stated 'here that this or that 'will be a
recognition of the judges. Sir, I ask
whether it is not the desire of this
Chamber, 'however it may wish to curb
the power of the judges by legislation, to
submit to the decision of the judges so
long as they are the judges. Is' it to be
said that, while the judges sit in their
court, a ,majority in "this House will defy
them? Let us proceed as we may, to
what tribunal, we may, to what iritervention with the power of the judges by
legislation we may, but I ask if the judges
say "Mr~' Glass shall be free," should we
not say, without in any manner referring
or deferring to the j udges-" Mr •. Quarterman was sent there with Mr. Glass; he
remains prisoner during our' pleasure; it
is ou~' pleasure now that he should go."
Take this course and you avoid all colli-'
sion with the judicial powers; an.d whatever legal rights, you have witlirefer~1,lce
to the case of Mr. Glass remain to' be
decided by the ultimate tribunal to which
you may go. Adopt the motion,' and the
promise of the Attorney-General yesterday-a promise ratified, or at all events
. uncontradicted by the House-will be
fulfilled, and Mr. Quartetman will cease 'to
be a priso~er, and, this wi~hout the intervention of the law. I say that this will
place us in 'an infinitely better' position
th~n' if we t~ke any other course. I don't
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blame the Attorney-General for a single
moment. On the contrary I think it
rather creditable to him that other coun~el
appeared to oppose the release of Mr.
Glass the other day, and for the reason
that if the Attorney-General had appeared before that tribunal fresh from
this arens, it might have been supposed
that something of a political antagonism
had been introduced into the matter.
It appears to me, sir, that we shall-unless
we be extremely guarded and judicious
in our proceedings-bring ourselves into.
unnecessary collision with the Supreme
Court. I contend that this matter, surrounded, as I admit it is, with the most
grave and important considerations, has
not really assumed such a shape, on the
ground of privilege, as ·to render it necessary that the law officers of the Crown
should appear before that tribunal to assett
the privileges for which this House contends. The honorable and learned member for Dalhousie has .spoken of this
House having denied to it the power
of committing for contempt, in the same
way that that power is possessed and
exercised by the House of Commons;
but it is not the question of contempt, or
of whether this House does or does not
possess these ·privileges. The question is,
whether the warrant made use of in this
instance defined those privileges in such a
way as to justify the House in exercising
them. I do not for a moment impugn or
deny the privileges of this House, when
I say that those privileges were not set
forth in the warrant; but I do say that
the judges of the Supreme Court must
not necessarily be regarded as having
placed themselves in a position of antagonism to this House, because, in considering the soundness of the warrant
upon which the two gentlemen were committed, they did what they regarded as a
solemn duty in protecting the liberties of
the subject. The only question, as it
appears to me, is, was this warrant properly shaped? My learned friend, the
Attorney-General, said last night, with the
approbation of the whole House, that, as
Mr. Quarterman had not chosen to peti~ion
the House, it was not for the House to
take any step towards his liberation; but
that if, after the decision of the judges of
the Supreme Court, he had chosen to
adopt the course which was taken by
Mr. Glass, this House would not interfere
-that whilst, on the one hand, the
House would not help him so long as
JI-r. AS.1inaU.
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he did not choose to purge himself of the
offence of which he had been found guilty,
they would not, on the other hand, interpose any obstacle to his taking advantage
of the decision which had been arrived at
by the judges in the precisely similar
case of Mr. Glass. Mr. Quarterman is
in prison, as the House claims, rightfully,
and can obtain his release in the same
dignified way that has been followed by
the other gentleman committed; and what
I desire to point out is that if Mr.
Quarterman should adopt that course the
danger of collision between the House
and the judges would be avoided, at the
same time that the dignity and privileges
of the House, having been asserted, would
be maintained. . The Attorney-General
may probably explain to us that his
meaning was that something like the
operation in Mr. Dill's case should followthat Mr. Quarterman should be allowed to
be at large on parole until the whole
question has been settled. Perhaps the
Attorney-General will explain to us
whether that was what he intended. I
ask, having once asserted our privileges,
whether it will not be more in the nature
of a dignified clemency to adhere to the
determination at which the House arrived
last night, to have Mr. Quarterman
liberated only in the course of law, than,
with a consciousness that the court has
decided as it has done, to release him of
our own act; because, as perhaps it may
be said, it will not look well before the
country?
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I desire
one word of personal explanation . in
answer to the remarks of my honorable
and learned friend. I do intend, as it has
been suggested, to adhere to the course
indicated last night. I have already
expressed my individual opinion that I
ought not to be placed in. the position that
is proposed; but I will keep the promise
I made last night as to Mr. Quarterman,
and I think there will be no difficulty in
the matter.
. Mr. MACGREGOR.-Sir, I have no
intention to make any observations as to
the procedure of the Supreme Court in this
matter, because I do not think it right to
do so until further inquiry has been made.
I do not conceive it to be in accordance
with the late practice of the House of
Commons to instruct the Attorney-General
to make an appearance on an application
for the release of prisoners held in custody
under an order of the House. The House
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of Commons in Stockdale's case did not do
so, and yet Lord Denman maintained the
sufficiency of the warrant. I think we
should follow that precedent, and that,
instead of going further back, we should
be guided in our proceedings by the precedp.nts of the present century, when we
find that the House of Commons has not
instructed anybody to appear on its
hehalf. I say, sir, that the detention of
Mr. Quarterman in custody, actually or as
a matter of form, will not at all tend to
improve the position either of the House'
or, the Government; and that under all
the circumstances of the case, the House
ought, without further delay, to order that
gentleman to be liberated. I cannot see
how his liberation will in the smallest
degree affect the privileges of the House,
and I trust that, since one member of the
House who· has been legally expelled, is
again one of its members, Mr. Quarterman
-who is admitted to be not more deserving of punishment - will not be
allowed to be placed in a worse position.
I think that the fact of Mr. Quarterman
not having taken proceedings for his release at once, has shown that he was prepared to submit to the decision and order
of the House-that he was not in any haste
to set the House at defiance-and that
the fact of his not having taken these legal
proceedings, which he was virtually invited to take by the Attorney-General,
should weigh with honorable members in
their determination on this question.
Mr. CASEY.-I cannot understand the
reasoning of the honorable member who
has last spoken, any more than I can understand that of the honorable and learned
member for St. Kilda (Mr. Aspinall), which
seems to go to the point that because the
judges of the Supreme Court have liberated Mr. Glass, this House must of
necessity order the discharge of Mr.
Quarterman; and the argument might be
carried further, and it might be said that
because anyone of the prisoners at Pentridge was discharged, the prison doors
should be opened and all the others let
out.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-They were committed under the same warrant ~nd for the
same crime.
Mr. CASEY.-Although in each case
the committal was for the same crime, and
the punishment was the same, we deny
that there is any power other than that
which this House can exercise, of liberati¥g them. Why should we liherate one
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person because another power has liberated
the other? We must persistently deny
that any snch power exists outside this
House. The honorable and learned member for Dalhousie has this evening instanced a case in point. If any superior
court commits a person for contempt, that
court and no other court can liberate him.
He must first purge himself of the contempt, and then the court that commits
him, and that court only, can liberate him.
(" No.") Well, sir, that is so. From
time immemorial persons who have committed contempt against the High Court
of Parliament have been committed either
to the custody of the Serjeant-at,:"Arms,
the Tower, the Fleet, or the Gatehouse.
When so committed the British Parliament
has never permitted any other authority to
deal with or in any way to interfere with
their prisoners; and it is only when those
prisoners have expressed their contrition
for the offences they have committed, that
they have been released. I ask honorable members whether the present position
of Mr. Quarterman is one that the House
can, with a due regard to its dignity, deal
with? How does the matter stand? A
few days ago we deliberately decided that
he had been guilty of a high crime and
misdemeanor-a crime against the honeur
and dignity of Parliament. He went to
gaol. I ask what circumstances have
occurl!ed since that should induce the
House to reverse its decision? Because
that is the real point. I answer that the
only one circumstance t~at can be for a
moment argued in favour of his liberation
is that a judge of the Supreme Court has
liberated another prisoner, Mr. Glass. Do
the honorable members urge that as a
reason? If they do not what other reason
can they adduce? Sir, the honorable and
learned member for 8t. Kilda (Mr. Aspinall) throughout the whole of his speech
insisted that, because the warrant under
which Mr. Glass was sent to gaol was
incapable of holding him there, due andproper respect has not been paid to the
judges. I regret very much that that
view should have been urged. I think
the honorable and learned member said
that we had defied the judges. Now it
will be in the recollection of honorable
members that no such phrase was usedno phrase which can be tortured into
bearing any such construction was made
use of by any honorable membel~ but the
honorable and learned member himself.
What the Govern.men,t does say is, that
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whilst it respects the law, and the' judges'
who administer it, it at the same time respects the privileges of this ,House quite as
mu~h. If we think that one of the judges,
or even the whole of them, have come
to a wrong conclusion on ,this matter, may
we not be allowed with becoming respect
to express that opinion with confidence
and determination without at 'the same
time being ,charged with defiance of the
judges of the Supreme Court? Honor..
able members will recollect a case which
occrtrred not very long ago~ when an attempt was made to fetter' the independence
of the judges. There is' no desire to re-·
vive that question in this: instance. Thte'
simple question, is whether we are pre:.'
pared to assert and maintain the privi.;'
leges which we inherit from the Britisli'
Parliament. "Are', we prepared to suffer'
those privileges, to be taken away from us'
by a' mere motion hi:' 'cham bel'S, by 'the'
judges of the Supreme Court? 'In'discussing a question of'such magniiude' as'
, the present, I should ~sh ,to 'see honorn.ble members thro'W 'aside alh~onsidera:-'
tion' ofpal'ty' politics. ' If' the' Supreme
dourt- chooses to' interpose between 'the
resolutions of: this House and the carrying of them 'o11t, of course it may do' s~;
but I apprehend that is' nO" reason 'why
this House should not pursue its course of
duty irrespective of 'what the judges may
think proper to -40. Let the Supreme
Court open the' gaols and turn all the'
prisoners loose upon society if it be' their
will to dp so ; ''Out such a course should
not prevent 'us 'from' sending there such
o Tenders as' in our judgment should be so
puuished. I repeat' that whilst there is'
uo 'desire on our part to II\ake victims,
there is every; desire and ,determination to
preserve and,' protect 'inviolate, t~e privi-'
leges we' possess.
'
Mr. HUMFFRAY.':-'The Minister of
.J llstice appears to be exceedingly jealous
of his own pri'Vileges and of the privileges,
of the House; but he seems to ignore. the
fact that ~hejndges possess their privileges '
as well. The question is not whether we
m'e to surrender any o,four privileges, but
whether, having ~sserted and vindicated
them, we may not' now, without any injury
to our 'dignity, i,nd~lge in ',an net of
graceful clemency. There can be no doubt
tlJat Mr. Quarterman has been subjected
10 degradation by being sent to a common
gaol. I hope'the House will assent to the
proposition of the honorable member for
Creswick ;' because, after the assurance we

received 'last 'night ,from i the::AttorheyJ'
General that no oppositiOI1· would be'
: offered to 'Mr. Quarterman's application for
release, it is ~ mere subterfuge-I cannot
call it anything else-to pretend that there
~ casn be any reason why that privilege
should' not be accorded to him. I sliould
be as 'sorry to be amongst those'whowould
offer any improper assistance to' persons
who are t:orrupt, as- I should be sorry,to lose sight of an opportu:nity of ex-'
ercising a generous instinct when I see
no sufficient reason· for withholding the'
ciemency'which this House is ttsked't'o'
extend.'
.',
. Mr. KERFERD.-.;..I do not know tHat·
I should 'nave offered any ob'servation" 'on ~
this resolution; but it appears'to me that'
the course which it is proposed to take"to;."
riight fs irregular. "It is' c01itrary~ to ,the,
,understanding. com'e to by members' 'on'
i both sides of the; House' that, until ,this!
question' was settled, no debate should'
take plitce on th~' issue' raised, betweeri' this ~
House and' the' Supreme: Court. ,'Tho"
is~ue jbined 'is this-that this House has
committed ~ertn,jh' persons on' '\\tarrant"':"";'"
they were deprived of ,tlieh;'libertj contrsty'
to the'law of the'land~ In one case tliis:has'
been decided, and the prison'et has' ,been
discharged. . It is usually tlre1rule that one
case-wh~re' the two are- of 'precisely
similar 'character~should follow the
other.' , T say, therefore, that it is'notfor
this'House to detairiMr.- Quarterman, hut
that he should be allowed to go' ~t large'
on ,parole'Ulitil this question is settled: It
would 'not in· the smallest degr~e' have'
affected the position', of ,this' House,'
if, the moment Mr. Glass was rale'ased;'
Mr. Quarterman had been released' itlso.'
My oWlf i'mpre'ssion is that both the.'
motion and .the amEmdment' should., be:,
negatived.
,"
,,
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I'quite co~bur in:
what has been said by' the' honorable·
and learned meniber for the Ovens, that~',
after the understanding arrived: at l~st'
night as to Mr. Quarterman'sdisdiarge--'
the Attorney-General having stidd' t~at
there would be J?o objecti.on o~ opposition
raised if 'he applied' for a writ of h'(ib¢lt,~-:
there' "is no neces'slty for ,further ~'diSJ- ':
cussing that point. No opposition 'Will·
be 'made. "The' Attorney-Gen~rai 'was
served ·withnotice 'of 'the 'habeas having'
issued, and he thought; it right to infOl~
the House of'it~ "Ii was ,tinite tlear' that.:
no action would b,e'taken on, the matter;:
unless the' rights _and privileges ,'of' the'
0
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House were to bejeopardized by the application to the court.
It was distinctly
stated .last njgh~ that if Mr.. Quarterman
petitioned for release, the petition would
be considered. If he thought it best to
appeal to a c01.lrt of law, it would in
1)Iy opinion be.. only right to allo,! hi~ to
take that course on, the unde1 standing,
that the rights and privileges of the
House 'be not infringed by his doing so.
" Mr. BYRNE.-I am sorry, for Mr.
., Quarterman's own sake; thli.t -he did not
think proper to send a petition for his
release to ,t,his :a~)U.se, instead of seeking.
his -remedy 'at a court 'of law., If he had
done so I should have been -very happy to
have voted for i t . '
'
, 'Mr. McKean withd~ew his amendment,
and, Mr. Frazer's motion was negativedwithout
a division. •
.
'
I"
'
AMr: McCULLOCH gav'e notice that, on
the follo~ng day, he would move ·that a
select committee be appointe-d to inquire into
the proceedings relating to the discharge'
from custody of Mr. Hugh' Glass, com~itted for a contempt and breach of the.
privileges or the Legislative Assembly,
and to report their observations and
opinion thereupon to the House.
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_ . Thursday~'Ma!J~, 1869. ':
The New Land Bill-Discharged Supernumeraries-The Flem. ington Bone Mill Oa.se-Privilege-Mr.·.Hugh Glass-The
Legislative Assembly and the Supreme Oourt-Appoint, ment of Select Oommit~ee.· . - . ...
'

1

SUPERNUMERARIES.
Mr. WHITEMAN asked why the
supernumerary officers in the .Geological
department, whose services had been dispensed with, had not received the compensation to which they were entitled ? .
. Mr. McCULLOCH said that he could
not answer the question of ·the honorable
member; but· he could say that- every
claim of the kind that, had been presented
at the Treasury had been met.
Mr. SULLIVAN said that the delay
which had occurred had arisen from a
difficulty in certifying the accounts-a
difficulty :which he hoped would be removed in a day or two.
.
ALLEGED BRIBERY OF MEMBERS
OF PARLIAMENT.
On the motion of Mr. McCULLOCH,
tho order of the day for the attendance at
the bar of John Ettershank, James Winter, Thomas Russell, W. S. Anderson,
Robert Bruce Ronald, William Fenton,
James White, and Edward Argyle, was
postponed ~ntil Wednesday, May 12.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
past eight o'clock.

The SPEAKER took .th~ chair at half.
.,
. past four 0' clock p~m.
•. TlIE NEW- L'AND B.I~L.,;
In reply to Mr. MACGREGOR,
Mr. GRANT said there was no desire
on the part of the, GovernmeI;lt to delay,.the
,introduction of the new Land, Bill; 'but
. it would be impossible to submit the
measure uutil, the -important matters at
present engaging the attenpioll of the
House were d~sposed of. , ,

f _.

i

_ ,SuPE:RNt!MER~RIES.,_
Mr.. HUMFFRAY. asked 'the Chief
Secretary whether the' supernumeraries
in the 'Registrar-General'B . department,
whose services had been dispensed with,
wer~ to receive .compensation in the,same
manner as· those ,of' the Geological and
other departments'?
Mr. McCULLOCH stated. that the
compensation would be given to all supernumeraries who b,ad been in the, employ
of the Government for twelve months
consecutively, but not ~o those who had
been empl~yed only for a week or ,two,
now and then.
_
. , ·FLEMINGTON BONE MlLL.
Mr. RIDDELL.-Mr.· Sp~aKer, with
th~ leave of the House, I deslJ.'8 to offer
a .shQrt explanation .in reference· .to a
statement made by the Attorney-General,
in the House, on the 22nd Apr~l, in connexion with the Flemingt.on Bone-mill.
It will be recollected that the honorable
and learned gentleman, on that occasion,
after giving a short history of the proceedings taken 'under the Public Health
Act,went on to say" Immediately following upon the proceedings
before the bench, the Central Board of Health
addressed to the secretary of the local board of
health a memorandum instructing him to inform
the local board that they must require the proprietors of this bone-mill to do certain things
towards abating the nuisance. ~ow the secretaryof the local board of health is Mr. Miller,
who is the clerk of the Essendon and Flemington
Borough Council; and I don't thiilk T am going
too far in saying that the borough council is
Mr. Hugh Glass. The Central Board sent these

•
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instructions, but Mr. Miller thought proper to 'not feel called upon to observe the form of
f:t1ppress them. They were never communicated simply acknowledging the receipt of the letters
il) Messrs. Macmeikan and Reid, who were left of the 24th and ~8th December, until the 14th
iotally in the dark as to the requirements de- April, when, in reply to an urgent letter from
wanded of them under a statutory provision; the secretary to the Central Board, I communiliut Mr. Miller thought proper to proceed , cated to that board the facts herein stated.
"From the foregoing statement, I trust that it
;:~ainst those gentlemen at common law, for a
II uisance, as he was pleased to call it.
Accord- is sufficiently clear that I am not deserving of
illgly Messrs. Macmeikan and Reid had to ap- the censure which the honorable the Attorney]ll'ar before the local magistrates, and, after a General would seem to convey.
"W. M. MILLER."
(Signed)
llearing of several days, they were committed
for trial. On that occasion, Mr. Miller admitted I have here sev,eral other letters which I
11lil.t he had these instructions from the Central
Board, that they had not been communicated to will not trouble the House with; but I
t he proper persons, that he was not the prosecu- hope the Attorney-General will see that,
tor, that the borough council was in fact in that in this instance, he has committed an
position."
injustice.

Now, sir, the borough council naturally
felt .mueh aggrieved that theil' indepenllence should be impugned in this way,
lind accordingly, at their last meeting,
they passed a resolution to't,his efl'ect" That this council has heard with astonishment a statement made by the honorable the
r\ ttorney-General, in his place in Parliament,
that he (the Attorney-General) did not think it
was going too far to say that that borough
council (meaning the borough council of Essendon and Flemington) was Mr. Hugh Glass;
and that Mr. Riddell, the member for the dis··
trict, be requested to ask the Attorney-General
his reasons for making this statement."

The clerk of the borough council, also
feeling that he has been unjustly treated
in reference to this matter, has placed in
my hands this letter:"During the interval between the 7th Septlmber, when the proceedings under the Health
1\ct were taken, and the 15th December, on
which day the present proceedings were initiated,
the nuisance was not in the least abated. Acting upon counsel's advice I requested Drs.
:McCrae and Girdlestone to accompany me on an
Both expressed
inspection of the premises.
willNlgness to do so, but professional engageDr.
ments prevented their going together.
Girdlestone alone inspected them with me, and
it was after this inspection, and when the proprietors were fully aware of the intention to
proceed at common law, that they applied to
Dr. McCrae to inspect their premises. The
result of this inspection was the issue of the instructions referred to by the Attorney-General
as having been suppressed by me. These instructions, included in two letters dated respectively 24th and 28th De(!ember, were sent to my
office during Christmas holidays, and, therefore,
lay unopened till the 4th January (some three
weeks after the present proceedings had been
commenced). The first meeting of the council
after that day took place on the 11th January.
The letters were fully debated thereat, and it
was considered that, as legal proceedings had
been already taken, it would be unadvisable to
take any measures of compromise.
"As to my own action in the matter, I had no
instructions from the council to communicate to
the Central Board of Health, and I was aware
that Dr. McCrae (the president), and other
members of the board, had personal knowledge
of the prosecution instituted; therefore, I did
.M1·. RiddcU.
'

•

Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Sir, I think
it would have been as well if the honorable member for West Bourke (Mr.
Riddell), before putting the House in
possession of his statement, had made
some inquiry of me as to the actual facts.
I think it may be assumed that I would
not make, in this House, such a statement
as that which has been re'ferred to,
unless I ,was in possession of facts to
warrant the statement. The honorable
member has been good, enough to read to
the House a letter written by Mr. Miller
after I gave, on the 22nd April, the
answer to the question put to me by the
honorable member for Dundas. As to Mr.
Miller's reasons for not communicating
the instructions of the Central Board of
Health to the proprietors of the mill, all
that J know on the subject is derived
from a letter sent by Mr. Miller to the
secretary of the Central Board of Health,
in which he distinctly admits that he did
not communicate those instructions. The
letter is as follows : Srn,-I have the honour to acknowledge the
receipt of your letter of yesterday, requesting
that the local board for this borough should state,
without delay, for the information of the
Central Board, whether the suggestions given
in the communications of the 24th and 28th
December last, for the sanatory improvement
of the Flemington Bone-mills, have been communicated to the proprietors, with any direction
for their adoption, and whether any action has
been taken by the local board in any other manner to carry out the suggestions of the Central
Board in the matter. In reply, I beg to inform
you that previously to those dates the local
board had inst~tuted proceedings under the
Public Health Act against the proprietors of the
establishment in question, when it was found
that the Act was unworkable, and that neither
the central nor local board had any power to enforce the penalties of the Act. Under these
circumstances, and also before the recetpt of the
communications to which your letter refers, and
acting under advice of counsel, the local board,
on behalf of the public, who were suffering
severely from the nuisance complained of,
caused proceedings to be instituted with the
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vie\v of filing an information at common law to
compel the proprietors to abate the nuisance.
The local board, therefore, considered it unnecessary to communicate to Messrs'. Macmeikan
and Reid the suggestions mentioned in the letters
of the 24th and 28th December.
" I have, &c.,
" W. M. MILLER, Town Clerk.
" Court-house, Flemington, 14th April, 1869."

Now I think my statement to the House
was strictly correct-that the local board
were in possession of the instructions
from the Central Board of Health for
abating the nuisance, and that they proceeqed against the mill proprietors without communicating thoae instructions to
them.
PRIVILEGE.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, I
rise to propose the motion of which I
gave notice last evening; and at the outset
I may state that I desire that the committee shall consist of fifteen members.
The ordinary number of a select committee is twelve, but I think it desirable
that, in this instance, the number should
be fifteen. I have also to ask leave further to amend the motion to enable the
committee to sit during adjournments of
the House. The motion, as amended, is
as follows : " That a select committee, consisting of fifteen
members, be appointed to inquire into the proceedings relating to the discharge from custody
of Mr. Hugh Glass, committed for a contempt
and breach of the privileges of the J.Jegislative
Assembly, and to report their observations and
opinion thereupon to the House, and to have
power to sit during an adjournment of the
House."

Sir, I propose this motion believing that,
. under the circumstances in which the
House is placed, this is the only manner
in which the question can be dealt with
efficiently by the House. I think we are
all prepared to admit, after the discussion
which took place last evening, that for
this House to be represented before a
judge in chambers with the view of
influencing, in any way, the decision' of
that judge would be surrendering our
Upon
privileges to a certain extent.
that I think the House is unanimous ;
and the fact furniFihes matter for congratulation, because, f9r a long period
past, it has been almost impossible to
get the House unanimously to agree on
nny one such point. Sir, the main object
of appointing this committee is to secure
to the House those rights and privileges
which have been granted to us by the
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Imperial Parliament, and which were
confirmed, on a former occasion, by the
decision not only of the Supreme Court
but of the Privy Council. Now I admit
that we should deal with this question in
a calm and dignified manner. At the same
time I hold that we should resolutely
fight for our privileges, because if we are
to be deprived of them we might as well
have no Parliament at all. It has been
asserted in the House of Commons, again
and again, by the best men there, that
unless the privileges they possess-and
which we now seek to establish-are
enjoyed by them, it would be impossiblc
for them to carryon satisfactorily thc
work of legislation. Now if we have the
rights and privileges of the House of
Commons, we have the power of issuing
warrants and process according to the
forms of the House of Commons. I am
aware it has been stated that, our
privileges having been conferred by Act
of Parliament, it is open to the judges of
the Supreme Court to inquire whether
any act of ours is in excess of out: privileges, and so to overrule the decisions of
this House. But I contend that the Act
which gives us our privileg'es confers
upon us the power to commit and
to issue warrants, without being subjected
to any interference whatsoever on the
part of the Supreme Court.
The House
of Commons has contended for that
power; and it is acknowledged by the
courts at home that they possess that
power. All that we ask is that we should
continue to possess the same rights and
privileges. I am glad to see that honorable
members are not disposed to tamely yield
the privileges which we still believe we
do possess; but I hold that, while we
are endeavouring to guard those privileges,
there is no necessity ft)r us to come ill
direct collision or conflict with the judges
of the' Supreme Court. We may be
opposed to the recent decision of their
Honours; we may believe, as I do, that
that decision will not be upheld; but that
is no reason why we should come into
We know that those
conflict with them.
learned judges have given decisions, again
and again, which have been upset by appeal to the mother country ..
Mr. FELLOWS.-Not again and again.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I say again and
again, notwithstanding the interruption of
the honorabJ.e and learned member. There
are a number of instances.
Mr. FELLOWS.-One or two.'
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the country wm miss from the committ~e
the nainesof sev_eral 'gentlemen who
ought to be there:' I .. don't think th~
committee. can be. considered a fair, o1;1e, .if
some laymen who have not taken part in.
debates of this nature, 'and who probably
have not much, light ·to bring to the
'inquiry, are ' put on the com~ittee, and the
leading lawyer of the House-at all
events the leading lawyer on this side, of
the House-is left off. ,The name'of
a~other lawyer (Mr~ Kerferd)whosits"oit
~lle front Opposition bench, a~d the ,naMa .
of a non-professional gentleman' '(Mr.
Langton) who takes an act~ve ·part 'in all
discussions on constitutional questioJ1~, Rre
also excluded from the committee. I
understood that it was the Chief Secretary's .intention .to ma~e 't~e· committee
fairly r-ej>resent the House-that it should
not be .of a party character-b~t it Will
not be so regarded outside if the name of
Mr.~Fellows, and, the, names of the other
'gentlemen I have referl!ed to are' not upon
it. . I also miss the name of Mr. W rixon
from the committee; 811:d yet his. studi,es
and capacity pre-eminently fit him t~ 'be ..
member. If the committee .is. not enlarged
to include the gentlemen I have named;
the very invidious task of substitution may
have to be resorted to; but I .would suggest
that the number of the committee should
be in'creasedfrorn fifteen to twenty-one.
Mr. RICHARDSON.~Tho~gh 1 am
as anxious -as any honorable member to
uphold. the privileges of this Bouse, the
"That the committee consist of Mr.' Casey, stabe of 'my health will 'not alloW" me to
Mr. G., Paton Smith, Mr. Higinbotbam,Mr. ·attend the' committee as T should wish,;
Gavan Du1fy, Capt~j.n ~ac Map.on, Mr. Aspinall, and therefore I shall be glad if the Chief
Mr. Macgregor, Mr. McDonnell, .Mr. Macpherson, Mr, McK.e·~n, Mr'. Berry, Mr. Wilson, Mt .. Secretary will sti·bstitute for my name one
Mackay, Mr;'Richardson,·'and Mr; ·Blair'; ·five of, the names which, have ·been mentioned-.
to be a quorum, and to have power to send,
Mr. MACGREGOR.-l.rise simply to
for persons, papers:, and records." i '.'
observe that the Government,. in nomi;.
Mr. 'DUFFY.,- I trust . :the'" ,c'hief nRting ~his committM, tb~e _following' the
Secretary will:' somewht1t- .reconsider course pursued by the HQuse of Commons;
this motion. The practice in the House in the case of Howar.d v. Gosset, whichis
of' Commons, is to put on a com.. the latest precedent .onthe subject.. The
mittee of this nature all the gentlemen c~mmittee appointed on that occasion was
of the long robe-the barristers-who not confined to gentlem~n of the long robe,
are in the House: But as in this country but was a mixed committee. The members
the two branches of the legal profession . of that committee were Sir Robert Peel,
stand very much closer to each -other than . Lord John Russell, the Solicitor-General,
they do in the mother· country, I think we 'Sir Thomas Wilde, ·the Attorney-General
might properly put on the, committee all for Ireland, Sir George Grey, Sir R. H.
the. gentlemen of either branch. of the Inglis, Mr. Baring, Viscount' Mahon,
legal professionwfto' are jne'mbers of the Mr.' Warburton, Mr. Wynn"Mr. BernaH,
House; 'and;:'having' done ,that,' we. should . the. Chancellor 9f the' Exchequer, Ml'.
add such:1aymen' as take a part habitually Pigot, and the Lord Ad vo'Cate.
. -Mr. McCULLOCH:--I need hardly say
in debates on-constitutional' :questions.
Now if the motion. be passed as it stands, that I am' as desirous as·the honorable;a:nd

Mr. McCULLQCH •....;..Well; one 'or two I
may he ,said to be' again- and again. I I
think I could· point to several-c;tses;At I
all·events I ·can point to' one case in which .
the judgesth~n1selves were' pretty well ;
interested,;' it -had;regard to· their own i
pbsi tion ; ~ al;ld. i,IT .that particular' case .the
j ndges had the worst of it. But I do' not
desire to enter upon that· qu,estion. As I :
have said already, I .believe the best way :
of dealing with this subject, of dealing:
with it so that, our privileges may. not .be '
.interfered with by any action of the· Supreme Court,. is not to .discuss it here, but '
to refer it to a select committee, as" was
done in connexion with. a similar case'by .
the House of Comnions. 'Bythis arrange.. .
ment, not only will the matter be considered more .calmly, but a better oppot- ,
tunity· willi be·, afforded . for collecting:
precedents than. could 'be 'obtained . by
debate in the House.· With these-remarks, '
I beg to, propose the. motion- standing: in .
my name.
.
.
Mr.CAS'EY seconded the motion: ","
Mr. McLELLAN moved, 'as an amendment, the· addition of words· expressing
dissatisfaction with the law officers of the
Crown for so managing the' proceedings
in connexion. with the committal of' Mr.
Hugh Glass; as that the intentions of the
House with regard to that person were
frustrated.
-;t,1
The amendment ,was not' seconded.'
The motion ,was agreed to.
Mr. McCULLOCH'movedI
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learned m.~~ber for Dalhousie can be, to It may be that someJegal gentlemen would
hav,e.a fair ~nd" illlparti~ .C0!Dmitt~e ; . and not like to go against the judges. For my
I, ~m u.nder the impression that a fairer or own- part, after the unanimous decision of
more. impartial committee than·that which the judges of England, that a court canI~ave nomin$ted could not. be ' selected.
not go behind- the Speaker's warrant, I
The honorabl~. and learned :rp.ember ,. for shoul(llike to know what else is wanted.
Dalhousie:says that all, the, barristers in
_Mr- HIGINBOTHAM,-Mr. Speaker,
the lIouse ought to :be on the committee. I confess that if thi'S committee were apW;e.U t4e nrst member.. I a~ked to seF~e-:-"a pointed for the purpose of considering
barrister.-,.,desired to be·excused.. ,.As. to what! ave the privileges of the House, or
t,he Opposition n~tbeing fairly represented, of making an inv.estigation with a view to
why there are only two m.emb~rs from the ascertain:wbat privileges we have or what
front \>en~ on this side of the. House on we ought· to have, what rights we claim.
the committee, and there are two from the . or ought to.claim,. the reluetance which I
have to· .be a. member 'of the committee
ffont.pench of tthe .Opposi~ion .. ; .
:Cq.ptain MAC¥AHON.-I. feel car- would b.e very- greatly increased-in fuct
tain.that,w~n Itb~.Chi~f Secret.ary reeORwould be. insuperable., .. It was only at the
siders the proposal he has :m~de,he will urgent request of the' 'Chief Secretary
(tdmit ~hat it is.Qnly proper that the hon- . tpat I consented to be· nominated on :the
orable and learl\ed member for· St. Kilda committee; but I would not act at all if the
(Mr: F~llow.s)-who is recognised in the committee were appointed for the purpose
cO!Jntry; how.e.ver he may be in this House, Qf. considering what are the rights and
as the. aplttst· lawyer· in it-should be on privileges of this House. I understand
the' committee. If there be ·a, determina- the purpo~e of the committee 'is to conti~~ onthe.pal't of a majority of,-the House
sider" no~ whether we have rights or
that. the honorable and learn'ed ge~tlem~n what are -our rights,. but what are the
shall notbe,.oll. the committee, the fact best and most .effectual means of vindicasavours very much of fear' of his legal ting those rights; and. in that :view'l
abilities.. ButI thought one object which s)lould d~sire to see not 8.0 much a comthe :Qhief S,ecret~ry had i:t;l conIlexiQn mittee·composed' exclusiv<3ly of legal mem\Vith tpis matter. .was unanimity-:tha~ we bers of the House as a committee composed
of practicaL men, and 'moreparticularly
s~ould a.pproach this subject without party
feeli:Dg,: and that we sh(mld .discuss. it ()u Ilfen everyone of whom . would .commence
the' broad basis of 'What are ,t.he ,privileges his labours as a member of that committee
of this House.· Sir; if.. the· h~n.orable wit.h; a. (letermination to co-operate.with
~nd l~arned member.. for St. Kilda. is pur- all his brother members towards securing
pos,cl.y'kept off·~he cOqlmittee, I don!t .hesi- the object for which they. were appointed ..
Sir, I do not know whether I may appe'ar
~te.to say that out-of-doors th~.imJ!>;ression
wUII ba tha~' therejs and .h~bee.n . a1;1 wanting in . courtesy to the honorable and
object in k~eping. him off. Therefore I learned member for St. Kilda (Mr. Felwould-. suggest that the Chief Secretary. 10w~) but I do not believe I misrepresent
should accept the proposal of the' honorable him when I say that I think, very recently
member for Geelong East (Mr. Richard- in this House, he has 'expressed opinions
so:q) a.~d s'Qbstitllte Mr. Fellows for that whiCH 'show that.he is .not frienJly to the
gentleman.· I should also be glad'. if the ,claims or prjvileg~s .. of the, Legislative
Assembly: Now, sir, I confess I would
n~e of my' honorable colleague (Mr.
Langtoll;) were ,snbstituted f.()r mine,· for ra.ther not sit on this committee than be
appointed to act with members who have
th~, reason that. my honorB!ble colleague
has be~n lAost· ~ndefa~gable in hif3. re~ not one common purpose'. Greatly should
searches a& to ,precedents, and is therefore I prefer to leave it in the hands of honor..
peCUliarly. well qualified to serve' on the able members opposite, Clr honorable members on this side, and to be absent from
committee~ .
.
Mr. BYRNE.-I trust the committee the' deliberations of the committee altowill be. appoin.ted by ballot. My opinion gether, than to enter upon deliberations
ilrthatif the com.,mittee were composed with a number of gentlemen who did not
entirely of legal gentlemen, their labours, enter on their deliberations with the single
after occupyipg some months, would .pro- purpose not .of ascertaining ou.r rights-I
bablyresult meight members declaring that . hope we know them, I hope we are not
the judges, were· right,..and in.seven .de,. going .at this' time of day .to discuss .with
claring,that.,they Wel'e MOog; or vicevcr.sa•. judges or.anyone else what.areiour"rights
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-but of vindicating them, and ascertaining what is -the best, most effectual, and
most speedy means of vindicating them.
That is practically the question. It is
not a legal question. Per~aps the fewer
barristers or lawyers we may have on the
committee the better. We want practical
determined men; and, unless the House
is disposed to appoint a committee who
will unite for a common purpose, and who
will act together in defence of the liberties
of the House, I would rather not be a
member of the committee at all.
Mr. LANGTON.-Sir, it appears to me
that the object of the committee is sufficiently explained by the terms of the
resolution we have already" agreed to.
The object of the committee is "to inquire into the proceedings relating to the
discharge from custody of Mr. Hugh
Glass, and to report their observations
and opinion thereupon to the House."
It is not assumed on the face of this resolution that opinions are foregone-that the
conclusions to be arrived at by the committee are of a certain character. Sir, the
immediate matter before us is of whom
shall the committee consist. As I have
been referred to pointedly by one honorable member, I wish to say that I have no
desire whatever 110 sit on this committee.
It is al ways a great inconvenience to me
to attend a committee sitting in the midclie
of the day, and on that ground alone I
have no personal wish to be placed on this
committee. But it, does nppear to me
that a number of gentlemen sitting in the
House and forming a party, however
small, is entitled to some little courtesy at
the hands of the leader of the House.
That ,honorable member, if he cho~e to
follow the course which is always followed
by any gentleman occupying a similar
position to his in the House of Commons,
could have communicated with some member of the Opposition and asked him., Are- there any members on your side
whom you might like to have on t.his
committee?"
The honorable member
might have done that without in the least
committing himstllf to any views which
any of those 'honorable members might
entertain.' ,Moreover the matter on which
the committee will have to report is a
matter not affecting the wembel':3 of the
Ministry alone-it is a matter affecting
the whole House. Therefol'e I say that
if there is a small party in the House, it
is entitled, on a matter of this kind, to 'Q,e
consulted; that' it is not treating that
,
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party with common courtesy-with the
courtesy that one' set of gentlemen is
entitled to expect from another-if, without consultation, certain members are
arbitrarily selected, and the party is then
told-" You must have these or none."
That is just what it amounts to. The
same course was pursued by the Chief
Secretary on a recent occasion when
another committee was appointed. Now
it appears to me-and I speak only for
myse]f-that the ,only way for any party
in this House to act if it, desires to preserve the self-respect of its members,
and if it desires to be entitled to
any respect in the eyes of the pu bHc,
is to say-" Weare entitled in commo~
courtesy to be consulted as to who of our
members shall be placed on a committee
of this kind, and, if you decline to extend
that courtesy to us, we decline to have
anything to do with your proposal." That
is a position perfectly intelligible-one of
which no one has any right to complain.
I should feel, as a member of a party, that
the self-respect of that party was compromised if it assented to any other treatment than that. Therefore, I think the
Chief Secretary can accept one of two
alternatives. He can extend to this side
of the House the courtesy to which it is
entitled; or he can constitute his committee without troubling himself to select
any of the gentlemen whom we might
desire upon it to represent us.
Mr. FRANCIS.-I think I can pair off
with the honorable member for West
Melbourne (Mr. Langton), because I have
equal ground of complaint against the
Chief Secretary, in that he has not proposed me as a member of the committee.
Mr. BERRY.-In view of the remarks
of the honorable member for West Melbourne (Mr. Langton), I think it would
be well for honorable members generally
to consider the gravity of the occasion,
and the importance of the duty ~hich the
committee will have to perform. Under
ordinary circums~ances, I should .be of
opinion that some such course as that proposed by the honorable member for West
Melbourne should be followed; but we
cannot shut our eyes to the fact that we
have not been receiving the aid and help
of honorable members opposite, in maintaining the privileges of this House, on the
present or on any previolls occasion.
Although the resolution to appoint the
. committee passed unanimously, without
discussion, the fact cannot be concealed
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that 'we are not unanimous; and that, if
we' look forward to any active aid in maintaining· the rights and privileges of this
House from honorable members opposite,
prolhibly we shall be very much disappointed. That being so--and thoroughly
agreeing with the remarks of the honorable and learned member for Brighton,
that this committee is appointed not to
inquire what are the privileges of the
House but to take into consideration what
are the best and most effective steps for
maintaining those privileges-it certainly
would be defeating the very object which
the Chief Secretary has in view to place
on that committee honorable members
who, at the very outset, would probably
deny,jn that committee, the privileges of
this House altogether. Sir, I am only
anxious that the committee shall really and
substantially be an earnest committee-a
committee prepared determinedly to maintain those privileges which have beenso frequently assailed. I think the Chief Secretary is bound, in forming the committeeknowing the difficulties the House has had
to contend against, even With many of 'its
own members.....:.to take care and select
those men whom he is sure have at heart,
and are prepared to: take every possible
legal step to maintain inviolate, the privi,.
leges of this House. In such a spirit as
that I support these proceedings.'· If
honorable members opposite did likewise,
they would have" some cause for insisting
that a certain proportion of their number
should be included in this committee.
But in the face of the debates' in this
House, in the face of what has fallen from
the honorable and learned member for St.
IGlda (Mr. Fellows )-the insults he has
hurled at the House-The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is: not· in order.
Mr. BERRY.-I submit, sir, that I am
not out' of order.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member accuses another member of hurling
insults at the House.
Mr. BERRY.-I did say so. I say
that the honorable and learned member
did it, and that he gloried in it. He will
do it again, no doubt. Therefore I say it
will be a mere sham and farce to' place
that honorable and learned member on a
committee appointed to maintain the privil-eges of the House. Sir, I don't th~nk. the
honorable and leo.rned member' himself
objects to what I am saying.
'
Mr. F,ELLOWS.-Hear, hear,
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Mr. BERRY,-He takes one course;
we take an<lther; and I hope the Government and the majority, in any action of
this kind, will take care that it is.real and
tangible, and will command the respect of
honorable members generally. ' . .
Mr. FELLO WS.-The honorable member who has just sat dowR is.· quite right
in the interpretation which he has put
upon my feelings with regard to his remarks. As to'the main question, I don't
wish to discuss the propriety of my being
on or off the committee; but, in order
that honorable members may not vote in
the dark; I think it proper to acquaint.
them with the views which I entertain on
the subject. At· the outset, I may say
that I have not tbe amount of confidence
in the question to pronounce so unhesitatingly as the honorable' and learu!3d
member for Brighton, that we. know our'
privileg.es, because I honestly and candidly
state-that is· if I can be 'supposed to'
possess any honesty or candour-t1;lat I do
not know them, and I ·very·much 'doubt.
whether the honorable and learned member for Brighton knows 'them either..
That this House possesses all ,the privileges, immunities, and powers of the.
House of Commons is unquestioned. That.
is not denied by anybody. But the question is how are we to enforce them?
That'is the point in dispute, an,d the sole~
point. But I cannot understand any man
getting up and saying he knows how that
is to be done. That is more than I can
say.
'.
. .' '.'
.
.Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I did· not say
so.
Mr. FELLOWS.-I'wiU give a famil~ar
illustration. I. dare, say those honorab1,e
members who have been unfortunate
enough to get into "the hands of the
Philistines" in the shape of lawyers know
that,' when a verdict for a certain alI\ount
is obtained, no costs follow unless the judge
gives a certificate on the back of the record.
Now supposing such a case, befbre a verdict is given, be referred to arbitration,
the arbitrator has all the powers of a judge
at nisi prius with reference to certifying
for costs. But how does he exercise this
power '? Not in the same way as the judg~,
by putting it on the back of the record,
but by putting it in the award; and!when
there it is subject to be criti~ised by the
Supreme Court, and perhaps to 1:>e, set
aside~ .1 put this, no't as a case in:po4J,t,
but as an illustration to' show that this
matter is not so perfe~tly fre~ ,fr:om doubt
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as some persons may suppose. Whether
elected on the committee or not, or
whether, if elected, I shall be able to
attend or not,. I merely wish to say that
that is the view with which I shall enter
upon the inquiry, if asked to do so.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-Sir, I listened
with great regret to the manner in which
the honorable and learned member for
Brighton placed this matter before the
House. I felt that the Chief Secretary
had endeavoured to obtain an impartial
committee really to look into the merits
of this question; I don't say to look ·into
the privileges of this House, but, at all
events, to bring impartial minds to bear
upon the question of the dismissal of Mr.
Glass from incarceration. But for each
member of the committee to. be bound to
uphold the privileges of the House to the
largest extent, as I understood the honorable and learned member for Brighton to
imply, is certainly more than I am prepared to do. I believe that the question'
as decided by the judges admits. of doubt,
but, whether I doubt it or not, I do not
feel in a position to .say that the decision
of the judges is absolutely wrong, and
that, therefore, the committee must find
ways and means of carrying this House to
a successful issue in the contest. That is
the proposition as placed before us by the
honorable and learned member for Brighton. If the committee is to inquire into
and find. out means of bringing this matter
to a -fair, proper, certain, and permanent
settlewnt-to .clearly find out what is the
law in the case, and to be guided thereby
---1 shall.be most happy to serve on the
committee, although 1 have to devote a
considerable amount of time to other committees. But to go on the committee
with preconceived ideas, predetermined to
fight the matter out and to maintain that
the judges are. wrong and that this House
is right, is certainly more than I can possibly undertake to do.
\
Mr. WRIXON.- 1 am very much
obliged to the Chief Secretary for acceding to my request not to include my name
in this ,committee, because, sir, I must say
that the matter presents itself to my mind
in a light somewhat different from the view
which has been presented by Borne other
honorable members. It ~eems to me that the
serious difficulty in which we are, at present
placed arises entirely on the construction of
a section of an Act of Parliament. That
is a way in which the difficulty could not
present itself ip' ~he mother country.; aQq'
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therefore a p.recisely analogous state of
affairs could never arise in Great Britain.
But, sir, whatever we may think of it,
whatever view we·may hold, and however
earnestly we may be convinced, as I believe
the great majority of us are, that it is
essential for us to have within Ollfselves
the means of vindicating the House from
insult or injury, that .does not alter the
fact that the difficulty remains, owing to
the particular construction to be put upon
a section of the Constitution Act. So long
as that construction remains the permanent
law of the land, I don't see anything the
House can do to help itself, or anything it
can do to acquire that position to which
we believe it is entitled; because, sir,. if
we were to commit fifty times over, any
gentlemen on warrants which, under. this
section, .the judiciary of this country determined to be bad, those persons would
immediately be let out. No strength of
feeling in this House could alter this
undoubted fact, that the judges would
act upon the construction which they
believed to be correct, and would discharge those whom we had imprisoned.
This seeins to me the difficulty; and,
though I feel quite as strong as any honorable member can' feel that, if that be so,
we are placed in a humiliating and in an
enfeebled position, 1 cannot see any way
out of it so long as this remains the law
of the land. But,sir, at present we are
not in the position to say whether that is
really the construction which would be put
upon that section by the highest court of
judicature known in this realm.
The SPEAKER.-l may remind the
honorable member that the question before
the House is merely the nomination of
the committee, but that his remarks apply
to the general question. .
Mr. WRIXON.---Mr. Speaker, 1 bow
at once to your ruling, and I will not say
more upon a matter which you think is
not legitimately before the House. I
simply desired to point out the reasons
why I entirely endorse what has been said
by the honorable and learned member for
Brighton, that it is not a question fOT
lawyers at present. Until the matter is
decided by the highest court of the realm
-until we know what the construction of
this section is-I don't think that there is .
any question of law, at all events none
that we are competent to deal with. I
therefore don't see what special necessity
there is for lawyers to be on the committee. -"
.
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l\{r.·MACGREGOR.-I rise to express
my wish to be relieved from serving on
this committee. I have my full share of
committee work during the session, and I
therefore think I ought to be relieved
from this committee.
Mr. WILSON.-I wish much to be
relieved from acting on this committee.
I think that, if the committee does nO.t
consist entirely of legal gentlemen, at all
events the laymen. who are members of it
should be gentlemen who possess a good
knowledge of .constitutional law. I must
say that I have not given the subject that
deep and earnest consideration which the
importance of the present case demands,
and I would be much obliged if the Chief
Secretary would relieve me from sitting on
the committee.
Mr.. WATKINS.-I would ask the
Chief. Secretary whether, after the remarks made by the honorable and learned
member for Belfast, he really thinks that
the appointment of a committee will have
any beneficial effect? If, as that honorable member said, the judges are guided
by.an Act of Parliament, can the report
of· this committee relieve the. House from
the dilemma in which it is at present?
Will the Chief Secretary accomplish. his
object by having a committee appointed to
defend, the. rights and privileges of the
House ,? It appears clear enough,. from
the remarks of the honorable and learned
member for Belfast, either that we must
strike that Act of Parliament off our
sfatute-book, or appeal to a higher court
to know whether the interpretation of the
judges.is correct or not. It seems to me
that .. otir object will not be gained by
appointing.8 committee, and, .therefore, I
trust that the .Government will reconsider
the matter. If there is to be a committee,·
I entirely· object to it being chosen by
ballot, as suggested. by the honorable
member for Crowlands (Mr. Byrne), as I
consider that it ought to consist of gentlemen in whose legal attainments or Bound
judgment the House has confidence.
Mr. MACR.A.Y.-I confess I feel very
much humiliated when I see such a feeling
of cowardice .on the part of many honor- .
able members, in not standing forward to.
do the best they can to uphold what they
believe to be the. privileges of the House._
We must have some. privileges;. and I
think the very difficulty pointed out by
the."honoraole member for: Belfast, is a
reason why the committee should be ap-.
pointed. The very doubt and uncert~inty .
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with which the honorable member seems
to be beset is the very reason why, of all
others, we should approach this subject in
a proper spirit, and why we should take
proper and deliberate means of investigating it. By what means can we ·do that.
except by a committee? I ,should :be
glad to get rid of the troublesome duty of
attending the committee; but I shou1d be
ashamed to follow the miserable example
set by some other members, and shirk,this
duty. I must say th~t I am very much
disappointed at the honorable member -for
Belfast, who ought to be on the committee,
who was one of the members who. took a
prominent part in pushing. the' privileges
of this House to their utmost limit,· and
putting these gentlemen in gaol. ''1 : say
it is incumbent upon that honol'able member. to sit on the committee, and try and
justify himself. I. was one of- those
members who did not like to 'push',to an
extreme what I considered to be the privileges of the House. I shall all the ·more
gladly go on the committee, and endeavour.
to ascertain what are our privileges; I
think we should meet this question in .8.'
spirit of common sense. I:should~ Fke·· to:
see the best legal talent on this committ,ee,· .
including the best legal talent on the .opposite side of the House. ·For my part,
I am not afraid to sit on the committee·
with anyone of them. I am not afraid
of any sophistry or .specialpleading that
may be brought to bear. I should be
happy to meet· the honorab1eand learned
member for St. Rifda (Mr. Fellows) on .
the committee, and I am sorry that he; as,
one of ·the best legal authorities in ,the
colony, is not named as a. member. of the,
commit.tee. . I am not afraid of him, I am'
not afraid' of his subtleties; whether
he is for or against the privilege· which
we claim in this case, I should be glad. to· .
work with him, and endeavour to' arrive
at a proper conclusion on ·the subject.. If
there is auy honorable member whose
legal knowledge, intellectual acquirements,
and. mental subtlety would make him a
good member of the committee, I think'
he ought to be selected to act upon: it.· I
am sorry that a committee appointed to
inquire into such an important subject, ia
not the very best possible committee. the
House could have. I will make one remark in reply to the honorable member
for Helfast: I cannot understand how
any interpretation of a statute can do
away with th~ plain commonsense view
that we possess aU the:immuriities of th~
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House of .Commons. If we possess those
immunities, I ask by what right the judges
can discharge our prisoners?
,. Mr. McDONNELL.~Seeing that the
object' of this committee is to ascertain
the rights, privileges, and immunities of
this House, and the constitutional and
legal mode of enforcing them, I do not
think that anything approaching the discussionof that question ought at present
to engage the attention of the House.
The honorable member for Geelong West
(Mr.·Berry), in the course of his speech,
used words which I take leave to say he·
will find, on reflection, that he may honorably withdraw. The honorable member
said that, ·from the proceedings and conduct of the Opp'osition, the Chief Secretary
could do no more than he has done in
reference to' the names pr~posed' as the
committee. Now I, as one who sits in
opposition, take leave to state that I am
not conscious of having, as long as I have
had the honour of a seat in'this House,
spoken or acted in a way, or in any sense
or degree afforded an indication, that
'Would in the slightest warrant that general and wholesale 'imputation.
Mr. BERRY.-Your name is on the
committee. ~ .'
, Mr. McDONNELL.-My name is mentioned, it is true; but what is said
generally of us, ~ for one take to apply to
myself. I think that in a matter of this
sort, where the privileges of this House
are to be, .ascertained only in a' constitutional way, every. member must feel that
the duty cast. upon him would be one of
hono~r and'responsibility, which no divergence or difference of politics would allow
him for one moment to forego.. I accept
the. responsi~ility of serving on this committee, providing that the proposal, that
other members on' this side of the
House should be added to the list, is
acceded to. I do not want to discuss the
question now. It is a question replete
with the highest interests, and I confess
I am prepared to discuss it, for I have
read something about it, but I think it
would not be deferential to the House to
obtrude my views in that direction upon
this partJcular occasion. I, therefore, refrain from anything that may savour of
the appearatlce of discussion. I am quite
sure that the Chief Secretary,. however
much he may be opposed in politics to the
honorable and learned member for St.
KHda (Mr. Fellows), will not, in:a matter
of this sort, where the interests and privi-
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leges and position of this House are at stake,
allow a difference of politics to interfere
in such a way as to exclude that honorable
and learned member from the committee.
I must be allowed to say that we cannot
afford to allow small differences to disturb the exercise of a prinCiple which is
no less good and wholesome in its results
than it is bold and independent in its
character. I trust that the Chief Secretary
will be induced to reconsider his determination, and not say that members of the
House are ·disqualified from sitting on a
committee because they have given an
indication of holding certain views or
opinions. .The honorable and le~rned
member for Brighton spoke with a candour.
and earnestness which commends itself to
the intelligence of every member of the
House; yet who would for a moment
a-ssume that,' because he spoke as he felt...:....
that because his' conclusions are in 'one
direction-therefore he is not qualified to
be on the committee? I for one would feel
myself lowered in my own mind if I could
support such a proposition. And if it is
not true of the one honorable and learned
member, it is not true of the other. Where·
is the distinction? Each differs' from the
other in politics, but from the principle of
honour and the general learning which
characterize each of those honorable members, we should, in my humble opinion, have
the advantage of both on the committee.
I have no desire to serve on the committee beyond the conviction I have that
I am bound to assist in furtherance of a
matter in which the Honse has a.great
and strong interest. I will act with
pleasure, and I will give all the time I
possibly can to the committee, subject only
to this condition-that honorable members
on this side have a fair share in the representation of the interests which the committee is appointed to protect.:
Mr. CASEY.-The only-question before
the House is who shall be appointed mem,bers of the committee. The honorable
and learned member who last spoke seems.
to think that the reason why the 'honorable
and learned member foruSt.·Kilda .(Mr.
Fellows) has .not been i~cluded, oli the
committee is because he differs ,in'politics
from. honorable members' on this side: I
wish to disabuse the honorable and learned
member's m~d on that point. It was
distinctly stated by the' honorable,member
for Geelong West. (Mr. Berry) that the
reason why the' honorable 'and~ learned
member for St. ·Kilda had' been left off the
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committee was because he had avowed
hirl1self hostile to the privileges of this
House. What could be the object of including the honorable and learned member on a committee appointed to ascertain
how far the privileges of the House can
be protected against the recent assault"
made upon them, if his opinion is adverse
to all the privileges enjoyed by th~ House?
It was not party feeling, but because he
had shown himself an opponent of the
particular question to be inquired into,
that dictated the omission of the honorable
and learned member's name.
Mr. MqDONNELL. -I did not impute
party feeling; I simply said that, irrespective of politics, the honorable and
learned member for St.Kilda (Mr. Fellows)
ought to be a member of the committee.
Mr. HUMFFRAY.-It appears to me
that the Minister of Justice has furnished
a thorough confirmation of the statement
of the honorable and learned member for
Villiers and Heytesbury (Mr. McDonnell).
It seems that the motive for excluding the
name of the honorable and learned member for St. Kilda (Mr. Fellows) from the
committee is because he has given utterance to opinions adverse to those entertained by honorable members opposite.
(" No.") His name has been omitted in
consequence of his having given utterance
to opinions different from those entertained
by the Government in regard to the
decision of the Supreme Court.
Mr. CASEY.-I am not aware that
the honorable and learned member has
expressed any opinion in reference to the
recent decision of the Supreme Court, and,
therefore, he could not be left off the committee on that ground. I simply repeated
w hat was said by the honorable member
for Geelong West (Mr. Berry), that the
honorable and learned member was not
included in the committee because he had
expressed opinions adverae to the privi'
leges of the House.
Mr. HUMFFRAY.-It amounts to
the same thing-it is because the honorable and learned member had expressed
opinions adverse to those which the Government entertain as to the privileges of the
House. I think that, in common fairness
and candour, it m~lst be admitted that, if
we are to have questions decided in a
way likely to command the respect of the
country"and to guide the House in its
future conduct, we should have the very
best talent available for that purpose.
However adverse the political views of the
VOL. VII.-3 D
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honorable and learned member for St. Kilda.
(Mr. Fellows) may, be to those of the
Government, it must be admitted that
he is well qualified to investigate matters
of the complicated character which the
committee will have to inquire into, and
that, if their report is to be worth anything,
the committee ought to have the assistance
of the best intellects which the House
can command.
Mr. WHITEMAN.-I think the argument of the Minister of Justice against
the appointment of the honorable and
learned member for St. Kilda (Mr. Fellows)
as a member of the committee, will have
the very opposite ~ffect to what he intended
it to have. If the honorable and learned
member's opinion is adverse to the opinions
which have been expressed by the House
on the question of privilege, his acumen
and legal knowledge will be useful to
endeavour to convince other members of
the committee that they are wrong, and
to assist them in asserting privileges
which he believes the House really does
possess. Looking at the matter in a com'mon sense point of view, and on the
principle that" an old poacher makes the
best gamekeeper," I think that if the
honorable and learned member does deny
that the House possesses some of the
privileges which other members claim for
it, that is of itself a reason why he should
be on the committee.
The SPEAKER was about to put the
question, when
Mr. DUFFY suggested that the names
should be submitted seriatim.
The SPEAKER proceeded to adopt
that CJurse.
'
The names of Mr. Casey, Mr. G. Paton
Smith, and Mr. Higinbotham, were put
seriatim, and agreed to. When the next
name-Mr. Dutfy's-was submitted,
Mr. DUFFY rose and said-I desire to
be excused from serving on the committee.
I concur with the opinions expressed by
the honorable and learned member for
Brighton upon the privileges of the House,
but I do not concur with him in thinking
that the House ought to appoint a committee from one side on sllch a question.
If the House is to be asked to maintain
its priviLeges before the Privy Council, we
want to know all that can be urged against
them by those most capable of objecting
to them. For my part, although I am
desirous to see the privileges of the House
maintained, and as ready as any honorable
member on either side to go all reasonable:
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'lengths to 'maintain 'tiiem, if the ~Govern
inent . are n'ot' prepared to make' .a concession in the directi.on indicated-if they
determine to' shut out of the committee,
,the principal lawyer on" this side of the '
House~I beg to be excused serving on;
the committee. "
.
Mr~ Sl1LLIVAN.-I thilik the honor- '
o,1)le .and learned member for Dalhousie:
will not be able to justify the course,
which he proposes to take. What is the .
position we are in? . W ebelieve that 'Ye
are entitled to the privileges of the House
of Commons, and, assuming that is the
case, we find that our position' has been
assailed. 'In order to defend it we find it
necessary to take certain steps, and in
or~er that those steps may be effectual we
resolve to appoint a committee, and select
a number of names, without respect to
s~de:. or party.
(" Oh.") I say that;
without respect to side or party" we select
men on whom we can best rely"to defend
our privileges. The sole and avowed object of'the committee ~s' to .point 'out the
best way in which those privileges can be,
defen,ded. Is it' unr~asonable; therefore, '
that we should select those men whom we
know to be in earnest about our privileges? Should we, hi the ordinary du'ties
of life, in choosing persons to do certain
work, select lIlen 'upon whom we could
not rely? Would we go into battle with
a man about whom we were doubtful?
'We do' not need a committee to inquire
what our privileges are.. We believe
that we possess certain privileges, and
we are determined not to abate one jot
of them. The duty of the committee
is not ~o inquire what our privileges are,
but ~o'consider the position in which we
are placed~ and how we can best assert our
privileges. In order to do that we have
a perfect rig1it to select the cominitte~
which will best accomplish our object.
There has been a great deal of talk about
the honorable and learned member for St.
Ki1q.a (Mr. Fellows) being left off the
committee. ,If any member of the House
ought not to be on the committee, it is
that honorable and learned member. All
his" action, for many years back, has
clearly been to disparage and lower the
character of this House. He became a
member of this House with that object,
and, ever ~ince, he has consistently adhered
to it. When the honorable member for
G~elong, Wes't (Mr.' Berry) referred to
that fact '.'io-night, the ,honorable and
learned member for St. Kilda cheered the
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Is the 'honorable and learned

member'-~ man upon whom' the House can
I.:ely to ~efeJ?d jts rights? If I'stood ,alone,

I would object to him being on the committ~e.'; 1. do not obj act to him because he
sits on the opposite's~de of the House. I
have no objection to those honorable members on the other side of" the House who
have been nomInated on the committee,
but I have a distinct objection to'the hon"01'able and learned member for St. Kilda,
because his acts prove that he is not
friendly to the Assembly, and that he' is
not a man who should be appointed on a
committee to defend its privileges. I
maintain that the honorable and learned
member' for Dalhousie is not justified in
saying that he will refuse to act on the
committee if the honorable and learned
member for St. Rilda is not on it.
, Captain MACMAHON.-It appears to
me that, if the object of the committee is
merely to carry out a foregone conClusion,
there is, no use appointing a committee.
The Minister of Mines has stated very
plainly th'e reasons which induce him to
object to the appointment of the honorable
and learned member for St. Rilda (Mr.
Fellows) as a member of the committee ;
but I think it is essential that we should
have some members on the committee
who, their opinions being adverse, would
point out the difficulties likely to be encountered. The technical and legal' knowledge of the honorable and learned member
would be of great advantage in that respect, and therefore he ought to be on the
committee.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I have no doubt
that the honorable and gallant ~ember for
West Melbourne, whatever may be his
views as to the particular case which has
rendered the appointment of a committee
necessary, will act impartially on the committee, and endeavour to maintain the
privileges of the House;- but I am not
so sure of the honorable and learned member for St. Rilda (Mr. Fellows).' The
honorable and learned member cheered the
statement made to-night by the honorable
member for GeelongWest (Mr. Berry),
that he had insulted the House. If an
honorable member comes into the House
with the view of lowering the character
of the House-I don't care what his abilities are-the greater his abilities, the.
more car~ful ought the House to be to
watch the posit,ion he takes up. The conduct of the honorable and learned member
for St. Kilda, for' a considerable time past,
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has been such as to show th~t h~ really strength of the arguments on the other
wishes altogether to destroy the privileges side, I desire to see the name of the honorand everything else connected· with this able and learned member added to the comHouse. There is no desire to deal with mittee.
this question in· a party ·spirit. In proMr. FELLOWS.-I do not wish to
portion to the relative numbers on each serve on this committee unless there is a
side of the House, a larger number of mem- fair representation of all parties in the
bers from the Opposition side have been House. It has been suggested by the
put on the committee, than from the honorable and gallant member for West
Government side. ("No.") I think there Melbourne that his colleague (Mr. Langare only eight or .ten members sitting in ton) should be substituted in his place.
direct opposition to the Government, and Unless that suggestion is adopted, I cantwo or three of them, including two .legal not serve on the committee.
Mr. McLELLAN.-I shall support the
gentlemen,are put on the committee. I
trust that the honorable and learned mem- motion for the addition of the ·honorable
ber for Dalhousie will not carry out his and learned member for St. Kilda (Mr.
intention to decline to act on the com- Fellows) to the committee, because, if
mittee, if the House desires him to act there is one thing more than another which
upon it. If it is the wish of the House the House wants, and has wanted for many
to have the committee chosen by ballot, years past, it is some legal advice. I trust
that the House will appoint the ablest
let that, course be adopted.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-I would suggest men it pos.sesses to deal with the questions
that, instead of the committee being chosen which will have to be considered by this
by ballot, the Chief Secretary should allow committee. Of the gentlemen named by
t11,e honorable and learned member for St. the Chief Secretary, how many are there
Kilda (Mr. Fellows) to be proposed as a whose opinion would be respected in
member of the committee, and then it will Temple-court, or in the Supreme Court?
be seen whether the House desires that he I shall vote for the honorable and learned
member for St. Kilda being a member of
should be on the committee.
The SPEAKER.-The question before the committee, because I believe him to be
the House is as to the appointment of Mr. the best man in the House to deal with
the important subject which will occupy
Duffy as a member of the committee.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I will withdraw the attention of the committee.
The motion for the appointment of Mr.
my motion for the pre~ent, in order to
allow the name of Mr. Fellows to be pro- Fellows as a member of the committee
was agreed to.
posed.
The remaining . names submitted by
Mr. MACPHERSON moved that Mr.
the Chief Secretary were afterwards
Fellows be a member of the committee.
adopted, except those of Mr. Richardson
Mr. MACBAIN seconded the motion.
Mr. FRANCIS.-While I concur with and Mr. Blair.
On the motion of Mr. FRANCIS, Mr.
many of the observat.ions which have fallen
from the Chief Secretary, I am not dis- Wrixon was appointed a member of tlie
posed to place the present question in a committee.
The committee was accordingly confalse aspect before the country, which it
would be placed in if it appeared that we . stituted as follows :-Mr. Casey, Mr. G.
had any terror of admitting the honorable Paton Smith, Mr. Higinbotham, Mr.
and learned member for St. Kilda (Mr. Fellows, Mr. Duffy, Captain Mac Mahon~
Fellows) as a member of the committee. Mr. Aspinall, Mr. Macgregor, Mr. McDonI am perfect1y satisfied that the committee nell, Mr. Macpherson, Mr. McKean, Mr.
would keep the honorable and learned Wilson, Mr. Berry, Mr. Mackay, and
gentleman in his place, and that any argu- Mr. Wrixon.
ments he could produce would be ful1y and
The motion, as amended, was agreed to.
Mr. WRIXON.-As it is the wish of
fairly dealt with. I believe that the worth
of the committee would be considerably the House, I agree to act on the comdepreciated in the estimation of the public mittee, although I did not desire to do so,
if a gentleman of the undouhted legal at- for ·the reasons which I have already
tainments of the honorable and learned stated.
member for St. Kilda were omitted from
Mr. FELLOWS.-I beg to inform the
it. For that.reason, and because he would . House that I was in . earnest when I said
probably be the means of bringing. out the that I would not serve on the' committee
3 D 2
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unless the honorabl~ member for West
Melbourne (Mr. Langton) was appointed
a member.
Captain MAC MARON.-Shall I be
in order in moving that Mr. Langton's
name be substituted for mine?
The SPEAKER.-No names can be
added to the committee after its appointment, nor can any alteration be made
without notice of motion. The Honse
cannot rescind a resolution on the same
day that it has arrived at it.
The House adjourned at twenty-five
minutes to eight o'clock, until Tuesday,
May] 1.

Portland Election.

Railways and the Chief Engineer of Water
Supply.
The report was read and ordered to be
printed.
.
RAILWAY EXTENSION.
Mr. McCULLOCH presented a further
return to an order of the House (dated
February 23) for all correspondence with
the Agent-General of Victoria relating to
the railway loan; and all papers relating
to railway extension, not yet laid before
Parliament.

REPRESENTATION OF
PORTLAND.
The SPEAKER announced that he had
received a return to a writ he had issued
LEGISLA'rIVE ASSEMBLY.
for the,election of a member to serve for
the electoral district of Portland, from'
Tuesday, May 11, 1869.
which it appeared that James Stewart
Butters, sharebroker, of Melbourne; was
Water Supply- Representation of Portland-Trustees of
duly elected in pursuance of such writ.
Local Savings BanltB-Local Government Act Amendment
Mr. McCULLOCH. - Mr. Speaker,
Bill.
with reference to the writ that you have
just announced having received returning
The SPEAKER took the chair at half- to the House a member for Portland, I
past four o'clock"p.m.
cannot help expressing my own regret
that it is endorsed with the name it is
WATER SUPPLY.
endorsed with; and I regret that the same
Mr. MACGREGOR said that he had course has been followed with respect to
been requested by the committee of which the late election at Ballarat West, in the
he was the chairman to bring under the retnrn of a person to represent that connotice of the House a paragraph which ap- stituency who has recently peen expelled
peared in. the Daily Telegraph, of, the from this House for corrupt practices.
previous Friday, purporting to give a re- Now, sir, these two persons, who have just
port of the proceedings of the committee been elected, were charged with the com~
on the day before its publication. He had mission of very grave and serious ofbeen asked to do so, not in order that any fences against the constitution of this
further steps should neceRsal'ily be taken country, and the House almost unaniin the matter, but with a view of obtaining mously expressed its opinion that they were
the opinion of the Speaker as to whether unfit to be members of this Assembly
if such an impropriety were committed in Upon a vote of the House, carried so rethe future, it would be liable to be re- cently as the week before last, they were
garded and treated as a breach of the expelled. Sir, no one will admit or preprivileges of the House?
tend to argue that if those persons are
The SPEAKER.-It is usual to regard again permitted to take their seats here,
the publication of the report of a select the punishment they have received will
committee, before it has been presented to be sufficient for the crime they have been
. the House. as a breach of privilege. It is guilty of. All honorable members will,
even a breach of privilege on the part of I feel sure, admit that; but there is conany honorable member of 'a select com- siderable difficulty just now in dealing
mittee to furnish information as to the with them, because there were other
reports or evidence upon which such persons-the bribers-implicat.ed in the
paragraphs as that referred to can be transactions, and who, by the action of
grounded.
another court, have been set free,_notwithMr. MACGREG OR brought up the standing the decision of this House. The
report of the select committee (appointed House has thought fit to appoint a comFebruary 17) to which was referred mittee to deal with the question so far as
the reports of the Engineer-in-Chief of regards the bribers, with the object of
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obtaining the opinion of the most competent members of the House as to the
most desirable course to be followed in the
maintpnance of its privileges. And it is
tlH~refore that I think-although I am
desirous of taking any steps that -may be
(leemed necessary, with the view of rid-.
ding the House of the presence of persons
who can be charged with such offences as
they have been found to have committedthat we are not just now quite prepared to
take action in the matter. The time is
not far distant when we shall feel ourselves
in a position to do so, as in a day or two
I hope to receive the report of that committee. It is true the committee have not
been invited to report upon the cases of
Mr. Butters and Mr. Jones; but I think
it is well that the House should deal with
the bribers and the bribed at precisely the
same time. I feel that the House IS
placed in a most unpleasant and unfortunate position in receiving the return to
the Portland writ endorsed with the name
it is, but still I think it will be as well for
lIS to delay taking any action on the su bject, until we have the report of the committee before us.
Mr. BYRNE.-Although the statement of the Chief Secretary goes a long
way in the direction I desire, still I will
ask the question I intended to ask, namely,
w hat steps the
Governmen t purpose
taking in reference to the two members of
this House who have been recently expelled, and re-elected within the last few
days?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I think I have
sufficiently answered the question in the
statement I have just made. I cannot say
what coprse the Government will adopt;
but it is their desire to make the punishment of the briber and the bribed
uniform.
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to appoint local trust.ees. All he (Mr.
McCulloch) could do was to call the attention of the commissioners to the question
asked by the hon. member. He had seen
one of the commissioners that day, who
had informed him that the remaining trustees were requested to recommend one for
appointment.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
On clause 170, providing for the appointment of auditors by the Governor, on
which Mr. Macgregor had moved an
amendment (on ApriL 8), limiting the operation of the clause to the time " during
which any moneys shall be paid to the
Council out of the consolidated revenue,"
Mr. CASEY said with reference to
the amendment proposed by the honorable
member for Rodney, which was in effect
that the power of appointing auditors by
the Governor should be confined to the
time within which the public bodies
brought under the operation of the clause
should receive Government assistance, that
he would ask the honorable member, before he pressed his amendment, whether he
thought it at all probable that it would
answer the object he had in view? He
(Mr. Casey) concurred in the general
principle which had beim laid down,
that so long as local bodies could subsist
on their own resources they should be permitted to expend their funds in any way
they might think propm-; but the amendment, it would be observed, would only
apply to those local bodies who received
moneys directly from the State. Now a
large portion of the assistance so obtained,
was received not so much as it were direct
from the Treasury as by virtue of certain
advantages which the State had handed
SAVINGS BANKS.
over to the local bodies. There were, for
Mr. MACKAY asked the Chief Secre- example, the roads, and the toll-gates
tary whether, on the appointment of new erected on those roads, the whole of the
trustees of the local savings banks, the revenue derivable from which went into
recommendation of the Commissioners of the corporate funds. In the same way
Savings Banks' in favour of the choice publican's liceuces, and a large portion of
falling upon Government officers was to be the fines, penalties, and forfeitures arising
understood as in any way binding upon out of convictions before magistrates for
t.hose trustees who had to make the breaches of by-laws. In such cases he
selection?
certainly thought the State was entitled to
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that the Go- know how the money was spent; and all
vernment had nothing whatever to do with that was desired to be secured by the
the matter. By the 11 th clause of the clause before the committee was a cerSavings Bank Act the Commissioners of tainty that the public should have an
Savings Banks had authority f;iven them opportunity of knowing that all sucll
<
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moneys contributed, whether directly or adopt the clause as it stood. Whilst anxious
indirectly, by the State--:whether by rates to see as much publicity as possible given
or by endowment-were expended in the to the proceedings of public bodies, he
manner prescribed by the Act. It'the . thought it would be unwise to force on
honorable mem ber for Rodney would them a clause of the nature contemplated.
modify his amendment so as to embrace In his opinion the proceedings of' local
not only the direct endowment by the bodies bore in general favorable comState, but the other indirect endowments parison with those of the public departto which he had referred, he (Mr. Casey) ments. Very few embezzlements were
t.hought that a very fair and reason- detBcted, and that being the case, he did
:-tble solution of the difficulty would not see the necessity for the suggested
he arrived at. He believed that the alteration in the system of auditing their
honorable and learned member for Bel- accounts. If it were proposed to appoint
fast had a suggestion with reference two auditors to each riding of a district,
to the matter, which, if proposed, it would, he thought, entail a very conwould meet the object which the House siderable and unnecessary expense. What
had generally in view, as to the manner had worked well in the past would work
in which auditors should be appointed. well in the .future, and it would, in his
'fhat view he understood to be that the opinion, be very injudicious to take from
public accounts should be obtained from the local bodies the power of appointing
the local bodies, and audited by competent their auditQrs.
Mr. CONNOR said that the system of
persons, in such a way as not necessarily
to interfere with the dignity of those audit hitherto adopted by lOcal bodies had
bodies. There was no desire whatever been found to work very well, and he
on the part of the Government that any thought it wrong on the part of the
indignity of the kind should be inflicted Government unnecessarily to interfere
on them. All that the Government de- with it. It could not be denied that
sired was that an impartial but reliable those bodie's had done a great deal of
system of audit should be established, good to the community, and he thought
which should be at once satisfactory to the they ought, in the first instance, to have
public and to the local bodies themselves. the right to appoint the auditors, and, on
If the committee would enable him to the recomendation of the ratepayers, a
accomplish that object he would be ex- special audit might be. made by the
ceedinglyobliged. He thought the honor- Government if it, was believed that the
ahle member for Rodney would Bee that funds had not been properly appropriated
the words which by his amendment it was or properly audited; but he did Dot think
proposed to insert would not do so.
local bodies would agree to allow such
Mr. MACGREGOR said that when a course being taken as that proposed
the amendment was proposed by him, at by the clause, at any rate without entering
the time the House was last in .committee their protest against it. He was aware,
on the Bill, there were three suggestions from having conversed with members of
under consideration-one was that the local bodies, that they were satisfied with
auditors should be appointed by the Go- the course hitherto pursued, which they
vernor solely; a second was that they thought was all that was ,required.
should be appointed by the local bodies;
Mr. LOBB thought it was very deand the object of his amendment was to sirable that one auditor should be appoint out a medium course between the pointed by the Government, at any rate.
two, which he considered a safe and ad- He mentioned a case in point where a
visable one to pursue. He had not, how- local body, not fifty miles from Melbourne,
ever, the slightest objection to a modifica- had one officer who performed the duties
tion of the amendment, to the extent of of the offices of .clerk, engineer, rate
allowing one auditor to be appointed by collector, and treasurer. This officer had
the Governor, and the other by the local stated to the council that there were not
body. In this way he thought a compro- two persons in the district who were
mise might be arrived at, and'the difficulty capable of auditing the accounts of the
got over. He would be prepared to sup- council; but nevertheless the accounts
port a proposal of that kind, and allow his were audited. When the balance-sheet
amendment to give way to it.
was placed upon the table, he (Mr.
Mr. McKENNA remarked that he Lobb), as . a member of the body rewould be sorry that the committee should ferred to, objected to it, when one of
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the auditors, who was in the room, ,as it at present stood to show what the injumped up and asked him what fattlt he I tention was in this respect.
could find with it. He (Mr. Lobb) told
Mr. CASEY replied that he was not'
the chairman that he had been informed then in the position to inform the honor-'
by tpe .clerk, that no tw~ 'persons in th.e 'able member what the intention of the,
dis~rict were competent to aU,dit those
Government was with respect. to the pOInt
accounts.. He then asked the auditor ~ now raised. It was Dot probable that he:
whether he had audited' them, and the (Mr. Casey)' would. have ihe admiilis~ra-'
reply he received was-~' How ~ould you tion of the Act, but that it would be ad.expect anyone to audit these accounts ministered by the Minister of Roads and
unless he' was larned?" There was an ~ Bridges. It w~s, howev:er, the desire of
allowance of £7 or £8 for the auditors. the Government at present that experts
Now although he wou Id be very sorry should be employed who should take certo say that all the local bodies in the ,tain circuits and district~, and examili'e .all
colony were in the' same position with the accounts in. those' dif3tric~s; and that
respect to their ~uditors as the one he~ then the cost of ,su~h e~a~in~ti<?l1, and
had referred to, yet he thought there audit sho1.11d be divided between the local
were many' of them who were. For these bodies within the c'ircuit' in proportion to
each local body; sO'
reasons hee hoped the views suggested by the annual revenue
the Minister .of Justice would be carried that a comparati~ely sl!lall,0!poor,b6rougll
out."
, o r shire might nop have to pay lDore i~
M.r. DYTE said that the only objection proportio.n to its' r~v~n.ue ~han, would b~,
he felt to the suggestion of the Govern- paid by the more wealthy shire. . That
ment appointing one auditor and the shire was the present desire oJ the Governcouncil the other., was that he thought ment, but he (Mr. Casey) could notposs,i-:instead of the Governor in Council bly bind his successors.
,
making the appointment, an officer should
Mr. MeCA W expressed the. ho:p~. that.
be sent from the Audit-office, which was the committee w<?uld not pass -the clause
a Government department, to perform the without binding succeeding Governm~ts
duty. It would be some satisfaction to to appoint the auditors in thenianner in
the shire council to know that their work which the Minister of Justice was in
was being done by a person who knew favour of appointing them; . N'o benefit
what he was about-one accustomed to would result from vesting the appointauditing the accounts of the expenditure ment of auditors in the Government if
of the country. His own experience was the appointme~t was made ,annually. In
that the worst persons that could be that case, the. local bodies might
'Well
selected to audit accounts were those who . make the appointments.
".
were only nominally supposed to be
Mr. J. T. SMITH remarked that h/?nelected by the ratepayers, because in or?>ble members appeared to be, losing
ninety-nine cases out of every hundred, sight of the object contemplated by the
the appointments were made by the em- clause, which was to relieve the local
ployes of shire councils, who in almost all bodies from the necessity 'of appointing.
cases were the only persons who attended auditors to audit their accounts. He could
the elections. If the auditor appointed by not conceive 'What objection there could be
the Government came from the Audit to the Gove~nment assuming the responsidepartment, there could be no idea in the bility of appointiI?g the auditors. Great
minds of those interested that there was difficulty had been experienced by local
any intention on the part of the Govern- bodies in obtaining the services of ~om
ment to confer the appointment on an in- petent gentlem~n to. act as ,al.lditors, and
experienced person.
little interest had been manifested' by_ the
Mr. MeCA W agreed with the suggestion ratepayers i~ the election of audito,rs.' ~n
made .by the honorable member for Bal- fact during the last ten years the auditors
larat East as to the auditor being ap-had practicaHy been nominated by the
pointed from the Audit-office. He wished mayor and a few of the councillors, who
to ?>sk the Minister of Justice whether it were about the only persons who took the
was the. intention of the Government to trouble to attend the ann~al meeting for
appoi.nt auditors for each district annually, the election of. auditors. 'S<? g~eat had
or whether it was the int~ntion to ap- been the diffic~lty in. obtaining the serpoint experts who would travel on certain vices of competent men that, during the.
circuits? There was nothing in the clause last few years, the City Corpor~tion had
I

I
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appointed an official auditor, at a salary of
£250 per annum. If it was difficult to
find gentlemen to undertake the duties of
auditors in Melbourne, where there were
hundreds of mercantile men, competent
for the task, how much more difficult
must it be to find suitable persons in the
country. districts ? As the S tate made
large contributions to the revenue of local
bodies, the Government had a right to
appoint auditors to supervise the expenditure, and protect the interests of the
public.
Mr. CREWS believed that the simplest
way of meeting the difficulty would be to
allow the local bodies to appoint one
auditor and the Government to appoint
the other. The Government auditors,
however, ought to be appointed in a
similar manner to the Poor Law· auditors
in England, each of whom audited the
accounts of the districts within a certain
circuit.
Mr. KITTO intimated his intention to
propose an amendment to provide that
only one auditor should be appointed by
the Government, and that he should be
a gentleman connected with the Auditoffice. He thought it was the feeling of
the majority of the local bodies that it
would be sufficient for all practical purposes if the appointment of one of the
auditors was vested in the Government;
but he would not vote for the Govel'llment having even that power unless the
auditors they appointed were officials connected with the Audit-office. If the Government appointed a separate auditor for
each district, the result might be that, in
some cases, through local influence, or political excitement, incompetent men would
be apPQinted, and thus the object of the
clause would be frustrated.
Mr. BAYLES submitted that the wish
of a large number of the local bodies would
be met if the ratepayers nominated .the
auditors, su~jeG~ to the approval of the
Governor in Council. If the choice of
the ratepayers was not disallowed by the
Governor in Council within one month,
the gentlemen so selected should be declared duly appointed. Hitherto a difficulty had been experienced in obtaining
auditors, in some. districts, in consequence
of no remuneration being attached to the
office; and several councils were of opinion
that, if a sum of about £ lOa year was
granted, there would be no difficulty in
obtaining the services of bank account"uta or other competent persons. With
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respect to the appointment of an official
auditor by the City Corporation, to which
the honorable member for West Bourke
(Mr. J. T. Smith) had referred, the dutief'l
which that officer had to discharge were 80
onerous that he was not overpaid by tho
salary which he received; but the duties
of the auditors of shire councils were comparatively trifling.
Mr. LONGMORE urged the absolut.e
necessity for an efficient audit of the books
and accounts of the local bodies at leaRt
annually, if not, oftener, and said it was
nonsense to suppose that the councils objected to their accounts being audited by
competent persons. The system of appoint.ing auditors which had hitherto been
in force was very defective in ~its operation, and it was high time that a ne,¥, one
was adopted. The proposition of the
Government seemed to be the best plan
which had been suggested. To appoint
competent auditors for certain districts,
and to make their remuneration a charge
upon the local bodies within the district,
was a very proper method. If the appointment of auditors was in the hands of
the Government, a guarantee was afforded
that utterly incompetent persons would
not be appointed. Although the system
might give the Government a little more
patronage, he did not think that was' any
objection, considering the security which
the ratepayers would obtain for the proper
expenditure of their funds.
Mr. BURROWES objected to the appointment of auditors by the Government,
on the ground that it would. be a snub to
the local bodies. It was unjust to say
that in any shire there were not gentlemen
to be found competent to audit the accounts of the local council. He would
point out a difficulty in the way of the
audit being performed by one of the
Government officers. It would be necessary that the accounts of the various
councils should be examined about the
same time of the year, ,and it would be
impossible that this could be done unless
at least a dozen auditors were appointed.
He suggested that the auditors should be
elected annually by the ratepayers, in the
same way as councillors were elected
(which he believed was the practice in
New South Wales), and the Government
might, if they felt disposed, appoint one
auditor to assist the auditors elected by
the ratepayers.
Mr. MeCA W mentioned a circumRtnnce
ill relation to a society with wllich ha had
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been connected for many years, to illustrate the necessity of having accounts
audited by properly qualified auditors.
N on-professional men, who knew nothing
about the duty, had been appointed year
after year to .audit the accounts of the
society to which he referred, and it was
subsequently ascertained that they had
been i:t;l the habit of simply certifying a
certain balance which was submitted to
them, without making any investigation as
to its correctness, and the result of their
neglect was that the secretary walked off
with about £1,200.
Mr. MACGREGOR said that if the
local bodies were not subsidized by the
State he would not have the slightest
desire that their accounts should be
checked by the Government, but, as long
as they received grants from the State, it
was the duty of the Legislature to see that
the funds were properly disbursed. He
did not approve of the suggestion of the
honorahle member for V illiers and Heytesbury (Mr. Bayles) that the auditors should
be elected by the ratepayers, subject to
the approval of the Governor in Council,
as the approval of the Governor in Council
would become a mere form, because it was
not to be expected that the Ministry of
the day would interfere with the decision
of the ratepayers if the election was
placed in their hands.
Mr. MACKAY observed that the
auditors had a double function to· exercise
-they had to protect the interests of the
Government and also those of the ratepayers. The Government were interested
in seeing that the grants which they made
to the local bodies were properly expended,
and the ratepayers had a right to see that
their rates were properly expended. The
proposition that t.he ratepayers should appoint at least one auditor was a very excellent one. He concurred with the strong
objections which had been urged against
the present system of appointing auditors,
but, although the ratepayers might have
neglected to avail themselves of their
privilege, and consequently the appointments had practically been made by the
councils, he did not think that was a valid
reason for taking the privilege from them
altogether. If the Government appointed
one auditor, and the ratepayers elected the
other, in the same manne~' as they elected
the councillors, he thought the difficulty
would be met. He was, however, specially
desirous that, whoever appointed the
n,lHlitorR, thpir payment should not d"pr.>lHl
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upon the whim, caprice, or favour of the
body whose actions they wer-e required to
scrutinize.
Mr. CASEY concurred in the suggestion to vest the appointment of one
auditor in the Government and the other
in the ratepayers, and that both should be
paid such remuneration as the Governor
might direct, the amount to be contributed
pro rata by the various local bodies. If it
was the wish of ,the committee h~ would
amend the clause accordingly.
Mr. BYRNE believed that both councils
and ratepayers would be glad to have
nothing to do with the appointment of
auditors. If the choice was left with the
ratepayers, there would 'be a danger of the
appointment of incompetent men. He
had kno.wn an instance in which a man
who was scarcely able'to read and write was
elected an auditor. What had occurred
some years ago in connexion with the City
Corporation, and more recently in connexion with the Sandridge Borough
Council, convinced him that the gentlemen
appointed to examine the accounts of
municipal bodies should be professional
auditors. The Sandridge Borough Council might be regarded as a burnt child-it
had tried the ordeal of non-professional
auditors, and found it 8 mere sham. It
would be best to let the Government have
the sole appointment of auditors.
Mr. THOMAS stated that his experience as a member of the Sandridge
Borough Council led him to a very different conclusion from that of the honorable member for Crowlands (Mr. Byrne).
In!3tead of that body being a shocking
example of the evils of the present system
of appointing auditors, the fact was that
special auditors appointed to examine
the accounts of the council had only
discovered an error of one halfpenny.
Mr. CONNOR approved of the propositioQ that the Government should appoint one auditor, and that the other should
be elected by the ratepayers, in the-same
manner·in which conncillors were elected.
Mr. CASEY moved that the clause
be amended, to read as follows : "The Governor shall, in the year 1869, not
later than the 31st day of July, and in each and
every succeeding year not later than the 31st day
of March, appoint I (subject to either or both
being removed by the Governor at any time) two
competent persons to audit the accounts of the
shire as hereinafter mentioned ; provided that
the ratepayers shall, in the year 1869, and in
every succeeding year, elect as one of such
auditors a competent person for appointment by
t!1c Gln"CrnOr; and such elect ion shall be COl1-
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ducted and held in the same manner, and at the
same time, as the ordinary election of members j
and in the event of a vacancy occurring in such
last mentioned appointment during any-year
after such general election, such vacancy may
be filled up in the same manner as an extraordinary vacancy ill the council of the said shire
and appointed as aforesaid. And such auditors
of. the shire shall be paid such reasonable remuneration out of the shire fund as the Gover·
nor shall direct."

Mr. MACGREGOR withdrew his
amendment, in favour of the amendment
proposed by the Minister of Justice.
Mr. BATES inquired whether the
. auditors appointed by the Government
would be gentlemen connected with the
staff of the Audit Commissioners? He
considered it very requisite that the
accounts of both shire and borough
councils should be audited by Government auditors, but· the gentlemen by
whom the duty was performed should be
officials connected with the Audit CommISSIOners. If the Governme.nt intended
to appoint a number of private individuals
to travel through different districts of the
colony, to audit the councils' accounts,
professional auditors would spring up
very quickly. A broken-down tradesman
frequently, as a last resource, styled himself a "professional auditor." He would
suggest that, before any person should be
recognised as a professional auditor, he
should be required to pass an examination,
as a guarantee to the public of his competency for the position to which he
aspired.
Mr. CASEY said that the Government
could" not ask the Audit Commissioners to
undertake the laborious duty of auditing
the accounts of inunicipal bodies. He
might mention that not long ago it was
desired that the Audit Commissioners
should examine the accounts of the official
agents, and a correspo~dence took place
on the subject, but the Audit Commissioners advanced sufficient reasons to
warrant him in not pressing the request.
For .the same reasons the Government
would not desire to impose upon them the
task of auditing the accounts of the local
bodies, in addi tion to the very onerous
duties which they at present performed.
He had no doubt, however, that the Government would be able to secure the
services of some few competent gentlemen
to audit the accounts of the local bodies.
Mr. BAYLES asked if the Audit
Commissioners refused to audit the accounts of the local bodies? Surely the
Audit Commissioners were under the
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control pf the House, and ~ould do what
it directed them to do.
.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that ·the
Audit Com:p1.issioners h~Q. always shown
themselves most anxious to render the
Government any assistance in theil' power,
and of course they would be ~illing, as
far as possible, to obey. the directions of
the House; but the fact was that they
had already more duties to discharge
If the
than they could well perform.
additional responsibility of auditing the
accounts of municipal bodies was cast
upon them they would not be able to
perform any port jon of their work properly.
He would remind honorable members
that there were only three Audit· Commissioners, that one was constantly travelling through the country, and that t~o
required to b~ in town ~onstantly ~ It ~ould
be quite impossible for them to al!.fJ.it j;h~:
accounts of the councils, especially.~~ those,
acounts .would all require to be audited
about the same period of tbe year. As to the
suggestion that persons desirous of being
recognised as pu blic a,ccountants should
be required to. pass an examination, he
could only state that it would be impos7
sible for the Government to undertake
such an examination. The examinations
under the Civil Service Act we~e becoming
so extensive that it would probably be
necessary to transfer' them from. the
Government to the Univerflity. There
was no doubt that the Government would
be able to get competent men to .audit.
the accounts of the local bodies, but it
would be necessary to employ more than
on~ or two for that purpose.
.
Mr. WHITEMAN considered it evident
that the appointment of auditors by the
Government would be almost an impossibility. (" No.") It was apparent, at
. all events, .that the auditing of theaccOl,mts
could not be carried out under the control
of the Audit Commissioners; and iF a
number of gentlemen were to be appointed
auditors under the direct control of the
Government, that would give an immense
power to the Ministry of the day, and
strike at the root of self-government.
Mr. T ..COPE spoke in favour .of the
clause as it stood originally, pro'viding
for the appointment of two auditors by
the Government, and of the suggestion of
the honorable member for South Bourke
(Mr. Crews) that ~hey should be a'p~
pointed to certain circuits, similar to the
practice adopted in reference to the
Poor Law auditors in England.
If
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accounts were faithfully and honestly kept,
what objection could there be to the
Government appointing persons to audit
them ?
Supposing a disagreement arose
between the auditor elected by the ratepayers and the one appointed by the
Government, who was to decide the
question in dispute?
Mr. WILLIAMS considered that the
local auditor should be appointed not by
the ratepayers but by the council. He
believed it was highly undesirable that
the election of officers of this description
should be left to the popular voice. The
shire council, as a representative body-a
body representing the whole of the district
-appointed its secretary, treasurer, and
surveyor; and why should it not also be
able to appoint its own auditor?
A
degree of excitement was as likely to
arise on the election of an auditor-if left
to the popular voice-as on -the election of
a shire councillor; and under those circumstances the necessity for having the office
filled up by a thoroughly qualified personby an expert-might be lost sight of.
. The amendment was agreed to.
.
Mr. WATKINS called attention to the
proviso for the payment to the auditors of
" such reasonable remuneration out of the
shire fund as the Governor shall direct."
He considered that the shire fu~d should
be liable for the remuneration -only of the
local auditor; and that the fees of the
Government audito,r should be paid out of
the consolidated revenue. He proposed
an amendment to that effect.
Mr. CASEY expressed' the hope that
the understanding which the committee
had come to would not be violated. The
compromise was a fair one, and he thought
it ought not to be disturbed. The total
revenue of the shires 'and road districts
was £389,621, of which amount no more
than £95,400 was contributed by the ratepayers, the difference being furnished,
either directly or indirectly, by the Government. This being so, it was only reasonable that the cost of auditing the accounts
should come out of the shire fund.
Mr. MACKAY opposed the amendment.
The object of an audit was to guard against
money being misspent. The system previously in operation, of the ratepayers appointing two auditors, had practically failed;
and it was now proposed to amend the system
so far as to provide that one of the auditors
should be appointed. by the Government,
in order that he .should be a person who
would not be amenable in any way to
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local influence. But all this was in the
interest of the ratepayers themselves; and
therefore it was only fair that the remuneration of the officer should'bepaid out of
the shire fund; and particularly when
the disproportion in the matter of revenue,
just pointed out by the Minister of J uRtice,
was taken into consideration.
After some remarks from Mr. McKENNA,
the amendment was neg.atived.
On clause 176, empowering the Governor in Cou~cil to appoint special
auditors to examine the accounts of a
shire, on the request of not less thai.
twenty voters, antI on "the deposit of such
sum of money, not exceeding £50, as
security for costs and expenses as the
Minister may require,"
Mr. LONGMORE proposed the omission of all the words in reference to the
deposit. He thought that an application
from as many as twenty ratepayers, who
were anxious to prevent the local funds
being squandered, should be sufficient to
warrant the ordering of a special audit,
~ithout requiring any money to be deposited.
'
Mr. BAYLES objected to the amendment. He was satisfied that a Government audit of local accounts would render
special audits unnecessary. But 'in case
the necessity for a special audit should
arise, it was only right that the conditions
provided by the clause should be complied
with, before the order for a special audit
was made.
Mr. BURROWES considered that
without this provision for a deposit, the
amount of which he did not think at all
too much, shire councils might be put to
a great deal of trouble.
Mr. KING asked whether, in the event
of it being shown that the special audit was
necessary, the amount of the deposit would
be returned to the twenty ratepayers?
Mr. CASEY said the Bill showed how
thiR money would be disposed of. ~hould
it appear that the special audit ought not
to have been asked for, that there was
nothing to justify i~-that it was sought
merely to annoy the council, and prevent
the business of the shire being carried on
-the parties would lose the money, which
would go towards the expenses of the audi t.
On the other hand, should it appear that
the application was well founded, and the
special audit needed, the money would be
returned to the depositors.
Mr. KING inquired where this appeared?
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Mr. CASEY.-In clause 180.
Mr. LONGMORE observed th~t one
individual U!ight be willing to vex and
:tnnoy a council, but he would not
find twenty other ratepayers disposed to
co-operate in tha~ work. However, he
had no objection to increase the number to
thirty or more, so long as the provision
relating to the deposit was omitted.
Some time since, there was a special audit
of the accounts of the Hampden Shire
Council, but that was ,n failure because
the auditors could not go behind a· former
audit, the accounts of which were wrong.
Under this clause, the application for that
special audit would have been adjudged
vexatious, and. the twenty ratepayers
would have lost their £50.
The amendment·was negatived.
Mr. MACPHERSON called attention
to the fact that the clause limited the
special audit to "such period not extending
beyond one year prior to the last balancing
of accounts." He moved that "two years"
be substituted for" one year."
Mr. CASEY said it was not desirable
that special auditors should have power
to go through accounts extending over
several years; but no harm would follow
from striking out the whole of the words
which had been quoted, because the period
over which the special audit should extend
could be limited by the Governor-inCouncil.
Mr. KITTO advocated the striking out
of the whole of the words, ·and the leaving
in the hands of the Governor-in-Council
power to fix the' period over which the
investigation of the special auditors should
He knew of instances of the
extend.
officers of local bodies being found guilty
of uefalcatiolls, and of these defalcations
being traced back for three or four years.
Mr. BAYLES objected to special auditors having power to go more than one
year back.
Mr. LONGMORE thought it would be
unfair to the guarantee societies which
were sureties for local officers that these
investigations by special auditors should
extend over a longer period than two
years.
Mr. CASEY said it was to be hoped
that, under the rigorous and somewhat independent system of audit upon which the
committee had agreed, special audits would
be rarely required. He would explain to
the committee the aim, object, and result
of these special audits, when required.
As soon as the special auditors had gone
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through (.he accounts, and found that a
sum of money had been misappropriated,
or appropriated improperly or not according to law, they would certify accordingly,
and thereupon any ratepayer could. compel
the councillors or the person who had misappropriated the money to refund it.
The Bill, in fact, transferred to the ratepayers a power at present possessed only
by the Attorney-General. With regard
to the guarantee societies, the officers in
whom they were interested were affected
only by the general and annual audits,
and not by special audits.
The amendment was withdrawn.
On clause 178, empowering auditors and
special auditors to take evidence,
Mr. MACPHERSON inquired whether
this was a new feature in connexion with
local government?
Mr. CASEY replied in the affirmative.
The provision, he said, was felt to be ab·
solutely necessary to enable the audits to
be properly conducted. He had heard of
cases, where a special audit had been di·
rected, of local officers being in8trructed to
withhold information.
Mr. BYRNE expressed the hope that,
before long, select committees of the
House would be e}npowered to examine
witnesses ~on oath. .
On clause 180, providing how the costs
and expenses of special audits should be
defrayed,
Mr. MACPHERSON called -attention
to the fact that the clause provided merely
that the expenses of a special audit should
be defrayed wholly or partly out of the
money deposited as security, or out of the
shire fund, as the Governor in Council
might direct. There was no provision
for the return of the deposit money to the .
persons at whose instance the special audit
was made, in the event of that audit being
shown to be necessltry.
Mr. CASEY said somebody must be
the judge as to whether there was good·
cause or not for the special audit. The
clause left the discretion with the Governor in Council. If the special audit was
justified, the deposit money would be returned; if not, the money would go
towards the expenses of the audit. The
clause was carefully considered by the
committee which sat on the subject in a
previous session, and was framed to meet
this very contingency.
On clause 231, providing that rates remaining unpaid for five years might be recovered by the sale of the property rated,
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Mr. MACPHERSON objected to the
sale of property belonging to absentees,
merely to pay the rates. He was in
favour of giving local bodies power to
rent land in this position, and to pay the
rates out of the rent, leaving the balance,
if any, to accumulate until the owner, if
there was an owner, made his appearance.
He thought the principle embodied in the
clause a very objectionable one.
Mr. CASEY admitted that, if the clause
were agreed to, he should have to consider
how far the Bill could receive the Governor's sanction when the subject came
before him in another capacity, because
His Excellency was precluded by his instructions from assenting to any Bill which
affected persons not resident in Victoria.
Certainly the clause would seem to affect
persons who were not resident in the
colony.
Captain MAC MAHON trusted that
the clause would be struck out, or that it
would be amended so as to be made consistent with equity. To show the injustice
of the clause he would instance the case
of property, the heirs to which, probably
minors, were resident elsewhere, and perhaps unacquainted with the laws of this
country. All at once they would find,
if this clause were passed, that the property willed to them had been confiscated
by Act of Parliament. He thought it
would be much more reasonable for provision to be made that the arrears of rates
due should appear on the register as against
the property.
Mr. KERFERD observed that when
the B ill was last before the committee an
objection was raised to the hi.tter portion
of this clause. Honorable members would
recollect that the objection was, that supposing land was sold under this clause for
arrears of rate!:!, and a sufficient sum was
realized not only to pay the arrears of
rates but to leave a surplus, that SUl'plus
was to be lodged to the credit of the original owner, and to be subject to the payment of further rates. The latter portion
of the clause made provision for such a
contingency. Surely such a state of things
could not have· been contemplated. The
portion of the clause to which he referred
provided as follows : .
"A judge of the Supreme Court may at any
time, on the like application of the council, make
an order for the payment to the council of any
rates subsequently accruing due in respect of
the same property."

He was inclined to adopt the views
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expressed by the honorable and gallant
member for West Melbourne, that it was
a clause which required more consideration at the hands of the committee before'
it was passed. There were many persons
absent from the colony who owned property within it, and that property might
be sold before they knew anything about
the steps that had been taken in reference
to it. There was, no doubt, much to be
said on either side of the question, for in
the· inland towns, where no owners could
be found for properties, the shire councils
would have to incur the expense of improving them; but he should vote against
the clause, because, on the whole, he
thought that its adoption would work
hardship on the absentee owners of property in this colony.
Mr. BYRNE agreed with the honorable
and learned member for the Ovens in
thinking that there was a great deal to be
said on each side of the question. He
(Mr. Byrne) did not agree with the proposition to sell the property if the rates
remained unpaid for five years. He asked
the Minister of Justice whether he correctly understood him to say that he
would extend the period to seven years?
Mr. CASEY replied in the negative.
He had· before him the report from Hansard of the discussion which took place
when this clause was last under the consideration of the committee. He had noted
down the various amendments that were
then suggested. He had further felt it his
duty to mention to honorable members that
there was a cardi.nal objection to the clause
under consideration being passed, namely,
that there were non-resident interests that
would be prejudicially affected by it, and
-as he had already sRid-that difficulty
must be brought under the notice of His
Excellency the Governor, when asked to
assent to the Bill. For these reasons it
would, perhaps, be better to agree to the
suggestion of striking out the clause.
Mr. BYRNE said that, under those,circumstances, he would call the attention of
the committee to the fact that there was
another aspect of the case which should
be considered. It was well known that
there were numbers of owners of land who
bought property in Victoria just as they
were about leaving the colony. Such investors of money might have gone away
in the full assurance that rates could not
be collected, whilst improvements would
be proc~eding at the cost of the borough
or shire councils. When these persons
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returned the property would· be enhanced
in value, and they would consequently
enjoy a considerable advantage over those
who had resided in the colony and" had
paid their rates. N ow, he contended, that
was not a fair state of things . . He (Mr.
Byrne) felt an inclination' to support a
system of leasing after the expiry of the
five years, or he would even be prepared to
go so far as to sell the land after the rates
had remained unpaid for seven years;
because the statute of limitation affecting
land was fifteen years-if a person remained .in undisturbed and undisputed
possession of land .for that period of time
he could defy all claimants. Now if·
. persons so in possession could only claim
ownership of land after fifteen years of
possession had elapsed, would~ it not be
most just to say that where owners neglected to pay rates due upon their lands
it should be sold after t:p.e expiration of
seven years? So far as ,the municipal
councils and shire councils were concerned,
the clause under consideration ought to
place them in a position to collect rates
after three years of non-payment of them.
He considered that the due rates ought
not to be allowed to accumulate beyond
that time, and that then the councils
should have a legal right accorded them
of letting either it portion or the whole of
the property 'in I'eSpect of whicp such'
rates had become due, to the best advantage possible. He was not afraid that
absent holders of property in this colony
would be so negligent of their own
interests· as not to make themselves acquainted with what the law required of
them, so soon' as the law was defined and
had become known. Persons at home interested in property here, very soon informed themselves of the law affecting
those interests~ and would take such steps
as would get rid of the difficulty.
Mr. RIDDELL remarked thatafterwhat
had been said by the Minister of Justice
as to its being. impossible "for him to recommend the Governor to assent to this
clause, the time for its discussion had
gone past. He thought the suggestion
thrown out by the honorable member for
Crowlands (Mr. By!'ne), as to giving power
to the shire councils to lease the lands
after the rates had remained unpaid upon
them for 'five years, was an excellent one.
Mr. CASEy'r'eminded t.he honorable
member for West Bourke (Mr.. Riddell)
that there was a provision in the Act
making the 'occupier liable for the rates

which the' council mightrecover from him;
,but the occupier was entitled to deduct
the 'amount from the rent payable by him
to the owner.
.
Mr. LONGMORE said that, on r£3ference to the Thistles Statute, he found
that, if thistles were n'ot cleared oft land~
it was lawful for the Supreme Court to
make ari order for their 'eradication, the
expense and all consequences falling on
the occupier.· He thought the clause was
a very necessary one, and he would vote
for its being retained. He had no idea of
allowing private individuals to hold property at the public expense. The House
should set its face against the encouragement of such a dangerous principle, and, if
people held property in this colony and
went away from it, they should be taught
the necessity of leaving it in the hands of
those who would see that, if it was improved for them in their absence, the proper rates should be' paid. No doubt tpere
should be provision made to meet the case'
of heirs and minors, but on the whole he
had reason to think that the clause should
stand.
'
Mr. MACGREGOR announced his intention of voting for the clailse being
struck out.
The committee divided On the question
that the clause stand part of the BillAyes
9 '.
Noes
30 '
Majority against the}
,
clause ..•

21

AYES.

Mr. Berry,
" Burrowes,
" CrElws,
" McCaw,
" McKean,

Mr. Miller, .
" Stutt.
Tellers.
Mr. Longmore,
" Whiteman.
NOES.

Mr. Baillie;
" Burtt,
" Byrne,

" Casey,
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Farrell,
Grant,
Hanna,
Higinbotham,
King,
Kitto,
Lobb,
Macgregor,

" Mackay,

Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Macpherson,
" McCulloch,

Mr. McKenna,
"
"
"
"

"

Reeves,
Riddell,
G. Paton Smith,
G. V. Smith,
J. T. Smith,
Sullivan,
Walsh,
Watkins,
Williams,
Wilson,

"
"
"
"
"
" Wit~.

Tellers.

Mr. Bates,
". Bayles.

On clause 235, providing for. the negotiating ~f loans on the securi.ty of special
rates,
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Mr. McKE~A said that, if this claus'e
was allowed to pass in its present shape,
very little ad vantage would result from it,
because there was a -clause of exactly a
similar, chara~ter in the existing Act,
which had in practi<?e 'been "'found to be
little more than a dead letter. . It was pro:'
posed by the clause before tpe committee
to, ~l1ow shire councils ,requiring funds to
borrow sums chargeable o!,- the security of
special:' rates, which should at no time
exceed five times the amount of the ordi;.
nary' rates levied in the year immediately
preceding that in :which the moneys were
proposed to be borrowed,' and such advanceA were to be' secured by 'debentures.
A special rate would, he presumed, be
half the ordinary rate, or 6d. in £ 1. He
was quite satisfied that it would cost
as much to, collect; a special rate of 6d.
in the £1 as it would cost to collect an
ordinary rate of Is. in the ~£l. To that
would have to be added six or seven per
cent. for the interest to be paid on the
mbney that was borrowed, so that it would
be found "that the councils borrowing would
have to pay twenty-two or twenty-three pel'
cent. for their money. That, to his mind,
was 'the reason why advantage had not
bOeen taken of the clause in the existing
Act; Shire councils had thought proper, '
rather than borrow money under its pro-,
visions, to obtain it in any other way, and;
very rightly so; for no 'sane man, or ~
body of men, would think. of borrowing;
money' on' such terin,s. : ·It would; in
,his opinion; be better 'to prevent the
shire conncils, by enactment, from borrow- !
ing at all, than to ~ive them even the power:
-a power not often exercised-of doing
so at such' disastrously ruinous rates of·
interest. Take the case of a shire divided
into four ridings-the gross revenue of
the shire might be something like £8,000,
or ;,£2000 for each riding.
As a general
rule the funds raised in each riding were
expended within' its limits, and the
representatives of each of the ridings
were as jealous of the expenditure as they
cou1d' well be expected to be; so that
if'they were asked jointly to undertake
the performance of a particular work of
a permanent character and of mutual
utility, it must be recollected that the
work would have
be completed before
any money would be, forthcoming from
the Govei·nment. Therefore it would not
'be unreasonable to allow them under such
, circumstance~ 'the power of, obtaining tlie
'money they required for such purposes
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from the banks. The wises~ plan would,
in. his opinion, be to do away with the
clause-the debenture element of it more
especially-and allow the' counciis to
raise money for carrying out their permanent local improvements in the best
way they could.
Mr. KITTO said that he would not
object to the clause passing as it stood if
another clause were added to the Bill,
giving the power to shire councils of
borrowing money for such purposes as had
been referred to, up toa fixed amount.
He was aware of the great inconveuience
which resulted from the Government
subsidy not being forthcoming until
seven or eight months of the year for
which 'the improvements were made had
elapsed - until the wet season had set
in, and the whole, works of the year
might be kept back from want of funds.
All this inconvenience might have been
avoided if the councils were allowed to
give banks a proper lien, by way of
security, for an advance, on the income of
the year. He thought that if this power
were given, a great many of the objections raised might be met. At present
local bodies situated in the way described
could o~y get money from the banks on
members' of those bodies rendering themselves jointly and severally responsible for
the repayment of the advance. It was
quite possible thaJ;, if it were desired to
carryon _an extensive public work, it
might be found that the whole income of
a borough or shire for three or even four
years would be insufficient for the purpose. He would be very, so~ry to see the
clause struck out, and he hoped the
Minister of Justice would consider the advisability of introducing a separate clause,
giving to local bodies the power of borrowing money for the purposes and to the
extent that he had mentioned'Mr. LONGMORE remarked that he
could not see the force of the arguments
advanced by the honorable member for
Kyneton (Mr. McKenna). because he was
sure that a special rate of 6d. in the £ 1
would be collected for about one per cent.
in addition to what an ordinary rate was
collected at; so that in reality the interest
paid would not, as had been stated, be
twenty-two per cent, but seven or eight per
cent., with one, or at most two, per cent.
additional for the first year. That charge,
too, would not extend over a series of
years, 'because the extra or special
rate could alway~ be collected at the
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!:iltme time that the ordinary rate
was collected. What he (Mr. Longmore) objected to in the clause was principally that the shire council should, in
l-Illy given year, have the power of throwing the shire into a debt extending over a
long series of years-should, in other
words, as the clause expressed it, have the
power of striking a special rate, equal to
five times the amount of the ordinary rates
levied in the year next preceding the negotiation of the loan. He did not think
j-t right that public bodies should have
the power of borrowing so extensivelythat, intrusted with the administration of
a common fund, one body of men should
have the power given them of doing that
which those who succeeded them might
use their utmost efforts to undo. He did
not believe that there was a shire council
in the colony that was not in debt to the
banks, and some of them to the amount of
£7,000 or £8,000. As a rule he knew
that the banks were quite willing to assist
public bodies with advances to the extent
of at least one year's rates, and in some
cases a great deal further. He would, at
the proper time, move that the word
"three" be substituted for the word" five"
in the second regulation attached to the
clause, in order to meet the views he had
expressed.
Mr. WILLIAM S said he thought the
difficulty might be met by the introduction
of a clause to the following effect : " For the temporary accommodation of shire
councils, pending the receipt of road subsidies,
or rate endowments, or grants payable by the
Government, or collection of general rates, it
shall be lawful for councils, for the purpose of
carrying 011 or completing important public
works then in progress, to obtain advances from
banks by overdraft of the current account; but
no such overdraft or accommodation shall at any
time, under any circumstances, exceed the prior
year's income."

Honorable members representing country
constituencies would understand that a
very large amount of the annual income
of shire councils, in the shape of subsidy
by the Government, became due long
befM'e the year was completed. How, he
asked, was it possible to carryon works
of public utility if the subsidies were never
paid until the works were completed, unless temporary accommodation were received from the banks? There could be
no doubt that such accommodation had
being obtained and continued to be obtained, and all that was asked was a
legalization of the practice, which could
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easily be accomplished by the introduction
of a short clause similar to that which he
now submitted.
On clause 318, providing for the establishment of toll-gates, &c.,
Mr. MACPHERSON said he would
move that this clause and all the subsequent clauses having reference to the collection of tolls be struck out. It seemed
to him that the system of toll collection
was a remnant of barbarism which it was
fully time should be put an end to. It
had been argued that its perpetuation was
a fair way of collecting from the carters
who passed along the road their contribution towards its maintenance; but it must
be remembered that they added the toU to
the price of their cartage or to the price
they charged for the commodity they
carried, so that the public consumer had
to pay it in another shape. When the expense of collecting tolls, and of providing
gates and gate-keepers, was looked at,
it seemed to him a most objectionable
way of raising a legitimate revenue. He
would vote against any clause in the Bill
which had for its object the imposition of
tolls.
Mr. HANNA hoped the committee
would not consent to the clause being expunged from the Bill. If it did he· could
not tell how goods could be got up to the
north-eastern portion of. the country.
He would support the retention of the
clause.
Mr. BAYLES said he quite agreed in
the view that tolls were objectionable; but
it must be borne in mind that if the tolls
were taken away the roads could not be
kept in repair. He considered it was one
of the best means of collecting a revenue,
because only those who used the roads
were called upon to pay. He hoped the
committee would not endorse the principle of suddenly doing away with the
system, although he would be very glad
to see an understanding come to that
it should expire in say thtee or four
years.
Mr. WATKINS opposed any alteration
in, or interference with, the clause as it at
present stood. If the system of tolls were
abolished, boroughs and shires would be
depri ved of the means of paying the debts
that they had incurred.
Mr. BYRNE said that he was strongly
opposed to the principle of tolls. - In the
district represented by the AttorneyGeneral, it was within his knowledge that
a toll collector paid £200 for the lease of
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a gate, from which he had only collected
£78; and he ventured to say that, at the
end of the year, that man would find he
had not made wages. He thought there
was no question that the principle was
a most undesirable one to continue, and
he objected. to it mainly on the ground
of the immense cost of collection.
Toll-gates were also inconvenient, and were
frequently the cause of accidents. In some
localities there were several to1l-gates
within a very short distance of each other;
for instance, between Prince's-bridge and
Sandridge-a distance of three milesthere were three or four toll-gates. It
was high time that tolls were abolished.
Mr. WHITEMAN admitted that tolls
were highly objectionable, but contended
that they ought not to be abolished until
some better method of keeping the roads
in repair was devised. The Sandridgeroad was principally used for the benefit of
Melbourne merchants, who were very
properly required to contribute towards
the expense of its maintenance; but, if
tolls were abolished, merchants' carts and
waggons would wear the road without
paying anything towards its repair. If
the ratepayers of Emerald Hill were compelled to keep in repair the portion of
the Sandridge-road passing through that
borough, a monstrous injustice would be
inflicted upon them. He failed to discover any more equitable method of keeping roads in repair than by levying tolls.
Mr BURTT suggested that, in lieu of
tolls, a small rate on the alienated land
might be substituted in the suburbs and in
shires, and a tax on vehicles in the city
of Melbourne. The clause might be postponed, to enable the Minister of Justice to
consider if some such plan as this could
not be adopted.
Mr. LONGMORE pointed out that
another clause gave the councils the power
of substituting a rate in lieu of tolls if
they thought fit. He, however, was of
opinion that toll-gates ought to be abolished
by the Legislature without delay. A
greater reven,ue than was obtained by tolls
might be deri ved from rates, at far less cost.
He regarded toll-gates as obstructions
which ought to be removed. They wel'e a
special hardship upon persons who had to
bring produce to the Melbourne market.
Mr. HANNA remarked that if tolls
were abolished the loss of revenue on the
main Sydney-road, between Melbourne
and Beechworth, would not be compensated for by a subf:lidy from the
VOL. vlI.-3 E
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Government of less than £20,000 per
annum. He had no objection to the abolition of tolls in Melbourne and its suburbs,
but he was not prepared to support their
abolition on the ~ydney-road, unless a subsidy of £20,000 per annum was received
in lieu of the tolls. As to the cost of
collection, he had had tolls collected for
2 per cent., and he believed that the average expense of collection on the Sydneyroad was not more than 3i per cent.
Mr. J. T. SMITH hoped the committee
would put its veto on the toll system,
which he considel'ed to be very arbitrary
and vexatious in it~ operation. It pressed
with special severity upon market gardeners and ot.her persons who brought
produce to the Melbourne market. Another evil effect of it was that it induced
persons to establish manufactories within
the immediate vicinity of the city which
might be carried on better, and with less
injury to public health, at a greater distance from it. He denied that the local
bodies got anything . like the total amount
of the tolls collected. He believed that in
many instances the cost of collection was
from 20 to 30 per cent. of the revenue.
Mr. KITTO heartily supported the
amendment of the honorable member for
Dundas. A considerable portion of the tolls
collected went, he said, to the support of
persons who led a very lazy life; and he
agreed with the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden that a rate which
would be no greater tax upon the public
would yield a far larger revenue to the
local bodies than tolls. He knew of one
toll-gate which realized the magnificent revenue of £50 per annum to the local council.
In that instance the cost of collection must
be at least 200 per cent. more than the net
revenue. Although it might be said that
carriers ought to pay for the maintenance
of the roads because they were the persons
who used the roads, it should not be forgotten that if a carrier could bring goods
into a district withou t having to pay tolls,
the consumers would get the full ad van tage
of the saving, by a reduction in the price
of the goods. He could not see any reason
whatever for the continuance of tolls.
Mr. LOBB regarded tolls as a very inconvenient and expensive mode of collecting revenue, and said he would support
their abolition altoget.her. As the honorable member for Emerald Hill had asked
wha.t other means could be devised for
maintaining roads, he would suggest a
tax on absentees.
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Mr. McLELLAN thought that most
honorable members who had spo~en' on the
question of tolls·hadtaken·a town and
8ubu!ban view of ~t. He could point to
districts in whi,ch the ratepayers' had· b~en
taxed to an enormous extent for· tnakmg
and maintaining roads which'wereput out·
of \ repair .princ~pally ·by . ~raffic passing
through to other localities, 'from which
traffic the local bodies which had to maintain·the road would derive no advantage
whatever if tolls were abolished. He
had known a road ploughed a foot deep
by waggons heavily laden 'with machinery
which· was being conveyed' through the
district jn which the road was situated.
It would be unwise to abolish tolls until
some better system of maintaining roads
waS devised.
'
M~; CREWS referred·to the bad feeling'
created amongst municipal· bodies, with
respect to the' distribution of toils, as
another reaSon why tolls should :be abolished; in addition to' the reasons urged by
several: honorable mein.b~i'S~ Out of evei'y
£1 collecte'd by tolls,. only' 15s. reached the·
local bo~ies for whose benefit ·they- were
supposed to ,be collected; and: he asked
whether- it would' not be better to raise the
15s. by a rate 'instead of by such an exp~nsive method as tolle? He believed that
vel'Y few toll-gates really effected the,
objectl for 'which" they were 'supposed to·
be erected.
Mr; WATKINS urged that an injustice
woald be done to many country· districts
if all tolls were abolished. . In the district
which 'he represented tliere 'were, several
toll-gates which yielded a considerable
revenue. Power was given to local bodies
,to'abolish tolls if they··desired to' do so,
and he thought that -this was sufficient to
meetthe'requirements of the ease, without
abolishing toW!' all over the count-ry. A
taxon vehicles would ,not be an equitable
substitute for 'tolls, 'bemiu~e'vehicleslwhich '
were :seldom' used would Jia\'e 'to :contribute 'as' much! as those which were tre~'
quetltlj'·used. He objected to it, more:"
overf'beeause it was a return to a bad ola'
English system.
As to the market-·
garderiets; he was' not surprised that the'
hO:Qorable'member for West Bourke (Mr;
J. T. Smith) desired to relieve them from
tolls,' as they were' subjected to more
bur'thetjs than. they could bear by,the aues
which' were e~acted from them by the
'CityporPb~ation.
'.;
~ ". .
Mr. WHITEMAN submitted"that· the
rema.rks:· of the ho~orable" member for

Ararat (Mr. McLellan), that the expense
of repairing "many roads :in··country-· districts 'was' mainly, caused·· by 'through
traffic, "were" equally. applicable· to· the
Sandridge-road. '.' .,. U ntilsoine' better method of raising 'funds 'to keep roads t in
repair was substitu·ted, tolls' ought not to
..
.
be abolished.
Mr. RIDDELL said that, though much
opposed to tolls;'he thdught"it would· be
premature to abolish them by an alteration
of the clause under discussion. The pr<?per. .waJ was by the'introduction of a. BiH,
to substitute small rate in lieu of tolls,
and to make the' abolition general, ail·over
the country.
Mr. WILLIAMS 'hoped the committee
would not' sanction the abolition of tolls
without providing some means· by wliich
the loss accruing to the revenue of shire
councils would be s·upplied. The revenue
of the councils was not so large that it
could bear such a loss ; and~ 'if tolls were
abolished without, any other source of income for the mainterrance of ,roads being
provided; the roads would inevitably· fall
out of repair and be neglected. He might
refer, for example, to the road between
Maldon and Castlemaine. The revenue of
the shire which had the control' oftbat
road would be inadequate to keep the rll&d
fit for traffic, if tolls were' abolished. He
had no objecti~n to abolish the tolls within a.
certain radius .or-the city of Melbourne.
Mr. BYRNE remarked that the' bulk
of the tolis' ultimately came out of the
pockets of the ratepayers, who had to
pay an ·additional pl'ice for the goods
which they consumed in . consequence of
.the cost of . carriage being increased' 'by
tolls. . The collection of the rev"enu'e obtained .from ;tolls cost at least 25 per cent.,
and it would be much cheaper"to raise the
money by a rate.
.
,. '
.
Mr. McLELLAN' pointed out that
although the consumers' of goods might
pay an increased price for them in· consequence of the' existence of toli-gates,'
nevertheless; if toll-glltes 'Were abolished, .
an enorm,ous expense would be thrown on
those districts which had to' maintain roads·
used principal1y for through traffic. It
was unjust to compel persons living in: one
district to keep roads in repair for' the
benefit of those residing in other districts.
He' did not Bee 'what just and' equitable
r'ate could be levied in lieu of tolls.
'
Mr. WITT' observ~d that the ~ost 6£
collecting tolls being excessi va' in some'
districts was no reason wHy t'ol:ls should
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It, might as well be said
the revenue of :some muni·,l,
cipal councils,was nearly all expended 'in
salaries, all councils ought to be abolisheq;
or'because the expense of-the management
of !,ome hospttal~ was ,exc.e~e,i ve all' hpspitals ought to be donea)Vay with. Howev-er uttd:esirable, tolls were, "they could not
be': 'al)'olished . Without injustice' to the
country fdistricts, ·unless.'som\3· other equitabXe m~an:s , of -'malntiti'ning' 'roads was
adopted. '. ,For instance, if tolls' were
abolished 5t woula:,: be' impossible for the
shire of Benaila .~o keep in: repair the J?ortio~ of. ihe Syd~ey-ro.ad w,hich was under
its, .j\lr'isdiction, and which was the route
for theh;e~vy 'traffic'tdand from-the
Ovens district.'
.',
'.
Mr. WHITEM AN said that; although'
great stress ~as laid 'u'p()n the c,ost of':collecting 'tolls, he ,believed 'th~r~ were instances in which the lessees of toll-gates
lost m~ney 'by collecting ~olls,-&o that'at
all' events the local' bodies were saved that
loss...
",
. '. '
, Mr'. "McCAW 'observed that~notwith
stindhig' all'that liad 'been said; ',it' had not
been 'shown' that' ,any 'large ,part of, the:
cODlIiitinity would suffer from the abplition :
of tolls. 'He believed that the number of
persons interested in ,thecontjnu,a,nceof
tolls' was ihuch' sm'aU~r thini the number·
that' would be benefited by the abolition' of
the system. In 'Scotland and 'vVales tolls
had beeri abolished; and in other parts 'of
tile m6iher' country, where they had not'
been' ab'olished; steps were being ;taken for'
their !abolition ; and, as the colony prided
it$elf on being in' advance in every onward
movement, it should not be behind: in,
this. It should also be remembered thai
the sooner the abolition took place the
easier 'would it be effected.. The further
the evil of tolls'spread, the more difficult
would it 'be ,to remove. As to the case of
the Sandridge;-road, that' could be met by
a special licence' fee on vehicles; and' as
to the hardship expected with reference to
the main Sydney-road, that would be done,
away with, in a comparatively short time,
by the, constructio~ of a railw~y. No
doUbt where a case of reaL hardshIp could
be made out, the House would. be prepared to take it into consideratioI?-, and to
give compensation.
,
.
Mr... HANNA· suggested the' insertion
in the clause of a pr:ovision for. the abolition of tolls at the expiration .of three
year8~.',. By that time he h9ped th;e part of
th~ cO!1n.try, V! hich he represen~e4,would
be. abolished.

thi(t;'~scause
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not need tolls; but, if tolls were abolished
iforthwith, the main' Sydney-road would
:go to wr.ack and ruin. The abolition' of
tolls at the. ,present ~ime appeared to be
:advoc~ted· for'themost part by honorable
gentlemen who repr~sented districts .which
were served by railways.
'.
Mr. MACPHERSON expressed the
h9pe ~hat the committee would 'not,. for
the sake of the inain Sydney-road, wInch
was shortly ~Q,bave the benefit of a raHway, ' continue the iniquitous system of
toUs. The clause provided' not only for
the' continuance of tolls a\ready i,p. existence, but also for the erectIon of new
tolls: He begged 'to move that the latter'
provisjon be struck out. . Certainly if it.,
were determined to' contit;iqe the, tolls
already in existence" it would not be
wise, after this discussion, to extend ~he
system. ,
"
Mr~F ARRELL pr.;>tested agains,t the
committee taking upon themselves to interfere with a priIl;ciple of local selfgovernment: ,The question, pf tolls ,,:as '
mQre ~ithiI!- the, provin~e, of local bodIes
than of t:Q.e L~gislature. ,Tolls had. be~n
of great assistance to the locaL bodIes III
the electoral district of Castlemaine, who,
in many instapGes, ,had ,incurred ,liabilities on the stre~gth: of those tolls" and who,
therefore would. be involved inconsiderable
diffiCUlty' it' tolls were ,abolished.
He
contended that the exacting of tolls was
th'~ fairest'mode o( raising a revenue that
could be adopted, becal1-se theper~ons who
used the roads hud to pay for their maintenance.· ' If· tolls were abolished, an additional ~ate would have to be imposed,
a.nd this would 'fall upon, the ratepayers,
many of whom never used the roads. ,
The amendment was negatived.
·On the question that the· clause stand
part of the ~ill, the committee dlv~ded-

.e.

Ayes. ...
, Noes

20

; 13

7

Majority for the clause
, AYES.'

Mr. Bates,
;, Bayles,
" Casey,'
" Grant, .
" . Hanna, ,',
" Higinbotham, ,
Capt. Mac Mahon,- ,
'Mr. McCulloch,
" McLellan"
" ;Miller,
If'

Ridd~p,

' .

M:r. G. V. Smith;
" Stutt,
" Sulli:v an ,
" Walsh,

" Watkins,

" Williams,

" 'Witt.

'

, , ,T,eller.s.,
Mr. Farre14

:, 11,,: White~a~ •. ,..
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scale. There was no doubt that the tolls
now charged were too high, and that the
toll-gates were too close. In some districts, the toll-gates were within thl'ee or
" King,
" J. T. Smith.
four miles of each other.
" Kitto,
Tellers.
Mr. CASEY observed that, if the
" Lobb,
Mr. Longmore,
" Macpherson,
" Macgregor.
clause were struck out, there would be
On clause 320, providing that "all no power by law under which the existing
rates of toll in force in any shire at the schedules of tolls could be altered.
Mr. MACGREGOR contended that,
commencement of this Act shall be deemed
if the clause remained, no alteration in
to have been appointed under this Act,"
Mr. McCAW expressed the hope that tolls would be made unless the local bodies
the committee would not pass the clause themselves chose to apply to the Governor
without great consideration, because it in Council. It was with the view of comwould establish the tolls as at present in pelling the local bodies to apply to the
existence and would thereby confirm a Governor in Council as soon as the Bill
very gross injustice. The toll on a became Jaw, that he advocated the omisvegetable or wood cart, and indeed on any sion of the clause.
The clause was agreed to.
cart drawn by one horse, was 18., while
On clause 322, relating to the exempa carriage, no matter its value, could pass
for 6d. This was an injustice which, he tions from toll,
Mr. RIDDELL proposed the exclusion
submitted, the committee ought to hesitate
from the clause of the exemption in favour
in confirming.
"
Mr. LONGMORE observed that not of Members of Parliament.
Mr. McCAW supported the amendment.
only had a wood cart to pay Is., but many
vehicles of the kind, in consequence of No member could go through "a strange
coming into town as late as ten o'clock at toll without paying, unless "he gave his
night, and" being unable to return until Dame; and he thought it was beneath
the next morning, had to pay, on their the position of a Member of Parliament to
return journey, a second toll.
do this.
Mr. BYRNE objected" to everything
Mr. BYRNE considered that, as it
required a far less expenditure to main· which took the shape of indirect payment
tain roads than to create them, the toll of Members of Parliament. If there was
rates might be reduced one half. He also to be payment of members, let it be open;
considered that toll-gates should be at but he looked upon toll exemptions and railway passes as degrading and humiliating.
least ten miles apart.
Mr. RIDDELL expressed the hope that
Mr. HANNA remarked that the toll
charges were entirely in the hands of the there would be no further discussion on
local bodies, subject to the approval of the the subject. He thought the less said
Governor in Council.
about it the better.
Mr. BYRNE said that was what he
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. CASE Y proposed to add, to the
objected to; he thought that the local
bodies had, in this matter, too much power list 0(. exemptions, animals and vehicles
in their hands.
employed in "carting wood."
Mr. LONGMORE said the term
Mr. CASEY explained that, if the
clause were struck out, there would be no " wood" would include timber, and he
power to alter existing tolls. It was asked why timber should go free?
Mr. CASEY explained that the object
only by providing that existing tolls
should "be deemed to have been ap- of the amendment was to meet the case of
pointed" under the Bill, that they could gold mines, the timber required for which
be brought within the scope and power of was brought from a short distance, and
the measure for the purposes of alteration. yet had to pass through a toll-gate.
Mr. KING stated that, under the
1\1r. MACGREGOR submitted that,
if the clause were struck out, it would be amendment, foreign timber might be connecessary, on the passing of the new Act, veyed through the country without payfor all local bodies within whose jurisdic- ing toll.
Mr. MILLER observed. that the only
tion tolls were established to obtain new
orders from the Governor i~ Council, and substantial argument advanced against the
that would furnish an opportunity for the abolition of tolls was the quantity of
toll charges to be reduced to a reasonable foreign traffic which passed over the roads
NOES.

Mr. Burtt,
" Byrne,
" Crews,

Mr. McCaw,
" McKean,
" McKenna,

